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Abstract

This thesis takes up the question of the part played by Syriac sources in the 

composition of early Arabic translations of the Hippocratic Aphorisms. In it, I 

compare the four major extant Syriac and Arabic translations of the Aphorisms 

with continual reference to the content of Syriac lexicons composed by the 

translator Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq and his students and successors. Through detailed 

treatments of both the definitions and translations of scores of individual Greek 

terms found in these sources, as well as through analysis of the translations of the 

Aphorisms, I weigh the relative importance of Greek and Syriac scholarship for 

Ḥunayn's translation praxis. In doing so, I specify the value of the Syriac lexicons

for the study of Greek-to-Arabic translation while clarifying several outstanding 

issues in the broader history of Syriac and Arabic medicine.
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Preface

Concerning the transliteration of Syriac and Arabic characters, I have adopted the

following approaches. For Syriac, I have used the system found in Wheeler M. 
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this: ʾ b g d h w z ḥ ṭ y k l m n s ʿ p ṣ q r š t, and the vowels like this: a ā e ē ê i o u.

For the spirantized begadkepat consonants, an underscore is used: b d g k t. Due 

to the fact that this thesis concerns East Syriac exclusively, following Nöldeke I 

have omitted to underscore the letter pē throughout. In part minimally to 

distinguish between the transcriptions of the two languages, I have used a rather 

different approach to tranliterating Arabic. I have rendered the consonants like 

this: ʾ b t th j ḥ kh d dh r z s sh ṣ ḍ ṭ ẓʿ gh f q k l m n h w y, and the vowels like this:

a ā i ī u ū.
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INTRODUCTION

Syriac scholarship in the history of Greek-to-Arabic medical translation

The relative importance of Syriac scholarship for the ʿAbbāsid-era Arabic

translations of Greek works has been a question of central concern ever since the

inception of the field of Graeco-Arabic studies. Consider the following passage in

Amable Jourdain's classic work Recherches critiques du l'age et l'origines des

traductions d'Aristote et sur des commentaires grecs ou arabes employés par les

docteurs scolastiques:

(J)e me livrerai à quelques remarques sur un point d’histoire littéraire

souvent agité et jamais résolu. On s’est demandé fréquemment si les tra-

ductions arabes d’auteurs grecs étaient faites d’après le texte grec même,

ou d’après des versions syriaques... Pour juger avec certitude du mérite

des versions arabes, il faudrait donc s’assurer: 1°. si elles sount faites du

grec ou du syriaque; 2°. si c’est une simple interprétation, ou une révi-

sion, ou une transcription.1

In the course of close and intensive study of the Arabic translations of the great

translator Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq in particular, the quality of the finest products of the

so-called Greek-to-Arabic translation movement has been judged to be very high,

1. Amable Jourdain, Recherches critiques du l'age et l'origines des traductions

d'Aristote et sur des commentaires grecs ou arabes employés par les docteurs

scolastiques (Paris: Joubert, 1843), 86-87.
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and to represent faithfully the original Greek sources.2 Yet in certain key respects,

questions such as Jourdain's that concern the part of preceding Syriac scholarship

in the production of these translations still remain unanswered.

In the earlier stages of the development of Graeco-Arabic studies, a certain

reticence to treat these questions perhaps would have been understandable. In the

absence of critical studies on the viability of the Greek-to-Arabic translations,

too-strong emphasis on their potential Syriac mediation could have undermined

nascent scholarship by suggesting that the Arabic translations were mere

translations-of-translations, and thus were in some way inferior products

unworthy of serious attention. Now, however, as the field approaches a more

mature state, it seems possible to return to the question of Syriac mediation

2. At present, the standard reference work on the Arabic scientific tradition is

Gerhard Endress' extended essay ‘Die wissenschaftliche Literatur’, in Grundriss

der Arabischen Philologie vols. II and III, Wolfdietrich Fischer ed. (Wiesbaden:

Reichert, 1987-1992). Also important are Manfred Ullmann's technical studies of

specific translations of Greek works, such as for example his Die Nikomachische

Ethik des Aristoteles in arabischer Überlieferung (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,

2011-2012). Recent articles on the subject include for example Oliver Overwien,

‘The Art of the Translator, or: How did Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq and his school

translate?’ in Epidemics in Context. Greek commentaries on Hippocrates in the

Arabic tradition, Peter E. Pormann ed. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012); Peter E.

Pormann, ‘The Formation of the Arabic Pharmacology: Between Tradition and

Innovation’, Annals of Science 68(4) (2011); and Uwe Vagelpohl, ‘In the

Translator's Workshop’, Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 21(2) (September

2011).
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without impugning the quality of the translation movement's products in the

process. In doing so, we may hope to gain an understanding of the ways in which

Syriac-language scholarship contributed to Greek-to-Arabic translation. This in

turn may be expected to open passage to a clearer understanding both of the

social and cultural history of these translations and of the detailed contents of the

translations themselves.

A good deal more attention has been given to the importance of Syriac

mediation in the studies of Arabic philosophy than in other fields.3 Yet, while

Syriac medical translation lacks a rich body of surviving primary texts, important

secondary sources in the field remain underexploited. Some of these are found in

the form of the famous translator Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq's descriptions of his

numerous translations into Syriac and Arabic of the works of Galen, as well as

sizable Syriac-to-Arabic lexicons that contain the philological notes of Ḥunayn

and his students and successors. In the following pages, I undertake extensive

comparisons of this material with an important surviving example of ʿAbbāsid-era

Syriac medical writing, the Syriac translation of the Hippocratic Aphorisms.

Deploying these resources will deepen understanding of the part played by Syriac

scholarship in the development of the Arabic medical tradition, and by extension

3. See the contributions collected in H. Hugonnard-Roche, La logique d'Aristote du

grec au syriaque: études sur la transmission des textes de l'Organon et leur

interpretation philosophique (Paris: Vrin, 2004). For natural philosophy and the

sciences more generally, including mathematics and astronomy, see Hidemi

Takahashi, ‘The Sciences in Syriac from Serverus Sebokht to Barhebraeus’ in

Transmission of Sciences: Greek, Syriac, Arabic, and Latin (Tokyo: Organization

for Islamic Area Studies, Waseda University, 2010).
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of ʿAbbāsid-era intellectual life more generally.

As Jake Tannous has argued clearly in a recent study, Syriac intellectual

history forms an important bridge between the Greek and Arabic philosophical

traditions, and thus between the traditional historical categories ‘late Antique’ and

‘early Medieval’.4 Viewed from the present, the study of Syriac intellectual

history allows for an unbroken chain of transmission to be established that runs

from classical Greek to classical Arabic to scholastic Latin, and thus to the

development of modern intellectual notions. Viewed from its own time, such a

study clarifies the debt of Islamicate cultural forms to pre-Islamic and specifically

eastern Christian adaptations of Hellenic intellectual life. At the same time it

shows the extent to which the establishment of Arabic as the pre-eminent

language of thought and culture in western Asia transformed that heritage and

further integrated it with Greek, Jewish, Persian, Indian, and native Arab

traditions into a broader cultural and scientific edifice that has exerted global

influence for centuries.

Secular Greek scholarship in Syriac up to the time of Ḥunayn

The first serious attempts to carry works of pagan Greek philosophy into Syriac

were undertaken by the seminal translator Sergius of Reš ʿAynā during the first

half of the 6th century of the Christian era.5 Sergius' Greek learning derived

4. Jake Tannous, ‘Syria Between Byzantium and Islam: Making Incommensurables

Speak’ (PhD diss., Princeton University, 2010), 60.

5. For Sergius' biography, see Hugonnard-Roche, ‘Aux origines de l'exégèse

orientale de la logique d'Aristote: Sergius de Reshʿayna (d. 536), médecin et
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largely from the Alexandrian curricula of Galenic medicine, Aristotelian logic,

and the pseudo-Dionysian corpus of neo-Platonic Christian theology.6 These

initial efforts to establish a corpus of secular Syriac literature were conserved in

monastic institutions across Mesopotamia and the Levant during the final

centuries of Byzantine and Sassanid rule in these regions and through the initial

centuries of Muslim rule.7

The decades following the assumption of the caliphate by the ʿAbbāsid

dynasty in the middle of the 8th century witnessed an efflorescence of intellectual

effort prompted in large part by the patronage of the ruling classes.8 The heirs of

several great pre-Islamic traditions of learning were recruited to contribute their

expertise to this endeavour. Syriac-speaking families of scholars deriving from

the Persian intellectual centre at Gundeshapur were of particular importance for

the study of medicine at the caliphal court.9

It has been claimed that Arabic translations of Greek works were produced

philosophe’, Journal Asiatique no. 277 (1989). For the part played by Sergius'

translations in the development of Syriac and Arabic medicine, see Peter E.

Pormann, ‘The Development of Translation Techniques from Greek into Syriac

and Arabic: The Case of Galen's On the Faculties and Powers of Simple Drugs,

Book Six’ in Medieval Arabic Thought: Essays in Honour of Fritz Zimmermann

Rotraud Hansberger et al. eds., (London: Warburg Institute, 2012).

6. H. Hugonnard-Roche, La logique d'Aristote, 123-124.

7. Dimitri Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture (London: Routledge, 1998), 14.

8. Gutas, Greek Thought, passim.

9. Gutas, Greek Thought, 118. For the history of this city, see Lutz Richter-

Bernburg, ‘Gondēšāpur’, Encyclopedia Iranica 11(2), 131-135.
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as early as the Umayyad period.10 However, the accession of the ʿAbbāsid dynasty

to the caliphate marks an inflection point in the attitude of the Muslim elites

toward secular Greek learning. Important Arabic translations of Greek medicine

and philosophy were performed during the reign of al-Manṣūr in the second half

of the 8th century.11 Al-Manṣūr's successors, especially the caliph al-Maʾmūn,

sustained and consolidated the translation movement through the first half of the

9th century.12 In medicine, the key figure in this latter stage development was the

translator/physician Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq al-ʿIbādī. An Arab Christian and a native

of the city of Ḥīra,13 Ḥunayn gained access to the elite circle of Syriac physicians

after a period of studying the Greek language in Byzantium.14 As evidenced in his

Epistle on what has been Translated of the Works of Galen and what has not been

Translated (hereafter called the Risālā), Ḥunayn renovated and significantly

broadened the corpus of Syriac translations of the writings of Galen while at the

10. George Saliba, Islamic Science and the Making of the European Renaissance,

(Cambridge: MIT Press, 2007), passim. For a critical reception of these claims,

see Peter E. Pormann, ‘Arabic Astronomy and the Making of the European

Renaissance’, review of Islamic Science and the Making of the European

Renaissance, by George Saliba, Annals of Science no. 67 (2010).

11. Gutas, Greek Thought, 28. 

12. Gutas, Greek Thought, 75.

13. Gotthard Strohmaier, ‘Ḥunain ibn Isḥāq- an Arab Scholar Translating into

Syriac’, ARAM no. 3 (1991[1993]):, 63-64.

14. Gotthard Strohmaier, ‘Ḥunayn b. Isḥāk as Philologist’, in Ephrem-Ḥunayn

Festival (Baghdad: al-Maʿarif Press, 1974), 543.
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same time producing Arabic translations of many of these same works.15

Ḥunayn's translations went on to form the foundation of the Arabic medical

tradition, which includes the writings of monumental figures like al-Rāzī, ibn

Sīnā, ibn Rushd, and Maimonides.16

The survival of several of his Arabic translations and their profound

historical significance has made Ḥunayn best known as an Arabic translator. Yet

the emphasis the translator placed on the Syriac translations in the Risāla,

combined with the much longer extent of the Syriac translation tradition when

compared with the Arabic tradition at the time of his career, gives the impression

that an understanding of the specific character of the Syriac translations is

necessary for a full account of Ḥunayn's contribution to Greek-to-Arabic

15. Gotthelf Bergsträsser ed., Ḥunain ibn Isḥāq über die syrischen und arabischen

Galen-Übersetzungen (Leipzig: Deutsche morgenländische Gesellschaft, 1925).

This edition of the Risāla has been supplemented on the basis of newly-

discovered manuscripts in idem. ed., Neue Materialien zu Ḥunain ibn Isḥāq's

Galen-Bibliographie, Abhandlungen für die Kunde des Morgenlandes vol. 19, no.

2 (Leipzig: Deutsche Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, 1932), and more recently in

Fabian Käs, ‘Eine neue Handschrift von Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāqs Galenbibliographie’,

Zeitschrift für Geschichte der arabisch-islamischen Wissenschaften no. 19 (2010–

11).

16. For an overview of Arabic medical writing see Manfred Ullmann, Islamic

Medicine (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1978). Ullmann's findings are

updated on the basis of more recent scholarship in Peter E. Pormann and Emilie

Savage-Smith's Medieval Islamic Medicine (Washington, D. C.: Georgetown

University Press, 2007).
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translation. Yet despite the importance of Syriac for Ḥunayn's profoundly

significant translation activity, few if any of his voluminous Syriac translations

survive.17 The descriptions given in the Risāla combined with the numerous

extant Arabic translations of Ḥunayn's give the historian a window into the

translator's praxis. Utilization of these sources in the process of close study of

those Syriac medical texts that are extant and that may be linked to Ḥunayn or his

students should provide even more valuable context.

Again, the Syriac material is very limited. The most promising text

available to us, and the work which has received the most scholarly attention to

date, is the Syriac version of the Hippocratic Aphorisms extant in a bi-lingual

Syriac-Arabic manuscript,18 an edition of which was published with a French

translation by Henri Pognon in 1903.19 In part of this manuscript, a Syriac

translation of the Aphorisms is found facing a copy of Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation of the work.

Furthermore, the text of the Aphorisms lends itself well to this type of

comparative study. Intended as a sort of overview of the art of medicine as

17. Sebastian Brock, ‘The Syriac Background to Ḥunayn's Translation Techniques’,

ARAM no. 3 (1991[1993]): 139-142. For a detailed account of the extant Syriac

sources, see Rainer Degen, ‘Galen im Syrischen. Eine Übersicht über die syrische

Überlieferung die Werke Galen’, in Galen: Problems and Prospects, ed. Vivian

Nutton (London: Wellcome Institute, 1981).

18. MS Arabe 6734, Bibliotheque nationale Française, Paris, hereafter BnF 6734.

19. Henri Pognon, ed., Une version syriaque des Aphorismes d'Hippocrate (Leipzig:

J. C. Hinrichsche Buchhandlung, 1903). All references to the Syriac version of

the Aphorisms herein refer to this edition unless otherwise noted.
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understood by the 5th-century Greek physician Hippocrates, the Aphorisms

covers a variety of material, ranging across subjects like medical theory, diet,

purging, prognostics, diagnostics, gynaecology, and the influence of weather and

geography upon health, to name a few. The wealth of the subject-matter is

accompanied by a corresponding wealth in terminology, allowing for a large

number of Syriac medical terms to be considered. Another element tending to

make the Aphorisms a suitable entry-point for the study of Syriac and Arabic

translations of Greek medicine is the fact that portions of earlier translations of

the Hippocratic work in these languages exist alongside the better-known later

versions. In total, portions deriving from at least four different classical Syriac

and Arabic versions are available. Each of these translations will be described in

detail below.

Beyond the texts themselves, important material deriving from the scholarly

background of the translations exists in the form of Syriac-Arabic lexicons. Two

examples important for the present study are the lexicons of Ḥasan bar Bahlul and

Išoʿ bar ʿAli, both of which consist largely of entries originating from Ḥunayn's

own lexicographical work. Although I will give a more thorough description of

these below, suffice it to say here that they provide resources that greatly enrich

the study of the surviving Syriac medical translations.

The Aphorisms of Hippocrates

As one of the central authorities of classical Ionic medicine, the figure of

Hippocrates of Kos played a key role in the transmission and development of

18



medical knowledge in antiquity.20 A leading proponent of humoural theory,

Hippocrates' contributions ranged from diet to prognosis to surgery to the

professionalization of the medical art. Hippocrates and his students promulgated a

school of medical theory and practice that exerted great influence from India to

Europe up unto the establishment of modern European medicine in the 19th

century.

It is important to note that Hippocrates' influence largely came to be

mediated by the work of the famous medical theorist Galen of Pergamon.21 In

claiming to revive the true Hippocratic doctrine, this physician of the 2nd century

CE penned highly influential commentaries that gave their own cast to the often

ambiguous language of Hippocrates' works. Galen's interpretation of Hippocratic

doctrine was particularly important for the development of Islamicate conceptions

of natural philosophy.22

The Aphorisms consists of brief statements regarding a wide range of

medical concerns, and the text was often viewed as propaedeutic to the body of

Hippocratic medical works.23 For this reason it received a great deal of attention

20. For background on the person and school of Hippocrates, see Jacques Jouanna,

Hippocrate (Paris: Fayard, 1992).

21. For background information on Galen, see Jim Hankinson ed., The Cambridge

Companion to Galen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008).

22. This can be seen in the tendency of Hippocratic works to be transmitted as

lemmas in Galenic commentaries, and by the tendency of translators like Ḥunayn

to interpret and translate ambiguous Hippocratic texts according to Galen's

interpretation of them. Cf. Overwien, ‘The Art of the Translator’, 165-177.

23. A. Z. Iskandar, ‘An attempted reconstruction of the late Alexandrian medical
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both from commentators and from translators in Arabic. Close to a dozen Arabic

commentaries on the Aphorisms survive, some of which are quite extensive. The

entire extant corpus of Arabic commentaries on the Aphorisms is in the process of

being edited by a team led by Peter E. Pormann at the University of Manchester,

and reference to these editions will be made in this thesis where relevant. Very

strong scholarship on the Greek text also exists. In this thesis Caroline

Magdelaine's edition of the Greek text will generally provide the key point of

reference for the Greek tradition of the Aphorisms.24

The Extant Syriac Translations of the Aphorisms

As mentioned above, a largely complete Syriac translation of the Hippocratic

Aphorisms exists in the Paris manuscript BnF 6734. This text was edited by Henri

Pognon in the early 20th century. Since then, several articles discussing this work

have been published.25 Degen, Brock, and Overwien attribute the authorship of

curriculum’, Medical History 20(3) (1976): 258.

24. Caroline Magdelaine, ‘Histoire du texte et édition critique, traduite et commentée,

des Aphorismes d'Hippocrate’ (PhD diss., Université de Paris-Sorbonne, 1988).

All references in this work to the Greek text of the Aphorisms refer to this edition

unless otherwise noted.

25. Four articles in particular should be mentioned: Brock, ‘Syriac Background’

(already noted above); Rainer Degen, ‘Zur syrischen Übersetzung der

Aphorismen des Hippokrates’, Oriens Christianus no. 62 (1978); Oliver

Overwien, ‘The Paradigmatic Translator and His Method: Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq's

Translation of the Hippocratic Aphorisms from Greek via Syriac into Arabic’,
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the work to Ḥunayn on more or less tentative grounds. Many of the examples

found in each of these articles make useful contributions. Brock's article is

valuable in particular because of the strong evidence it presents for dating the

work in question to the early ʿAbbāsid period. This reduces the urgency of the

question of the specific authorship of the work, since a philological study will still

provide valuable information about the state of Syriac medicine in an era broadly

contemporaneous to Ḥunayn. Along with Mimura, however, it is my view that the

attribution of the Syriac Aphorisms to Ḥunayn remains problematic for several

reasons.

In dating the work to the ʿAbbāsid period, Brock's article makes even more

germane Ḥunayn's account of the translations of Galen's Commentary on the

Aphorisms in the Risāla. This account reads as follows:

ـتفسيح.ـف ـ ـ ـلكترهـ ـ اـ ـلفصاب ـ اـهول.ـ ـلكتذا ـ ـجعلابـ ـ ـسبيـفهـ ـمقعـ وـ ـجمرـتانـكدـقاالت. أـ ـجمرـتّوبـيه ردـ ـيئةً ورامـ ـجبةً نـبلـيرـ

ـبختيش ـ ـ ـ أـ ـفسزادهـفـهحالـصوع ـفقاداًـ ـبلاـ اـبتُـ ـليه وأـناـنوـ ـصلحتيّ ـ ـ إـ ـشبيهاًـحالـصُه ـ ـ ـلتاـباًـ ـجمرـ وأـ ـضفة إـ ـليتُ ـبقالمـكصّـفهـ راطـ

ـعل وـتدـحىـ ـلنـأسانـكدـقه أـ ـحمي ـمحمنـبدـ ـ اـ ـلمعّد ـ اـباـبروفـ ـلمن ـجمترـتّرـبدـ ـ ـفتهـلهـ ـجمرـ ـمنتُـ ـمقهـ واـلاـ إـحة اـلدة ـلعى ـبيرـ مّـثّةـ

ـتق اـ أـلدّم أالّ ـبتيّ ـبتدئـ ـجمرـ ـمقةـ أـلاـ ـحترىـخة ـيقّىـ ـتلرأـ اـ ـلمقك ـ اـلاـ ـلتة ـكنيـ ـجميهرـتتُـ ـ ـ وـ اـغُـشا واـجرـلِل ـنقطعل ـ ـ ـجمرـتتـ ةـ

الكتاب فلمّا رأى تلك المقالة محمّد بن موسى سألني استتمام الكتاب فترجمتُه آخره.
26

88. His commentary on the Book of Aphorisms. He rendered this book into seven

chapters. Job made a bad translation, and Jibrīl ibn Bukhtīshūʿ sought to improve

Intellectual History of the Islamicate World no. 3 (2015), and Taro Mimura,

‘Comparing Interpretative Notes in the Syriac and Arabic Translations of the

Hippocratic Aphorisms’, Aramaic Studies no. 14 (2016) (Forthcoming). I am

grateful to Mimura for the use of his personal copy.

26. Bergsträsser, Syrische und arabische Galen-Übersetzungen, ٤٠.
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it, but corrupted it further. I then compared it with the Greek and improved it in a

way similar to translation. I then added to it the lemmas of Hippocrates' words

separately. Aḥmad ibn Muḥammad, known as ibn al-Mudabbir, had asked me to

translate it for him, so I translated for him one chapter of it into Arabic. He then

directed me not to begin translating another chapter until he had read that chapter

that I had translated. Then the man became busy, and the translation of the book

was cut off. But when Muḥammad ibn Mūsā saw that chapter, he asked me to

complete the book, and so I translated it until the end of it.

Here, we learn that two of Ḥunayn's contemporaries, Job of Edessa and Jibrīl ibn

Bukhtīshūʿ, had produced Syriac versions of Galen's Commentary on the

Aphorisms that Ḥunayn found inferior. In discussing these other ʿAbbāsid-era

translators of the Aphorisms into Syriac, Overwien supposed that Ḥunayn's work

represented a significant-enough advance over that of his contemporaries to have

rendered their work obsolete, resulting in the latter's disappearance.27 It seems

clear to me, however, that Ḥunayn's disparaging remarks concerning his

contemporaries' translations of Galen's Commentary should not be considered

sufficient to prove that only Ḥunayn's version could have survived.

Furthermore, it is easy to imagine scenarios that resulted in the loss only of

Ḥunayn's Syriac translations while those of his competitors continued to exist.

Although the events surrounding Ḥunayn's inquisition and the loss of his library

at the hands of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil remain unclear to a significant degree,

they do present at least one other plausible avenue for the disappearance of the

27. Overwien, ‘Paradigmatic Translator’, 162.
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translator's Syriac works alongside the normal processes of physical attrition.28 I

see no reason to presume solely on the basis of the historical evidence that the

extant Syriac translation is the work of any one of the three known ʿAbbāsid-era

Syriac translators of the Aphorisms to the exclusion of the others. For this reason,

the question of the authorship of the Syriac Aphorisms must rest on analysis of

the text itself.

Textual arguments for and against Ḥunayn's authorship of the Syriac

Aphorisms exist in this literature. Perhaps most importantly, in the introduction to

his edition of the work Pognon asserted that the author of the Syriac Aphorisms

was a different person from the translator of the Arabic version contained in the

manuscript BnF 6734.29 In agreement with Mimura I hold that these arguments

have not been sufficiently considered in the literature to date.30

Pognon cited two points against Ḥunayn's authorship of the Syriac

Aphorisms. First, in the editor's judgment the Syriac translation is overly literal,

reducing its serviceability to readers who lack knowledge of Greek. This

contrasts with the more reader-oriented approach adopted in Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation.31 Second, a note consisting of several lines criticizing Galen's

28. For further details on this episode, see Michal Cooperson, ‘Two ʿAbbāsid Trials:

Aḥmad ibn Ḥanbal and Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq’, Al-Qantara. Revista de estudios

árabes, 22(2) (2001). In several places in the Risāla Ḥunayn mentions a

disruption of his library. See e.g. Bergsträsser, Syrische und arabische Galen-

Übersetzungen, ١.

29. Pognon, Une version syriaque, ii-iii.

30. Mimura, ‘Comparing Interpretative Notes’, 2-4.

31. Pognon, Une version syriaque, ii.
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commentary on aphorism iv. 47 exists in the Syriac text, without corresponding

text in the Arabic. Pognon deduced from this that the Syriac and Arabic texts

represent two different works, and thus should be considered to have been written

by two different translators.

Mimura has shown that a note ascribed to Ḥunayn in the translator's version

of the physician's Commentary on the Aphorisms presents largely the same

criticism as that found in the exceptional note in the Syriac translation.32

Although there are some important differences between these two texts, this new

evidence is likely sufficient to vitiate Pognon's second argument. To confirm or

deny Pognon's first line of argumentation regarding perceived discrepancies

between the translation techniques of these two versions of the Aphorisms, an

extensive if not systematic comparison of the two translations is required.

Although the provision of a definite answer to the question of the authorship of

the Aphorisms is not the primary end of this thesis, the material presented in this

thesis will make a significant contribution to the debate.

Beside the complete text of the Syriac Aphorisms as edited by Pognon,

fragments of an earlier Syriac translation of the Aphorisms also exist. Grigory

Kessel has discovered and extracted seven of the Hippocratic aphorisms from the

text of the so-called ‘Syriac Epidemics’, a Syriac version of a commentary on the

Hippocratic Epidemics.33 Kessel tentatively attributes the authorship of these

translations to Sergius of Reš ʿAynā. Kessel's comparisons of this version with the

32. Mimura, ‘Comparing Interpretative Notes’, 15-18.

33. Grigory Kessel, ‘The Syriac Epidemics and the Problem of its Identification’ in

Epidemics in Context, Peter E. Pormann ed., (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012), 118.
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later ʿAbbāsid-era translation show significant differences between the two.34

The Major Arabic Translations of the Aphorisms

As the standard Arabic version of the Aphorisms, Ḥunayn's translation of the

work exists in a large number of manuscripts. Three broad categories for the

transmission of this translation may be noted. They may be transmitted along

with Galen's Commentary on the Aphorisms, or along with one of the dozen or so

independent Arabic commentaries on the work, or in one of the numerous

manuscripts which contain only the Hippocratic work itself, separate from any

commentary. Generally the latter should be considered to have been extracted

from Galen's Commentary rather than to be fully independent transmissions.

The first modern edition of Ḥunayn's translation was performed by John

Tytler and published in Calcutta in 1834.35 This edition was produced from a few

Indian manuscripts, which necessarily are less-than-representative of the broader

textual tradition of the work. Tytler's edition has now been superseded by Taro

Mimura's edition of the Arabic translation of Galen's Commentary on the

Aphorisms, which derives the texts of the lemmas from a diverse set of copies of

34. Grigory Kessel, ‘“Sergius ar-Raʾsī has Translated it into Syriac, but Poorly”’

(paper presented at the conference Medical Translators at Work, Humboldt

University, Berlin, March 20-21, 2014). All citations of the early Syriac

translations refer to this presentation.

35. John Tytler ed., Kitāb al-Fuṣūl li-Abuqrāṭ (Calcutta: Committee for Public

Instruction, 1832).
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Ḥunayn's version of Galen's work.36 Further variations on the texts did occur in

the process of the transmission of the several commentaries. Although not

represented in Mimura's edition, these tend to be relatively minor, and will only

be noted where necessary.

Al-Biṭrīq's Arabic Translation of the Aphorisms and the Arabic Palladius

A different Arabic translation of the Aphorisms has been known to European

scholarship at least since the late 19th century. A few score aphorisms derived

from this translation are reproduced in the History of Aḥmad al-Yaʿqūbī.37

Manfred Ullmann attributes this translation to a late 8th-century scholar named

al-Biṭrīq, whose work is known from a few other sources.38

36. Taro Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs li-Fuṣūl Abuqrāṭ (ARABCOMMAPH/editions/

Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq (tr. Galen)/Galen commentaries books 1-7).

37. Martijn Theodore Houtsma ed., Taʾrīkh ibn abī Yaʿqūb (Leiden: Brill, 1883),

107-116. Also see Martin Klamroth, ‘Über die Auszüge aus griechischen

Schriftstellern bei al-Ja'qūbī’, Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenländischen

Gesellschaft no. 40 (1886) for some terminological comparisons between the

versions of al-Biṭrīq and Ḥunayn. All citations herein of the early Arabic version

of books three through seven of the Aphorisms derive from al-Yaʿqūbī's History.

38. Al-Biṭrīq is believed to have worked under the patronage of the ʿAbbāsid Caliph

al-Manṣūr (d. 775). His better-known son Yaḥyā ibn al-Biṭrīq was responsible for

some early philosophical translations into Arabic. See Hinrich Biesterfeldt,

‘Palladius on the Hippocratic Aphorisms’ in Libraries of the Neoplatonists, ed.

Cristina d'Ancona (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 388-389, as well as D. M. Dunlop, ‘The
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A second source for this translation appeared in the late 20th century upon

Hinrich Biesterfeldt's discovery of an Arabic translation of a late-Alexandrian

commentary on the Aphorisms by a scholar of medicine named Palladius.39 Given

the identity between the translations of the lemmas in this text and those found in

al-Yaʿqūbī's History, it is clear that the translator of this commentary and al-

Yaʿqūbī at the least drew upon a common source. Although the manuscript

presents some difficulties that have delayed its publication, for the purposes of

this thesis it provides al-Biṭrīq's translation of the lemmas of the entire first book

of the Aphorisms and some of the second.40

Translations of al-Biṭrīq and Yaḥyā (Yuḥannā) b. al-Biṭrīq’, Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society 91(3-4) (1959), and Caroline Magdelaine, ‘Le commentaire de

Palladius aux Aphorismes d'Hippocrate et les citations d'al-Yaʿqūbī’, in Storia e

Ecdotica dei testi medici, eds. Jacques Jouanna and A. Garzya (Naples: D'Auria,

2003). Manfred Ullmann attributes the authorship of the early translation of the

Aphorisms to al-Biṭrīq in the intial volume of his Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-

arabischen Übersetzungen des 9. Jahrhunderts (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,

2002-2007), 52-53. See also idem., ‘Die Tadhkira des ibn as-Suwaidi, eine

wichtige Quelle zur Geschichte der griechisch-arabischen Medizin und Magie’.

Der Islam no. 54 (1977). This work is particularly important for the study of the

Aphorisms. In it Ullmann considers several Arabic versions of the Aphorisms,

including fragments and later ad hoc renditions outside of those that figure in this

thesis.

39. Biesterfeldt, ‘Palladius on the Hippocratic Aphorisms’, 388-389. This text is lost

in the original Greek.

40. Hinrich Biesterfeldt ed., Sharḥ Kitāb al-Fuṣūl l-Aflidhus (ARABCOMMAPH/
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The Syriac-Arabic Lexicons

In the middle of the 10th century of the Christian era, Ḥasan bar Bahlul, a scholar

and priest who wrote in Syriac and Arabic, composed a Syriac-Arabic lexicon

compiled from the work of several older authorities. Edited and published by

Rubens Duval in 1901 from several manuscripts, this tome represents one of the

main sources for Syriac lexicography in general.41 Beyond this general

significance for Syriac studies, bar Bahlul's Lexicon is of specific importance for

the history of the translation of Greek philosophy into Syriac and Arabic as well.

This is due to several characteristics of the Lexicon, first among them bar Bahlul's

extensive utilization of Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq's Greek-Syriac-Arabic and Syriac-

Arabic glossography.42 Furthermore, bar Bahlul's work preserves very many

definitions of key philosophical terms of art that extend well beyond the mere

Hinrich Biesterfeldt Palladius Transcription/Palladius.pdf). This unpublished

transcription was kindly provided to the Aphorisms project by the editor.

Citations of the early Arabic versions of Aphorisms books one and two derive

primarily from this source.

41. Rubens Duval ed., Lexicon Syriacum auctore Hassano Bar-Bahlule (Paris: E.

Leroux, 1901).

42. Duval, Lexicon, xi. For a preliminary consideration of the relationship between

bar Bahlul's Lexicon and Syriac and Arabic philosophical translation, see Henri

Hugonnard-Roche, ‘L'intermediaire syriaque dans la transmission de la

philosophie grecque à l'arabe: le cas de l'Organon d'Aristote’, Arabic Sciences

and Philosophy 1(2) (September 1991), 198-200.
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listing of synonyms. At times these resemble the entries of an encycopaedia

rather than the definitions of a dictionary. These longer entries are regularly

written in Syriac, and so are valuable for the study of ʿAbbāsid-era Syriac

intellectual life.

The Syriac Lexicon of Išoʿ bar ʿAli is also very important for the study both

of the Syriac language and of the Greek-to-Arabic translation movement. The

author of this lexicon was in all likelihood a student of Ḥunayn's who flourished

in the late 9th century.43 In his preface, the author mentions his reliance on the

work of Ḥunayn and another scholar named al-Marwazī, who was himself also a

student of Ḥunayn's.44 The first volume, comprising the glosses for the letters alep

to mim, was printed from a hand-written transcription prepared by the editor

Georg Hoffmann in 1874.45 The second half of the work was subsequently edited

43. Aaron Michael Butts, ‘The Biography of the Lexicographer Ishoʿ bar ʿAli’,

Oriens Christianus no. 93 (2009).

44. Butts, ‘Biography of the Lexicographer’, 59-63. Although as Butts remarks ‘it

cannot be assumed that any given lemma found in the manuscript tradition is

from the hand of Bar ʿAli himself’ due to the evidence that later authors

supplemented the work, as I will show in several places below significant overlap

can often be found between the material in bar Bahlul's and bar ʿAli's lexicons as

well as Ḥunayn's translations of the Aphorisms. As I will argue, these

commonalities often should be considered strong evidence that the relevant

material is derivative of Ḥunayn's lexicographical work.

45. Georg Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen: Autograph einer Gothaischen

Handschrift enthaltend Bar ʿAli's Lexicon von Alif bis Mim (Kiel: Schwersche

Bucchandlung, 1874). The entries in this edition are numbered serially. For
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and published in two typeface volumes by Richard J. H. Gottheil.46

Due to its more abridged quality, bar ʿAli's Lexicon is of somewhat less

significance for the Syriac intellectual history than is bar Bahlul's work. However,

as will be shown below, the entries of bar ʿAli's Lexicon may be shown from time

to time to represent Ḥunayn's Arabic translation choices more accurately even

than do bar Bahlul's. Other points of interest may be made by citing it in various

contexts.

Aims of the Work

On the basis of this material I propose to undertake an extensive comparison of

the terminology of the Syriac and Arabic translations of the Aphorisms. I shall do

so from several perspectives in four chapters. In Chapter One, I consider the

relationship between the Greek and Syriac lexicography in bar Bahlul's Lexicon

on the one hand and the Syriac and Arabic translations of the Hippocratic

Aphorisms on the other. In making these comparisons I shall seek to determine

two things. As mentioned above, bar Bahlul's Lexicon represents a compilation

from several sources. Due to peculiarities in bar Bahlul's manner of citing his

sources, which I shall detail below, the exact extent to which his Lexicon relied

upon Ḥunayn's work is unclear. In the comparisons in the first chapter, then, I

shall attempt to clarify this question. Following on from this, I shall assess the

citations from this work, I therefore provide the page number followed by the

entry number, thusly: 10:1000.

46. Richard Gottheil ed., The Syriac-Arabic Glosses of Ishoʿ bar ʿAli (Rome:

Tipografia D. R. Academia dei Lincei, 1908-1928).
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value of relevant Greek and Syriac lexicography for the study of Greek-to-Arabic

translation.

In Chapter Two, I proceed to a more detailed treatment of Ḥunayn's

translation techniques. I do this by focusing on his renditions of Greek words

which in effect represent themselves in the Syriac Aphorisms. As I show, Syriac

and Arabic adopted very different approaches to borrowing from the Greek.

While such borrowing occurs relatively frequently in the Syriac version, it is

extremely rare in the Arabic translation. The efforts made by Ḥunayn to avoid

borrowing sometimes resulted in Arabic translations that explicate the sense of

the Greek term in ways that can be creative and that shed light upon his

translation praxis. Considering this category of terms also allows for the Greek

lexicography contained in bar Bahlul's Lexicon to be more thoroughly considered.

In Chapters Three and Four I proceed to compare the four translations of

the Aphorisms described above in the light of the ʿAbbāsid-era scholarly

background as represented by the Syriac lexicons. Although these comparisons

are organized around the more attenuated remains of the early Syriac and Arabic

versions, by continuing to employ the methods of lexicographical comparison I

regularly extend the discussions to consider the whole body of the Aphorisms.

Although there is no strict division of subject-matter beyond this, Chapter Three

tends to consider more strictly medical terminology, in particular disease-names,

while Chapter Four tends more to treat theoretical and philosophical terminology.

Finally, on the basis of these discussions, I consider the importance of Syriac

sources for the main Arabic translations and the conclusions that may be drawn

from them for the study of the broader Greek-to-Arabic translation movement.
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PART ONE

THE SYRIAC LEXICON OF BAR BAHLUL AND THE SYRIAC AND

ARABIC TRANSLATIONS OF THE HIPPOCRATIC APHORISMS

CHAPTER ONE

On the general relationship between bar Bahlul's Lexicon and the Syriac and

Arabic translations of the Aphorisms

As discussed in the introduction, the lexicon of Ḥasan bar Bahlul is a very

important source for the study of the history of Greek translation in the early

ʿAbbāsid period. This work, compiled from several Syriac-Arabic lexicons,

contains a large number of glosses written by some of the most important

translators of philosophical and scientific works into Syriac and Arabic, including

Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq and Sergius of Reš ʿAynā among several others. Beyond

Syriac, Arabic, and Greek, many terms of Hebrew and Persian origin are defined

in the Lexicon.47 Religion, theology, philosophy, medicine, and botany are only

some of the subjects covered by the entries in the work.

47. In the examples presented throughout the thesis, I have adopted the convention of

referring to this work by the column and line of the entry presented, written in the

text itself according to the following format: for 100:1, read column 100, line

one. Citations from bar ʿAli's Lexicon will be given in the footnotes in the normal

way.
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Approaches to the lexicographical material

In his pathbreaking study The Oriental Tradition of Paul of Aegina's

Pragmateia,48 Peter E. Pormann developed techniques useful for the analysis of

the entries of bar Bahlul's Lexicon. At the same time he clarified certain

difficulties concerning the use of the Lexicon as a source for the translation

movement.49

48. Peter E. Pormann, The Oriental Tradition of Paul of Aegina's Pragmateia

(Leiden: Brill, 2004).

49. Some of the conventions used in this work originate in Pormann's study, such as

that of typing the translations of the Syriac elements of entries in plain face but

the Arabic elements in italics. See Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 16 n. 20. Beyond

these, I have introduced some new approaches. In Duval's edition, the first

headword of every entry is set off in bold font from the rest of the entry's text.

Because of this arrangement, at first glance it would appear that each entry

defines solely the initial headword set off from the text in this manner, but this is

not in fact the case. Although in general all of the headwords found under a given

entry will be related to one another linguistically, strong and unpredictable

variation in the authorship and subject matter of the entries is commonplace. In

order to make this clear, I have placed all headwords in bold font regardless of

their position in the entry. It is appropriate to mention here some further

terminological distinctions concerning the Lexicon. In bar Bahlul's Lexicon, every

entry consists of a headword or a series of headwords, each of which is given a

definition. With only very rare exceptions, all of the headwords are written in
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Pormann's approach to the lexicographical material centred upon the

identification of entries in the Lexicon defining terms derived from Greek and

containing material attributed by bar Bahlul to Paul of Aegina, a 7th-century

Alexandrian scholar of medicine whose work was important for the early Arabic

medical tradition. Pauline material occurs with some frequency in the Lexicon,

and furthermore the existence of Immanuel Löw's list of entries containing

definitions attributed to Paul allowed Pormann to consider a significant number of

terms.50

Despite sound beginnings, extension of Pormann's methods to the study of

the material relevant to the broader translation movement has required some

reconsideration of the editorial state of the Lexicon. In particular, an important

oversight of the editor Duval's has made approaching the work somewhat difficult

for succeeding generations of scholars. Duval made an impressive effort to locate

and identify Greek terms in the lexicon. However, his index of Greek words

remained arranged according to the place of the occurrence of the word in the

lexicon, rather than being ordered alphabetically. This type of arrangement is not

found in the following Syriac, Arabic, and Persian indices, which are

alphabetically ordered. For several reasons, including the character of Syriac

transliteration of Greek words, often severe variations between conventions of

transliteration, scribal errors, and the relatively common placement of several

Greek headwords within a single entry, systematic use of the Greek index in this

state is impossible.

Syriac characters, no matter the language of origin of the word in question.

50. Immanuel Löw, ‘Review of R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus’, Zeitschrift der

Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft no. 47 (1893).
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For this reason I have made an alphabetized list of the words represented in

Duval's Greek index, which will be provided in an appendix to the present work.

In the process I noticed that Duval's cross-referencing of his entries was not

complete, so I have completed that task as a matter of course. Furthermore,

alongside the Greek words for which Duval questioned his own attribution and

those for which he did not hazard a guess, there is still ample room in my view to

question and contest several of the attributions he made firmly. This is true

especially when evidence from extant translations can be adduced, some

examples of which I will give below.

Comparing the lexicographical material and the translations

With Duval's Greek index now systematically accessible, I have proceeded to

identify words which occur both in this index and in the Greek text of the

Hippocratic Aphorisms. Although numerous Greek words identified by Duval in

bar Bahlul's Lexicon are also present in the Aphorisms, these represent a definite

minority of the words occurring in the latter work. Only about a third of the

Greek words beginning with alpha in the Hippocratic work are also defined in the

Lexicon. In systematically considering these entries, furthermore, this proportion

suffers attrition due to various reasons. Some of these result from Duval's

identifications, which at times are little more than guesses (as the editor regularly

noted himself). Others may be proved incorrect with closer scrutiny, although this

is relatively rare.

Studying the rendition of these words in the Syriac translation of the

Aphorisms, I have separated out numerous terms in represented in bar Bahlul's

Lexicon that are in effect minimally Syriacized borrowings from Greek. These
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terms constitute the subject matter of Chapter Two below. Before proceeding to

that material, however, in order to aid understanding of the relationship between

the Lexicon and the translations in general, I wish to present entries for a range of

Greek words that are rendered in the Syriac Aphorisms without recourse to the

use of a borrowed Greek term. The material in the present chapter thus represents

Greek words present in both the Aphorisms and bar Bahlul's Syriac Lexicon that

begin with the letter alpha. Although this is something of an arbitrary selection, it

has the advantage of providing a glimpse of the role of Greek scholarship in the

translation of a range of concepts, including technical and non-technical words,

and a variety of linguistic forms.

In considering this material I have focused particularly upon the

relationships between the material in the lexicons and the translation equivalents

given in the Syriac and Arabic versions of the Aphorisms. I have often

supplemented these sources by reference to the translations cited in Manfred

Ullmann's Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen des 9.

Jahrhunderts.51 These relationships can be used to provide firm answers to

51. This lexicon provides extensive comparisons of the various techniques adopted

by classical Arabic translators of Greek works. Ordered in the first instance

according to the Greek alphabet, the terms to be treated are presented within their

textual context along with the corresponding Arabic sentences in various

translations. In what follows, I cite this work regularly for several different

reasons. Perhaps most commonly, I use it to supplement the evidence from the

early Arabic translation of the Aphorisms. Also, I refer to it in order to show the

relationships obtaining between bar Bahlul's Lexicon and the broader translation

literature. Where relevant, I discuss the characteristics of the various translations
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several outstanding questions regarding the role of Syriac in the Greek-to-Arabic

translation movement.

Some of these questions are: How did Ḥunayn use Syriac in the production

of his Arabic translations? How important was the Syriac scholarship undertaken

prior to Ḥunayn, both for his Arabic and for his Syriac translations? Upon what

methods did Ḥunayn's and other Syriac authors' lexicographical scholarship

proceed? To what extent was this lexicography representative of or influential for

the Arabic translations, and to what extent did the translators rely upon their

glossaries in the production of the translations? Conversely, how well do the later

compilations of bar Bahlul and bar ʿAli represent earlier stages of the translation

movement? A fundamental question may be said to follow on the concern of

Jourdain's quoted at the beginning of the Introduction: Was the Arabic translation

of the Aphorisms performed on the basis of the original Greek text or rather on

the basis of Ḥunayn's Syriac translation of the work?

Beyond the various characteristics that make it valuable for historical

research into Greek-to-Arabic translation, bar Bahlul's Lexicon contains much

material that well displays the independent reasoning and specific combinations

of influence that gave ʿAbbāsid intellectual life its unique cast. For this reason, I

have tended to give broad space to the entries rather than to restrict my treatments

of them only to those elements which can positively be shown to relate directly to

the translation movement. In doing so, I hope to demonstrate the value of this

material beyond the confines of Graeco-Arabic studies, particularly for Syriac

studies and ʿAbbāsid intellectual history more generally.

The authorship of the entries of the Lexicon

cited there.
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Alongside these considerations, the fact that bar Bahlul included definitions

written by several authors in his lexicon alongside his own material presents the

student of the Lexicon with certain difficulties.52 One goal of presenting the

examples that follow is roughly to judge the frequency with which each author is

referenced in the Lexicon, and to notice any patterns that the citations of

individual authors follow. These tasks might seem straightforward at first, but

they are complicated by the peculiar features of bar Bahlul's approach to

referencing his authors. In particular, many of the definitions are not referred to

any particular author. Yet these may not be assumed to have been written by bar

Bahlul himself, for he writes in his prologue: ‘For most of the terms contained in

this lexicon whose author is not indicated, the text in them belongs to our teacher

(rabban) Ḥunayn’.53 For this reason I regularly refer to unattributed definitions as

‘attributable to Ḥunayn’, by which I intend to indicate the possibility that Ḥunayn

did in fact write them. The degree of certainty with which any given unattributed

definition may be attributed to Ḥunayn will be an important motif running

through the entirety of this work.

Even for Henanišoʿ bar Serošway, an author whose name is more

52. For a full account of these authors, see the introduction to the edition of bar

Bahlul's Lexicon, Duval, Lexicon, xiii-xxiv.

53. Duval, Lexicon Syriacum, xi. Ḥunayn's glossary at one time existed as an

independent work, known as Puššāq Šmāhē ‘The Interpretations of Names’. See

Ute Pietruschka, ‘Puššāq šmāhē’ und ‘sullam’: Mehrsprachige Wörterbücher bei

Syrern und Kopten im arabischen Mittelalter’, Das Mittelalter no. 2 (1997).
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consistently referenced by bar Bahlul (although about whom little more is

known), certain complications arise from bar Bahlul's account. Again in the

prologue, bar Bahlul writes of this author: ‘Henanišoʿ bar Serošway, the priest of

Ḥirtā, whose lexicon is especially accurate, and fulfills Ḥunayn the physician’.54

Following one possible interpretation of this statement, one might expect bar

Serošway's material to overlap considerably with Ḥunayn's, thus providing

further insight into the more-famous translator's glossographical activity. On the

other hand, if bar Serošway's ‘fulfillment’ of Ḥunayn means primarily that the

former writer tended to provide new information not mentioned by Ḥunayn, little

insight into Ḥunayn's work will be forthcoming from bar Serošway's glosses

(although they will still provide interesting insight into 10th-century Syriac

scholarship).

The situation regarding the material attributed by bar Bahlul to Paul of

Aegina is perhaps even more confused. Pormann tentatively confirmed testimony

in classical Arabic sources that Paul's Pragmateia was translated into Arabic by

Ḥunayn by considering the extant texts of Paul's writing and certain entries

attributed to Paul in bar Bahlul's Lexicon.55 In the comparisons of the entries of

Paul and Ḥunayn I make in the following chapters, two trends emerge that

potentially complicate this narrative. In particular, in key instances the Arabic

material attributed by bar Bahlul to Paul diverges significantly both from that

54. Duval, Lexicon Syriacum, xi-xii.

55. This issue is discussed in several places in Pormann's book. For the traditional

ascription of the authorship of the Pragmateia to Ḥunayn, see Oriental Tradition,

5. For summaries of the lexical and grammatical evidence, see ibid., 218-219 and

221, respectively.
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attributed to Ḥunayn and from Ḥunayn's Arabic translations. Consideration of

this material thus has the potential to extend our understanding of the Syriac-to-

Arabic version of Paul's glossography.

Despite all of these complexities, as I hope to show below, the Syriac

lexicons produced by Ḥunayn's students and successors provide a wealth of

interesting material that in general is highly relevant to the history of the Greek-

to-Arabic translation movement. Continual reference to these entries provides

valuable information regarding the scholarly background of these translations. At

the same time it adds flesh to the otherwise spare remnants of the Syriac

component of the process.

Greek lexicography and Syriac lexicography

By ‘Greek lexicography’, I intend the definitions of Greek words that either occur

in the translations of the Aphorisms or that are related to them. By ‘Syriac

lexicography’ I intend the entries in the lexicons for the Syriac equivalents of the

Greek words as given in the Syriac Aphorisms. As a principle of organization, I

have chosen to present the material according to the varying relationships

observable between the Greek lexicography for a given word and Ḥunayn's

translations of that word in his Arabic version of the Aphorisms.

In each section, I study several words in terms of the complex of

lexicographical treatments and translation equivalents represented in the Syriac

and Arabic sources described in the Introduction. In the first section, I discuss

words for which the relevant Greek-to-Arabic definitions in bar Bahlul's Lexicon

agree better with Ḥunayn's Arabic translation equivalents in his Arabic version of

the Aphorisms than do the Syriac-to-Arabic definitions in the Lexicon for the
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Syriac equivalents of those Greek words as given in the Syriac Aphorisms. In the

second, I present words whose Syriac-to-Arabic definitions agree better with

Ḥunayn's choices in his Arabic version of the Aphorisms than do the Greek-to-

Arabic definitions in the Lexicon. In the third, I present words for which the

Syriac and Greek definitions agree with Ḥunayn's Arabic choices to a more-or-

less equal degree.

Syriac and Arabic translations of Greek words beginning with alpha in the

Hippocratic Aphorisms, with reference to their scholarly background

Section One

As noted above, this first set of examples consists of Greek words whose entries

in bar Bahlul's Lexicon agree more strongly with Ḥunayn's Arabic translations of

these words in the Aphorisms than do the entries in the Lexicon for the words'

Syriac equivalents as represented in the Syriac Aphorisms. This may be either

because the Greek word is well-represented in the lexicons, or simply because the

Syriac equivalent in the Aphorisms is absent from the lexicons entirely. In order

to consider these complexes of definitions and translation equivalents, I begin by

providing entries from bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the Greek word. I then proceed to

discuss the various patterns observable in the renditions of that word in the

several translations. Following this I consider the entries for the relevant Syriac

words. These discussions will be supplemented by citations from other sources

where appropriate.
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1.1

ἁµαρτάνετε

܀ اخطَوا %<=ܐ&$ܪ"$#!"! 181:18

Amārṭānêṭê, they erred (ḥṭaw), they erred (akhṭaw).

Forms of the verb ἁµαρτάνω and the related noun ἁµάρτηµα occur three times in

the Hippocratic Aphorisms, all of them in aphorism i. 5. In each instances both al-

Biṭrīq's and Ḥunayn's Arabic translations employ words derived from khaṭiʾa ‘to

be mistaken’ to translate these Greek words, while the Syriac translation gives

words derived from skal ‘to make a mistake’. Regarding the second instance in

the text there is some variation between the modern editions of the Greek

original. Magdelaine includes this word, but Jones does not. Likewise in the

translations under consideration here there is variation. Both Ḥunayn and the

Arabic Palladius include this instance of the word, but the Syriac translation does

not. 

The Arabic and Syriac definitions given for ἁµαρτάνετε in the entry cited

above from bar Bahlul's Lexicon, ḥṭaw and ikhṭaw, are etymologically related to

one another and communicate broadly the same meaning, i. e. ‘they erred’. While

the Arabic gloss for ἁµαρτάνετε is related to the Arabic translations of ἁµαρτάνω

in the Aphorisms, the Syriac gloss is not related to the equivalent found in the

Syriac translation. Proceeding to consider the definitions in the lexicons for these

two Syriac words, it is relatively clear that ḥṭā was more commonly associated

with khaṭiʾa than was skal by the lexicographers. Here is an entry headed by the

related word saklā ‘fool’:
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1351:6()* ـحمأ)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ+* وأـهـاجܬܘܒقـ ـسخياويـغقـيـامولـقل ـ *()ف.ـ *+ ـخفُـسولـقأ̈ F1Aاء.ـ AGHA4)A=,I:A A A."

)* *&2ܬ0*/ܼܿ ܼܿ3/4* * ܪA(ܘܐاء.ـسا2CAJ̄ܬ0* BCA4اءة.ـسا&* ܼܿ3/4* * FCAܕ2ܬ0* A=:A ܵ,A!M5CA A$3A ̇7A=CAܘ 5CA=ܬ! A=Ȯ $HAܘ A%<=ܬ! A=ܼ5QA A+

܀الجهالة الذنب االساءةܘܐ%MST! ܕܐ(B ܗ:45 

Saklā according to bar Serošway, a fool, also an ignoramus, and I say senseless,

erroneous, a simpleton. Saklē I say, simpletons. A fool for (all) his learning. Folly

(saklutā), iniquity (masklānutā), in a manuscript offense (isāʾ), and according to

our teacher offense (isāʾa). Iniquity (masklānutā) is through oppression and

through iǌustice and rapine, and (according to) others the like of this, ignorance,

sin, offense.

The following three entries define words related to the Syriac equivalent ḥṭaw

given in bar Bahlul's entry at 181:18:

739:14 5
ܵ
܀يخطي 57ܹ9̇. اخطأ 79̣

Ḥṭā, he made a mistake (akhṭaʾa). Ḥṭē, he is making a mistake (yukhṭī).

739:2679* *0!ܵ
ܵ

ـخط *79أ.ـ *0 ـخطيܼ>̣ ـ ةـ ܙA(ܘܐّ BVA()A+79ب.ـنذ* *9)̄ܘCA(1Aوب.ـنذ̈!0* A4*A(ܕ!0*7̈ ܼܿ6A":A$XCA A+ ̈>HA A2

A%7ܕ AZ>%A A!"̈HA<[Aܐ )ܒ ܼܿ)Aܕ B#A.<-̇ܐ =79* *0!ܵ
ܵ

=*23&* ـخطي5* ـ اـ *79ان.ـمزـلّة HA"ܘܢA$)A4CA%̣>ܬHAܕ̈!0* ̈57A AGCA<:Aܙ !<5SA A+̈

HAܐ<̣HA()Aܐ̇ܘ .476CA A A!< ̣%A ̇5>A Aܐ .4)Aܕ B7^A A!ܘ56=ܬHA_`-A Aܘ ܕܐA=bATÂ])ܨ! +%Aܐ̇ܘ .cTdCA A=3Aܐ .cT)AB[A ̣>Aܘ GÂܘ +.Â=ܼSAܵ0A=ܪ' ܵ

)ܓ ܪHܼ=ܬ!. ܘܪܘ^e!. ܘ(9,=ܬ!. ܐ(B ܕܐܦ G5̈% ܕf̣IS+ ܬ:>!. 75ܼ7H=ܬ!. ܘ%6̣>!. ܘܪܘ^e!܀ ̇̂  45H0+ ܕܐ*ܵ=ܼXC ܐ̇ܘ

Ḥṭāhā, mistake (khaṭaʾ). Ḥṭitā, lapse (khaṭīʾa), and according to Zakariya, sin

(dhanb). (According to) bar Serošway sacrifices are called ḥṭāhā because they are

offered on account of sins, as if I had eaten [them]. Ḥṭāhā yawmānā, faults of the

56. Duval: >!AAAAAAAAAAA=:AAAAAAAAAAA^ܕ . The form used here in Duval's edition can only mean ‘such as a

cloak’ (ayk d-gultā), so I have amended the text.
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time (khaṭīʾa al-zamān). Sins (ḥṭāhē) by which rational creatures are seized are

expressed in three ways- for either they sin by means of words, such as lying,

slander, and other accusations, or by acts like murder, fornication, and theft, or by

thoughts which constantly excite pride, wrath, and avarice- just as the powers of

the soul are three: reason, will, and appetite. 

741:69* ܹ>7* *ܵ3*5 *9)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐوب.ـنذܵ ܹ3>7* * *5>%A A!"̈ـلخطا ـ *9ا.ـياـ ܹ>7* *ܵ3*5CAܕ
̄
iQĀܕ(>%A Aܕ !MܼVAjܐ(VA_HA

ܿ
<ܼ>%A A!"ܵ

ܵ

*79=ܪ'.3Aܙ *0 ܼ<ܼjܐ)Aܗ "̇5SA Ȧ,Aܙ +3Aܕ HA<=ܪ' A
ܿ
ܼ5Akܸ%A ܼܿfA+5mSA A Aܘ '(HA46SA A=1A+HA<%A ܼܿ5Akـلخطيا ـ ـ *9ّة.ـ ܼܿ7*

ܵ
A"̇,VA(ܐ2̣j̣ܬ0*< A=5*A Aܕܙ +5SA A+̈

03AAܼܕܿ AA( ܵQAA=[AAܘ .c$6*AA AAܗܘ +^AA=ܵ ܼܿSAA
ܵ5AAܕ +%AA ̇0AAܐ n)AAB,^AA AẠdAA+o:AA AAܙ 5"ܘܢ SAA AAܕ + ̈>%AA AA!"̈:AA"5:AA AAܕ 4CAA_:AAܘܗ !"5:AA AAܕ 45 ,0CAA AA AA AÄf ,AA AA+

ـلخطا ـ *79ا.ـياـ A^,̄ܗ̣>0* ẠdAjܐ +)Aܕ "̇-A1"ܘܢA=3AcT3A$)Ajܘܐ G̈)A"̇03A A( ܵ6SA A=1Aܕ +51A A85FCA A Ȧ,Aܘ .+CAܕ
̄
iQAـلخطيا)̄ܕ ـ ـ ّة.ـ

5>ܵ
ܵ
7 ܿ9ܼ!<f5ܼC57+ ܕH=f: ",5̇Cܨ k5>H 4CeoC܀ الخاطي ܗ̇ܘ ܕ

Ḥeṭyānā, sins (dhunūb), and according to bar Serošway, ḥeṭyānā, sins, errors.

Ḥeṭyānā in the Book of Paradise, sin (ḥṭitā), and less regularly as a masculine it is

ḥṭāhē. Ḥṭitā is profit benefiting little (but) causing lengthy suffering, and is by the

law condemned, error. Sinfulness (ḥaṭāyutā) is a multitude of things, (all of)

which trangress a commandment. This name generally comprises as a class all

types of transgressions, both those that relate to God and those that relate to

mankind, error. Sin (ḥṭitā), this is a class that (includes) all blameworthy acts that

transgress the law established in nature. In the Book of Paradise, error. The

sinner (ḥaṭāyā) is one whose will is prepared at all times to accomplish evil,

sinner (al-khāṭī).

Both the Arabic translations and the evidence from bar Bahlul diverge

significantly from the Syriac translation of the Aphorisms. However, the Syriac

entries contain material that qualifies this discrepancy to a certain extent.

Although the authors did not include any word related to khaṭiʾa under the entry
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for saklā, it is relatively clear that the sense of that Arabic verb overlaps with

those of both of these Syriac words (as does the Greek itself). This somewhat

broader sense of khaṭiʾa may be contrasted with the apparently narrower

idiomatic sense of the related Syriac word ḥṭā, which according to the evidence in

the Lexicon has a strongly legal connotation. Perhaps prompted by the close

etymological relationship between ḥṭā and khaṭiʾa, the Syriac lexicographers

preferred to associate these two terms with one another, while tending less to

associate the latter with saklā. When faced with a secular sense of ἁµαρτάνω such

as those which occur in the Aphorisms, however, the broader sense of khaṭiʾa

allowed it to be employed in translation, while the narrower sense of ḥṭā could

have suggested the choice of a different word.

It is nonetheless the case that the Greek entry relates more strongly to

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation than does the entry for the equivalent given in the

Syriac Aphorisms. Given that the definitions of the Greek word as well as many

of the definitions of the Syriac word are left unattributed and are thus attributable

to Ḥunayn, this discrepancy would seem to constitute evidence, albeit heavily

qualified, against Ḥunayn's authorship of the Syriac version. Besides this, it

should be noted that the entry for ἁµαρτάνετε clearly refers to the Greek language

and not to a Syriac loan-word from Greek. However, while Duval did follow

faithfully the transcription of the entry in his identification of the Greek term as

the second-person plural imperfect, the Arabic and Syriac definitions are clearly

third-person plural perfect forms. This would appear to indicate a weakness in the

Greek lexicography, or at least in its transmission.

1.2

ἄνυδρος
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 5̈H 4H+ ܐ#<2ܕܪܘܤ 209:12
̇
je ܿmܼH 1)̄ܘ ̄ܗ (C ܀عديمة الماء

Anyudros, bar Serošway, this is lacking water, lacking water.

In aphorism iii. 14, ἄνυδρος is used to characterize the season of autumn.

Ḥunayn's Arabic translates it with yābis ‘dry’, while the Syriac gives gliz men

meṭrā ‘deprived of rain’. The previous three aphorisms also describe various

seasons as dry, but employ the Greek word αὐχµηρός instead. The only

occurrences of that word in the work are in those three aphorisms, and it is not

represented in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. The Syriac version's translations of these

three are identical to its translation of ἄνυδρος, i. e. gliz men meṭrā ‘deprived of

rain’. Ḥunayn's Arabic, however, differentiates between the two, translating

αὐχµηρός with qalīl min al-maṭar ‘having little rain’ in each case. Ḥunayn's

interpretation would seem to be that ἄνυδρος describes a more extreme condition

than does αὐχµηρός. This distinction is absent from the Syriac version.

Bar Serošway's entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon displays bi-lingual

equivalence, but neither the Arabic nor the Syriac translations of the Aphorisms

are reflected in it explicitly. However, none of the Syriac lexicography contains

any material that could be considered relevant at all. Some of these entries run as

follows: 

494:23 BDܸEܵ ܀يمنع

Gālez, he obstructs.

܀معدوم ممنوع 0B>DE المانع وأقول السالب... 2̇GDEܵܙ0 فقيد عديم. ܐ(B ܙV)(+ 0B>DEعَدَم فقد.  B>DEܘܬ0 496:2

Glizutā, nonexistence, loss. Glizā, according to Zakariya one lost, one wanting.
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Gālozā, preventing, and I say negative (al-sālib)... Glizā, nonexistent, forbidden.

Although the definitions for these Syriac words have certain elements in common

with the Greek entry, nothing in them gives any specific insight into Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation of the term in the Aphorisms. Perhaps this is because the

concision of the Greek negating prefix α- was only carried over into the Syriac

translation by means of an extended phrase rather than a single word, thus

making its representation in the lexicographical literature less straightforward.

While none of the translations from the Aphorisms are represented in the entry for

the Greek word, it does makes the sense clear in a general way, and so better

relates to Ḥunayn's Arabic translation than do the Syriac entries. Thus it may be

said that, for Greek words which as a rule were translated into Syriac by means of

phrases rather than by single equivalents, it can sometimes be difficult to point to

a clearly relevant correspondence in the Syriac lexicography.

Again in this case, we observe important discrepancies in interpretation

between Ḥunayn's Arabic version and the Syriac translation. Thus, despite the

above qualifications, it is entirely possible that the Syriac lexicography does not

represent Ḥunayn's translation for the simple fact that Ḥunayn preferred a

different word in his Syriac version. It also is possible that the discrepancy is due

to the fact that Ḥunayn relied only upon the Greek text in his composition of his

Arabic version of the Aphorisms.

1.3

αὐτόµατον
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ܕ2ܢ*"2*&2*"ܐܘ57:18 ܨHĀܨ 4CAܬ=fISA A A"ذاـم ـقبنـمهـتن ـنفسلـ ـ *&27*"ܐܘAcT%ܐهـ ذاـم2ܤ* ـتلقنـمهـتن ـ ـنفساـ ـ )ABCA(ܘܐهـ

+6m* ܀ توليد ال اصل له1)̄ܘ

Awṭomoṭon in a manuscript, of its own accord, by itself (min dhātih), of its own

causing (min qibal nafsih). (In) others, awṭomaṭos, by itself, of its own accord

(min tilqā nafsih). According to bar Serošway, chance, born without any cause

(tawlīd lā aṣla lah).

܀من قبل نفسه ܐܘ"2&$"2ܢ 58:1

Awṭomāṭon, of its own causing (min qibal nafsih).

*"ܐܘ58:2
ܵ

I*$ ܼܿ74>"* * * AB%A=5SA(ܐ2* A4,CA Aܕܘ p̈Â ̣6Aܕ +CAܸܗ M`5QA A Aܕܐ ܕ̇-HA()Aܼ=ܪܿܘܤ 46Aܼܿܕ fCA$ܡ AܸmA ܼ6A;ܘܕ +75>CA A A Aܘ sܸܕ' HA4=ܬ!

 "fIS 4 *0=ܬH ܢ *`25 ̄ܗ=> ܿHܼ=ܿb܀يعني كل شىء ال يكون له أصل بل يصدر من اإلنسان إقتداء من ذاتهܐܼܘ

Awṭāmaṭisṭo,57 according to Ḥunayn, those who held to the doctrine of the school

of Epicurus, saying that everything occurs by chance, proceeds without

forethought, and begins awṭomaṭon, that is, of its own accord. It means

everything that has no cause, but occurs in people spontaneously by itself (iqtidāʾ

min dhātih).

106:18ܿ
$**&2̇**"ܼܐ 2̇CAAJ̄*AAܢ**"ܼܿ ܸ6mAA AAܐܘ +VAAMHAAܕ ܨHAA$ܡ 4CAAܬ=fISAA AA AA+[AAܘܐ _ܡ ̇)AAB1AA; HAA<`dQAA)̄ܓ AA AAܵ,AA+ـغيهـتذاـبمـئاـق رـ

܀ܐ%cT ܕfIS 4H" ̣]8 673+ ܐ̇ܘ 4H ܨC=ܬ fỊS"منفصل شىء منهم يقوم من تلقاء نفسه 

Aṭomāṭon in a manuscript, chance (šegmā), that is, something that occurs of its

own accord (men ṣbot nefešeh). According to Sergius, indivisible. That which

occurs by itself without being connected to anything else (ghayr munfaṣil shayʾ

57. Duval identifies this as a transcription of the Greek αὐτοµατισταί. Discussion of

the word αὐτόµατος follows, but the entire entry is of interest.
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minhum), occurring of its own accord. (According to) others, that which occurs

by itself, is eternal, or is of its own accord.

The adjective αὐτόµατος occurs six times in the Aphorisms in various forms. The

Syriac version translates all of them according to the same general rule, using

some form of men ṣbot nefešeh ‘of its own accord’ in each case. Ḥunayn's Arabic

on the other hand shows marked variation. Thrice it gives a form of min tilqāʾ

nafsihi ‘of its own accord’. The other three cases are each translated uniquely

according to the translator's understanding of the sense of the text. Thus in

aphorism i. 2 ṭawʿan ‘spontaneously’ is found, in ii. 5 alladhī lā yuʿrafu lahu

sabab ‘that which has no known cause’ is given, and in iv. 78 an ghayri shayʾ

mutaqaddim ‘without anything preceding’ is employed.

Two examples of translations of this word are found in the early Arabic

version of the Aphorisms. Both instances translate with ṭawʿan ‘spontaneously’,

including its version of aphorism i. 2. Here, Ḥunayn's version and the early

Arabic version bear at least a superficial resemblance to one another. Ullmann

notices other variations as well. In one example from Galen's On Simple Drugs

Book 10, min tilqāʾ nafsihī ‘of its own accord’ is used. In another example from

Galen's On the Properties of Foodstuffs, the phrase min nafsihī ‘of itself’ is

employed.58 Finally, the translation of Aristotle's History of Animals employs

another different form, min dhātihī ‘of itself’, in the context of the description of

a disease.59

58. For a detailed analysis of the various Syriac and Arabic translations of this work,

see Pormann, ‘The Development of Translation Techniques’, passim.

59. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den grechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 148. 
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Of these various translations, all except ṭawʿan ‘spontaneously’ and min

nafsihī ‘of itself’ are represented in the Greek entries in the Lexicon. Several

prominent definitions remain absent from the literature surveyed here, however,

in particular the Arabic min qibali nafsihī ‘of its own causing’, which stands by

itself in the entry at 58:1, and the Syriac šegmā ‘chance’. A definition for ṣbot

nefešeh also occurs in bar Bahlul's Lexicon:

1653:1 !JK# 2ܬLܨJ̄C "fIS ܬ=C4 ܨH ܀ من تلقاء نفسه ̄ܗ

Ṣbot nefešeh (‘its own accord’), this is of its own accord (men ṣbot nefešeh). In a

manuscript, of its own accord (min tilqāʾ nafsih).

An entry for the Syriac equivalent šegmā in bar Bahlul's Lexicon reads as

follows:

1934:8 5INOܸ ܀مُبهَم باطل. أقول كما يجي باتّفاق سهو

Šegmā, unintelligible, false. I say as it has been agreed upon, negligent.

Another in bar ʿAli's Lexicon gives some more relevant information:

على اإلطالق من غير تفصيل. مُبهم. آخر باطل جزاف.*6m+ ܕ; Q=ܪ*,+. 
60

Šegmā, without discrimination, unrestrictedly, without measure. Unintelligible,

also false, at random.

60. Gottheil ed., Syriac-Arabic Glosses, II 411:3
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The robust combination of lexicographical equivalents and theoretical discussion

in the Greek entries may be contrasted with the slightness of the Syriac entries.

The most common Arabic equivalent for αὐτόµατος in the Aphorisms does appear

in the Syriac entry for ṣbot nefešeh. However, both that equivalent and the

translation given in Ullmann's citation of the Arabic History of Animals occur in

the Greek entries. As well, several more detailed explanations of the term in the

Greek entries are quite similar to Ḥunayn's explicating translations cited above,

although they are not perfectly identical to them. As in the case of the translations

of ἄνυδρος in the previous section, it may be that the most obvious explanation

for these differences is that the standard Syriac equivalent for the Greek term

αὐτόµατος was a prepositional phrase as opposed to a single word. Whatever the

reason for this, the strong variation between Ḥunayn's Arabic translation and the

Syriac version constitutes evidence against the famous translator's authorship of

the latter work.

Section Two

This section includes words for which the Syriac lexicography of bar Bahlul's 

Lexicon agrees better with Ḥunayn's Arabic translations than does the Greek 

lexicography.

2.1

ἀγαθός/ἀγαθά/ἀγαθοῦ

܀ خير صالح خيرة صالحةܐE$ܬ=5 22:26

Agatya, good (khayr), good (ṣāliḥ), good (khayra), good (ṣāliḥa).
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ܐܘܤ 22:27
ܿ
$ܼܬ ܿEܼ

ܿ
܀ صالحܼܐ

Agataus, good (ṣāliḥ).

Eܸ!ܘ 24:8
ܿ
܀خير ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ 0b+ ܼܐ

Aghew according to bar Serošway good (ṭābā), good (khayr).

PEܵ̇ܘܤ 33:17
ܵ
܀ الخير التقى الصالح ܐ(B ܪ0b 4C+ ܘܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘܐ

Agātos according to our teacher, good (ṭāb), and according to bar Serošway good

(al-khayr), piety (al-tuqā), good (al-ṣāliḥ).

Forms of this adjective occurs numerous times in the Aphorisms. In general,

Ḥunayn's Arabic translations of the word display a higher degree of variation than

do the Syriac translations. The Syriac invariably translates with a form of either

ṭāb ‘good’ or šappir ‘fine’. Although the most common word used by Ḥunayn is

maḥmūd ‘praiseworthy’ in its several forms, he employs other terms and phrases

as well.

A certain division of technique occurs in some of Ḥunayn's Arabic

translations of this word. For several instances of ἀγαθός that occur in the first

four books of the Aphorisms, Ḥunayn added the word ʿalāmatun ‘sign’ to the

translation without there being any corresponding Greek word in the source-

text.61 However, in several instances from the second half of the work, the

61. For example, in aphorism ii. 2, where he translated ἀγαθόν used as a predicate

adjective with the phrase fa-tilka ʿalāmatun ṣāliḥa ‘then that is a good sign’.
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synonomous term dalīl is found in a similar fashion.62 The latter examples also

display a strong tendency toward grammatical extension, especially in vi. 11,

where five words are used to translate the single Greek adjective. While we do

know from his Risāla that Ḥunayn translated Galen's Commentary on the

Aphorisms into Arabic in multiple stages,63 the variation between these

translations of ἀγαθός in the first and second halves of the Hippocratic lemmas

does not fit with the details of that account.64

The Greek lexicography does not extend very far beyond the listing of

62. For example, in aphorism vi. 11, where the bare predicate adjective ἀγαθόν is

translated kāna dhālika dalīlan maḥmūdan fīhim ‘that is a praiseworthy

indication for them’.

63. Ḥunayn writes that he translated the first book of Galen's Commentary on the

Aphorisms for one patron, and subsequently was asked to translate the rest for

another. Bergsträsser ed., Syrische und arabische Galen-Übersetzungen, ٤٠.

64. The division defined by these translations of ἀγαθός occurs after the fourth book.

The last occurrence of the word ʿalāmatun in translations of that Greek word is

found in aphorism iv. 25, following occurrences of it in aphorisms ii. 2 and ii. 33.

The first occurrence of the word dalīl in these translations is in aphorism vi. 11,

following which it is also found in aphorisms vi. 37, vii. 5, vii. 41, and vii. 49.

Ḥunayn's account of his Arabic translation of Galen's Commentary on the

Aphorisms states that he translated the first section in one stage, then at a later

stage translated the rest of the work. Since this account refers to Galen's

Commentary and not necessarily to the lemmas themselves, it may not be of great

relevance to this study in any respect. The pattern observed here clearly does not

derive from the periodical translation mentioned in Ḥunayn's Risāla.
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synonyms. While the Syriac definition ṭābā is also the most common translation

in the Aphorisms, the Arabic definitions show very little overlap with Ḥunayn's

Arabic translations of ἀγαθός. A form of the word ṣāliḥ ‘sound’ does translate

ἀγαθός once, in aphorism ii. 2. Although the word khayr ‘good’ does not translate

ἀγαθός in the Aphorisms, the latter word is noted by Ullmann in quotations from

the Arabic Sentences of Menander.65

A definition relevant to the Syriac equivalent ṭāb reads as follows:

785:7"*
ܵ

Q*5 ـخي̣ ܙوادـجحـلاـصرـ .VA(̄ـلمختا ـ ـ اـمارـ ـلشن *"Qيء.ـ ـخيودةـج2ܬ0* Ṛ*"الح.ـصرورةـ
ܵ

ـجي دـ ّ."*Ṛ
ܵ

أـم ـحسا نـ

܀ويكون جداً

Ṭābā, good (khayr), good (ṣāliḥ), good (jawād). (According to) Zakariya, the

choice part of something. Ṭābutā, goodness (jūda), goodness (khayrūra), a good

condition (ṣalāḥ). Ṭāb, good (jayyid). Ṭāb, that which is very good (mā aḥsanu

wa yakūnu jiddan).

In these Syriac-to-Arabic definitions, Ḥunayn's translation choices in the

Aphorisms are better represented. Although his preferred equivalent to ἀγαθός,

maḥmūd, is noticeably still absent, the prominence of jayyid and related words

make the Syriac lexicography more fully representative of Ḥunayn's translation

technique than the Greek lexicography.

2.2

ἀγωγή

65. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 65.
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E*2E*5751Aܐ24:12 A Ac=اـبرـب ـلمخ وـ ـمجاء ـنهي"ܪܘSAc)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐE*2E*5ܐرى.ـ ـ ܕA%ܐܘܪرـ +5HA A+ ـبياـنأܬܘܒ66̈ ـقنبـ .ىـ

AB%A=̄5CA(ܐE*2̈E*5ܐ Ä0Aܘ +HA<[A'(CA=5CA A+ـمجوابـنأ اـ وزاد ـلمرى ـقنروزيـ اـ ـلماة آـ ـميرـخاء ـقنE*2̈E*5ܐخ.ـبرـبزابـ اـ ـلمى اءـ

܀مجارٍ ومخاريق في االرض ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ S$̈ܕ=53 ܘܐ5E2E مثاعب مجاري الماء.

Agogā, drain, drain of water, channel. Agogā, according to bar Serošway a

rivulet, a rivulet, path of water. Again, pipes, ducts. Agogē according to Ḥunayn

channels (bibē), also written bubyā, pipes, a channel. Al-Marwazī adds ducts of

water, also a drain pipe, a channel. Agogē, ducts of water, drains, channels of

water. Agogā wa-qādinā (channels and watercourses) according to bar Serošway,

channels and cisterns67 in the earth.

A form of this Greek word occurs a single time in the Aphorisms. In aphorism v.

28, the phrase γυναικείων ἀγωγὸν ‘the flow of women’, in the sense of

menstruation, was translated by Ḥunayn with al-dam alladhī yajīʾ min al-nisāʾ

‘the blood that comes forth from women’, and by the Syriac translator with dmā

nešāyā ‘the blood of the woman’. Both of these translations make explicit the

information implicit in the Greek phrase, although they are stylistically distinct.

66. Duval writes here the single word 5ܐܪܘ SAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA+ (adding [sic]), following three

manuscripts. Two other manuscripts give the reading I have employed, the sense

of which is much easier.

67. Although Freytag gives definitions for this word, none of them fit the sense

needed here. I proceed on the coǌecture that this form al-makhārīq is a plural of

the word al-makhraq, defined by Freytag lapis in cisternae fundo e quo aqua

emittur, but for which he gives no plural form.
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An entry for the Syriac term dmā reads like this:

5**&ܕ579:8 ܪVAA=ܼHAAدمـلاܵ 05bAAܿ=ܤ AA AAܘ +656%AA AA AA AAܪܼܘ ܕܐj̄ܘ +VAA ܵ0AA"HAA(SAAj_HAAܐ 4tAA=VAA ̈dAĀܘjܘܐ ܕܐܐܪ +0FCAA AA AAܘ '$*AA=,>:AA AA AA"

 '(mQ "oC܀الدم

Dmā, blood, a wet and hot humour whose form derives properly from the element

of air. It comes to be in the liver (aytaw b-kabdā) and its power is in the entire

body, blood (al-dam).

Although the relationships between the translations and the Lexicon are obscured

by the fact that both the Greek original and the translations employ phrases to

represent the concept in question, the supposedly Greek entry in fact refers to an

etymologically-Greek Syriac term that has undergone significant modification in

the latter tongue. This hints at a broader problem facing the study of the influence

of Greek upon Syriac literature and philosophy. While a large number of

borrowings from Greek into Syriac occurred, the conceptual ranges of these

borrowings may differ significantly from those of their Greek antecedents.

Although there is no specific entry for the equivalent Syriac phrase, the entry for

dmā thus relates better to Ḥunayn's Arabic translation than does the entry for

ἀγωγή.

2.3

αἰδοῖον

܀القضيب من الفحل ܙܘ:0,̈+ ܗܐ=!ܐܘܢ 602:12

Hayêon, penises, the penis of the male.
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Forms of this word occur twice in the Aphorisms. A distinct translation is used in

each of these instances both in Ḥunayn's Arabic version and in the Syriac

translation. In aphorism iii. 21, for the phrase σηπεδόνες αἰδοίων ‘mortification of

the genitals’, Ḥunayn used ʿafan fī al-furūḥ ‘putrification in the vulva’ while the

Syriac version gives masyutā dab-maḥsānē ‘decay in the private parts’. For the

second occurrence, in aphorism v. 22, Ḥunayn gives al-faraj ‘vulva’ while the

Syriac gives qanyā ‘penis’.

The difference of interpretation between the Arabic and Syriac versions in

aphorism v. 22 is striking. Whereas the Greek term may refer to the private parts

of either gender, both the Arabic and Syriac terms employed here have

etymological associations which clearly specify to which gender they refer: al-

faraj literally means ‘breach’, while qanyā means ‘rod’. This discrepancy thus is

a further piece of evidence that the two translations were written by different

authors.

The Greek entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon does not correspond with the

translations of the Aphorisms, especially given that Ḥunayn preferred to interpret

αἰδοῖον with reference to female rather than male anatomy in both instances of

the word in that work. An entry for the Syriac term maḥsānē is to be found in the

Lexicon as follows:

1056:18&* ܼܿ4U* ܕ*3̈* 2ܗܝ *#2XYܐܒ*&ܼܿ * 2ܢ* ـتصيوابـمةـناـع̄ܗܼ ـ ـتضحـ .ـ *&جّ ܼܿU* ̈34* *5 ـلحا)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐL*5ܘܐ̈ܙܹ ـلباـ االزبّـ ان

53ܸ4Ü العانة الشعرة. 2K̈) !jܬ0 ܕܼ&ܿ
ܵ
<%

ܿ
)1+ ܗܝ ܼܬ ܿVܼ4 ܕ)(H̄ܕ ̇ܐ(Qܕ 

̄
iC ܀العانة الفرج الحالبان

Maḥsānaw d-Moʾab naqʿun, this is the loins of Moāb cry, shout.68 Maḥsānē w-

ezbē (‘the loins and the genitals’) according to bar Serošway, the hairy area

68. Isaiah 15:4.
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around the loins, (al-ḥālibān al-azabb),69 the hirsute loins. Sipwātē d-maḥsānē

(‘lips of the loins’) in the Book of Paradise, they say the lower part of the

abdomen, pubes, vulva (al-faraj), ureters.

Although its attribution to Ḥunayn is somewhat difficult given its occurrence in

close proximity to a Syriac definition from the Book of Paradise, the Arabic

equivalent al-faraj does occur in this entry. Thus the Syriac entry better

corresponds with Ḥunayn's approach to translating αἰδοῖον in his version of the

Aphorisms. Although the Greek entry is attributable to Ḥunayn, it clearly did not

serve as his reference in the process of translating the Aphorisms into Arabic.

2.4

ἀκµή

*ISܐ276:13 *5fHA A=%A.!<ܐIS* *5 ̈fHA A=%A!< ̈]sic[70ـصن̄ܨ ـفنوفـ أـ *ISܐة:ـماـق)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐران.ـقون ܕ* 5>9* ةـماـق5̈*

܀السنّ ̄ܨ الحياة

Aqmā, age. Aqmē, ages. In a manuscript, types, varieties, peers. According to bar

Serošway, stature. Aqmā d-ḥayyē, stature of life. In a manuscript age (al-sinn).

Forms of ἀκµή and the related verb ἀκµάζω occur six times in the Aphorisms. In

all of these instances Ḥunayn's Arabic translation employs a form of the word al-

69. This word is somewhat obscure. The most obvious sense in the dictionaries

would be ‘umbilical veins’.

70. This is an abnormal plural. According to Payne-Smith the regular forms are

!<X*=̈H and 4Ẍ*=H.
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muntahā, while the Syriac gives a form of ʿuzzā, both meaning ‘limit’. Al-Biṭrīq's

translations of these words in aphorisms i. 8, i. 9, i. 10, and ii. 29 also exist. These

exhibit greater variation than do Ḥunayn's. In the first two, the translator

translated with a form of ziyāda ‘increase’. For both of the instances of ἀκµή in i.

10, however, he translated with muntahā marḍihim, as did Ḥunayn. For ii. 29,

which concerns the use of medicines at different stages of a disease, the early

translator uses another different phrase. There, ἀκµάζω is found in the participial

form ἀκµαζουσῶν ‘at the apex (of the disease). Al-Biṭrīq translated this with in

saʿidat al-ʿilla ‘if the disease rises’, while Ḥunayn translated it with iḏā ṣāra al-

maraḍ ilā muntahāhu ‘when the disease comes to its utmost limit’.

Along with his citation of this example, Ullmann notes the use of muntahā

for ἀκµή from both of these authors in their translations of Galen's On Simple

Drugs Book Six.71 Thus, while the early translator did know al-muntahā to be a

possible equivalent to ἀκµή, he was also capable of using other, broadly

synonomous translations. Ḥunayn's preference, however, appears to have been to

use al-muntahā in a more standardized fashion, even when to do so required

significant expansion relative to the source-text.

Nothing in the Greek entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon relates to the translations

given. An entry for the Syriac equivalent ʿuzzā runs as follows:

1413:17Z*02ܼܙCAJ̄ـصعدةـش ـمنتهةـبوـ ـ ـ اـ زاد ـلمى. ܐ2ܙZ*0زّة.ـعورةـفورةـسروزيـ ـنتها)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܬܘܒ ـ اـ ـلشاء اـ ىـليء

܀الغاية

ʿUzzā in a manuscript, force, difficulty, utmost extreme (muntahā). Al-Marwazī

adds vehemence (sawra), outburst, power. ʿUzzā again according to bar

71. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 86-87.
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Serošway, the extremity (intihāʾ) of something unto the utmost.

Muntahā appears in the first definition, which may be attributed to Ḥunayn by

virtue of bar Bahlul's reference to ‘a manuscript’. The entry shows a

correspondence between the Syriac and Arabic equivalents as represented in the

translations of the Aphorisms. No such correspondence exists in the Greek entry

given above.

2.5

ἀκρατῶς

܀أرآء النفس الضعيفة C) 1)̄ܘ ܬܐܪܬ! d5dS>! ܕfIS+ ܐ=Y]"2ܤ 145:6

Ayqraṭos (according to) bar Serošway, weak consciousness of the soul (tertā

nasistā d-nepešā), weak conceptions of the soul (arāʾ al-nafs al-ḍaʿīfa).

Forms of the word ἀκρατής and related words occur three times in the Aphorisms.

The available translations display no pattern of approaching these instances, but

rather each is translated differently according to its context. In aphorism iii. 12,

the word ἀκρατέα is used to describe the offspring of women who, having been

with child in the course of a ‘southerly, rainy, and calm’ winter, give birth in a

spring that is ‘dry and northerly’. Ḥunayn in his Arabic translation rendered the

adjective with the inner accusative ḍaʿīfa al-ḥaraka ‘weak of action’, while the

word mḥilē ‘weak’ is utilized in the Syriac version. Although the word al-ḍaʿīfa

does occur in bar Bahlul's entry for the Greek term above, its context is too

specific for it to constitute an exact agreement. That is not the case in the

following entry for the Syriac mḥilā:
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1054:1 +>ܼU& 2ܬ0. ضعيفD>U& 72܀ضَعْف

Mḥilā, weak (ḍaʿīf), mḥilutā (‘weakness’), weakness (ḍaʿf).

The second instance, the word (νεύρων) ἀκράτειαν ‘debility, impotence (of the

nerves’ in aphorism v. 16, occurs in the context of an enumeration of the potential

negative influences of heat upon the body. The Syriac translates this with

tānubutā (d-gyādē) ‘numbness (of the nerves)’. Although almost all manuscripts

of Ḥunayn's Arabic read here yaftaḥu (al-ʿaṣab) (heat) conquers the nerves’, there

is a notable dissension which I discuss below. The early Arabic translation gives

yadhhabu bi-shidda al-ʿaṣab ‘destroys the strength of the nerves’.

An entry for the Syriac equivalent tānubutā reads as follows:

2L2#ܬ2074:210
ܵ
.خَدَر  ܬ 2L2#ܬ0ܘܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ  زوال الحِسّ

ܵ
܀خَدَر األطراف  ܕܗ̇ܘ(+ 4H !<9C̈JC ]=ܪ*+ 5m1_! ܬ

Tānubutā, numbness (khadar), annihilation of sense. And according to bar

Serošway tānubutā is that which occurs in the fingers because of great cold,

numbness of the extremities.

In the bilingual manuscript BnF 6734, there are found several alternatives to the

dominant tradition yaftaḥu in aphorism v. 16. The text itself reads in its place

khadar fī al-iʿṣāb ‘numbness in the nerves’. A note in another hand, which in

many places in the manuscript corrects variants toward more generally attested

readings, reads tafassukh wa-irkhāʾ ‘dissolution and laxness’. The consonantal

skeleton of the first word in the note ( ــتفس ــ خــ ّ ) is very similar in appearance to that of

72. Duval: ضَعَف.
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the dominant tradition ( ت ف ـــــــــــــــي ـــــــــــــــ حـــــــــــــــ ), so the two may readily have been confused.

Furthermore, the second word is related to the reading found in Tytler's edition,

which adds yarkhā ‘relaxes (the nerves)’ to yaftaḥu. The correspondence between

the Syriac entry for tānubutā and the translation found in the Paris manuscript is

remarkable, but could be explained in different ways. It is possible for example

that the scribe corrected Ḥunayn's Arabic against the Syriac with the aid of

Ḥunayn's glossary.

For the third instance, the occurrence of ἀκρατής in aphorism vii. 40,

Ḥunayn in his Arabic translation used yet another construction. In translating ἢν ἡ

γλῶσσα ἐξαίφνης ἀκρατὴς γένηται, he wrote matā ʿadima al-lisānu baghtatan

quwwatahu ‘when the tongue loses its strength all at once’. The Syriac

translation's single manuscript is mostly effaced in this place; although the words

lan ḥayla are discernible and may indicate a similar approach to that found in the

translation of iii. 12, no systematic comparison is possible.

Although the Greek and Syriac entries are both representative of Ḥunayn's

translation of the Aphorisms, the specificity of the Greek entry makes it slightly

less so than the Syriac. The entry for mḥilā at 1054:1 indicates a strong

equivalence between the Arabic and Syriac translations of ἀκρατής in the

Aphorisms. The source of bar Bahlul's entry very well may have been Ḥunayn's

working glossary.

2.6

ἀνάγκη/ἀναγκαῖον

211:13 5Y3#ܐ!jJ# ܀ ضرورة

Ananqe, necessity (elṣitā), necessity (ḍarūra).
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܀ضروريّات ܐ2Y3#ܤ 211:14

Ananqos, necessities (ḍarūrīyāt).

Forms of this Greek word occur numerous times in the Aphorisms. The early

Arabic translation, Ḥunayn's Arabic translation, and the Syriac translation of the

word all display some degree of regularity. The Syriac translation in particular is

very regular in that it uses precisely the same word, elṣā, in all but one of these

instances. The only exception is in aphorism vi. 58, where the Greek word is

translated using the borrowed form ananqē.

Both of these translations and the transliteration are in consonance with the

Lexicon's entry at 211:13. In a majority of these cases Ḥunayn translated the word

with a form of the phrase wajiba ḍarūratan an ‘it is absolutely necessary that’,

which partially concords with the Greek entries in the Lexicon. In some places, he

used the phrase lā budda ‘it is inevitable’, which was also the preferred phrase of

al-Biṭrīq in his renditions of these instances.

As the single example of the borrowing ananqē indicates, ἀνάγκη was

carried over into Syriac. This should colour somewhat any reading of the entries

in bar Bahlul. That said, the definitions do not indicate a departure from the

Greek word itself, and furthermore the headword given in the entry at 211:14 has

a Greek grammatical form. The entry at 211:13 is an example of the tendency

toward equivalent definitions in both target languages and perhaps shows that the

borrowed Greek word was still somewhat obscure to Syriac speakers, or at least

was not the usual standard. This corresponds to the evidence in the Syriac

Aphorisms.

An entry relating to the Syriac equivalent elṣā in bar Bahlul's Lexicon reads
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as follows:

179:5\ܵ
ܵ
ܵ\^0ب.ـجواـلا5ܵ*=[

ܵ
]CĀܗ J̄,5VA A A!M%A.jܐj<0^\

̇
]CA(1Aّة.ـيرورـض)̄ܘ\

ܿ
ـضطاܹ[ܼ آـيـاضرّـ ـضيرـخق ّقـ

ـضطها ـ اـ ـلمد اَـ ـجبروزي وأـ .ـلجّـلولـقَر زّ
ܵ
ܵ\ܬ
ܵ ܵ
]CA(1Aاـيرورـض)̄ܘ ـلمضّات ـ ـيقاـ ات.ـ

ܿ
\ܼܘܬ0*<ܼ[ ـمشقولـقأܼ ـ اـ ـضطّة ـمضرارـ ـيقاـ ةـ

܀اضطهدوني وأقول لجّوا عليّ لزّوني الجّوني [\ܘ#_اضطهاد مزاحم ازدحام. 

Ālṣāyā, necessity (al-wājib). Ālṣāytā in a manuscript, this is ‘truly of nature’.

Ālṣāytā (according to) bar Serošway, necessity (ḍarūriyya). Elaṣ, to be damaged,

narrow (ḍāyiq), also narrow (ḍayyiq), oppression, and (according to) al-

Marwazī, to oppress. I say to torment, to bind. Ālāṣātā (according to) bar

Serošway necessities, impediments. Aliṣutā, I say toil, damage, constriction,

oppression, competition, crowdedness. Elṣun, they oppressed me, and I say they

tormented me, they bound me.

In this entry, another common element in Ḥunayn's translation of the Aphorisms

al-wājib ‘necessity’ is present, thus making it slightly more representative of the

translator's translation technique than the Greek entries. The full phrase yajibu

min al-ḍarūra still does not appear. It is found in an entry in in bar ʿAli's lexicon,

however:

0\ܵ
ܵ
]+ ܹ̀ ,Sܵ

ܵ
 يجب من الضرورة.. ̄ܗ 4H ܐ

73

Ālṣā, this is of necessity (men ānānqē), absolutely necessary (yajibu min al-

ḍarūra).

Despite the broad correspondence between these various texts, and also the

73. Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen, 31:772.
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presence of ἀνάγκη in the Syriac language, the correspondence between Ḥunayn's

translations and the Syriac entries in the lexicons is stronger than that obtaining

between the translations and the Greek entries. The entry in bar ʿAli's Lexicon

best reflects Ḥunayn's usage in the Aphorisms. Although this pattern strengthens

the relationship between the Syriac lexicography and Ḥunayn's translations, the

numerous cases in which Ḥunayn did not use any of these forms indicates that the

translator did not work mechanically from the Syriac entries, but rather adapted

his language to the context in which he worked.

2.7

ἀνάληψις

195:25 `>4>KI>a$#4<` ̄ܨ التسلّق الصعود 74ܐ>K#2>a$#܀السالّق الصعود 1=:`+ ܐ

Anālimpisis, ascent, rising. In a manuscript anālionpisis, the Ascension, the

Ascension, the rising.

Forms of ἀνάληψις occur twice in the Aphorisms. In aphorism i. 3 ἀναλήψιες

refers to restoration of the body by food. Ḥunayn rendered it with the phrase kull

taghdhiya ‘all feedings’, the Syriac translator gave for it mtarsyānutā d-mendriš

‘nourishment that is renewed’, and the early Arabic translator translated it malaʾ

‘repletion’. Although there is no entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon exactly

corresponding to the Syriac equivalent mtarsyānutā, a related noun tarsāytā is

74. According to Liddell-Scott, later Greek writers often wrote this word ἀναλήµψις,

and it is clear that at least the head-word of the entry follows this later

convention.
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represented in an entry that reads like this:

 

ܪ2089:5
ܿ
1A!Mܼܬ ܵCAJ̄ـلغا اـ ـلقذاء VA$QA<X)Aوتـ Aܘܙ

̄
ܬ +I5[A A A.̄ܤ ܬܪ+ b)*0<ـلها ـعليـفسـلوـفهـباءـجزالـ اـ ـلعيل ـ ـفقنـ إنّـ ال

܀الهزال ضيق العين وصغرها والسلّ ضيق صبى العين وحده

Tarsāytā, nourishment (al-ghidhāʾ), nutriment, when the taw has a short a-vowel

and the semkat has a long a-vowel. Lā tarsāytā, emaciation (al-huzāl). Paul

introduced it among the diseases of the eye. He said ‘emaciation is weakness of

the eye and its reduction, and consumption is the weakness of the pupil of the eye

alone’.

The initial Arabic definition attributable to Ḥunayn shows strong agreement with

the Arabic and Syriac terminology in the Aphorisms. Although not directly

related to the translations considered here, the ophthalmological fragment of Paul

is also of importance. This is in part due to its being represented in an entry with

a Syriac headword.

In aphorism iv. 27, where ἀναλήψεσι signifies ‘recovery, convalescence’,

Ḥunayn employed the hendiadys yanqahu fa-yughdhā ‘he recovers and is fed’.

The Syriac version translates here with zabnā d-masyānuthon ‘the time of their

being healed’. A short entry for a word related to the Syriac equivalent reads as

follows:

991:7  +,5ܵ1_H܀اآلساة الشفاة

Masyānā, healing (al-asā), recovery (al-shifā).

In this second case, Ḥunayn's interpretation differs from that of the Syriac

translator. Interestingly, the Syriac lexicography for the first Syriac equivalent
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presented, mtarsyānutā, in fact agrees to some extent with both of Ḥunayn's

Arabic translations. This could indicate that Ḥunayn's Syriac translation likewise

would have used a word related to mtarsyānutā in both instances as well. Since

the entry for ἀναλήψις in bar Bahlul's Lexicon defines a different and quite

specific sense of the word, it does not overlap significantly with the Arabic

translations. For its part, the Syriac lexicography does at least partially

correspond with Ḥunayn's translations, despite the quite different interpretation

adopted by the Syriac translator of the Aphorisms.

2.8

ἀνέλπιστος

215:11 5>7>K>D=P#0)'܀ܐ  ܐ(B 1)̄ܓ 5dQ`=ܬ 1ܼܿ

Antilipiṭyā according to Sergius, loss of hope .

A form of this word occurs once in the Aphorisms, in aphorism vii. 47. The Syriac

version translates it d-lā sabrā itaw ‘for whom there is no hope’, while Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation reads for it laysa yurjā ‘he is not hoped for’. The Syriac

translation is marginally related to Sergius' entry in the Lexicon presented above.

The headword of the entry has a nativized form, indicating that it was taken over

into Syriac. At the same time Duval's identification must be taken to be somewhat

tentative, since the transcription does not very strongly match the expected Greek

word. The entry for the substantial element of the Syriac translation, sabrā, reads

as follows:

1298:5)* ܼܿQ*c[ܐ)ABCA(1A1)̄ܘA=ܼ5VA Aܕܐ +57)A A Aܕ 43A<̣)Aܕ bÄ$ܢ
̈

0Aܘ 4 ̈dHA A<CA.ܢTQAܪ=ܼ,*A Aܕ +CAM1A ܼܿ0A'(d:A A=ܼ5VA Aܕ ̄ܗ +1A=ܼ5VA A+
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3A20bA Aܐ !< ̈XVA Aܘ $f5CA A A.!̇ܗܹܘ !< ̈1A ܼܿ0Aܕ '()A43A20bA A!< ̈X7CA A Aܐ QA4XHA=ܕ. Aܼܿ>7A Aj_HA<%A ܼܿ5XfA A A4CAܘܢ">HA A2>5fQA A A A!ܬ=

53Aܘ A'$ األـقوأ̇ ـمنيول ـ واألـ واـمّة ـللخياءـجرـلل ـ ـ ـفقرـ *(Q..ط.ـ *c[ܐ)AB%A=̄وـظ ـيقنّ 1Aّم.ـهوـتالـ ܵ0Aܐ c̣ܐ ( ܼܿ)ABCA(1Aوأـظأ)̄ܘ ولـقنّ

p: ̇ܬ(C<1ܬ0  وقع لي.ܐ[Q) .2ܬ0 بشرى#[Q d[Q  تبشير.&4ܼܿ ܿ4ܼ& (̄Vܙ B)܀المبشّر ܐ

Sabrā according to bar Serošway, expectation of those things which are to come

and that are renowned and proclaimed. The difference between hope and

expectation is that expectation may be for good and evil together, but hope is

solely for good, even if they may be felt in a mixed way, for the sake of

simplicity and habit. I say trust, hope, expectation (rajāʾ) for good only... Sabrā

according to Ḥunayn, opinion, and it is said supposition. Sābbar-nā according to

bar Serošway, I suppose, and I say estabbrat li, it occurs to me. Sbartā, good

tidings. Msabbrānutā, giving good tidings. Msabbrānā according to Zakariya, a

giver of good tidings.

Some of this material is also present in an entry in bar ʿAli's Lexicon:

1A ܼܿ0Āܗ '(1A=VA ܵ5Aܕܐ + ̇57)A A Aܕ 43A<)Aܕ 0bÄ$ܢ Aܐܘ 4 ̈dHA A<CAܘ A*,=ܪTQAܢ. Ajܐ +,5CA A A<1A=VA ܵ5A+ ܵ0d:A A Aܕ ̄ܗ .'(1A=5VA A+3A20bA A!< ̈

XVAܐ A01$ܘA Aܕ '()A43A20bA A!< ̈X7CA A Aܐ QA4>7XHA=ܕ A A Aj_HA<,5Xf%A A A A A4CAܘܢ">HA A253A A.'$ رـمأ̇ واـجل ـللخياـجرـلاء. ـ ـ رـ

S(0dH (01̇75=ܬ!. يقال ̄ܨيفيض. 

Sabrā, this is expectation of those things which are to come that are renowned and

proclaimed. The difference between hope (sabrā) and expectation is that

expectation may be for good and evil together, but hope is solely for good.

Because bar ʿAli's Lexicon relied more exclusively on Ḥunayn's glossary than did

bar Bahlul's, the latter's attribution of the material shared between the two entries

75. Gottheil, Syriac-Arabic Glosses, II 141:12.
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to bar Serošway is somewhat problematic. On the one hand, it may merely be a

mistake or a later interpolation. On the other, it may mean that bar Serošway

reproduced Ḥunayn's definition of sabrā in his own work. This kind of

reproduction would have significance for our understanding of the relationship

between the glossographical works of Ḥunayn and bar Serošway.

2.9

ἀνταποδιδούς/ἀνταπόδοσις

܀ المكافي المجازي المقاوض C) 1)̄ܘ ܕQ̇)ܥܐ2f$7#ܕ=eܘܤ 206:26

Anṭapudidus (according to) bar Serošway, that which recompenses (d-pāreʿ), one

who recompenses, one who apportions, one who exchanges.

܀جزاء مكافاة  C) 1)̄ܘܐ2f$7#ܕ(<` 207:1

Anṭapodsis (according to) bar Serošway, reward, gratification.

In aphorism 1. 12, Hippocrates refers to the ἀνταποδόσιες ‘alternation’ of cyclic

periods of exacerbation as one of the phenomena which may be used to infer the

specific characteristics of diseases. Ḥunayn's Arabic translation tazayyud

‘increase’ and the Syriac translation tawseptā ‘increase’ correspond in their

interpretations, but the Arabic also explicates by adding nāʾibatan to give the

sense of ‘cyclic increase’. Al-Biṭrīq differed in his interpretation, giving tadāwul

‘alternation’.

Some relevant entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the Syriac equivalent run

as follows:
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2047:11 5K̈>)ܬܘ'sj MV܀التفاضل والزيادات  ܐܘ

Tawsipē, this means increases, mutual striving, increases (al-ziyādāt).

ܘ2047:12
ܿ
*(Kܼܬ *0Pܐ)ABCA(1Aܘ(*Aj fHA)ܘܬA(=ܝ A=%Aܕܪܗ !<bAܕܐ +5,F)A A A Aܕܨ ܕCA=ܬ̇ܗ HA<%A=ܬ! ܼܿ5A'$x:A A"̇HA40:A A!ܗ̣ܘ ܕ; (

"̇,5V 4H .0 الزيادةPK)23ܬ0 ܘܬܘK)2 ̣ܘܸ(2̣L gܵܨܪ ̄ܨ  إعادة زيادة.ܼ&ܿ
ܿ
0PUJ ܕb ܼܬ ܿIܼ& 02ܬ>Ih ܀مقدار قصد

Tawseptā according to bar Serošway, an exceeding of the measure of the

condition which characterizes a thing, occurring to it from without, that is not of

its nature, increase (al-ziyāda). Tawseptā w-mawspānutā, addition, increase. In a

manuscript, kmāyutā mmaššaḥtā d-lā tawsep buṣār, (‘an amount measured

without increase (or) deficit’), an intended amount.

Although the specific form used by Ḥunayn, tazayyud, is not present in these 

examples of relevant Greek and Syriac lexicography, the Syriac entries do 

contain the closely related form al-ziyādāt (increases). Thus, the Syriac 

lexicography better represents both the sense of this word in the Aphorisms and 

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the work than does the Greek lexicography.

2.10

ἀσθµατικοί

227:13 2Y>7Iiܐ+f̣6ܸS ܬ=d501 ܀ضيق النفس  ̄ܗ

Asṭmṭiqo, this is closeness of breath (sbisut nešmā, lit. ‘asthma’), tightness of

breath (ḍīq al-nafas).

Forms of the Greek word ἄσθµα occur some four times in the Aphorisms. Both

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation and the Syriac version are thoroughly consistent in
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their translations of these instances. The former gives al-rabw ‘dyspnea, asthma’

and the latter lhātā ‘asthma, shortness of breath’ for each occurrence. For the

instance of the word in aphorism iii. 26 the early Arabic version is also extant,

and in that place the word buhr ‘laboured breathing’ is employed. Besides this

example, Ullmann notes others which show Ḥunayn's translation al-rabw to be a

common choice beyond the Aphorisms.76

Although Duval's identification of its underlying Greek term must surely be

correct, the entry at 227:13 does not echo the extant translations in any respect.

However, in the definition of ἄσθµα/al-rabw found in Ḥunayn's translation of

Galen's Commentary on the Aphorisms, there is some significant overlap in

terminology. In particular, the word ḍīq ‘tightness’ both forms part of the

definition in the Lexicon and figures prominently in Ḥunayn's translation of

Galen's extended account of the meaning of the term in question.77 If we turn to

consider the entry for the Syriac equivalent lhātā, the significance of this can be

clarified:

946:7 0
ܵ
ܵ!ܬ ܿaܼ .1)̄ܘ الربو صحّحه حنين (C ܀البهر اللهث

Lahātā, asthma (al-rabw). Ḥunayn rectified it. (According to) bar Serošway

laboured breathing (al-buhr), panting (al-lahth).

In contrast to the entry for the Greek word at 227:13, the entry for the Syriac

equivalent contains both Ḥunayn's preferred translation and the early Arabic

translator's as well. Furthermore, bar Bahlul appears to attribute to Ḥunayn the

76. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 139-140.

77. Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, III 72.
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introduction of the term al-rabw as the equivalent of lhātā.

This example presents an opportunity for speculation regarding the varying

roles played by Greek and Syriac lexicography in the production of Ḥunayn's

Arabic translations. The centuries-old Greek-to-Syriac translation tradition

allowed for very close translations of Greek texts into Syriac. In the case of

ἄσθµα/lhātā/al-rabw, the Syriac terminology established in this process seems to

have constituted the reference according to which Arabic terminology was

established in its turn. To the extent that the Arabic translations used standardized

terminology, such a lexicographical process would have preceded the translation

of the texts themselves. If a strong Syriac role in this process may be inferred to

have been present in the broader work of translation, this would mean that a

Syriac exemplar read simultaneously with the Greek original would have been an

important instrument for the careful Arabic translator.

Yet as the example from Galen's Commentary on the Aphorisms shows, the

underlying Greek terminology was not effaced or forgotten in this process.

Rather, precise etymological understanding of the Greek lexicon often was

necessary for the accurate rendition of the more detailed works of Greek

medicine and philosophy both into Syriac and into Arabic. Thus, bar Bahlul's

entry for the term ἀσθµατικοί seems to preserve notes used not for word-for-word

translation, but rather for rendering detailed explanations of the term whenever it

was encountered in the literature being translated. This suggests that Ḥunayn used

a more complicated, tri-lingual Greek-Syriac-Arabic approach rather than relying

solely upon either Greek or Syriac exemplars.
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2.11

ἀφρώδης

܀ ܐj̄ܘ ܪܘH +5S<3>ܬ4H !j ܗ̇ܝ ܕܪܘ3>!ܐf]ܘܕ=4<2ܤ 268:26

Aprodisios is carrying foam, that from which foam (ruʿtā) comes.

Forms of the noun ἀφρός and the related adjective ἀφρώδης occur three times in

the Aphorisms. Ḥunayn's Arabic version translates all of these examples with a

form related to the noun zabad ‘foam’, while the Syriac translation employs

forms related to ruʿtā ‘foam’. The entry for ruʿtā reads as follows:

رـبزZ*0Pܪܘ1889:19 ܕ*Zܪܘوة.ـغد 0P7>#* * ]*&ورق.ـب]ܘܢ* ܼܿZ*P#*0ܕ2ܬ ܪHAܗ̇ܝ
ܿ
ܐ3A>ܼܬ <̇SAܐܢ nHAܕ 4)Aܐ !=)Aܐ BfSA Ä5Aܘܐܢ .4

HA4VA=HAܐ .= ̈%Ȧܗܘ .cT)Aܕ +)Aܪܘ ܗܕ' 43A!<HAܬ 4:A<3Aܹ ܵyAܐ̇ܘ .4HA4%A ܼܿ656A A A!3=ܬA ܼܿ,5fA A A!<X:A Aܐ ܕVA=ܕ. ce[Aܐ̇ܘ $ܪ'. ܹHAܘ ܼܙܿ 43A.+

45bܗsܕ +H +fVT: ܫ$ ̇̂ ܘ3+ ܐXV$ ܘ3=*,+ ܕ%656=ܬ!. ܐceV ܕ 6+. ܐ̇ܘ 4H ܼܙܿ ܿ5ܼCܕ ceV܀ܐ

Ruʿtā, foam (zabad), froth (raghwa). Ruʿtā d-niṭrun, borax. Marʿtānutā, this is

when a man foams at the mouth, whether due to a devil as the people say (ayk

nāšin), or because of humours. (According to) others, this foam occurs due to

three causes, either solely because of intense heat, as for example a pot, or

because of motion, as for example in the sea, or because of a combination of

motion and heat, as for example horses when they run.

This entry, attributable to Ḥunayn, presents an interesting contrast between folk

medicine and learned medicine. These contradictory perspectives are allowed to

stand side-by-side. Since the entry for the Greek word contains only a Syriac

definition while the Syriac entry contains Ḥunayn's Arabic equivalent al-zabad,

the latter is better representative of the translator's approach.
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Section Three

Finally, for these words, both the Greek and the Syriac lexicography represent 

Ḥunayn's Arabic translations of the Aphorisms equally well.

3.1

αἷµα

132:10 5I=$=ܐ +Hܐܝ ܐ(6+܀ذكر جبريل بن بختيشوع أن الدم اسمه باليونانية ̄ܗ ܕ 

Ayaymā, this is blood (dmā). Jibrīl ibn Bukhtīshūʿ said that the name of blood in

Greek is ay aymā.

135:14 5I=ܐ +H1)̄ܘ ܕ (C ܀الدم

Aymā (according to) bar Serošway, blood (dmā), blood (al-dam).

܀الدم ܘܐ(B ܪ4C ܗH+ ܗ&$"2ܤ 636:27

Hemāṭos, and according to our teacher hemā, blood (al-dam).

This word is translated consistently in both Ḥunayn's Arabic translation and the

Syriac translation, the former giving al-dam and the latter giving dmā, both of

which mean ‘blood’. The only exception in either work occurs in aphorism v. 33,

where Ḥunayn's Arabic compresses the Greek phrase αἷµα ἐκ τῶν ῥινῶν ῥυέν

‘blood flowing from the nostrils’ into the single word al-ruʿāf ‘nosebleed’. The

straightforward definitions of the Greek word are equivalent to the translations of

the term in our texts.
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The entry for the Syriac term dmā reads like this:

5**&ܕ579:8 ܪVAA=ܼHAAدمـلاܵ 05bAAܿ=ܤ AA AAܘ +656%AA AA AA AAܪܼܘ ܕܐj̄ܘ +VAA ܵ0AA"HAA(SAAj_HAAܐ 4tAA=VAA ̈dAĀܘjܘܐ ܕܐܐܪ +0FCAA AA AAܘ '$*AA=,>:AA AA AA"

 '(mQ "oC܀الدم

Dmā, blood, a wet and hot humour whose form derives properly from the element

of air. It comes to be in the liver (aytaw b-kabdā) and its power is in the entire

body, blood (al-dam).78

In this entry, also attributable to Ḥunayn, the traditional humoural view of the

physicians concerning blood is stated. Notably, this more extended definition is

present in the entry for the Syriac word, but absent from the entries for the Greek

equivalent. Because the words in all three languages are strongly synonomous,

there is a general concord amongst the entries and the translations.

3.2

ἀκριβῶν (ἀκριβής)

277:25 5>L[S2ܢ ܘ79ܐQ=[Sܐ .!j<% '1)̄ܘ *)ܪ (C B)5 ܐ ܿ>ܼLܸ ܿ[ܼS܀حقّ واضح ܐ

Aqrbna and aqribon according to bar Serošway, correct, true (ḥattitā). Aqrabeya,

true, evident.

78. Although I have already provided this entry in the discussion of ἀγωγή above

(unit 2.2), I repeat here for ease of reference.

79. Duval: +,C([ܐ.
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278:19 5>L[S܀ܐ!<I1ܘܬ! ܐ̇ܘ ܬܘJ)̄ܕ ̄ܗ ܬܪ(Qܕ 
̄
iC 

Aqrabeya in the Book of Paradise, this is rightness or addition.

Forms of ἀκριβής occur five times in the Aphorisms. In three cases found in

aphorisms i. 4 and i. 5 that reference diet, both Ḥunayn's version and the Syriac

translation employ consistent translations. For these instances the former gives al-

bāligh ‘extreme’, while the latter employs the word ḥattitā ‘truly’. For the

occurrence of the adverbial form of the word in the phrase ἀκριβείην κράτισται

‘are truly best’ in aphorism i. 6, Ḥunayn's version translates with the single word

ajwad ‘best’, while the Syriac version gives ḥattitutā ṭāb mitrān ‘are truly and

entirely good’. Finally, in aphorism iv. 59 the adjective occurs in a description of

fevers. Both the Arabic and Syriac versions here adopt different approaches from

those given above. The Syriac gives kad saggi arikā ‘when it (the tertian fever) is

very long’, while the Arabic gives aṭwal mā takūn ‘the longest (tertian fevers)

that occur.

The Syriac translations as a whole are more literal than the Arabic

translations due to the latter's omitting to translate the specific adverb in aphorism

1. 6. The entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon agree somewhat with these Syriac

translations, but less so with the Arabic texts. Nor does the entry for the Syriac

equivalent ḥattitā contain much more of direct relevance for them:

782:139**0 ̣ ܼ̂ P ـلصحياܼܿ ـ ـ اـ ـلخح اـلاـ ـلصص اـ ـلمحرف ـ ا+.VAA()AAܙضـ ـلمزاد راـ .ـتخـسروزي ܘ̣ܬ0**9امّ ̣̂ Ṗ ـصحܼܿ ةـ الصـخّ

ܐ^ صرف حقيقة يقين. ̣̂ P9 .0 الحقيقة ̣ ܼ̂ P ܀ثابت راسخ محض صحيح يقين 9ܼܿ

Ḥattitā, correct, sincere, pure (al-khāliṣ), uncut, pure (al-maḥḍ), (according to)

Zakariya. Al-Marwazī adds firm, complete. Ḥattitutā, sound, integral, pure, true,

certain. Ḥattitāʾit, true. Ḥattitā, established, firm, pure, correct, certain.
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Neither the Greek nor the Syriac entries relate to Ḥunayn's translation.

Furthermore, the rather severe differences between the two translations'

renditions of ἀκριβής constitute evidence against Ḥunayn's authorship of the

Syriac Aphorisms. This is also the most probable reason for the discrepancy

between the Arabic translations and the Syriac lexicography. 

3.3

ἀλφοί

178:17 2K] !M["C ܀البهق ̄ܗ

Alpo, this is tetter (behqitā), tetter (al-bahaq).

This term occurs in the Aphorisms a single time, in aphorism iii. 20. The main

Syriac and Arabic versions both translate it using the same terms that are found in

the entry above, behqitā and al-bahaq. The early Syriac translation for this

aphorism also exists, and for this term it appears to give ḥkākā ‘itch, mange’.80

There is thus a clear correspondence between Ḥunayn's entry in bar Bahlul and

the translations in both the Arabic and Syriac versions. This stands in contrast to

the earlier Syriac translation, which appears to give evidence for a development

toward greater lexicographical precision in the Syriac translation tradition.

Although the translation for this aphorism does not exist in any of the

fragments of the early Arabic version, according to Ullmann the translator al-

80. Although some text of the aphorism has dropped out, it is likely that ḥkākā does

translate ἀλφοί.
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Biṭrīq's preferred translation of the term ἀλφός was also al-bahaq, as shown by

several examples from his translation of Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six.81

Therefore, while the available Syriac examples evince terminological

development, in contrast the Arabic examples show terminological stability.

The entry for the Syriac term behqitā in the Lexicon reads like this:

361:28L*! ܹS*0<ܼـبه )HAܘܐقـ ̇QA=:Aܘ 0HAܕ>L*!S*0)̄ܘCA(1A=ܤ A"[Aܐ +)ABSAܘܨ XHA=ܪ' A+وـضوـلا اـهح ـلبهو ـ اـ ـلبق رصـ

܀والبهق أصحّ

Behqitā, tetter (bahaq). Paul and bar Serošway say, tetter that glows like fire and

shines. Spotting (al-waḍaḥ), which is tetter, leprosy (al-baraṣ), but tetter is more

correct.

The Arabic al-bahaq and Syriac behqitā are derivable from the same Semitic root

and would appear to be related. The Syriac word's clear etymology from the sense

‘to shine’, which has no analogue in Arabic, makes it more likely that it

originates in the former language. Furthermore, the Syriac word occurs several

times in the Peshitta, demonstrating its use from an early date.82 The early Arabic

translator al-Biṭrīq's use of the word in his translations of Galen means that, if an

adaptation from Syriac did occur, it was prior to Ḥunayn's career.

3.4

ἅµα

81. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 97.

82. For example, in Leviticus 13:4.
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181:17 5&ܵ
ܵ
܀معاً ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ ܐ

Āmā according to bar Serošway accompanying (maʿan).

This Greek adverb occurs once in the Aphorisms, in aphorism ii. 46. Ḥunayn

translated it maʿan ‘accompanying’, while the Syriac translates akḥdā nehwon ‘at

once’. Bar Serošway's Arabic definition in the Lexicon agrees exactly with the

text of Ḥunayn's translation. Bar Bahlul's entry for the Syriac equivalent akḥdā

likewise agrees while giving some further relevant information:

155:22 '$XVܼ܀مَعاً والذي جاء به حنين في موضع بالجملة ܐ

Akḥdā, accompanying (maʿan), and that which Ḥunayn introduced in one place,

(namely) ‘altogether’ (bil-jumla).

3.5

ἀµόργη

ܕbAAܬ_**2Eܪ**&ܐ184:1 '(3AA!jܕܙ ــعكJܪ' اــ ̄ܥ.CAAتــيزــلر J̄ܐ&**j2E**5HAAܪ .!jܙ p̈CAA.4HAAܕ AAi*$ܡ ̇HAA43AA!jܕܙ اــمJܪ'

܀يرسب تحت الزيت اذا عصر من الزيتون

Amorgē, the lees of the oil of the olive (teṭrā da-ʿṣārā d-zaytā), the lees of oil

(ʿakar al-zayt), in an old manuscript. Amorgē, the lees of oil (mayyē d-zaytā).

(According to) our teacher, the part of olive oil that settles, that which settles at

the bottom of oil when it is pressed from olives.

A form of this Greek term appears in aphorism vii. 45, where it used figuratively

to describe a flow of pus that is a sign of death in one suffering from a disease of
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the liver. Both Ḥunayn's Arabic translation and the Syriac translation differ

slightly from the entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon given above. The Arabic gives

thufl al-zayt ‘lees of oil’, while the Syriac translation gives teṭrā d-mešḥā, again

meaning ‘lees of oil’.

The Greek entry at 184:1 contains a descriptive definition of ἀµοργή

directly attributed to Ḥunayn, which allows us to compare the translator's Syriac

writing to the text of the Syriac Aphorisms. Ḥunayn in the entry employs the

phrase ʿṣārā d-zaytā for ‘olive oil’, while the Syriac translation uses a different

word, mešḥā, which strictly speaking simply means ‘oil’. Although minor, this

discrepancy reinforces the sense that Ḥunayn was not the author of the Syriac

Aphorisms. 

Two entries related to the Syriac equivalent teṭrā in bar Bahlul's Lexicon

read as follows:

2057:13 c[>"ܬJ̄C  .1)̄ܘ  ثخين خاثر كدر (C B)̄ܕ  عكر.ܘܐ(Qܕ 
̄
iCܘ!a ["

ܵ
܀ ̄ܗ ̇*b<ܹC ": nm)ܗܘܬ

Tṭirā in a manuscript, thick, turbid, impure. And according to bar Serošway, dregs

(ʿakar). And (according to) the Book of Paradise w-tāṭar leh, this is ‘he stirred up

its dregs’.

2057:18 c["ܘܢ  كدر.ܹܬ\I# 1)̄ܘ ܹܬ"]ܗ (C B)܀كدره يمصّون ܐ

Teṭrā, impure. Teṭreh nemṣun according to bar Serošway, they drank from the

dregs.83

83. Although al-kadar is not defined in this way in the dictionaries, the sense is clear

from the context.
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Although these do not reflect Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the Greek term, an

entry in bar ʿAli's Lexicon does:

'(5b84.الخاثر والثفل والعكر والكدر والدردي ܬ

Tṭirā, concentrates, lees, dregs, impurities, sediments.

None of the Greek or Syriac entries in bar Bahlul agree exactly with

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation. Since my way of proceeding relies on bar Bahlul's

Lexicon and not bar ʿAli's, the agreement between the latter's entry for tṭirā and

Ḥunayn's translation of ἀµόργη in the Aphorisms does not bear upon the

placement of this example in the organization of the chapter.

 

3.6

ἀνήρ

199:6 cܪe#ܐ J̄C '(0^ j_S=) dܪܐe#܀رجل ܐ

Andrā, in Greek, a man. In a manuscript andrānā, man.

 J̄C ܐ5S$܀رجل C) 1)̄ܘ ^0)' ܐ#<] 210:8 

Anayr, bar Serošway, man, man. In a manuscript anayd.

In aphorism v. 69, the word ἀνδράσι occurs. The Syriac translates it b-gabrê, and

Ḥunayn's Arabic gives for it fī al-rĳāl. In this case, all three words are

synonomous with one another in a strong sense, and so it is not very surprising to

84. Gottheil, Syriac-Arabic Glosses, II 475:12.
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see the translations in agreement with the definitions in the Lexicon. A brief entry

in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the Syriac equivalent further confirms it:

447:4 c[Q ܿEܼ ܀رجل

Gabrā, a man (rajul).

3.7

ἄνθρακας (ἄνθραξ)

܀جمر C) 1)̄ܘ ^=TH' ܐ#PܪܐS!ܤ 216:15

Antrāqês, bar Serošway embers (gumrē), embers (jamr).

This word is found in aphorism v. 11, where the odour given off when the sputa

of consumptive patients is poured over embers is mentioned as a sign of death.

The Syriac translates it with gumrē, while the Arabic gives the etymologically-

related jamr, both of which mean ‘embers’. These translations agree precisely

with bar Serošway's definition at 216:15.

Ullmann notices several contexts wherein ἄνθραξ signifies ‘carbuncle’, a

disease of the eye, including one citation from Galen's On Simple Drugs Book

Six and four from Dioscorides' Materia Medica.85 The Arabic translations for

these occurrences of the term vary noticeably from one another. Although three

of them give jamr or jamra, in one case the word is transliterated, and in another

a different name is given to it, al-nār al-fārisī ‘Persian fire’. Although the single

85. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 112.
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Syriac translation of ἄνθραξ in the Aphorisms has nothing to do with this sense of

the word, it allows us to refer to the entry for the Syriac term found in bar Bahlul,

which does relate to it:

466:20E**2&**c[ـجم ـلجاE**2&**ck.رـ وـ ـسمدـقدري ىـ ـجنسوسـلوـفّ ـ اـماًـ ـلخن ـبهاتـجراـ االـ **IEم.ـسذا ـجم2ܪܬ0** رةـ

اـهرـكوذ ـيضا ـفيماًـ ـ ـيخاـ اـفرجـ ـلعيي ـ A=%Ä,A+f5CA*)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐن.ـ A Ap̈53A Aܕ '$ ܵHA4)A ܼܿ5`A A!ـسيارـفارـن$ܘܬ وـ ـمسيالـقكـلذـكّة ـ أيـ ح

܀الجمرة وهي النار الفارسيّة

Gumrā, ember (jamr). Gumrē, smallpox (al-jadrī). Paul has named a type of

swelling by this name. Gmurtā, ember. He also mentioned it among those things

that come forth in the eye. And according to bar Serošway the common cancer

(šuḥnē bišê ʿyādē) which occurs due to burning, Persian fire (nār fārsīya). And

likewise Masīḥ said this is al-jamra, which is Persian fire.

This entry provides evidence that allows for the implications of preceding

scholarship to be clarified. Pormann's account of this term in his work on Paul of

Aegina notes two of the senses found here. Specifically, in Ḥunayn's Ten

Treatises on the Eye, ἄνθραξ is found defined as al-jadrī ‘smallpox’.86 Pormann

calls this text ‘corrupt’, evidently on the reasonable grounds that smallpox is not

an eye disease. Bar Bahlul's entry for the Syriac equivalent gumrā cited here

makes these two senses of ἄνθραξ homonymous on the authority of Paul, and is

thus the likely source for the confusion noted by Pormann. It may be hoped,

furthermore, that detailed consideration of the translations of the Greek term in

Dioscorides' work on the basis of this entry would reveal the rationale behind

their variations as well.

86. Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 189.
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This example serves to emphasize the importance of the Syriac tradition for

studies of Arabic medicine. Howsoever it may be acquired, awareness of the

proper Syriac equivalents for Greek terminology is a prerequisite for consulting

the Syriac-to-Arabic lexicographical tradition. Since the extant traces of this

tradition contain significant portions of the infrastructure upon which the Greek-

to-Arabic translations and independent Arabic works of medicine were

performed, they hold the potential of clarifying otherwise anomalous

characteristics of the Greek-to-Arabic translation movement.

It is notable that this entry is absent from Löw's catalogue of entries in Bar

Bahlul's Lexicon containing definitions attributed to Paul of Aegina. Löw's

material largely, if not entirely, consists of etymologically Greek terms, so it is

perhaps not surprising that this example of a definition of Paul's given for an

etymologically-Syriac word does not figure there. This is an indication that more,

perhaps many more, examples of Paul's glossographical work await discovery in

bar Bahlul's Lexicon.

3.8

ἀπόστηµα/ἀποστήµατα

251:23 5I>i2f܀خراج ܐ

Aposṭimā, abscess (khurāj).

*fܐ251:24
̈
i2I>* ا5*"$* ـلحاألورام ܐܘادّةـ VAM[A=,5CĀܨ A A+ 0CAܕةـلّـمدـلا̈ A()Aܕ A=6*A^=ܬܗ A+QA=̄ا ـلحاألورام اـ ـلتادّة مـليـ

الخراجات التي فيها مدّة الدبابل C) 1)̄ܘ تنضج
87

܀ والدمامل

87. Dabābil, an plural of dabla, a word that Freytag glosses ‘vomica, apostema;
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Aposṭimāṭā, sharp inflammations (al-awrām al-ḥādda). In a manuscript, its

meaning is inflammations (qubyānā), boils (al-dummala) that occur on the

outside of the body. (According to) Paul, sharp inflammations that have not

suppurated. (According to) bar Serošway, abscesses that have pus inside of them,

ulcers (al-dabābil), boils.

*f*2I>iܐ253:21 * ܙ* 5Z*cܕ2ܪCAM^A=5SA Aܪ ܗ̇ܝ +CAܕ !<53A Ä,Aܕ̇ܗܘ +)A+5X,:A A A A'(ـلنا اـصاـ ـلحور اـفادثـ ـلمي االـ ـكباق +HAܘر.ـ

ܕH 45[<̇Q>])(4 ܐܗ^Q=75}܀

Aposṭimā zʿurā (‘small abscess’), this occurs in the great corner of the eye which

is (near) to the nose. Fistulas (al-nāṣūr) that occur in the great corner of the eye.

When it bursts it is called aêgilops.

264:26 5I74f܀علة الرحم دبيلة تكون في الرحم ܐ

Apsṭmā, a disease of the womb, an ulcer that occurs in the womb.

Forms of ἀπόστηµα and closely related words occur some seven times in the

Aphorisms. In most cases, Ḥunayn's Arabic and the Syriac translate regularly, the

former giving a form of khurāj ‘abscess’ and the latter a form of qubyānā

‘inflammation’. There are two exceptions to this in these two translations. In

aphorism vii. 36 forms of ἀπόστηµα occur twice, first in reference to swellings on

the outside of the body and second in reference to those that are inside of the

body. The Syriac uses qubyānā to refer to both, but for the second instance

Ḥunayn breaks his habit, translating the word with al-dabīla ‘ulcer’. The second

exception is in aphorism vii. 78, where the Syriac alters its pattern to translate

with mapaqtā ‘inflammation, eruption of the skin’. This translation is similar to

morbus in ventre’. He does not include this particular plural form.
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the Arabic khurāj in its metaphorical logic of derivation, both being derived from

verbs meaning ‘to go out’.

None of the lemmas containing this term survive in the fragments of the

early Arabic translation. Ullmann notices several translations of this term,

however, and the renderings taken from Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six allow

for the development of the Arabic tradition to be considered in the light of the

entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. In these three examples, the early translator

prefers in each case al-awrām ‘inflammations’, while Ḥunayn used equivalents

like al-kharājāt and al-dubayla that tack closely with the examples from the

Aphorisms given above.88 Thus Ḥunayn's and Paul's definitions in the entry at

251:24 relate more closely to the early Arabic translation, while bar Serošway's

definitions there are closer to Ḥunayn's translation.

The entries found in the Lexicon reflect several senses of this Greek word.

The single-word definition at 251:23 would fit well in a working translator's

glossary and matches Ḥunayn's preference in the Aphorisms exactly. The entry at

251:24 introduces significantly more symptomatological detail. Although Arabic

predominates, the most common Syriac equivalent of ἀπόστηµα found in the

Aphorisms, qubyānā, is found near the beginning in a definition attributable to

Ḥunayn. It may be noted that the specification in the entry that ἀπoστήµατα/

qubyānē occur ‘on the outside of the body’ does not agree with the usage found in

the Greek original of the Aphorisms or in the Syriac translation, if it is to be taken

as a general characterization.

The opthalmological entry at 253:21 is strongly related to an entry of bar

Bahlul's on ἀγχίλωψ/αἰγίλωψ ‘lachrymal abscess’ discussed by Pormann in his

88. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 125-126.
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work on Paul of Aegina, which reads as follows:

*DEܗ606:8 *2f*ولـلؤـث2ܤ
*f*2I>iܐ̄=ABQA(ܘܐ89 * ܙ* 5Z*cܕ2ܪCAMÂ=5SA Aܪ ܗ̇ܝ +CAܕ !<3A ܼܿ,5A A+5X,:A A A Aܘ 'THA<QAܘ HA>ܩ ̇>A+ ܹ

3A$HA+m:A A(HAܘ *=)<Dܐ+ * * *2f*5ـيكُراجـخ ـبياـمونـ اـمنـ ـلعياق ـ اـ ـلعظن ـ واألـ وـنم ـينفجف ـ ـ وإنـ ـضير .ـساـنارـصعـ )ABCA(ܘܐوراً

+`IS ̄ܘjܕܐ GX*̇5+ ܕS=^ ̇ܬ(C ܀الغرب وريح الغرب ̄ܨ  الناسور في العين1)̄ܘ

Heglopos, a wart. According to Paul a small abscess (aposṭimā zʿurā) of the great

corner of the eye (near) to the nose, when it breaks and reaches the bone. And

aykilopā, an abscess occurring between the great corner of the eye and the nose

when it has broken. If it is neglected it becomes a fistula (nāsūr). According to

bar Serošway, a corner of the eye that abscesses and swells, fistulas in the eye. In

a manuscript, the West and the west wind.90

The phraseology of Paul's definition in this entry strongly resembles that of the

unattributed definition of aposṭimā minora at 253:21. The Syriac descriptions of

the affliction in the two entries are especially close, while the Arabic versions

differ in some very slight details. It probably must be admitted, following

Pormann, that in the entry at 606:8 there is some confusion of the two Greek

terms which refer to this type of abscess before and after it has burst (ἀγχίλωψ

and αἰγίλωψ, respectively).91 However, if the transcription of the former term is

to be recognized by the use of a kāp and that of the latter by the use of a gāmal, it

would appear that the entry at 253:21 more accurately reflects the distinctions in

the Greek terminology.

89. Duval: تولول. The reading given is Pormann's.

90. For Pormann's treatment of this entry, see Oriental Tradition, 156.

91. Ibid.
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Given that the entry at 253:21 is unattributed, it is possible that it was

written by Ḥunayn. Comparison with Pormann's example shows, however, that

the entry at 606:8 overlaps significantly with the extant Arabic translation of

Paul's Pragmateia. There are some slight differences between the two entries that

correspond to readings in the Arabic translation of Paul's work. However, when

comparing these, no clear pattern emerges. For example, the entry at 253:21

corresponds with the Arabic Pragmateia in calling fistulas nāṣūr against 606:8's

nāsūr, yet 606:8 and the Pragmateia call the corner of the eye al-ʿaẓm while

253:21 calls it al-akbar.92 Thus it appears that fragments which rely upon Paul

may be found to exist in the Lexicon without identification. It bears repeating here

that the attribution to Ḥunayn of any particular unidentified entry in the Lexicon

requires some external corroboration in order to be considered certain.

The entries for the two Syriac equivalents of ἀπόστηµα given in the

Aphorisms read as follows:

1133:28YK&* * *0P ̈5F*A A Aܕ TSAܬ! ܵ`IA A4 ̈mICA A A'(ـلبثا ـ اـ ـلسمجور ـ ـ اـ ـلظة اـفرـهاـ ـلجسي ـ ܕܐjد.ـ A")A40%A(ܘܬܘܒ Aܕܗ̈ܘ Tܬ! ܵ)A4

X5>fCA A A A Aܕ fHA=ܬ! AܸFAܕܪ +f)A A+اـق ـلخروح *&راج.ـ ܼܿYK* *0PCAJ̄وـجراـخراجـخإ ـيخيءـشلّـكات اـمرجـ ـلبن ـيكدنـ اـبونـ ـلبه رانـحُـ

܀قال المروزي عن حنين أنّ بقراط يستعمل ذلك على كلّ شيء يخرج من البدن فيه البحران

Mapqātā, pustules (šakirtā) that appear on the body, ugly pustules that appear on

the body. Again, sores (al-buthūr) on the surface of the skin of the head, sores

(al-qurūḥ), abscesses (al-khurāj). Mapaqtā in a manuscript, breaking out of

abscesses (ikhrāj kharājāt). Crises occur by virtue of anything that comes out

from the body. Al-Marwazī said on the authority of Ḥunayn that Hippocrates

used this (word) for anything that comes out from the body in which are crises.

92. Ibid., 157.
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1721:6S**2L** ̈3>** AAB%AA=5(ܐ5** SAA AA4ـحتقا ـ ܪVAA)̄ܘCAA(1AAܘان.ـ 205bAA AA AAܕ AA]=ܬ! ܵ50AA AA+,5CAA AA AAܬܪ <)AA4[AA ̈I7AA AA+ات.ـحراـجارّةـحأورام

܀المروزي الخراجات وآخرون نزالت دُبالت

Qubyānā, according to Ḥunayn congestion (iḥtiqān). And (according to) bar

Serošway, any moisture that gathers together between two layers (of skin). Hot

swellings, lesions. (According to) al-Marwazī abscesses (al-kharājāt). (According

to) others catarrhs (nazalāt), ulcers (dubalāt).

While these Syriac entries refer to words whose scope of meaning is somewhat

narrower than that of ἀπόστηµα, they display a greater variety of terminology,

more direct explanation of medical phenomena, and a strong tendency to branch

out into discussions of broader medical theory. In the entry for qubyānā, bar

Serošway's description of the term is simple and direct and does not resort either

to exotic terminology or to the listing of synonyms. On the other hand, al-

Marwazī's account of Ḥunayn's teaching on Hippocrates' doctrine of the crisis in

the entry for mapaqtā extends the discussion beyond the everyday treatment of

nagging sores into the significance of such sores for the prognosis of disease. This

entry again shows the extent to which Syriac medical discourse had been

nativized. Rather than referring Ḥunayn's account of Hippocrates' teaching to the

Greek word, bar Bahlul records it for the Syriac equivalent instead. Despite the

inherent interest of the Syriac entries, both the Greek and the Syriac lexicography

represent Ḥunayn's translations of ἀπόστηµα in the Aphorisms equally well.

3.9

ἀρθρῖτις
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܀وجع المفاصل ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ Vܸ_ܒ *jT! ܐܘܬܪ=7<` 98:25

Awtriṭis, according to bar Serošway pain of the joints (keb šaryātā), pain of the

joints (wajʿ al-mafāṣil).

Forms of ἀρθρῖτις occur twice in the Aphorisms. Both the Syriac and Arabic

translations agree with bar Serošway's entry in the Lexicon. Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation does introduce a slight variation of style by using the singular in the

phrase wajʿ al-mafāṣil ‘pain of the joints’ to translate ἀρθρίτιδες in aphorism iii.

16, but the plural awjāʿ al-mafāṣil ‘pains of the joints’ to translate ἀρθριτικά in iii.

20. The Syriac uses the same form keb šāryātā ‘pain of the joints’ in each case, as

does the fragment of the early Syriac translation of iii. 20.

A definition of the Syriac equivalent reads as follows:

857:9...  0 ܵ̂ kOܵ ܒ$hܸ܀ وجع المفاصل

Keb šāryātā, pain of the joints (wajʿ al-mafāṣil).

Thus in this straightforward example, the Greek and Syriac lexicography 

represent Ḥunayn's Arabic translation equally well.

3.10

ἀριστερά

299:22 c[7>)1)̄ܘ ܐܪ (C B)ܐ G6ܵ1ܸ ܀الشمال اليسار

Arsiṭrā, the left. According to bar Serošway the left, the left side.
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Forms of ἀριστερά occur twice in the Aphorisms. Both instances refer to the

sympathetic relationship between the thinning of one of the breasts of a woman

pregnant with twins and the miscarriage of one of her children. Ḥunayn's Arabic

and the Syriac translate in similar ways, the former with al-aysar and the latter

with semālā, both meaning ‘the left’. These translations are fully reflected in the

entry in the Lexicon. A short entry for the Syriac equivalent reads like this:

1359:16 +Iܵ)ܹ ܀أقول اليسار الشمال

Semālā, I say the left side (al-yasār), the left.

3.11

ἄρρην

303:12 '(V4 ܕCܪ B)܀ذكر ܐܪܪܘܢ ܐ

Arron according to our teacher, male (dekrā), male (dhakar).

This word is translated consistently in both the Syriac and Arabic Aphorisms.

Ḥunayn's Arabic employs al-dhakar ‘male’ in various forms and the Syriac uses

the related word dkar ‘male’. These translations concord almost exactly with

Ḥunayn's definition of the Greek word in the Lexicon. An entry related to the

Syriac equivalent likewise agrees with Ḥunayn's translation:

h*c[6*Aܕ574:24 A+fHA A3,=ܕA Aܕܬ +6^A A+CAܕ_*Aܕ +[Aܡ_ ̇CA_5F1A A Aܼ6A+QA()AܼfA+CAܘܘeÂ.+7HA Aܙܪ 3A<5SA=ܐ! A+`:A A=)A ̇6Aܕܐ̇ܕ +*A+رـكذـلا

܀ كباش الثياتلp̈,C ܕ(J̈!ܕckh  أوالد الكباش وهي الحمالن. 3L̈_ ܕckhكبش ذكر.  ܕc[hاإلحليل. 

Dekrā, a name that indicates the sex in a species that is distinguished in marriage

(by) abundant seed for the continuation of the species, male (al-dhakar), urethra
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(al-iḥlīl). Dekrā, a male sheep. Banay dekrē, the children of the ram, which are

lambs. Dekrē, children of the ibex (banay dayṣē), a ram, wild goats (al-thayātil).

3.12

ἀρχή

ܪ293:5
ܿ
h*5ܼܐ ܵ*Aܪ=̣)Aܪ ܐ̇ܘ +f)A Aܕ ܗܘ +)A=5SA Aܐܪ +VAܐ pHA( ـبتا̣ رـ ـئيداء االـ اـمس ـلصحيم ـ ـ ܕABCA(1A(ܘܐحـ ܗ̇ܘ A=5SA()̄ܘ A+ܪ

ܿ
*hܼܐ ܵ3*5 )HAܐܵ ̣

܀:8

Arkā, in the Greek arkā means beginning (šurāyā) or heading, beginning (ibtidāʾ),

the rightful leader of the nations. According to bar Serošway, in Greek it is

‘arkānā’.

293:19 5=[QZ _hܐܪܐ'([<S 'T0% n)ܪ MV܀ ܐܘ

Arākay ʿEbrāyā, that is, he was called leader of the Hebrews.

304:1 _Oܐܪ+f)܀ابتداء رأس  ̄ܗ *=ܪ(+ ܪ

Arši, this is beginning (šurāyā), heading, beginning (ibtidāʾ), heading.

Forms of ἀρχή occur several times in the Aphorisms. The Syriac translates with

forms of šurāyā ‘beginning’, while Ḥunayn's Arabic gives forms of al-awwal

‘beginning’. Al-Biṭrīq's usual equivalent for these instances was badʾ ‘beginning’.

The only exception in the latter is found in the translation of aphorism i. 12,

where the phrase min awwal al-maraḍ is employed.

The entries taken from the Lexicon converge somewhat with the examples

found in the Aphorisms. Both šurāyā and al-ibtidāʾ are represented in the entries

at 293:5 and 304:1, each of which is attributable to Ḥunayn. However, Ḥunayn's
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usual equivalent for ἀρχή al-awwal is not represented in either of them. The entry

in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the usual Syriac equivalent for ἀρχή šurāyā reads as

follows:

 

1957:11O*ܐ5*=2ܼܵܪ)ABCA(1Āܘjܐ HA,)̄ܘ A!< ̇[A$HAܕܙ !M ̇,CA Aܕ .+SA ̇À; Z ܹ57)A A Aܕ 4HA ܹfAܹܪ<)Aܘ .4HA
ܿ
<ܼ,6%A A Aܘ ܕܼܙܿ +3Aܘܕܙ +CA ̈,Aܙ .+,CA A+

5^A A(5,HA A Ȧ,Aܕܙܘ ܗܘ "3Aܕ +1A=3Aܐ c(,)A Aܕܗ̣ܘ +3A$HA+:Aܘe3Aܕ +1A=̣3Aܐ c(%A()Aܕ ܐ̇ܘ +7)A Aܕ "[A$5HA Aܕܙ +,CA A+HA
ܿ
<ܼ%Aܘ .8 ܹ:As<)Aܘܢ"

A:5ܗ A4:Aܘe3Ȧܐ +HAܘ c̣ܐ (:Ae,CA A+*Aܪ=)A+HA51>ܬA A.8 ̣>HA Aܕ 2:Aܘ ܼܙܿ M3A;ܕ +fHA Aܙ ܘ; .'(ܹ ܼܿ,CA A;ܕ +*Aܪ=)A+ـبتاال 2ܼܵܪܝ*Oܕb.داءـ

 (̄Vܙ B)܀ابديّܐ

Šurāyā according to bar Serošway, it has the meaning of the beginning of (some)

time which accompanies those (things) that begin, defining both the action and

the time. For the meaning of time is that of the action of an affair of some sort up

until the action of some other affair, or (the action of an affair) which has a

beginning at a definite time. And I say that beginning refers both to action and to

time. For there is no action that does not begin, and no time without a beginning.

Βeginning (al-ibtidāʾ). D-lā šurāyā according to Zakariya, eternal (abadī).

Bar Serošway introduces questions of the nature of time in this somewhat

extended discussion of the sense of this Syriac word. However, the Greek and the

Syriac lexicography are equally unrepresentative of Ḥunayn's Arabic translations

of ἀρχή in the Aphorisms. If we assume that Ḥunayn was not in fact the author of

the extant Syriac Aphorisms, this could be due to the fact that Ḥunayn preferred a

different word in his own Syriac translation.

3.13

ἀσθενής
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܀ضعيف ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ G5XH ܐ(Pܗ#<` 245:20

Astênis according to bar Serošway, weak (mḥilā), weak (ḍaʿīf).

Forms of ἀσθενής occur several times in the Aphorisms. Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation employs words related to the verb ḍaʿufa ‘to be weak’ in all instances.

The Syriac version for its part uses the adjective mḥilā ‘weak’ in all instances.

Despite the fact that both display a relatively similar degree of regularity,

Ḥunayn's version tends slightly more toward expanding the texts than does the

Syriac translation. In aphorism ii. 49, for example, Ḥunayn translated the phrase

κἢν ὦσιν ἀσθενέες ἢ γέροντες with wa-in kāna ḍaʿīfata al-badan aw shaykha

‘and if they are weak or old’, using the inner accusative ḍaʿīfata al-badan which

literally means ‘weak in the body’. The Syriac translation of this phrase is ap

sābā itayhon aw mḥilē ‘though they are old or weak’. The Syriac text is also

perhaps notable in that the two adjectives are in reverse order from the Greek and

Arabic versions.

Ullmann also notes a text from Book Six of Galen's On Simple Drugs that

contains a form of ἀσθενής. There, the early translator al-Biṭrīq and Ḥunayn both

translated the phrase ἀσθενεστέρα τὴν δύναµιν in the same way, giving ḍaʿīf al-

quwwa ‘weak in strength’ for it.93 The entry at 1054:1 bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the

Syriac equivalent mḥilā further confirms these terms' synonymity:

1054:1 +>ܼU& 2ܬ0. ضعيفD>U& 94܀ضَعْف

Mḥilā, weak (ḍaʿīf). Mḥilutā, weakness (ḍaʿf).

93. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 139.

94. Duval: ضَعَف. This entry is also cited in unit (2.5) above.
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3.14

ἀχλύς

ܐ2ܤ**h**2aܐܘ2ܤ**lܐ157:16 3AA)̄ܘAABCAA(1AA(ܬܘܒ ܼܿ>6AA AA
ܵ
,AA+ما ـلظل ـ ـ 63AA<,2ܤ**lܐܘܬܘܒة.ـ AA AA AAܘ +, ,3AA AA AA+غما ـل ـ اـ قتام ـل ـ امـ

܀الضباب

Aklus or again akulus according to bar Serošway, darkness (ʿamṭānā) , darkness

(al-ẓulma). Again aklus, darkness, clouds, clouds, gloom, mist.

In aphorism iii. 5, the word ἀχλυώδεες appears in a list of disorders that occur due

to south winds. Ḥunayn translated this word with the phrase ghishāwatun fī al-

baṣar ‘a veil in the vision’, while the Syriac version employs the phrase ʿamṭānā

ba-ḥzātā ‘darkness in the vision’. Although the definition in bar Bahlul overaps

generally with the Syriac translation, there is no specific reference to an

ophthalmological condition. Furthermore, Ḥunayn's equivalent ghishāwa is

lacking. Neither is the latter found in the entry for the Syriac equivalent ʿamṭānā:

1441:22Z* ܼܿ37I* * *5CAJ̄ـظلم ـ ـتحدةـيدـشةـ ـنهدثـ ـغينـماراًـ أـ ܐdود.ـسم 0 ̇ܬܹ
ܵ
ܐ *237IXLܬܟ*aܕܗ0 * * * ܕ* 53Z* ܕ5*3ܵ* A49CA(̄ܗ Aܼܿ6A'ܕ=

܀ظالم ܬܘܒ %V=f+ ܕ; 537IZ +0̈V=V "C 4)eܹ%<Hآتيك في ظلمة الغيم. ܕ3ܵ,,+ 

ʿAmṭānā in a manuscript, severe darkness occurring during the day because of a

black cloud. D-hā ātē enā lwatak b-ʿamṭānā da-ʿnānā, this is in the pillar of

clouds, I come to you in the darkness of the cloud.95 ʿAmṭānā again, darkness in

which the stars cannot be seen, darkness.

95. Exodus 19:9.
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Nor again is it found in the entry for ʿamṭānā in bar ʿAli's Lexicon:

+,
ܵ
>6 96 ܘܗܘ %V=f+.الظالم. والظللمة ضباب. 3ܼܿ

ʿAmṭānā, gloom, darkness, mist. It is darkness (ḥešokā).

As in the discussions of ἀκριβής and ἀρχή above (units 3.2 and 3.12,

respectively), Ḥunayn's preferred Arabic translation in the Aphorisms is present

neither in the Greek lexicography nor that of the relevant Syriac equivalent.

Furthermore, as in the cases of ἄνυδρος and αὐτόµατον (units 1.2 and 1.3,

respectively, the Syriac version employs a phrase rather than a single word in

translating ἀχλυώδεες. This may be the reason it escaped representation in the

lexicons. On the other hand it is impossible to rule out that Ḥunayn preferred a

different Syriac word from ʿamṭānā to translate ἀχλυώδεες in his Syriac version

of the Aphorisms. The word ḥešokā ‘darkness’ mentioned in the entry of bar ʿAli's

above is be a natural place to begin searching for a potential alternative. A

relatively long, unattributed entry for that word runs as follows:

779:39*ܸJ*2ܼh*5 5VA,̄ܗܼܵ A Aܐ +5*A A-ܵܘ '$ ̣xA=ܿ)Aܕ +%Aܕ !
ܵ
eܵܬ ̣HA< ܸ)A$ ܼܿ3A+

ܵ09HA A A$SAܘ Â>ܪHA=ܬܗ ̣,fA Ạܬܗ=mCA Ạ57A Aܕ ـلظلما=ܗܪ'eSAܘܬ! ـ ـ *&ة.ـ ܼܿJU* *n ܸ

ܼܿ69A Aܐ .} ܸ)Aܕ ܗ̇ܝ B6:A AܼܿfXA AܵFA=ܼ ̣5,53A A A Aܘ B̈6:A Aܿ$ܼ)Aܵ0A=fISA A ABـيظل ـ ـعينيمـ ـ ـ وـ ـنفسبـيذـيك ـ *&ك.ـ ̇JU* *nf%A A=VAܕ +CAM9HA ATCAp6*A ẠfA.+

ܕA(ܐ ܗ̇ܝ B[Aܒ( ̣f7QA A A<)A+`HA Aܘ $ܡ ܼܿHA ܼܿfXA AB ـلمساܸ ـ ـممسروحـياءـ ـ J*2ܼh*5ܸ*9ى.ـ xOAܐj̄ܘ̣ Aܕ G̣Â=6*A A+3A ܼܿ50A Aܕ .+57mCA A A AܼܘܬeSA'ܗܪ=

HA<[A ܼܿ5A.8 ܼܿHA
ܿ
>ܼܬ ܸ%A8 ܼܿ5^A A(xOA A.G̣>HA Aܕ 2:A=5VA Ȧ,Aܕ ܘܗ̇ܝ ܗܘ. +^A=*A ̈6A+503A A A.+ ̈>HA Aܕ 2:A=VA2^A=*A ̈6A+3A ̇0A$)A4

f%A A=VAܐ ܐ; .+57)A A Aܕ 403A Ạ5A4X7CA A Aܘ 1A"ܘܢAMCA:=ܕ ܼܿ5XA AܼXAܕ ܘܗ̇ܝ 57mCAܼ=ܬ!. A A Aܘܬe ܼSA'ܗܪ=HA<[A ܼܿ5Aܐܢ ܕܐ; .8VA$HA<Â ̣7Ae ܹSA'ܗܪ=

56^A A A!ܗ̣ܘ ; jܐ( ܼf%A A=VA!ܗܘ ܕ; .+ ̣5^A A(,5VA A Āܘjܐ +f%A A=VA.+HA<)A$3A+HAܕܐܢ ܗܕ' 4SA ̇`Aܐ nSAnHA ܼܿFfA Ȧ,A+>CA Aܘ XHA"ܪ' AܼܿIA+

:A"5m1A A Aܕܐ j_)Aܕ Bm:A Ạ6A(SA; 9SA=ܗܪ' Aܠ=̣CA."CA(*A ̇9A!ܗ̣ܘ CA"f%A>ܗ A=VAܐܢ ܘܗ! .+,5VA A A!ܗ̣ܘ ܐj̄ܘ +:A"VA�HAܝ<

96. Gottheil ed., Syriac-Arabic Glosses, II 220:13.
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CAܕ ̇9Aܐ +SAn03A A!ܗܘ $:A"ـلظلما ـ ـ *J9ܘܬܘܒة.ـ *2h*5ܐ)Aܕܐ BfSA Ä5Aܐ 4HAܘ( ̣^A$*Aܕ ܗܘ +HA4xOA Aܕ G̣^A=6*A Aܐܬ +[A ܼܿ5Aܘ .8bA=,CA A+

IHA Aܼܿ,`fA A A+,5VA A Ȧܐ +HĀܘjܕܐ (%A$HA490*A A A+5VA Ä,A+[A$HA ̈5Aܕܐ̣ܬܘ +CA ܸfA
ܵ
<SAܵ5A+:Ȧܘ")Aj̣ܕܐ +)A.56"ܘܢ*A A Aܘܐܪ .+3A.+SAܘ HA=ܪ'. ̈5A.ܘܐܐܪ .+

Ṿ=f%ܸ .+V̈GH+܀

Ḥešokā, this is a fluid substance that hinders vision, whose action and sensibility

are known through the absence of light. Darkness (al-ẓulma). Maḥšek, to darken,

as in ‘it darkens your eyes and consumes your soul’, it darkens your eyes and

consumes your soul. Mḥaššek, the darkness of the place of the setting of the sun,

as in ‘he approached Palestine early and late’. The evening, he went in the

evening. Ḥešokā is the shadow of a dense body, which consists of the absence of

light. It is defined as a shadow because it has no substance, and it is of dense

bodies because not all bodies bring about darkness, but only those that are dense

and which have no transparency in them. Its consisting in the absence of light

means that, but for the complete absence of light, there would be no darkness. For

darkness is that which does not have substance. It is ascertained from this

(example): If someone pitches a tent at mid-day, and it mostly covers him, such

that light entirely does not reach him, simultaneously there is darkness in it. But if

it had substance, whensoever someone sought to do so, he might bring it into

being.97 Darkness. Again, ḥešokā according to the people, they say it is an

accident that occurs on account of the shadow of a body. But the blessed

commentator98 said that it is a substance, one of the seven primary substances that

97. See Aristotle's account of darkness as a privation, given in his definition of light

in On the Soul, Book II.7, 418b9. See also Jean de Groot, Aristotle and

Philoponus on Light (London: Routledge (1991), passim.

98. This would seem to be a reference to Theodore of Mopsuestia, an influential

theologian of the Church of the East. See Alphone Mingana ed., Commentary of
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come to be in the sixth, which are heaven, earth, fire, water, air, angels, and

darkness.

In this very interesting entry, two contradictory accounts of the nature of darkness

are presented side-by-side. One of these may easily be linked with the Peripatetic

conception of darkness, while the other is presented within a theological context.

In my opinion it is likely that Ḥunayn was responsible for the Peripatetic-leaning

material in the entry, while bar Bahlul himself appears to prefer the theological

account.

Another, shorter entry contains a word closely related to Ḥunayn's

equivalent for ἀχλύς in the Aphorisms, ghishāwa:

780:15 5(̇J9ܸ  .53ܹالظُلمة(ܵJ̈9ܸ .الدوار والسدر+)(Vܙ B)܀ظلمة ليل بال قمر ̄ܨ 5�ܹ+ ܕ; 1"ܪ'  الظلمة الغشوة. ܘܐ

Ḥeškā, darkness. Ḥeškānē, dizziness, vertigo. According to Zakariya, darkness,

covering (ghishwa). In a manuscript, a night with no moon, the darkness of a

night without a moon.

Whatever the case may be, neither the Greek lexicography nor that for the Syriac

equivalent found in the Aphorisms accords with Ḥunayn's translation of the

Aphorisms.

Conclusion

The composition of the Lexicon's entries

Theodore of Mopsuestia on the Nicene Creed (Cambridge: W. Heffer and Sons,

1932), 16.
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Before proceeding to consider the relative importance of the Greek and Syriac 

lexicography for Ḥunayn's Arabic translation, some analysis of the composition 

of the entries of bar Bahlul's Lexicon may prove instructive. For this reason I 

shall consider here the quantities of definitions contained in the Greek and Syriac 

entries and the frequency with which the various authors cited by bar Bahlul 

appear in them. Although these counts are approximate, rely significantly on my 

subjective judgment, and in a few places in the examples of Syriac lexicography 

are taken from abridged entries, they still should provide a general idea 

concerning the varying patterns of Greek and Syriac scholarship discoverable in 

bar Bahlul's Lexicon.

In the selections above, I presented 41 entries containing definitions of

Greek words. These 41 entries contain 65 headwords. Of these 65 headwords, 27

were left unattributed by the compiler, 10 are referred to ‘a manuscript’, and four

are attributed expressly to Ḥunayn. Thus, following bar Bahlul's own statement

regarding unattributed definitions discussed in the opening section of this chapter,

41 of the 65 definitions of these Greek entries are attributable to Ḥunayn.99 Of the

remaining, 18 are attributed to bar Serošway, two to Sergius, two to Paul of

Aegina, two to ‘others’, and one to Jibrīl ibn Bukhtīshūʿ.

38 entries for Syriac words occur above, containing 134 definitions. Of

these 134, 65 were left unattributed, 10 are referred to ‘a manuscript’, and six are

attributed expressly to Ḥunayn. All told, then, 81 are attributable to Ḥunayn. Of

99. Although the attribution to Ḥunayn of unattributed entries may of course be

challenged in any specific case, I see no reason to dispute the general validity of

bar Bahlul's statement.
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the remainder, 20 are referred to bar Serošway, ten were provided by bar Bahlul

himself with the phrase ‘I say’ (aqūl), seven are referred to Zakariya, five to al-

Marwazī, four to the Book of Paradise, and three to ‘others’.

A little less than two-thirds of the entries in both categories are attributable

to Ḥunayn, so bar Bahlul's level of reliance upon the famous translator may be

said to be comparable in both Greek and Syriac. The two categories naturally

differ in the lists of authors to whom bar Bahlul attributed definitions. Five

authors are mentioned as sources for the definitions of Greek words: Ḥunayn, bar

Serošway, Sergius, Paul, and Jibrīl ibn Bukhtīshūʿ. For the definitions of Syriac

words, however, eight authors are cited: Ḥunayn, bar Serošway, bar Bahlul

himself, Zakariya, al-Marwazī, Paul, the Book of Paradise, and Masīḥ. This

points to a readily-intuitable fact, namely that the number of Syriac-speaking

authors working in Greek was less than that of such authors working in Syriac

during this period.

Several patterns emerge in comparing these two sets of figures. Most

obviously, the Syriac entries tend to include more headwords than do the Greek

entries, or, to put it another way, the Greek entries tend to define very specific

senses of the words in question. Furthermore, the definitions for Syriac

headwords are more likely to be extended beyond the simple listing of synonyms.

In general, there tends to be a reasonably clear distinction between the glosses

attributed to the various authors. In particular, regarding the problem of the

relationship between the lexicography of Ḥunayn and that of bar Serošway

mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, it appears that the two authors usually

offer independent interpretations. However, there are examples of significant

overlap between the two, as in the discussion of ἀνέλπιστος in unit (2.8).
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Greek lexicography, Syriac lexicography, and the Arabic translations

While numerous Greek words identified by Duval in bar Bahlul's Lexicon are also

present in the Aphorisms, they represent a definite minority of all the words found

in the Hippocratic work. Only about a third of the words beginning with alpha are

also present in the Lexicon. In considering these entries systematically, 

furthermore, this proportion suffers attrition from various causes. Some of these 

result from Duval's identifications, which at times are or appear to be little more 

than guesses. Others may be proved incorrect with closer scrutiny, although this 

is relatively rare. Also significant are Duval's identifications which declare 

etymologically-Greek Syriac words to be Greek without qualification, as for 

example regarding the entry for ἀγωγή treated above in unit (2.2).

Despite all of these qualifications, it is clear that relevant examples of

Greek-to-Arabic lexicography are discoverable in the Lexicon. That said, it is also

clear that a significantly larger number of Syriac-to-Arabic entries of the Lexicon

of bar Bahlul (and that of bar ʿAli as well, where I have cited it) are representative

of Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the Aphorisms. When the Greek-centred

approach I have followed in this chapter is taken into account, the latter point is

only made sharper. Since the Lexicon is much more broadly representative of the

Syriac language than it is of the Greek, an approach to Ḥunayn's translation that

took the words of the Syriac Aphorisms as its starting point would very likely

display a similar pattern agreement between the lexicography and the Arabic

translations.

This evidence tends to indicate that Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the

Aphorisms was made with some sort of reference to a Syriac exemplar. However,
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this does not necessarily mean that the work was translated solely from Ḥunayn's

Syriac version. It is here that the Greek entries of bar Bahlul's Lexicon can really

contribute to the argument. This may be seen in the discussion of the translations

of the word ἀσθµατικοί (unit 2.10 of this chapter), perhaps the strongest example

given above. There, the Arabic equivalent in the Aphorisms is found in the entry

for the Syriac equivalent, and bar Bahlul adds that Ḥunayn had ‘rectified’ the

relationship between the two languages. While the Greek entry contains neither

the Syriac or Arabic equivalents, it does reflect quite well Ḥunayn's rendition of

Galen's explanation of the sense of ἄσθµα in his commentary on the aphorism.

Even with the caveat that Ḥunayn composed his Syriac translation of the

Hippocratic lemmas separately from his Syriac version of Galen's Commentary,

this example still gives evidence that a certain division of labour between Greek

and Syriac lexicography was a part of Ḥunayn's translation praxis.

Here too, however, the continuing uncertainty regarding the authorship of

the Syriac translation is keenly felt. If it were certain that Ḥunayn did in fact

compose the work, comparisons amongst the Greek original and the several

translations could be expected to determine quite clearly whether he relied more

on the Greek original or the Syriac in producing his Arabic version. As it is,

however, if we are to assume that Ḥunayn was the author of the Syriac

Aphorisms, there begins to appear a certain inconsistency in the evidence. Despite

some exceptions, a strong relationship exists between bar Bahlul's Syriac-Arabic

lexicography and Ḥunayn's Arabic version of the Aphorisms. However, there also

exist at times very severe differences between the textual interpretations of the

Syriac and Arabic versions of the Hippocratic work, as well as important

differences in style. Thus, although we may be reasonably sure that a Syriac

version played some role in the production of Ḥunayn's Arabic translation, it
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seems just as unlikely, if not more so, that the extant Syriac Aphorisms was the

text he actually used.

With that said, the examples presented above demonstrate clearly that the

Syriac lexicons contain an abundance of material relevant to Ḥunayn's Greek-to-

Arabic translation. Despite often strong variations between Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation and the Syriac version, the equivalents found in the latter often

provide a reasonably good guide for uncovering Ḥunayn's Syriac-Arabic

glossography. Even when it seems clear that an equivalent given in the Syriac

Aphorisms was not preferred by Ḥunayn in his own Syriac translation, the content

of bar Bahlul's entries may be used to trace possible alternatives. With the general

relationship between these translations and the Syriac lexicons thus clarified, it

should be possible to make informed use of the latter in order to make reference

to the important Syriac elements of Ḥunayn's translation praxis. 
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CHAPTER TWO

Greek loan-words in the Syriac Aphorisms and Ḥunayn's Arabic translation

techniques

In the previous chapter, I examined the relationships between the Syriac and 

Arabic translations of the Hippocratic Aphorisms and the Syriac Lexicon of Ḥasan

bar Bahlul with the primary aim of gaining an understanding of the part played by

Greek and Syriac lexicography in the production of Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq's Arabic 

translations. Building on that material, in this second chapter I seek to elucidate 

further the relationship between the lexicographical scholarship of Ḥunayn and 

his school and the translator's approach to medical translation.

In a number of important contributions, Sebastian Brock has traced the

development of Syriac receptivity to Greek style and vocabulary.100 A spirit of

admiration for the cultural achievements and intellectual expertise of classical

Greek writers found its expression in the changes Syriac writers made to their

language over the course of several centuries. Grammatical constructions and

idioms borrowed from Greek came to be more and more prominent in the usage

100. Most recently, in Sebastian Brock, ‘Charting the Hellenization of a Literary

Culture: The Case of Syriac’, Intellectual History of the Islamicate World 3(1-2)

(2015). See also idem., ‘From Antagonism to Assimilation: Syriac Attitudes to

Greek Learning’, in East of Byzantium: Syria and Armenia in the Formative

Period, Nina Garsoïan et al. eds., (Washington, D. C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 1980);

as well as papers collected in Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity (London:

Variorum, 1984).
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of Syriac writers and thinkers. As part of this process, Greek loan-words came to

be relied upon ever more greatly in place or in absence of native Syriac

equivalents.

As will be demonstrated below, there is strong evidence to suggest that this

receptivity to Greek vocabulary was not shared by the Arabic literary audience. In

fact, in his Arabic translation of the Aphorisms, Ḥunayn very often made

extensive efforts to avoid using vocabulary derived from the Greek. This is one of

the most salient differences between the Syriac and Arabic approaches to the

translation of the Aphorisms.

Duval's Greek index to bar Bahlul's Lexicon regularly includes what are in

effect etymologically-Greek Syriac words. Because of this, one of the more

obvious uses of this index is to trace the effects of the contrasting Syriac and

Arabic approaches to Greek loan-words. In order to do this I have identified

numerous examples of translations in the Syriac Aphorisms wherein the Greek

word is in effect left untranslated in the Syriac version. In these cases, that is, a

Greek loan-word in Syriac stands for the very Greek word from which it was

derived. I have proceeded to analyze the translations and lexicographical

treatments of these words along similar lines to those adopted in the previous

chapter. Rather than focusing primarily upon the part played by the lexicography

in these relationships, however, here I categorize the material according to the

character of Ḥunayn's Arabic translations of these words.

In the first part, I present studies of Greek words whose Arabic translations

in Ḥunayn's version of the Aphorisms display a high degree of instability, usually

owing to the translator's use of clause-length explicating translations. In the

second part, I treat Greek words whose Arabic translations by Ḥunayn in the

Aphorisms are relatively stable, but which show evidence for the translator's
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having worked to establish new terminological equivalents. In the third part, I

present Greek words for which both the Arabic and the Syriac translations either

deploy nativized equivalents derived from that self-same Greek word, or for

which there is no reason not to assume continuity between Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation techniques and the earlier stages of the translation movement.

In adopting this method of organization, I hope first and foremost to point

out potential consequences of Syriac's Hellenizing tendency for Ḥunayn's Arabic

translations. In a broader context, these consequences could be shown to

represent a kind of negative Syriac influence upon the translations. These studies

would then constitute test cases which could be used to answer certain questions.

Firstly, how deep was the influence of the trend toward adoption of Greek

vocabulary in Syriac medicine? In other words, did the Syriac glossographers

treat these Greek words as fully native, or were etymologically-Syriac equivalents

resorted to in order to explain them? If not, to what extent did the absence of a

significant effort in developing native vocabulary on the part of Syriac translators

influence or limit Ḥunayn's Arabic translation technique?

Many of the Greek words that Syriac medical writers adopted were

relatively central to the art of medicine. For this reason, detailed consideration of

these words allows for a closer approach to the history of medicine strictly

speaking than was afforded by the words treated in the first chapter. This

approach thus will regularly display the value of bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the

history of Syriac and Arabic medicine and medical translation.

Section One

In this section, I compare the translations and lexicographical background of 
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Greek words in the Aphorisms for which the Syriac version of that work employs 

the self-same borrowed from the Greek, and for which Ḥunayn's Arabic 

translations display a high degree of instability.

1.1

αἱµορροΐδες

܀التوت وهو جنس من البواسير ܐܘ&2̣ܕܪܐ(<` 67:21

Awmudrasis, al-tūt,101 which is a type of hemorrhoids (al-bawāsīr).

ܘܪeܗܤ*=2ܪܘܐ*&ܗܘ616:7 ܕA(̄ܗ '$%Aܝs$3Ae[Aܕ .!<VA$HA<dQA A� ̣SA ̇IA�,HA Aܕ "HA+5m1A A A!_ـلعا اـ ـقيدـلرق اـ ولـحذيـلق

܀المقعدة وينقطع ويخرج منه دم كثير

Hēmuruidēs, this is the vein that surrounds the anus, when it is cut and there flows

forth from it much blood. The fine vein that surrounds the anus, when it is cut

and there flows forth from it much blood.

܀ ̄ܨ ̄ܗ 6H=ܪܕܘܐ($ܗܤبواسير ܗ&2ܪܪܐ=eܗܤ 637:5

Hēmurraidēs, hemorrhoids (al-bawāsīr). In a manuscript, it is mmurduaidēs.

Forms of the word αἱµορροΐς occur four times in the Aphorisms. For all of these

examples, the Syriac translation gives a form of the self-same word borrowed

from Greek. For three occurrences of the word clustered together in book six of

the Aphorisms, Ḥunayn gives al-bawāsīr as a translation. However, for the other

instance, found in aphorism iii. 30, Ḥunayn gives a five-word exegetical

101. Al-tūt means ‘mulberry’, but it appears that a different sense is intended here.
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translation, infitāḥ afwāh al-ʿurūq min asfal (‘the opening of the mouths of the

veins from below’). As will be seen in other places below, this aphorism in

particular contains several exegetical translations. It may be that Ḥunayn

consciously preferred to explicate here in response to the context of Galen's

commentary on the text.

This explicating translation appears all the more exceptional when the

broader translation tradition as treated by Ullmann is taken into account. Along

with the citation of one of the aphorisms from book six mentioned above, the

translations of forms of αἱµορροΐς from three other works are cited in his

Wörterbuch. All of these likewise employ a form of al-bawāsīr.102

Turning to the entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon, the definition found at 616:7

explains the symptoms of the disease without providing a single-word equivalent.

The Syriac and Arabic glosses correspond to one another almost exactly. The

only significant variation is the addition of the word ‘fine’ (al-daqīq) to the

Arabic definition. The definition provides a technical explanation of the

phenomenon which, while detailed, does not overlap significantly with the

exegetical translation in Ḥunayn's version of aphorism iii. 30. In contrast, the

definition given at 637:5 simply provides al-bawāsīr as a synonym for the Greek

word, and thus could easily have been drawn from a translator's working

glossary.

1.2

εἰλεός

102. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 82-83.
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CAJ̄HA<̣QA+ܘܤ*=ܐ128:17 ܼܿfA�#A!"%Aاـموعـن=ܤ اـنن ـلقواع ـلنوـ ـيقجـ ـفيذفـ االـ ـنسه اـ ـلثفان ـ ـمعنلـ ـ اـ ـسمى ارـيهـ رب مـحا

اـجو ـلمعع ـ f%AAܕܐj̄ܘ!ܐܘܤ**[)̄ܘAABCAA(1AA(ܘܐاـ AA!ܕܗܘ +596CAA AA AA AAܕ ܘܐj̄ܘ
̈
+,5[AA AA AAܘ$SAAܘܐ .{57)AA AA AAܕ 4HAAM)AA4CAAc"HAA!ܬ=*AA!=

܀ ورم المعا القتّال:X=51+ ܗܘ! :"ܘܢ

Ailāos in a manuscript, it is glossed ‘God have pity’. One of the types of colic in

which people discharge sediment. The meaning of its name is ‘Oh my Lord have

mercy’. Pain of the bowels. According to bar Serošway alêaws, which is a disease

that occurs in the bowels and is perilous. Those that die this death deserve to have

pity shown to them. A deadly inflammation of the bowels.

ܕܐj̄ܘ!ܐܘܤ*[167:25-27 ܘVA_CĀܗ +d9HA A Aܘܗ +QA=5VA Aܕ +59HA A Aܘ .+̈%A ܼܿfA!ܕܗܘ ܐj̄ܘ +596CA A A A+ ̈5>[A A Ä,A.+:A":Ac"%A ܼܿfA+

 +C_V c5ܵ1ܵ,+. ܗ̣ܘ ܗ
ܿ
܀يا رب ارحمV)ܘܕܘQ=ܤ ])'. ܘ; H>ܼܐ

Alêaos, this is pain, contortion, and recession (hpukyā) of the bowels. A disease

that occurs in the small intestine. He called this disease krodopos (χορδαψός)103. It

cannot be treated. This pain is ‘Oh my Lord have mercy’.

Forms of εἰλεός occur three times in the Aphorisms, and the Syriac translation

gives the borrowed Greek word for all of them. Ḥunayn's Arabic version of the

work, for its part, shows what appears to be a definite process of development.

His translations run as follows:

iii. 22 القولنج الشديد الذي يسمّيه اليونانيون إيالوس

The severe colic that the Greeks call īlāʾūs

103. According to Duval's identification. The word is defined in Liddell-Scott as ‘a

disease in the great guts, identical to εἰλεός in the small ones’.
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vi. 44 القولنج المعروف بإيالوس وتفسيره المستعاذ منه

The colic known as īlāʾūs and whose explanation is ‘that from which refuge is

sought’ (al-mustaʿādh minhu)

vii. 10 القولنج المستعاذ منه

The colic from which refuge is sought (al-mustaʿād minhu)

In the first example, Ḥunayn gives a description and a transliteration of the Greek

term without giving the disease a native Arabic name. In the second, he both

gives the transliteration and provides an Arabic name for the disease. In the third,

he writes only the Arabic name given in the second example. This could be

explained by saying that, when Ḥunayn began his translation of the Aphorisms,

no accepted Arabic equivalent for εἰλεός existed. Being discontent with the

transliteration of the Greek, he endeavoured to introduce a new Arabic name for

the term.

A definition attributable to Ḥunayn is found in each of the two relevant

entries from bar Bahlul. Arabic predominates in the first, while Syriac

predominates in the second. Both describe symptoms of the disease, but the two

descriptions do not overlap significantly. The Syriac definition is somewhat more

detailed than the Arabic. Neither provides a single native name for the disease,

but both suggest calques that are roughly equivalent to one another.104

There is some evidence that the 13th-century commentator al-Kīlānī had

recourse either to bar Bahlul's Lexicon or to work that drew upon it. Al-Kīlānī

begins his discussion of εἰλεός in his commentary on aphorism iii. 22 by

104. Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 57-58.
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repeating again Ḥunayn's translation, ‘The severe colic that the Greeks call

īlāʾūs’. He then writes, ‘its meaning is “My Lord, have mercy”’ (maʿnāhu rabb

arḥam), which is almost identical to the definitions given in the entries from bar

Bahlul.105 

1.3

ἐπίπλοος

܀الثرب ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ ̄ܗ Q̈=ܼ5b+ ܗ2DK>fܤ 647:6

Hêpiplos according to bar Serošway, this is adipose membranes, adipose

membranes (al-tharb).

Forms of this Greek word occur three times in the Aphorisms. The Syriac

translation gives the borrowed Greek word in each case. Ḥunayn in his Arabic

version translated each of these instances slightly differently. For the occurrence

of the word in aphorism v. 46, he employed the long explicating translation al-

ghishāʾ al-bāṭin min ghishāʾī al-baṭn alladhī yusammā al-tharb ‘the innermost

membrane of the membranes of the belly which is called al-tharb’. For the

occurrence in aphorism vi. 58, he gave simply al-tharb ‘the adipose membrane’.

Finally, in aphorism vii. 55, he preferred the usage al-ghishāʾ al-bāṭin ‘the

interior membrane’.

The entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon attributed to bar Serošway conforms

reasonably well with Ḥunayn's Arabic translations. Ullmann notes some variation

105. Nicola Carpentieri et al. eds, Sharḥ al-Kitāb al-Fuṣūl li-Aḥmad ibn Muḥammad

Al-Kīlānī (ARABCOMMAPH/editions/al-Kīlānī/al-Kīlānī bk. i.- iv. 72 ), 58.
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in the approaches to translating this word found in other Arabic sources. Whereas

in the Arabic version of Aristotle's History of Animals al-tharb serves in place of

forms of ἐπίπλοος, the word al-marāqq ‘diaphragm’ is employed in the Arabic

version of the same author's Parts of Animals.106

1.4

κίνδυνος

܀ضيق شدة خطر جهد e#2S=23ܤ 1737:17

Qundinus, narrowness, severity, danger (khaṭar), struggle.

܀ الضرورة ܘܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘهالك ܐ(Q B̄= ضيق أو شدة. e#2>S J̄C=23ܤ 1769:11

Qyundinus in a manuscript, narrowness or violence. According to Paul,

destruction (halāk), and according to bar Serošway, harm.

܀الجهد الخطر الضيق الشدة e3>Sܘ#2ܤ 1775:7

Qindunus, struggle, danger (khaṭar), narrowness, severity.

In the Syriac version of the Aphorisms, the various forms of κίνδυνος occurring

in the Aphorisms are all translated with the self-same word borrowed from the

Greek. This approach extends to the compounds ἐπικίνδυνος and ἀκίνδυνος as

well. In his Arabic translation, Ḥunayn adopted varying approach. He used the

equivalent al-khaṭar ‘danger’ most frequently, but at times preferred instead

phrases like lā yuʾmin ʿalayh ‘(the patient) is not safe from’.

106. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 259.
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Translations of forms of ἐπικίνδυνος and ἀκίνδυνος survive in the early

Arabic version of aphorism iv. 43. The former is rendered there with the phrase

aqrab ilā halāk ‘closer to destruction’ while the latter is translated abʿad ilā halāk

‘further from destruction’. Importantly, the use of halāk here places al-Biṭrīq's

approach to translating κίνδυνος in close agreement with the definition of the

word attributed to Paul of Aegina in bar Bahlul's entry at 1769:11. In contrast,

Ḥunayn's usage in the Aphorisms, al-khaṭar, occurs in the unattributed entries

from the Lexicon cited above.

1.5

κιρσός

1781:9>S* ܪA(ܐ2*(]* BCA4ـلخلا ـ االـ اـسط ـيحذيـلود اـعيـفدثـ ـلسروق ـقياـ ـيسمن.ـ ـ أـيّـ اـهه ـلشل اـ ـليداـلام وـ اـهة ـلعو رقـ

. ويقال له أيضاً  ],=܀المدينيّ

Qirsu according to our teacher, black humours that occur in the veins of the legs.

The folk of Syria call it ‘al-dāliya’, which is varicose veins (ʿirq al-madīnī, lit.

veins of the city-dweller’). It is also called qnaw.

1848:18  2)[S 1)̄ܘ (C B)܀العرق المدينيّܐ

Qrsu according to bar Serošway, varicose veins.

Forms of the word κιρσός occur three times in the Aphorisms. The Syriac version

gives a form of the borrowed Greek word in each case. Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation adopts a different approach for each instance. In aphorism vi. 21,

Ḥunayn employed the translation ittisāʿ al-ʿurūq allatī tuʿraf bil-dawālī ‘the

expansion of the veins that is known as varicose veins (al-dawālī)’. Forms of
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κιρσός occur twice in aphorism vi. 34, and for the first of these, the translator

used a different explicative translation, al-ʿurūq allatī tattasiʿ allatī tuʿraf bil-

dawālī ‘veins which have expanded that are known as varicose veins (al-

dawālī)’. For the second, the single word al-dawālī serves.

In the entry for κιρσός at 1781:9 in bar Bahlul's Lexicon, Ḥunayn gives an

aetiology for the disease and then mentions two different names for it. One of

these is al-dāliya, the singular of al-dawālī, which he links to the ‘folk of Syria’.

He explains this word with the phrase ʿirq al-madīnī ‘veins of the city-dweller’.

Another entry for κιρσός in Duval's Greek index to bar Bahlul's Lexicon begins

with a native Syriac name for the disease, dalāytā, and reads as follows:

  

>a*0ܕ577:2 ܵ
ـلعا واـيرـ ـلعش اـ ـلتروق ـتنبيـ ـ اـفعـ ـلسي ـقياـ اـ ـلمعن ـ وـلدواـلاـبةـفروـ ـلياـبي ـنياـنوـ A]5ّةـ A(1Aاالـسورـق=ܤ ـغصوس انـ

ـلطا ـيلوـ اـ ـلتة اـفيـ ـلكي اـمرـ ـلممتة ـ ـ ܐܪ*aܕ̄ܨدّة.ـ >̇ܗ ܵ&*
̇
< ̣L*ܪ$Z*5ـقضب ـ ـنهاـ ܙA(ܐا.ـ BVA()Aܘܐ +)ABCA(1Aܕ)̄ܘa*0< ܵ0*A A=[A+ ̈

C`45 ܕ; I: .+XdܵV=ܬ ܐ%cT ܕ(4 
ܿ
<ܼfHܕ71̇`45 �3(7ܵ,+ ܘ +H(V̄ܘܬܐ&23ܤܕj܀ اغصان الكرمة التي تتعرّش ܐ

Dalāytā, bowers, and the veins which emerge in the legs known as al-dawālī (al-

ʿurūq allatī tanbaʿ fī al-sāqayn al-maʿrūf bil-dawālī), and in Greek qirsus, qūrsūs.

Branches in the vine that are outstretched. In a manuscript, dalāytāh armyat b-

arʿā (its branches extended in the earth), its branches. According to Zakariya and

according to bar Serošway dalāytā, the shoots of the vine which arise upon the

tree and are left without pruning. According to others, tamnos (θάµνος) is the

branches of the vine that are trellised.

The initial description of varicose veins in this entry agrees with Ḥunayn's

translations of κιρσός in the Aphorisms in important respects. In this case, the

Syriac word dalāytā serves as a locus for the establishment of the Arabic
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equivalent al-dāliya.107 The following definitions suggest the metaphorical

extension of the sense of ‘vine-shoots’ or ‘trellised vines’ to the veins on the legs

of those suffering from the disease. It could be argued that the entry at 1781:9

indicates that Ḥunayn established al-dāliya in literary Arabic medical

terminology. His attribution of the usage to ahl al-shām ‘the folk of Syria’ may

refer to speakers of Syriac, or alternatively to Arabic speakers in Syria who had

taken the Syriac word over into their vernacular.

1.6

λήθαργος

969:18 2Eܪ<a .2ܤ ضاللEܐܪ<a .!5,=ܬf ܿSܼ<H MVܐܘ ^$Y>Eܪ<a j_,5fS<H ܀بالنسيان

Litargo, wanderers (ḍullāl). Litārgos, this is forgetfulness. Litargiqāʾit,

forgetfully, forgetfully (bil-nisyān).

Λήθαργος occurs in the Aphorisms once, in aphorism iii. 30, in the form of the

plural substantive λήθαργοι. Its context is a list of diseases that occur in middle

age. The Syriac gives the borrowed Greek word, while Ḥunayn's Arabic gives a

five-word explicative translation, al-ḥummā allatī yakūnu maʿahā al-sahar (the

fever with which insomnia occurs). This example again seems to emphasize the

lengths to which Ḥunayn went in avoiding the inclusion of transliterated Greek

terms in his version of the Aphorisms.

Ullmann notes translations of this word and the related form ληθαργικός.108

107. Al-dāliya is derived from dalāytā, according to Brockelmann.

108. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 391.
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One of these is an occurrence of the word in Galen's Commentary on the

Aphorisms, the context of which is given as a fragment taken from al-Rāzī's

Ḥāwī. Although Mimura's edition of Galen's work gives a substantially different

text from that found in the Wörterbuch, they do agree that in this context Ḥunayn

gave a transliteration of the Greek word rather than providing a native

equivalent.109 Several citations from the Arabic version of Dioscorides' Materia

Medica likewise transliterate this Greek word. One example from Book 11 of

Galen's On Simple Drugs gives a native equivalent. There, the phrase τὰ

ληθαργικὰ καὶ καταφορικὰ πάντα πάθη is translated fī jamīʿ ʿilal al-nisyān aw fī

subāt ‘in all the diseases of forgetfulness or in sleeping sickness’.

Of all the available translations, this last is the closest to any of the

definitions of the term collected by bar Bahlul, whereas Ḥunayn's explicating

translation in aphorism iii. 30 is not reflected in any substantial way in that entry

from the Lexicon. The final headword in the entry litargiqāʾit is a nativized

adverb, and the Arabic equivalent is etymologically related to the Syriac

equivalent metnašyānutā. A short entry for the Syriac equivalent mentioned in the

Lexicon reads as follows:

Jܵ<23ܬ0 1197:11 ܿ#ܼP&1)̄ܘ (C B)܀النسيان  ܐ

Metnašyānutā according to bar Serošway, forgetfulness (al-nisyān).

1.7

µελαγχολία/µελαγχολικά

109. Taro Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, II 7.
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990:14 5>Y>a2(#$& !<*ܵ4 ܸܐH (t cܘ ܀فساد الفكر ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ %=2Cܵ %ܼ=ܵ*0+. ܘܐ5C$ܘܬ ܼܗܿ

Mānkoliqyā according to bar Serošway, disorder of the mind and annihilation of

the intelligence occurring without fever, disorder of the mind.

1017:10 5>Y>a2(#ܐ!& cܘ ܀فساد الفكر ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ %ܼ=2Cܵ %ܼ=ܵ*0+ ܘܐ5C$ܘܬ ܼܗܿ

Mānkoliqyā according to bar Serošway, disorder of the mind and annihilation of

the intelligence occurring with fever, disorder of the mind.

1021:15 5>a2(#b!& ܀سوداء

Mêlankolyā, melancholy (sawdāʾ).

1021:20  53a2(#b!&ّ܀الوسواس االحتراق السوداوي

Mêlankolyā, burning melancholy madness.

1021:16&*b!(#* *2>Y>a* * * .ـس5* ـحنيوداويّ ـ اـ وـسوـلن اـقكـلذـكواس. ـلمال ܕABCA(1A(ܘܐروزيـ
ܵ
ܐ ܕA*)̄ܘ ܐj̄ܘ + ܵ*A ܵ5,A A!ܬ=HA4

 !<6Vܵܬ! ܐ̣ܘ(Hܸ܀الصرع من المرّة السودوي

Mêlankoliqya, melancholy. (According to) Ḥunayn, delusion (waswās), and

likewise said al-Marwazī. And according to bar Serošway it is a type of madness

(occurring) due to black bile, epilepsy due to black bile.

V)(=ܬ!܀الحُزن الكره  ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ ܿ&ܹ+ 1085:3

Mlē according to bar Serošway, dejection, abhorrence, abhorrence.

Forms of the word µελαγχολία and related words occur several times in the

Aphorisms. The Syriac Aphorisms consistently utilizes a form of the borrowed

Greek word. Ḥunayn's Arabic translations develop relatively consistently from
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the word al-sawdāʾ ‘melancholy’, but in several cases expand the text. For

example, in aphorism iv. 9, the Greek phrase τοὺς... µελαγχολικοὺς is translated

man al-ghālibu ʿalayhi al-mirra al-sawdāʾ, ‘those in whom black bile

predominates’, while the Syriac gives simply l-mêlankoliqāyē ‘for (those who

are) melancholic’. For instances that refer more particularly to the disease

‘melancholy’, the phrase al-waswās al-sawdāwī ‘melancholy delusion’ is usually

given in Ḥunayn's translation. In aphorism iii. 14, these two approaches are

combined, producing the phrase al-waswās al-ʿāriḍu min al-sawdāʾ ‘delusion

produced by melancholy’. The numerous texts wherein Ḥunayn varied his

approach to translating this Greek word display on the one hand the translator's

reader-oriented style, but on the other hand indicate that the Arabic medical

lexicon had not fully adopted a single, catch-all equivalent word that referred

both to the disease and to its underlying humoural aetiology.

Examples of translations of µελαγχολικά survive in both the earlier Syriac

and the early Arabic versions. The early Syriac version in particular utilizes

significantly different terminology when compared with the later Syriac version.

For the occurrence of the term in aphorism iii. 20, the fragment of the Aphorisms

taken from the Syriac Epidemics translates with the phrase bnay mertā ukkāmtā110

‘diseases (literally ‘sons’) of black bile’. This is a good example of the historical

trend towards lexical Graecization in Syriac between the 6th and 9th centuries.

The early Arabic version of aphorism vi. 23 is also extant. The aphorism

reads as follows:

110. Kessel: +6Vܬ! ܐܘ(H p̈,C.
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Ἢν φόβος ἢ δυσθυµίη πολὺν χρόνον ἔχουσα διατελῇ, µελαγχολικὸν τὸ τοιοῦτον.

If fear or despondency continue for a long time, the affliction is melancholic.

Ḥunayn in his Arabic version translated the final phrase µελαγχολικὸν τὸ

τοιοῦτον with the words fa-ʿillatuhu sawdawiyatun ‘then his illness is

melancholic’, while al-Biṭrīq employed the phrase fa-dhālika yaṣīr ilā al-mirra

al-sawdāʾ ‘then that results in black bile’. The clear difference in interpretation

extends beyond the varying approaches to the grammatical force of the nominal

predicate to the terminological treatment of µελαγχολικόν. Whereas Ḥunayn

employed an adjective derived from the standardizing term for melancholy illness

sawdawiya, the early Arabic translator preferred to make reference to the

humoural sense of the Greek term.111

The entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon given above display a relatively strong

relationship with the translations of µελαγχολία in the Aphorisms. An entry for

the equivalent of µελαγχολικά in the Syriac Epidemics occurs under the headword

mertā in bar Bahlul's Lexicon:

]ܬ0**&1163:7 ܹCAAJ̄2ܼ**(]ܬ0**&رّة.ـمY&** **0Pܐ)AABCAA(1AAjܐ AA%=ܤAA"̇VAA=HAA()̄ܘ ܼܿ656AA AA AAܘ +50)AA AA AẠfAAܕ +`HAA AAܼܿ5AA8HAA(SAAj_HAA4

tA=dVAܐ Aܕ +SĀܘjܘܐ MܗCAܼ=ܪ' ܼܿ6CA Aܘ A=ܼ,>:A*)ܪܬ! A A"CA_tA=FHA A+ـلما اـ ـلصفرّة ـ ܐ̣ܘ*&راء.ـ *Ih]ܬ0 *0Pܐ)ABCA(1Ajܐ ̇"A()̄ܘ

VA=HAܤ=[A()Aܘ '(f50)A A A Aܕ .+`HA Aܼܿ5A8HA(SAj_HAܐ 4tA=dVA Aܕܐܪ +3Āܘjܘܐ .+CAܗM ܼܿX>CA A Aܘ .G ܵ*A=ܼ,>:A A A"%Aܪ$ܵVA=:A!M ܵ
ـلما رّةـ

ـلسا ]ܬ0*&وداء.ـ \ܿܘ*#ܹ ̇f*0Pܐ)ABCA(1Aـلما)̄ܘ اـ ـلنرّة ـصعاـ ]ܬ0*&ة.ـ ]ܼܘ*9ܹ ܼܿZ*0Pܐ)ABCA(1Aـلما)̄ܘ اـ ـلغبرة ـ 0*&راء.ـ
ܵ
ܵ]ܬ ܹ,5m1A A A Aj_

111. For a discussion of the treatment of this aphorism in the later Arabic tradition, see

N. Peter Joose and Peter E. Pormann, ‘Commentaries on the Hippocratic

Aphorisms in the Arabic Tradition: The Example of Melancholy’ in Epidemics in

Context, Peter E. Pormann ed., (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012).
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Z[ܵeC ܪ(n܀

Mertā in a manuscript, bile. Mertā sumāqtā (‘red bile’) according to bar

Serošway, it is a hot and dry humour that is constituted properly of the element of

fire. Its dwelling is in the gall, and its power is in the stomach, yellow bile. Mertā

ukkāmtā according to bar Serošway, it is a cold and dry humour whose

constitution is properly of the element of earth. Its dwelling is in the spleen, and

its power is around the kidneys, black bile. Mertā naṣoptā according to bar

Serošway, clear bile. Mertā ḥaruʿtā (‘yellow bile’) according to bar Serošway,

dust-coloured bile. Merātā, usually with the long-a vowel, the head.

1.8

φρενῖτις

܀سرسام جاء به برسام J̄C ܨCܵ)' ܐ5H,+ ܕ83 ܸܐܵ*>!f!ܪ#<7<`  1497:16

Pêrniṭis in a manuscript, chronic ravings occurring with fevers, phrenitis

(sarsām), he introduced phrenitis (birsām).

1607:3f*7<]ܗ>#* * * *`CAܨ J̄CAܐ '( ܵ,5HA A Aܕ +3Aܸܐ 8*A!< وـسرـسܵ اـهام ـلبو وـسرـ ـيقام اـ ورم ܙVAܘܗامـسرـب̄=QAاغ.ـمدـلال 4VA()A+

3A=5CA)̄ܘCA(1Aܘ Ä,A+56%A A Ä6Aܕܪ +f)A A+ا ـلحاألورام اـ ـلتارّة ـتعيـ اـفرضـ اـلي ـلبرأس اـسرـ ـلجنام ـ 3A=,5CA.ونـ A A+656%A A A Aܕ +Âܫ$

 +f)6=%+ ܕܪC܀الورم الحارّ الحادث في الدماغ

Prêniṭis in a manuscript, chronic ravings that (occur) with fevers, phrenitis

(sarsām), which is phrenitis (birsām). It is said (to be) swelling of the brain.

(According to) Paul, phrenitis (birsām), and according to Zakariya and bar

Serošway, hot swellings that are in the head, hot swellings that happen in the

head, phrenitis (birsām), madness. A hot swelling that occurs in the brain, hot

swellings that occur in the brain.
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Forms of words related to φρενῖτις occur three times in the modern editions of the

Aphorisms.112 As discussed below, an additional occurrence is attested as a

secondary reading for the word νεφριτικοῖσιν ‘kidney disease’ in Magdelaine's

edition of aphorism vi. 11, based in part on the Arabic and Syriac translations of

the work considered here. In translating three of these four occurrences, the

Syriac translator employed the etymologically-Greek borrowing prêniṭis. For the

occurrence in aphorism vi. 11, however, the word ṣābrā ‘raving’ is given instead.

Ḥunayn's Arabic translations of φρενῖτις in the Hippocratic lemmas display

a high degree of instability. For the instance of the word in aphorism iii. 30, the

long explicating translation al-hummā allatī yakūn maʿhā ikhtilāṭ al-ʿaql ‘the

fever with which disorder of the mind occurs’ is given. In that found in aphorism

iv. 72, a different explicating translation reads al-hummā allatī maʿa waram al-

dimāgh ‘the fever that occurs with swelling of the brain’. The Arabic translations

of the occurrences of words related to φρενῖτις in aphorisms vi. 11 and vii. 12

both give the word al-birsām ‘phrenitis’. In several manuscripts of the various

Arabic commentaries on the Aphorisms, the alternate form al-sarsām, also

meaning ‘phrenitis’, occurs in place of al-birsām.113

This equivalence between al-sarsām and al-birsām is somewhat

112. A fourth occurrence is found in aphorism vii. 83, but since this aphorism was not

included in any of the translations under consideration, it is outside the scope of

the thesis.

113. Mimura lists some of these variations in the apparatus to his edition of the Arabic

version of Galen's Commentary on the Aphorisms. Mimura, Tafsīr Jālīnūs, VI 24

n. 253.
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controversial in the Arabic tradition. For example, in the text of the Hippocratic

lemma given in Amīn al-Dawla ibn al-Quff's commentary on aphorism vi. 11, the

form al-sarsām is employed rather than al-birsām. In his commentary, ibn al-

Quff writes, ‘In some manuscripts al-birsām appears for al-sarsām, but this is a

mistake. Hippocrates' saying concerns diseases, and al-birsām is one of the

diseases of the chest’.114 Ibn al-Quff seems to have relied upon the Persian

etymology of these two words in making this judgment: in that language, sar

means ‘head’, bir means ‘chest’, and sām in combination with these signifies

‘disease’.115

However reasonable this argument may be, the entries which Duval

identified as relating to φρενῖτις in bar Bahlul's Lexicon provide clear evidence

that Ḥunayn and other translators considered the two words to be equivalent and

to refer to a disease of the brain. While these entries also do refer obliquely to the

origin of this equivalence, the evidence they give is somewhat contradictory. In

the entry at 1497:16, which bar Bahlul refers to ‘a manuscript’ and so is therefore

relatively strongly attributable to Ḥunayn, sarsām is given as the first Arabic

equivalent for φρενῖτις. This is followed by the phrase jāʾa bih birsām ‘he

114. Nicola Carpentieri et al. eds., Al-Uṣūl fī Sharḥ al-Fuṣūl li-Abī al-Faraj ibn al-

Quff (ARABCOMMAPH/editions/QUF book 6), 17.

115. The particular distinction between these two disease-names appears to have been

lost in the centuries intervening between the translation movement and ibn al-

Quff's lifetime. For an earlier explanation of these terms written by the medical

theorist Yaʿqūb al-Kaskarī, see Peter E. Pormann, ‘Theory and Practice in the

Early Hospitals in Baghdad: Al-Kaškarī on Rabies and Melancholy’, Zeitschrift

für Geschichte der Arabische-Islamischen Wissenschaften no. 15 (2003): 242. 
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introduced for it birsām’. This would seem to be reasonable grounds for

attributing its introduction to Ḥunayn. However, in the entry at 1607:3 birsām is

again made synonymous with φρενῖτις in a definition attributed to Paul. Although

traditionally the authorship of the Arabic translation of Paul's Pragmateia has

been ascribed to Ḥunayn, in that case it would still be unclear what exactly bar

Bahlul intended in citing Paul as a distinct source.

Most of the elements of the various translations of the Aphorisms are found

in the Greek entries cited above. The one missing phrase, ikhtilāṭ al-ʿaql in

Ḥunayn's translation of iii. 30, does occur in an entry for the etymologically

Syriac equivalent of φρενῖτις, ṣabrā:

1654:7 c[LܵܨJ̄C !ܪܘܬ=̇C4 ܵܨH 1)̄ܘ  وسواس (C B)܀اختالط العقل الهذيان ذهاب العقل. وآخرون اختالط الذهن ܘܐ

Ṣabārā, from ṣāborutā, in a manuscript delusion (waswās), and according to bar

Serošway disorder of the mind (ikhtilāṭ al-ʿaql), raving, loss of reason.

(According to) others, disorder of the mind (ikhtilāṭ al-dhihn).

Section Two

In this section, I compare the translations and lexicographical background of 

Greek words in the Aphorisms for which the Syriac version gives the self-same 

word borrowed from the Greek as an equivalent, and for which Ḥunayn's Arabic 

translations display a high degree of stability.

2.1

ἀθληταί
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**a<ܐܬ330:22 <ܐܬ2̣ܬ0**7̣** 5:AA AA AA+ــمص نارعــ ــم ــمكلــضاــ ــلشجا)̄ܘAABCAA(1AA(ܐادح.ــ ــ اــ طاع ب ــل ــ AAB%AA=5(ܐل.ــ SAA AA4̄ܨع.ــيرــص

االبالء بين يدي السلطان. ܐܬa<27ܬ0
116!_5̈m1 +f)TQ 4H ()j +C(`C �)JS2 ܕ^,0) ܘV ̄ܕ(Qܕ 

̄
iC ܀

Atlayṭuta, an athlete (atlayṭā), a wrestler (muṣāriʿ), a fighter (munāḍil), a striver

(mukādiḥ). According to bar Serošway, courageous, brave. According to

Ḥunayn, a wrestler (ṣirrīʿ). In a manuscript atlayṭutā, the good things present with

the sultan. In the Book of Paradise, all of the great nobles who are mighty and

glorious in battle.

This word occurs a single time in the Aphorisms, in aphorism i. 15. The

Syriac version gives the borrowed Greek word, while Ḥunayn's Arabic translates

it with al-ṣirrīʿūn ‘wrestlers’. Ullmann notes examples of Arabic translations for

ὁ ἀθλητής and the related word ἀθλητικός from a variety of works. A text from

the Hippocratic On Regimen uses the same form as that found in the Aphorisms,

but the usual word employed there is the related al-muṣāriʿ, also meaning

‘wrestler’.117

These translations roughly correspond to the definition attributed explicitly

to Ḥunayn in bar Bahlul's Lexicon, ṣirrīʿ. The series of synonyms given at the

beginning of the entry indicate a certain instability in the reception of the term in

Arabic, contrasting with the regularity of the attested translations. The word

seems to have been thoroughly integrated into the Syriac language, such that no

single native synonym needed to be cited to clarify its meaning.

2.2

ἀποπληξία

116. Duval: السلبطان. 

117. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 75.
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251:6 5>4h2a2f1)̄ܘ سكتة  *=̣ܬ]+ܐ (C 4Vܘܗ .+,X:<̣fH ̄ܓ(1 B)5+ ܘܐdF57Q=Qܐ J̄C +)(Vܙ B)܀ܐ

Apoloksia, stroke (šuttāqā), stroke (sakta), according to Zakariya in (one)

manuscript, apopliksia, and according to Sergius ‘being deprived’ (meštalḥānā),

and likewise bar Serošway.

*f*2f*2>(>aܐ253:25 * * *5QA=:Aـلقسيوـبا=ܤ ـ ـ ـبطاـ اـ ـلحالن واـ ـلحسّ االـفةـكرـ ـعضي اـ ـئسيرـلاء ـ ܐHAܘܐةـ (I)A A=[A(5bA Aܕܗܘܬ {

`*A Aܐܘ "QA=>`57QA A A A Aـمعن=ܢ ـ إنّـ اـهاه اـفرضـعدـقراـلذا ـلسي وـ ܕܐVAا.ـهدـحاق ܗ̇ܘ c5=ܪܗCA As f^A$ܘܬ Aܘ +HA9,>ܬܙ)A A A!الـقو.=ܬ

܀سكتة  *=ܬ]+ܐDf2f)4<5ܘܬܘܒ  مرّة فالج

Apopolikia (according to) Paul, abūliqsīya, nullity of sense and action in the

governing parts. Hippocrates says that his leg became apoplectic; its meaning is

that this sleeping occurred in one leg only. This disease consists of the loss of

sense and action. He said another time, hemiplegia (fālĳ). Again, apopleksia,

stroke, stroke.118

263:8  5>)$KDf1)̄ܘ *=ܬ]+ܐ (C܀ السكتة

Aplpāsia (according to) bar Serošway, stroke (šuttāqā), stroke (sakta)

265:12 5>4D4f2ܐf,Hܬ! ܕ= ܿHܼ 1)̄ܘ (C B)܀ موت الفجأة ܐ

Apslsia, according to bar Serošway sudden death (mawtā d-menšel), sudden death

(mawt al-fajʾa).

Forms of ἀποπληξία, ἀπόπληξις, and the related adjective ἀπόπληκτος occur

118. I have followed Pormann in the reading of this passage and in much of the

translation. Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 19.
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seven times in the Aphorisms. Both the Syriac translation and Ḥunayn's Arabic

version use generally well-established equivalents for these instances, the former

giving a form of the borrowed Greek word, the latter giving a form of al-sakta

‘stroke’. There are exceptions in both versions; although they are relatively

minor, their description will bring up a few points of interest.

In aphorism vi. 56, Ḥunayn's Arabic version employs the hendiadys al-

sakta wal-fālĳ ‘stroke and hemiplegia’ to translate the phrase ἀποπλεξίην τοῦ

σώµατος.119 The Syriac too departs from its normal course in rendering this

phrase. Instead of using the borrowed Greek term, it translates with mrašlutā

‘paralysis’. It may be that both Ḥunayn and the translator of the Syriac Aphorisms

were motivated to modify their usual approach to translating ἀποπληξία in this

aphorism by the context of the aphorism, which mentions several other diseases

of the head, or by Galen's commentary, which discusses the generality of the

effects of phlegm and melancholy in such cases.120 Another exception occurs in

the Arabic translation of aphorism vii. 40. There, Ḥunayn rendered the phrase ἢ

ἀπόπληκτόν τι τοῦ σώµατος with aw istarkhā ʿuḍwun min al-aʿḍā ‘or if one of the

parts slackens’. The Syriac in this case only slightly departs from the other

examples discussed, giving aw medem men pagrā apoplêṭiqiya nehwā, ‘or a part

of the body is apoplectic’.

One relevant text from the early Arabic version also survives. In aphorism

iii. 16, the term ἀπόπληκτοι occurs in the context of a list of diseases. While

Ḥunayn's Arabic and the Syriac follow their usual approach as described above,

119. Mimura's edition differs slightly from Tytler's text, which reads simply al-fālĳ

‘hemiplegia’.

120. Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, VI 129-130.
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al-Biṭrīq's version translates the word with al-fālĳ ‘hemiplegia’. This equivalent

overlaps with the exceptional hendiadys used by Ḥunayn in aphorism vi. 56, but

as an isolated example little can be concluded solely on the basis of it.

If we turn to the entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon, however, it is possible to

descry a certain division between the various authors' approaches to the Greek

term in question which may broaden the implications of the single early Arabic

example. In the definitions attributed to Paul of Aegina in the entry at 253:25, the

extended descriptions of the symptoms of the disease do not include Ḥunayn's

preferred equivalent al-sakta. Instead, this word occurs alongside the strongly

synonomous Syriac word šuttāqā after a restated headword. If the verb qāla ‘he

said’ may be taken to refer to Paul, however, bar Bahlul does attribute the

equivalent al-fālĳ to the translation of the work Paul.

The repeated pairing of al-sakta and šuttāqā is also notable. Even though

they are not clearly related in a formal etymological sense, these two words do

share a common sense-development from roots meaning ‘to be silent’, and bear a

certain phonetic resemblance to one another as well. The prominence of that

native Syriac equivalent in these entries combined with the presence of several

relatively extensive and complimentary definitions gives the impression that the

borrowed Greek word was somewhat obscure in Syriac. Yet at the same time

šuttāqā is not very well represented in the lexicons considered here. Only a

single-word entry pairing it with al-sakta in bar ʿAli's Lexicon occurs in them.121

The other equivalent given in the Syriac Aphorisms is better represented in

the lexicons. Bar Bahlul's entry for mrašlutā runs as follows:

121. Gottheil ed., Syriac-Arabic Glosses, II 425:16.
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1162:27&*[DO* َدَرـخ2CAJ̄ܬ0*
ܕܙܘ122 3A+X7CAܗ̇ܝ A A97=ܕCA A Aܪ $f^A A!<SA_CAܐܘ $SA<CAܪJm1A Apـيقو االـلالـ ـسته AB(ܘܐاء.ـخرـ

CA(1Āܘ(&*[DO* ܪܘ2HAܬ0* 4*AGـستاال اـماءـخرـ ـلعن *DO]*&.َبـصَـ ܕ* ܕ*f]ܨܘ*2fܬ0 5&*o9*eQE* ܕABCA(1A(ܐ5* ܗ̇ܘ A()A4])̄ܘ

+,0- +dI[ ܤ ܐܦ=H 5`=ܤ ܘܐܦS=[ ":܀ اللقوة

Mrašlutā in a manuscript, numbness (khadar). That is, that movement

(considered) by itself is lost or greatly diminished, without sensation.123

Slackening (al-istikhrā) is said for it. According to bar Serošway mrašlutā is from

rušālā (paralysis), slackening (al-istikhrā) of the nerves. Mrašlutā d-parṣupā

(paralysis of the face) is of one side, according to bar Serošway, they read this for

several types of canine convulsions (haw da-qrin leh quniqus w-ap mus w-ap

qpāsā kalbānā),124 paralysis of one side of the face (al-laqwa).

That a word related to the exceptional usage found in Ḥunayn's Arabic version of

vii. 40, al-istikhrā, would appear so prominently in the entry for the exceptional

usage mrašlutā found in the Syriac version of vi. 56 is interesting. Given the

evidence already presented that the Syriac and Arabic Aphorisms were authored

by different people, this may be due to Ḥunayn's having used this Syriac

equivalent in his Syriac version of the work rather than the borrowed Greek word.

2.3

ἄρωµα

122. Duval: خَذَر. 

123. Literally, ‘that movement by itself without sensation is lost or greatly

diminished’.

124. Both quniqus and qpāsā kalbānā are defined as ‘canine convulsions’. Although

mus is obscure, it is clearly related to these by the force of the definition.
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 ܕQ)̄ܕ 6̈dC+ ܪ(5f̈+ ܕ45V̇$H. العطر الطيب.  ܘܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ أفاويه ܹܗjܼܘܹ&5 657:15
̄
iC5&ܘj܀ طيبܗ

Herumē, aromatics (afāwīh), and according to bar Serošway, perfume, scent (al-

ṭīb). In the Book of Paradise, choice perfumes that purify. Herumē, scent.

This word occurs once in the Aphorisms, in the phrase ἡ ἐν ἀρώµασι πυρίη

‘fomentations containing aromatics’ in aphorism v. 28. The Syriac gives the

slightly modified borrowing herumē in the phrase šuḥānā da-b-herumē

‘fomentations with aromatics’. Ḥunayn's Arabic version gives for this phrase al-

takmīd bil-afāwīh ‘fomentations with aromatics’. The early Arabic translation of

this aphorism also exists, and for this phrase employs al-bakhūr bil-ṭīb

‘fumigation with scent’. 

Ullmann notes some examples of the related adjective ἀρωµατικός and verb

ἀρωµατίζω. One of these is taken from Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six,

where both the early Arabic version and Ḥunayn's version give the same basic

form aṭyabu rīḥan ‘strongest in scent’ for the superlative ἀρωµατικώτερον. The

other two examples are taken from Dioscorides' Materia Medica. In the first of

these the translator employs the verb yuṭayyibu ‘he makes scented’ to translate

the verb ἀρωµατίσαντες, while in the second he uses the phrase (fī) adwiyatin

mimmā yaqaʿu fīhi al-afāwīh ‘(as for) a drug that has in it aromatics’ to translate

the substantive ἀρωµατικάς.125

Although heromē is for our purposes here both a Greek and a Syriac word,

we can compare entries for the native Syriac equivalent besmē ‘perfumes’, given

in the entry at 657:15, to get a better sense of the possible distinctions to be made

125. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 137-138.
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between the Greek and Syriac lexicography:

408:25L* ܼܿ4* ܵI*5 ـلعطاܵ ـ *I4L]ܬ*Lّار.ـ * *5 ـلمجما̈ ـ ـ *4Lرة.ـ *ܵI*5VAܙ $I5[A A Āܤ ـلتلا+ ـ اـ ـلتنعذّذ ـ ـ *Lّم.ـ ܸI4* ܪ* 5>J=* * )̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ5*

53. عطر  بخور5I4Lܸ الطيب من العود والمسك والعنبر وما يشبهه.
ܵ
Ï4Lܸ .الطيب oSܸ

ܿ
Pܼ& 5I4ܵ ܿLܼ +6̈dC ܀عطّار

Basāmā, perfumer (al-ʿaṭṭār). Bat besmē, censer. Besāmē with a long a-vowel on

the semkat, pleasure, eǌoyment. Besmā rišāyā (‘choice perfumes’) according to

bar Serošway, scent of incense, musk, amber, and the like. Besmā, frankincense,

perfume. Besmānā, scent. Besāmā mtaqen, perfumers, perfumers.

Much of the material in these entries overlaps with that found in the entry at

657:13 for heromē. However, Ḥunayn's translation in the Aphorisms, al-afāwīh,

is notably found only in the latter. This constitutes evidence that in Ḥunayn's

Syriac translations of the word ἄρωµα and related terms would have themselves

tended in general to employ heromē rather than besmē.

2.4

ἐπιληψία

143:11 5>)$ID>K=ܐ J̄C 5+܀الصرعdI575Q ̄ܗ 

Aipilmasia, in a manuscript epilepsy (al-ṣarʿ), that is pilipsia.

144:20 5>4>K>D>K=ܐp7fܸ,Ḣܕ !<:=I ܿHܼ ܀ سقوط الفجأة البغتة ̄ܨ

Aipilipisia, in a manuscript falling suddenly, sudden, unexpected falling.

*4I>D>f<ܗ646:22 * * * * * ܗABQA(ܐ5* =̄5VA A2d5`HA A A Ajܐ ܕA(=ܬ! "̇-A"Â=6*A A.+3A8,5FSA A A Aܕ +HA ܼܿ09A A$SAܐ m)A=ܬ! A"HA=`5SA A A!M

܀امتداد الجسد مع مضرة تنال األفعال الرئيسة
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Hepilimsia according to Paul, this is rigour of the entire body, with iǌury of the

governing power. Rigour of the body with harm befalling the governing powers.

647:215>4I>D>fܗ  +f^s ܐ%5$ܘܬ MV܀الصرع ܐܘ'(mQ "-ܬ! ܕ=)( ܿfܼHܘ !<:=IHܘ 

Hepilimsia, its meaning is the seizure of the senses, epilepsy (al-ṣarʿ), falling and

paralysis of the entire body.

Ἐπιληψία and related words occur six times in the Aphorisms. Both Ḥunayn's

Arabic and the Syriac translation are almost entirely consistent in their renditions

of them, the former translating with forms of al-ṣarʿ, the latter with the borrowed

Greek word. There are no important exceptions. Ullmann's citations from works

attributable to Ḥunayn likewise give al-ṣarʿ or related words, while those from

works attributed to al-Biṭrīq usually give transliterations.126 In the early Arabic

version of the Aphorisms, the word is translated junūn ‘madness’. In the

fragments of the Aphorisms found in the Syriac Epidemics, the word is also

transliterated.

Of the four entries for the term found in bar Bahlul, one is attributed to Paul

of Aegina, while three are attributable to Ḥunayn. Paul's entry at 646:22 contains

equivalent Arabic and Syriac translations of his definition of the term, but does

not include Ḥunayn's standard translation al-ṣarʿ.127 The entry for the word at

144:20 again displays strong parallelism between the Syriac and Arabic

126. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 256-257.

127. Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 17-18. His comparison of this text with the relevant

passage from the Arabic translation of Paul's Pragmateia displays important

differences between the two.
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definitions, but does not contain al-ṣarʿ either. The entry at 143:11, strongly

attributable to Ḥunayn by virtue of the citation of ‘a manuscript’, merely lists al-

ṣarʿ without explanation, accompanied by a variant Syriac transliteration. The

entry at 647:21 gives a more detailed explanation in Syriac, with al-ṣarʿ inserted

in the middle. None of the entries contain a single-word native Syriac equivalent.

This pattern seems may indicate that Ḥunayn was responsible for the introduction

of al-ṣarʿ as an equivalent for ἐπιληψία, or at least that it was established in the

period intervening between al-Biṭrīq's translations and his own.128

2.5

καῦσος

1688:10[A1_ܘAܘ =[Aܘ_�Aـتشن=ܤ ـ ܐܘABCA(1A(ܘܐج.ـ ـلحماVAMHA=[A$SA!M)̄ܘ ـ اـ ـلمحى ـ AB%A=5SA(ܘܐة.ـقرـ Aܸܐ 4*Aܕ !< ܵHA4

'$)sܘ =m:656+ ܕ 5d=ܬ! ܕ7H=ܐ! ܼ%ܿ ܿHܼ܀

Qāwso and Qāwsus, a spasm. According to bar Serošway, it is burning

(mawqdānitā), burning fever (al-ḥummā al-muḥraqa). According to Ḥunayn, a

fever occurring due to the rotting of the hot matter that is inside the veins.

Forms of this and related Greek words occur some five times in the Aphorisms. In

all but one case, the Syriac version gives the self-same word borrowed from the

Greek, while Ḥunayn's Arabic version translates with a form of al-ḥummā al-

muḥraqa ‘burning fevers’ without exception. The one exception in the Syriac

version is found in aphorism iv. 54, where the phrase ἐν πυρετοῖσι καυσῶδεσιν

‘in burning fevers’ occurs. This contrasts with the usual use in other contexts of

128. See the discussion of colocynth in Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 217-218.
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καῦσος as a substantive standing alone, as in aphorism iii. 30. For this phrase, the

Syriac translation gives eštāwātā mawqdānitā ‘burning fevers’.

Ullmann notes an occurrence of the related verbal form καυσόοµαι in

Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six. In that place, the early Arabic translation of

the work employs the transliterated Greek word as an equivalent in the phrase al-

ḥummā allatī tudʿā qawsūs ‘the fever that is called qawsūs’. The later version

attributed to Ḥunayn also adopts a different approach from that attested in the

translator's version of the Aphorisms, employing a hendiadys in the phrase li-man

yajid lahīban wa-tawaqqudan ‘for the one he finds blazing and burning’.

By virtue of the presence of strong Syriac material in the entry in bar

Bahlul's Lexicon, we may infer that the borrowed Greek word was relatively

unfamiliar to Syriac speakers. The definitions match both Ḥunayn's translations in

the Aphorisms and the exceptional Syriac translation in aphorism iv. 54. The

Syriac definition attributed to Ḥunayn is a good example of his Syriac

glossographical style.

2.6

τέτανος

܀التشنّج  ̄ܗ d5`H=ܬ!"!"$#2ܤ 788:23

Ṭêṭānus, that is rigors (mqaysuta), spasms (al-tashannuj).

ܙVAܐ̇ܘ2129ܤ*#$*"!*"789:8 M[A!<ـمفسالـق ـ رـ ـكنّ أـلوـفاشـ اـنس ـلكّه وـ ـيعنزاز ـ اـبيـ ـلتشه ـ وـنّـ ـيسمج ـ اـيّـ ـلتمه ـ وأـ أـقدّد هـنول ّ

܀التحدّب

129. Duval: ܤ=)_b"b.
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Ṭêṭānus, this is tetanus (zqātā). The interpreter of the Compendium of Paul says

that it is tetanus (al-kuzāz), meaning by it spasms (al-tashannuj). He named it

tamaddud, and I say that it is taḥaddub.

789:11o>4K ܿSܼP& ^$Y>#$"!"  ّ130܀الذين يعرض لهم االمتداد الكزازي

Ṭêṭāniqāʾit metqappsin (they were afflicted with tetanus), those to whom rigours

(al-imtidād) occur, those with tetanus (al-kuzāzī).

܀S_b"b̈=ܤ ܐḢ) التشنّج  d5`H=ܬ!"<7$#2ܤ 802:13

Ṭiṭānus, rigours (mqaysuta), spasms (al-tashannuj). He says ṭêṭānus.

Forms of the word τέτανος occur nine times in the Aphorisms. Both Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation and the Syriac version translate the word consistently, the

former with forms of al-tamaddud ‘rigours’, the latter with forms of the borrowed

Greek word. Three translations of the Greek word survive in the fragments of the

early Arabic translation, where they are consistently translated with forms of al-

kuzāz ‘spasms’. Furthermore, Ullmann notes an example from Aristotle's History

of Animals, which gives al-kuzāz as a disease of horses.131

The precise sense of the term τέτανος was unstable even in the later Greek

tradition, and this instability was carried over into the Arabic medical tradition as

well.132 This is quite clear in the entries from bar Bahlul's Lexicon. Some of the

discussions of the equivalents of this term bear on important questions regarding

130. This entry goes unlisted in Duval's Greek index.

131. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 671.

132. Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 265.
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the relationship between the Syriac and Arabic medical traditions. In particular,

the relationship between those glosses attributed to Paul and the rest of the

lexicographical material needs to be addressed.

The Syriac equivalent zqātā at the beginning of the entry at 789:8 is

attributable to Ḥunayn. A definition attributed to the commentator on the

Compendium of Paul follows, which gives the equivalent al-kuzāz. However, this

definition is heavily mediated by the writer of the entry, who glosses al-kuzāz

with al-tashannuj ‘spasms’. The writer then refers back to the commentator for

the equivalent al-tamaddud before giving his own equivalent al-taḥaddub.

When we consider the entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the Syriac

equivalent zqātā, the picture is clarified somewhat:

وـكS*0Pܙ698:12 ـيقزاز ـعلالـ اـ ـلحى واـبدـ ـلنقلة ـ ـ واـ ـلقة ـيسماءـمدـ ـ اـنّوـ ـلتمه ـ وـ ـنيُـحدّد ـيخصنـ ـ ـلتشناـبّهـ ـ ـ واـ ـلتحّج ـ والـ ـيسمدّب ـ هـيّـ

ـلكا ܕ*Sܙزاز.ـ 0P&*o4L* *cܪP ـخلنـمزازـك̄=ABQA(ܐ̣ ـتشن)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐPܘ*Sܐܙܕف.ـ ـ *&S*0P4>Yܙوا.ـجّـ * * ـلتخبيا2ܬ0* ـ ـ ـ لـ

܀التشنيج

Zqātā, tetanus (kuzāz), which is said of humps. The translators and the ancients

called it tamaddud, and Ḥunayn specified it with spasms and hunching (al-

tashannuj wal-taḥaddub) but did not call it al-kuzāz. Zqātā d-men bestrā

according to Paul, tetanus (kuzāz) in the back. Ezdqet according to bar Serošway,

they had spasms (tashannajū). Zqātā mqaysuta, nullification of the senses (al-

takhbīl), effectation of spasms (al-tashnīj).

An apparently related entry occurs in bar ʿAli's Lexicon:

AA!<f%AA]ܙ AAܘܗܘ ܐj̄ܘ. +)AA+HAA4 ̣[AAܕ=HAAܐ + ܵXVAA AAܘ '$ ̈HAA4CAA ܹdAAܐܘ HAA4̇>ܪ'. ̣[AAܕ=HAAܐ +XVAA AAܘ $dCAA AAܘ =ܤ:HAA<[AA()AA.+)AA.=̄bAA"bAA_SAA>ܪ'
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الكزاز والتقلّص ويقال على الحدبة وحنين يخصّه بالتشنّج والتحدّب وال يسمّيه الكزاز:
133

Zqātā is a disease that occurs from the front and from the back simultaneously, or

from the front at once and the back.134 The Greeks called it ṭêṭanus, spasms and

contraction (al-kuzāz wal-taqalluṣ), which is said of humps. Ḥunayn specified it

with spasms and hunching (al-tashannuj wal-taḥaddub) but did not call it al-

kuzāz.

The material in both these definitions for zqātā strongly agrees with that found in

the entry at 789:8. There, again, al-kuzāz and al-tamaddud are attributed to the

commentator on Paul, while the writer of the entry provides al-tashannuj and al-

taḥaddub himself. In his entry for zqātā, bar Bahlul attributes al-tamaddud to the

ancients and the translators (al-qudamāʾ w-al-naqala) as an equivalent for zqātā,

credits Ḥunayn with the specification of the disease by al-tashannuj and al-

taḥaddub as a hendiadys, and then explicitly denies that Ḥunayn used al-kuzāz as

its equivalent. This denial occurs with almost exactly the same formulation in bar

ʿAli's entry as well. There, however, the fact that Ḥunayn did not use al-kuzāz as

an equivalent for the Greek τέτανος is stated more clearly, without primary

reference to the Syriac zqātā as an intermediary between the two.

Al-kuzāz is used as an equivalent for τέτανος several times in the Arabic

version of Paul of Aegina's Pragmateia.135 The explicit dismissal of Ḥunayn's use

133. Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen, 129:3559.

134. Although a distinction appears to be intended between these two phrases, their

meanings are almost entirely indistinguishable. It may be that something has

dropped out of the text.

135. Pormann, Oriental Tradition, 260-271.
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of al-kuzāz in this context is thus strong evidence against Ḥunayn's authorship of

that work. The convergence amongst the three entries discussed above, along

with the citation of Ḥunayn by the lexicographers for the distinctions they

contain, is strong evidence for identifying Ḥunayn as the author of the entry at

789:8. In my opinion it is likely the case that the later compilers referred to

Ḥunayn's discussion in that entry in writing their own entries for zqātā. Since the

author of the entry there refers to ‘the interpreter of the Compendium of Paul’,

meaning the translator of the Pragmateia, this attribution is strong evidence

against Ḥunayn's authorship of that work.

From the perspective of the lexicographers' explicit attribution of some

equivalents for τέτανος to Ḥunayn and their explicit refusal to attribute others to

him, the remaining entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon fall into two categories. One of

these represents entries that contain equivalents for τέτανος linked to Ḥunayn,

including the entries at 788:23 and 802:13. The other contains equivalents

attributed to the commentator on Paul or ‘the ancients’. This category has only

one member, the entry at 789:11. Given the clear division laid out by the

lexicographers, this unattributed definition probably should not be attributed to

Ḥunayn, but could be associated with Paul. If so, this would be another example

of Pauline material occurring in the lexicon without attribution, as was seen in the

discussion of ἀπόστηµα above (unit 1.3.8).

There exists an entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the other Syriac equivalent

given in these entries, mqaysutā, which also contains a definition attributed to

Paul, and which further extends the account of these equivalents laid out in the

entries above:

1146:5  J̄C !ܬ=̣d5 ܼܿ̀ H .تشنّج=̄Q1)̄ܘ امتداد. ܘ (C܀ التشبّكܘ
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Mqaysutā in a manuscript, a spasm (tashannuj). (According to) Paul, rigours

(imtidād). (According to) bar Serošway, perplexity (al-tashabbuk).

Despite this quite consistent material, it is worth repeating that Ḥunayn did not

use either of the equivalents attributed to him by the lexicographers in translating

τέτανος in the Aphorisms, but instead preferred the word al-imtidād. While this

equivalent was conservative in relation to al-tashannuj and al-taḥaddub, it is not

dismissed in the lexicons in the same fashion as is al-kuzāz. Furthermore, the

lexicographers' assertion that al-kuzāz belongs to an earlier stage of the

translation movement is corroborated by al-Biṭrīq's use of that word to translate

τέτανος in the early Arabic version of the Aphorisms.

2.7

φθίσις/φθισικοί

1560:14 `>4=<f'ܵܨܪ=C 1)ܘ*=ܝ ̄ܗ (C B)܀ النُقصان السلّ ܐ

Pitisis according to bar Serošway, this is diminution, diminution, tuberculosis (al-

sill).

 

܀ السلّ الدقّ ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ Pf{5d)<Qܘܐܝ 1645:19

Ptway according to bar Serošway, tuberculosis (ptisis), tuberculosis (al-sill),

hectic (fever) (al-diqq).

1647:15f**P>4=** ** سا`** ــل اــ يادقّــللّ سق ــل ــ ــ اــ عم ــل اــ حمذاب ــل ــ اــ ى مداــلّ ــي فعــمةــ ــن اــ وــلث اــهدم قي ــل اــفةــحرــ ــلصي 136.درــ

136. Duval's manuscripts P and S add this text beginning from السقيم.
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f**P>4=** ** **Z<ܕ`** اـه)̄ܘAABCAA(1AA(ܐ5**3̈** ـلعيزال ـ **=f**P>4ن.ـ ** **`i**[&**ܸܐ oO**0P ܵCAAJ̄اـحرـقنـمدمـلا ـلصة ـبغيدرـ ـ ـحمرـ ّى.ـ

`>4=Pf+,`, ܿfܼH  ّ܀السل

Ptisis, tuberculosis, hectic (fever), the tormenting illness. Continuous fevers with

spittle of blood, which is abscesses in the chest. Ptisis d-ʿaynē (tuberculosis of the

eyes) according to bar Serošway, consumption of the eyes, Ptisis sṭar men ešātā

(tuberculosis without fever) in a manuscript, blood occurring from ulcers of the

chest without fever. Ptisis, tormenting (disease), tuberculosis (al-sill).

1648:21 5Ÿ>)Pf137 ّ܀الذين بهم قرحة السل

Ptsiqē, those with the ulcers of tuberculosis (qarḥa al-sill).

1648:22  `>)Pf J̄C܀السلّ جاء به فولوس في علل عين. فقال إنّ السلّ علّة صبيّ العين اذا ضاق وضعف

Ptsis in a manuscript, tuberculosis (al-sill). Paul introduced it among the illnesses

of the eye. He said tuberculosis is the illness of the pupil of the eye when it is

weary and weak.138

Forms of the disease-name φθίσις occur several times in the Aphorisms. The

Syriac translation invariably gives a form of the self-same borrowed Greek word,

while Ḥunayn's Arabic version translates regularly with a form of al-sill

‘tuberculosis’. Α translation of φθίσις exists in the fragments of the early Arabic

version as well. In translating aphorism v. 9, al-Biṭrīq rendered the term with al-

ḍumr fī al-riʾa ‘emaciation in the lungs’. In the early Arabic version of aphorism

137. Duval: + ̈̀ ,1<Q.

138. Cf. bar Bahlul's entry for tarsāytā at 2089:5 in the unit on ἀνάληψις in Chapter

One (1.2.7).
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v. 64, the related participial form φθινώδεσι is translated man bihi ḍumr wa-qarḥ

fī al-riʾa ‘he who was emaciation and ulceration in the lungs’.

Beside Ḥunayn's regular rendering of the disease al-sill, in several places

the definitions from bar Bahlul's Lexicon given above agree with texts cited by

Ullmann that use distinct terminology. In two texts from Dioscorides' Materia

Medica, a form of the phrase qarḥa fī al-riʾa ‘an ulcer in the lungs’ translates the

adjectival form φθισικός. The use of the word qarḥa relates these to the entries at

1647:22 and 1648:21. To translate the more general sense of φθίσις, ‘diminution’

and the related verb φθίνω, texts from the Arabic versions of Aristotle's History

of Animals and Generation of Animals use the word al-nuqṣān ‘diminution’.139

This word also figures in bar Bahlul's entry at 1560:14.

2.8

φρενός

1606:23 !M3̄ܘ ܬܪ(1 (C B)ܤ ܐ_)ܗ(Q .الفكر J̄C ܤ_Sܗ(Q حجاب =̄Q܀صفاقات الصدر ܕ

Prêyas according to bar Serošway, judgment, thought. Prênas in a manuscript,

diaphragm (ḥĳāb). According to Paul, the peritoneum (ṣafāqāt)140 of the chest.

Forms of the noun φρήν occur three times in the Aphorisms. All of the extant

139. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 728-729.

140. Although the sense of the word is clear, this particular plural is not attested with

this meaning in Wehr and Freytag's dictionaries. Both agree that the word ṣifāq

(pl. ṣufuq) carries the anatomical sense. This definition suggests that the plural al-

ṣafāqāt was also in use in medical circles.
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texts from the Syriac version translate it with a form of the borrowed Greek word,

while Ḥunayn's Arabic version utilizes forms of al-ḥĳāb ‘diaphragm’ for two of

these instances. However, in aphorism vi. 18, the word al-kulya ‘kidney’ appears

in its place, in the context of a list of parts of the body prone to suffering mortal

iǌury. The Syriac version of this aphorism follows the modern editions in placing

φρένας in this place in the text, and no alternate readings appear for it in either

Magdelaine's or Mimura's editions. The translation of this word in the early

Arabic version of aphorism vi. 18 also exists. There al-Biṭrīq employed the word

ṣifāq ‘peritoneum’. Furthermore, Ullmann notes a text from Aristotle's Parts of

Animals that makes al-ḥĳāb and al-ṣifāq synonymous.141

Turning to the entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon, we see that the two Arabic

equivalents attested in the available literature both occur. Ḥunayn's usual

equivalent in the Aphorisms, al-ḥĳāb, is given in a definition referred to ‘a

manuscript’, and which is thus relatively firmly attributable to the translator. A

plural of al-Biṭrīq's equivalent al-ṣifāq in the single available example from the

early Arabic version follows in a definition attributed to Paul. Although

Ullmann's text shows that these two terms were known to be synonymous, the

isomorphism obtaining between the Pauline definition and al-Biṭrīq's translation

on the one hand and the unattributed definition and Ḥunayn's translation on the

other is notable, and accompanied by other evidence could bear further on the

authorship of the Arabic version of the Pragmateia.

141. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 742.
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Section Three

In this section I discuss the translations and scholarly background of words for 

which there is evidence for a high degree of continuity between the earlier and 

later Arabic translations of the Aphorisms.

3.1

ἀήρ

ܪ7:13
ܿ
ܼܐ
ܵ
ܐܐ AA=X7CAA:)̄ܘAABCAA(1AA(ܐj̄ܘ AA AAܕ ܐ;VAA(SAA=ܕ j_0` SAA AA AA<SAAܪܘ ܕ; j_%AA.+5 VAA AȦ,AAܕ +[AA ̣,AA+ ܹ%AA ܼܿ5AAܕ G[AA( ܼܿ)AA!ܘܬ(HAA(SAA.j_

fHAܕ Aܕ ܦ
ܿ
=ܼܬ ܼܿ)A463A A"6CA Aܵܙ=ܼÂ+ ܵ%A ܼܿ5Aܕܪ G05bA A Aܗ ܵ)A$)A4HA(=ܬ!. ܵSAj_VA$HA651>ܬA A A+3A2%A$%A$,HA Ȧܗ ܸܪSA"ܘܢ =53A Aܵ,Aܕ ."̇:AM

5VA Ȧ,Ajܕܐ +:A"%A$HAܗ 45:A A45%A Aܐ G̈)AB%A$,HA A.ܘܢ"-Aܕ A45VA("ܘܢ Ä,A+:Aܕ M56%A A Aܐ 8)ABSAܘ ܕܪA:=ܪ'. M5bA Aܐ k)AB5HA A.+̈

ܕ A(ܘ; ܼܿ50A Aܐ n ܼ)Aܐܪ B3Aܕ ܘ; .+[A()Aܐ ()Aܐ ܐ; ܐܐܪ. B1A!ܬ=̈VA$%A ̇5A()A4CA$HĀܘjܕܐ +%A ܼܿ56A Aܼ6Aܘܪ +05bA A Aܕ .+HAܘܗܝjܐ ܐܐܪ 4[A=)A ̇6A."

ܪA:ܐܦ ;ܐܪ "05bA A Aܘ +%A ܼܿ56A Aܼ6Aܐ +HA()A4:A"܀Ix7HA A A Ä,Aܕ +)Aܕ 43A!ܬ$>HA Aܕ 2%Aܘ )ܘ ̣%Aܪ ܕܐܢ eܘ ̣05bA A Aܘ +%A ܼܿ656A A A+SA_HA()Aܐ ;SA=ܗܝ .n

FfHA A A�HA(SAj_%Aܕܕ >jܬ! ܼܿ7)A A.ܗ̣ܝ "CAܕܐܢ A%"̇ܝ ܼܿ656A A A+SA_HA()Aܐ ܕSA=ܗܝ ܗܕ' .nSA̱ܗܝ ܪHA(SA=ܪ' ܘܐܢ .j_05bA A Aܕ ܗܕ' +5HA A+ ̈

ܘ HAA<=ܢCAA$^AAܗܝ. AA273AA AAܕܕܐ !< ̣)AA'ܗܕ B[AA()AAܐ '(HAAܘܗܝ( ̣HAA(SAAܐ .j_QAA4:AA=-AA7"ܘܢ*AA AẠ6AA=x:AA AA"̇:AAܕ ܕAA()ܘAA]"ܕ'. +)AA4

jܐ)Aܐ ."̇)Aܕ '$ ̇VAܕ 2*A ̇IA'(:A"`SA Aܼܿ0Aܐܢ .2[A()Aܐ '()Aܕܐ BHAܘܗܝ( ̣Ix7HA A A Ä,Aܪ ܘܐܢ .+5bA Ạ0Aܘ +%A ܼܿ656A A Aܐ +)Aܕܐ BHAܐ )ܘܗܝ ̣1A!ܬ=̈

ـلها اـ ـلجوآء وّـ AB%A=5SA(ܘܐ܀َ A4ܪ
ܿ
ܼܐ
ܵ
ܕHA>ܐHAܐ (VA(SAܘ j_`SA Ạ0A<SAܘ .j_HA4)A=̈5SA Aܕ +)Aܐܐ 4)A(HA<[Aܼܿܕ ܗ̇ܘ .'( ̣Fx:A A A+ ܵHAs 4f)A ApbA's=

sHAܕ ܗ̇ܘ .+)Aܕ 49HA Aܼܿ7Ap
ܿ
ܼHAܗ 45x:A A Aܸܗܬ 4 ̇)A( ܼHA<[A'( ـلها̣ اـ ـلجواء اـ اـخوّ ـلنسير ـ ـ ـلفضاAcT%ܘܐم.ـ ـ ܐܬCAء.اـ ܪ)ܝJ[Āܚ

ܿ
ܼܐ
ܵ
HA<ܐ A2

H>ܬܙ(9,=ܬܗ܀

Āʾar according to bar Serošway, it is neither only masculine or feminine, without

spirit (d-lā ruḥā). A substance that has the power of coldness dominant, and that

has associated with it in mixture the power of wetness. The sense of this is that

the dominant one's (name) is applied to both of them, for there is no substance

that possesses one of these powers simply. For all substances are not (solely) hot
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like fire, nor wet like water, nor dry like earth, nor cold like air. But because the

physicians consider that blood is warm and wet, and that its constitution is of air,

they also say of air that it is hot and dry. The doctors of the church, however,

because they were observant, saw that if people called (air) wet and hot, no

dominant power would belong to it specifically. For if people called it hot, that is

the power of fire, and if wet, that is of water. And on that account, for these

reasons they said cold is [its] power. But not all of them consent to that. So it is

the reader's to accept which of all seems better to him, whether it is cold as the

doctors say, or wet and hot as the physicians say. Air, sky. And according to

Ḥunayn, āʾar. It is said (both) masculine and feminine. The Greeks call it ���aʾayr.

This is below the tops of tall mountains. What is above this is called aether. Air,

the sky at the extremity of the clouds. Others, space (al-faḍāʾ). In a manuscript it

is written āʾar with regard to its vocalization.

The Greek word ἀήρ occurs a single time in the Aphorisms. The Syriac gives the

borrowed Greek word, which was present in the Syriac language for centuries

prior to the period under consideration in this work. The Arabic translates with

al-hawāʾ ‘air’. The entry from bar Bahlul's Lexicon is of inherent interest. In it,

bar Serošway contrasts the physical views of the physicians with those of the

doctors of the church, while making no final judgment regarding their

disagreement. A clear distinction is observable, furthermore, between the

approach adopted by bar Serošway in this entry and that of the entry for the

Syriac word dmā attributable to Ḥunayn given above (unit 1.3.1). Along with the

entry for ḥešokā presented in chapter one (unit 1.3.14), this entry gives further

evidence of tension between the authority of philosophical and religious sources

in ʿAbbāsid-era Syriac thought.
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As in the entry for ḥešokā, the religious and philosophical perspectives are

allowed to stand side-by-side. In this case it is bar Serošway who clearly prefers

the theological interpretation. While the writer prefers the churchmen's account,

he leaves open to the reader the choice between the two interpretations, indicating

a certain openness to speculative inquiry.

3.2

ἀκροχορδόνες

 ܘܐ(Q B=:=ܤ܀ الثآليل المعلقة ܐ(B ܙV)(+ܐS]ܘ2hܕܘ#!ܤ 278:5

Aqrokordonês, according to Zakariya hanging warts, and according to Paul.

܀ قال واصله ضيق حتى يظن انه شيء متعلقة ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ ̄ܗ sj pf)s'ܐS]ܘ2hܕܘܢ 278:7

Aqrokordon, according to bar Serošway this is the extremities of tendons (riši

yatrē). He said its connection is thin, such that one would think it something

attached.

܀أطراف األوتار ̄ܗ sj pf)s' بثر يسمّى اقروخرذون ܐ2h2Sܪܕܘܢ 278:14

Aqokordon, a pustule called aqrūkhurdhūn. This is the extremities of tendons

(riši yatrā), the extremities of tendons (aṭrāf al-awtār).

Ἀκροχορδόνες, the name of a type of skin disease, occurs once in the Aphorisms,

in the list of disease-names in aphorism iii. 26. The Syriac gives the self-same

word borrowed from the Greek, while Ḥunayn's Arabic translation gives al-

thaʾālīl al-muʿallaqa ‘hanging warts’. For its part, the early Arabic version of the

Aphorisms simply gives thaʾālīl ‘warts’.
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Al-thaʾālīl is also a common element in the translations for this word

mentioned by Ullmann, but the addition of al-muʿallaqa or al-mutaʿallaqa is

significantly rarer in his citations.142 In the second entry above, someone,

presumably bar Serošway, provides a brief explanation of the reasoning behind

adding al-mutaʿallaqa. At any rate it seems that the use of al-thaʾālīl in

translating this word had achieved a level of consensus before Ḥunayn's time. In

cases like this, the importance of earlier translation activity for Ḥunayn's work is

emphasized.

Although Ḥunayn's definitions in 278:14 do not relate directly to the

Aphorisms, there are interesting relationships between them and certain other

sources noted by Ullmann. The Syriac translation riši yatrā is a calque of the

Greek term, and the Arabic translations aṭrāf al-awtār is a near-calque. Ullmann

notes that al-Rāzī's Ḥāwī contains the Arabic calque ruʾūs al-awtār, which

Ullmann links to Iṣṭifān.143 Furthermore, recalling the Arabic transliteration given

in the entry at 278:14, three quotations from Dioscorides' Materia Medica

translate ἀκροχορδόνες with al-thaʾālīl allatī yuqāl lahā aqrukhurdūnis (‘the

warts that are called aqrukhurdūnis’).144

3.3

ἀσκαρίδες

142. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 90-91.

143. ibid.

144. There are slight variations in the transliterations amongst the three equivalents

given by Ullmann.
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܀الديدان الصغار التي في البطن *=̈*G ܙs=3' ܘ]<5̈,+ ܕܗܘC +1(FC 4)) 1)̄ܘ ܐ(Y$ܪ=eܗܤ 241:10

Asqāridês, small, thin worms that are in the stomach. (According to) bar

Serošway, small worms that are in the stomach.

The word ἀσκαρίδες occurs once in the Aphorisms, also in the list of disease-

names in aphorism iii. 26. The Syriac gives the borrowed Greek word in its place,

while in Ḥunayn's Arabic translation al-dūd ‘worms’ is employed. For the phrase

containing two disease-names related to worms in the aphorism, ἔλµινθες

στρογγύλαι, ἀσκαρίδες, the early Arabic version gives three elements, dūd ʿirāḍ

wa-dūd ṭiwāl wa-dūd mithla dūd al-khall ‘round worms, long worms, and worms

like vinegar-worms’.145 

In the entry from bar Bahlul's Lexicon, two almost identical sentences

occur, one in Syriac and the other in Arabic. In this instance, the Syriac carries a

single adjective, qaṭinē ‘thin’, that is not found in the Arabic. An entry for the

Syriac equivalent given in the entry, šušlē, contains a direct citation of Ḥunayn's

lexicographical activity:

1959:14  J̄C G*̈=*܀ديدان حبّ القرع حيّات البطن الذي في االعماء صحّحه حنين

Šušlē in a manuscript, worms, ringworms,146 worms of the belly which are in the

intestines. Ḥunayn rectified it.

145. Ullmann notes this usage with interest in his citation of this text, Wörterbuch zu

den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 141.

146. The meaning of this phrase is obscure. The nearest suitable sense I have found is

the word qurāʿ ‘ringworm’.
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The final element of this definition resembles a translation of the form ἀσκαριδάς 

cited by Ullmann in Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Seven, al-ḥayyāt al-

mutawallida fī al-baṭn ‘worms generated in the belly’.147

3.4

δυσεντερία

ܼܘ544:13 *(ܼܕܿ ܼܿ73* *[ܹ
ܿ
ܼ=*5

ܼܿ*A=,%A Aܕ +59HA A A+ األـق̈ ـمعرح وأـ ـيضاء اـ ـلخلفاً ـ ـ األـقنـمةـ ـمعروح ـسحاءـ *"4!*(ܕܘج.ـ A%0̄ܗ5*=!ܪ* A!ܬT

ܕܗ̈ܘ(4 ܗ:FC +,%̈=* 45=:"ܪ'܀

Dusanṭareya, ulcers of the bowels, ulcers of the bowels (qarḥ al-amʿāʾ), also

diarrhoea (khilfa) because of ulceration of the bowels, dysentery (saḥj).

Dusêṭsêria, that is, the sores that are these ulcers in cholera.

Forms of the word δυσεντερία occur numerous times in the Aphorisms. The

Syriac gives the self-same word borrowed from the Greek in every instance. In all

but one case, Ḥunayn translates the word into Arabic with a version of the phrase

ikhtilāf al-dam ‘bloody diarrhoea’. The exception is found in aphorism iii. 30,

where saḥj al-amʿāʾ ‘abrasion of the intestines’ is used instead. The early Arabic

version of aphorism iii. 11 exists, and there δυσεντερίας is translated ikhtilāf min

al-aʿfāj ‘diarrhoea from the large intestine’. In the extant early Arabic version of

aphorism iii. 16, the translator specifies this interpretation somewhat further,

giving ikhtilāf min khurāj al-aʿfāj ‘diarrhoea from abscesses of the large

intestine’. Al-Biṭrīq's translations thus give more specific interpretations of the

disease than do Ḥunayn's, while the latter's renditions are much more regular.

147. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 141.
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In the numerous texts from the Arabic versions of Book Six of Galen's On

Simple Drugs cited by Ullmann, the usual translation of δυσεντερία in Ḥunayn's

version is qurūḥ al-amʿāʾ.148 However, in a citation from Book 10 of that work,

the Greek word is transliterated. In the texts from Book Six, al-Biṭrīq preferred

several different equivalents. Sometimes he used ikhtilāf al-aghrās ‘diarrhoea

with mucus’, sometimes simply al-aghrās ‘mucus’,149 and sometimes the same

equivalent preferred by Ḥunayn in the Aphorisms, ikhtilāf al-dam ‘bloody

diarrhoea’.

The definitions attributable to Ḥunayn in the entry from bar Bahlul's

Lexicon correspond only to the examples from the later version of Book Six of

On Simple Drugs and the single exceptional translation in aphorism iii. 30. One

way of interpreting the discrepancies between these translations follows on from

a consideration of the different audiences for whom these works were intended.

While the Aphorisms was often used as an introductory text to medicine, both On

Simple Drugs and Ḥunayn's glossary were more advanced works meant for

doctors with at least some training. Arguably, the aetiological translation found in

the two latter works is more appropriate for the specialist, while the

symptomatological translation found in the former is more appropriate for

students.

148. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 210-211.

149. This word is obscure. The only anatomical definition available for this form

occurs in volume III, p. 269 of Freytag's dictionary. There he mentions the plural

aghrās for the word ghirs, and defines it res ex utero muci instar prodiens cum

foetu.
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3.5

περιπλευµονία

1497:9f**ܪ!DK=** ** <!ܘ** 3&** ** AABCAA(1AA(5(ܐ5** QAA AA3=ܢAA=, 5 CAA AA AA!ܕܪܐܬ اــجو+ AAB%AA=5(ܐة.ــئرــلع SAA AAܸܐ 4*AAܕ !< ܵ3AA83AA=, 5 CAA AA AA.!ܕܪܐܬ +

f*ܪ!K=* *2a*2>&* m7QA)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ5* A A=,HA A!ܕܪܐܬ pا *=DK!ܪ*fة.ـئرـلأورام * *&3<!ܘ* * ܘVA)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ5* ܪܐܬ! 3A=,5CA_ܒ A A!ܕܪܐܬ +

܀وجع الرئة وورمها

Pêriplêumnyā according to bar Serapion, swelling of the lungs (ʿubbyānā d-rātā),

pain of the lungs. According to Ḥunayn, fever with swelling of the lungs.

Pêripulumyā according to bar Serošway, swelling of the lungs, swellings of the

lungs. Pêriplêumnyā according to bar Serošway, pain of the lungs and swelling of

the lungs, pain of the lungs and their swelling.

1624:22 5>#2&2#2DK=[f!5,+ ܕܪܐܬC=3 1)ܘ*=ܝ (C B)܀ ورم الرئة ܐ

Priplunumunyā according to bar Serošway, swelling of the lungs, swelling of the

lungs.

1634:7 5>#2INDf[f !ܒ ܪܐܬ_V 1)ܘ*=ܝ (C B)܀وجع الرئة ܐ

Prplgmunyā according to bar Serošway, pain of the lungs, pain of the lungs.

Forms of this disease-name occurs some five times in the Aphorisms. The Syriac

translation renders these instances in three different ways. For the occurrences in

aphorisms iii. 23 and iii. 30, the borrowed Greek word is given as pêriplumunyā.

In aphorism vi. 16, the phrase ʿubbyānā d-rātā ‘swelling of the lungs’ is

employed. Finally, in aphorisms vii. 11 and vii. 12 the phrase ḥašā d-rātā ‘disease

of the lungs’ is given. Ḥunayn's Arabic translation consistently gives forms of

dhāt al-riʾa ‘disease of the lungs’.
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Bar Bahlul's entry for the word at 1497:9 contains definitions written by

several different authors, all of which are relatively similar. Ḥunayn's definition is

distinguished mostly by the addition of the symptom of fever to the description of

the disease, but since no Arabic text occurs in it, no comparison may be made

between it and the text of his version of the Aphorisms. While one of the

alternative Syriac translations ʿubbyānā d-rātā ‘swelling of the lungs’ figures

prominently in these definitions, the other ḥašā d-rātā ‘disease of the lungs’ is not

found there. In the absence of evidence from the early Arabic version, it is

impossible to assume that Ḥunayn's translation in the Aphorisms represents any

process of development in translation technique.

3.6

ποδάγρα

1489:3 ckE ef 1)̄ܘ (Cܘ J̄C ܀النقرش

Pdgrē in a manuscript and (according to) bar Serošway, gout (al-niqris).

1500:18 c[E2ܕܐf J̄C .نقرس c[Np"2f c[E2ܕf cT%5 ܘܐN#2ܕf ܀النقرس

Pudagrā in a manuscript, gout (al-niqris). Pudagrā, puṭagrā, and (according to)

others pudanga, gout.

1534:5 c[Np7f܀ نقرس

Pṭagrā, gout.

1648:13 5>NaPf 1)̄ܘ (C '(^ܕܐ=Q ܀النقرس ܕܗ̣ܘ

Ptlgya, which is pudagrā, (according to) bar Serošway, gout.
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The disease ποδάγρα is mentioned several times in the Aphorisms. Both the

Syriac version and Ḥunayn's translation adopt regular approaches to rendering the

term. The former gives forms of the borrowed Greek word, while the latter uses

al-niqris ‘gout’. Beyond this, Ullmann cites a text mentioning a form of the

related adjective ποδαγρικός from Book Six of Galen's On Simple Drugs. In

translating it, both al-Biṭrīq and Ḥunayn again use al-niqris,150 indicating that a

stable equivalency between these two words had been established well before the

beginning of Ḥunayn's career.

The entries from bar Bahlul's Lexicon also show a high degree of stability

for the equivalence between ποδάγρα and al-niqris. Ηowever, no native Syriac

equivalent is given, indicating that the borrowed Greek word had been thoroughly

integrated into the language. On the other hand the transcriptions of the Greek

word in the Lexicon have a strong tendency toward irregularity, moderating

somewhat this impression.

3.7

σατυριασµοί

*=2I4ܪ*"$*(1292:6 * ܙA(ܐ2* BVA(̄ـشيأ ـتنتاءـ ـ اـموـ ـلبن *(I$*=2ܪ*"$*(دن.ـ ܕA+HA(̈$SA)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ2* mQA$ܡ Āܨ دـيزوا)'.

܀إنعاظ من غير شهوة الجماع ̄ܨ تنتو من البدن.

Saṭurismu according to Zakariya, things that protrude from the body. Saṭuriasmu

according to bar Serošway, certain protuberances of the body (ndāyē meddem d-

pagrā). In a manuscript, excesses protruding from the body. In a manuscript,

150. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 543.
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sexual excitement without desire for copulation.

A form of this Greek word occurs a single time in the Aphorisms. The Syriac

gives the self-same word borrowed from the Greek, while Ḥunayn's Arabic

version gives al-khānāzīr ‘scrofula’. The early Arabic version of this aphorism

likewise gives this word, albeit in the indefinite. This indicates that a stable

approach to translating this term into Arabic was established well before the

beginning of Ḥunayn's career. Despite this, the entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon has

no trace of this Arabic equivalent and seems largely to refer to a different sense of

the word. It is possible that this may bear on the question of the authorship of the

Syriac Aphorisms. An entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the word ndāyē given in

the entry above also does not contain Ḥunayn's Arabic equivalent:

1218:23SAA$ܵ)AAܐ + ܹ̈)AABCAA(1AAܕ̇ܗܘ AA4mCAA()̄ܘ AAܼܿ0AA!قا)ܘܬ ـل اـفروحـ ـلقضيي ـ ـ ܙAA(ܘܐبـ BVAA()AA+تاـم ـين ـ اـموـ بن ـل ـمثدنـ اـ ثل ـل يآـ ـل لـ

܀ ويكون نفر تفرّق اضطرابSܵ$'تنضيح قفز شرارة ويقال منه  J̄C +)$ܵS وغيرها.

Ndāyē according to bar Serošway, that which occurs in the virile member,

abscesses of the penis. And according to Zakariya, that which protrudes from the

body, such as worms and the like. Ndāyā in a manuscript, splashing,151 jumping,

sparkling. Ndā is derived from it, and it is fleeing, separating, disorder.

3.8

σφάκελος

151. Neither this noun nor the second form of the root nḍḥ are attested in the

dictionaries of Wehr and Freytag. I have translated it according to the sense of the

root and the meaning of the Syriac word.
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444:8E*$N#* ܐܘABQA=:A(ܐ]* VAM=ܤ ̇5dHA A Āܗ 6CA=ܬ! A=Âܕ GHAܬ_ ̇,HA Aܘܢ"Â=6*A A.+ـغنغ ـ وـنراـ اـها ـلعفو ـ ܐCAܘن.ـ )HA$ܘܟ ̇

V̇=:=ܬ! ܐܘ57H MV=ܬ! 
ܵ
܀اللحم الميت ̄ܗ MHܘܬ! ܕN#$E '(dC] ܘܐ(2DYKܤاآلكلة الخبيثة. ̄ܗ ܐ

Gāngr according to Paul, this is decay with pus due to which the body dies.

Ghanghranā, which is decay (ʿafan). In one place he says this is gangrene

(ākulutā), which is repletion,152 bad gangrenous sores (al-ākila al-khabītha).

Gāngr w-aspaqelus, this is death of the flesh, dead flesh. 

This word occurs a single time in the Aphorisms, in aphorism vii. 50. There, both

the Syriac Aphorisms and Ḥunayn's Arabic version reproduce the Greek word in

transliteration. The Syriac translation gives the phrase ḥšā d-spaqêlos ‘the disease

of sphacelus’, while Ḥunayn's version gives al-ʿilla allatī yuqālu lahā sfaqīlūs

‘the disease which is called sphacelus’. As we have seen in this chapter, it is quite

rare for a technical Greek term to be thus reproduced without explanation in

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the Aphorisms. Ullmann notes a single occurrence

of this Greek term in Galen's Anatomical Procedures,153 where the Arabic phrase

wa-mā yaḥduthu fīh min taʿaffun al-ʿiẓām ‘that which occurs in it of decay of the

bones’ translates the Greek phrase καὶ σφακέλους τῶν ἐν αὐτοῖς ὀστῶν.154 Τhe

Arabic definition of gangrene in bar Bahlul's entry corresponds partially with this

translation.

An entry for bar Bahlul's Syriac equivalent of gangrene, masyutā ‘decay’,

contains evidence of Ḥunayn's lexicographical work:

152. The sense of this is obscure. Noting it, R. Payne Smith wrote sed vix recte.

153. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 661. 

154. ibid.
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5dܼ=ܬ!  1115:10 ܿHܼ ....عفن صحّحه حنين ṂdH
ܿ
5ܵd,ܼ=ܬ! J̄C عفّنت ابتللت بللت.  ܘܐ(B ܙV̄) ܼܐ ܿHܼ<Hܹ܀جمد

... Masyutā, decay (ʿafan), Ḥunayn rectified it. According to Zakariya amsit, I

decayed, I became moistened, I moistened. Metmasyānutā in a manuscript,

coagulation.

3.9

τριταῖος

܀نصف حمّى الغبّ  C) 1)̄ܘ ܸܐܵ*>! ܕH>])(+ m7Q=ܬ b)(<_ܘܤ ܐ=7I]=7$ܘܤ133:15

Imṭriṭaus (according to) bar Serošway, a fever that is called half-tertian, half-

tertian fever (niṣf ḥummā al-ghibb).

܀حمّى غبّ  "]=7!ܘܤ f]ܘi]=7!ܘܤ825:25

Ṭriṭêus, prosṭriṭêus, tertian fever (ḥummā ghibb).

This type of fever is mentioned twice in the Aphorisms. In both cases the Syriac

translates using the borrowed Greek word, but does so using slightly different

forms. In aphorism iii. 21, the name occurs in the plural τριταῖοι, and the form of

the Syriac borrowing of the Greek word reflects its plurality with the spelling

ṭriṭêo. In aphorism iv. 59, the singular τριταῖος is found instead, and the Syriac

correspondingly renders it ṭriṭêos. It would thus seem reasonable to call this usage

a transcription rather than a borrowing. In both cases Ḥunayn's Arabic versions

uses a form of the equivalent al-ghibb ‘tertian fever’, which is also the equivalent

found in the entries from bar Bahlul's Lexicon.

Despite the consistency amongst the translations and the entries, a text from
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Ullmann's Wörterbuch demonstrates that the usage al-ghibb was not universal in

the Greek-to-Arabic translation movement. In the Arabic version of the

Cyranides, a description of the course of the fever reading al-nāfiḍ alladhī min

thalāth ilā thalāth ‘fits that run by threes’ serves to translate a form of the related

verb τριταΐζω.155 This emphasizes the unanimity between the lexicons and

Ḥunayn's translations, but does not constitute strong evidence for identifying any

specific contribution from the translator.

3.10

φλέγµα

1565:20INDf* * * ܐj̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ5* ܪVA=HA)̄ܘ 05bA=ܤ A Aܘ +[A()Āܘjܕܐ .'([A=)A ̇6A"HA(SAj_HAܐ 4tA=dVA Aܕ +5HA Āܘjܘܐ .+̈

 +)$XC ",>:=*ܐܬ! ܘ(C ܗMC.6<+܀البلغم ̈̂ "7Q6+ ܬܘܒ ܘm7Q 

Plegmā according to bar Serošway, this is a wet and cold humour. Its constitution

is properly derived from the element of water. Its home is in the lungs and its

power is in the chest, phlegm (al-balgham). Plegmā again, and plegmāṭā.

Forms of this Greek word occur four times in the Aphorisms. In each case the

Syriac gives the self-same word borrowed from the Greek. The Arabic likewise

uses a form of the borrowed Greek word al-balgham in each case. Ullmann cites

a text for this word from Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six. There, the early

Arabic translator al-Biṭrīq and Ḥunayn both translate using al-balgham as well,

showing that the borrowing had occurred well before the beginning of Ḥunayn's

career. Bar Serošway's entry from bar Bahlul's Lexicon follows the same

155. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 684.
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approach as that adopted in the several definitions found in the entry for mertā,

discussed in the discussion of µελαγχολία above (unit 1.7 in this chapter), as well

as that found in the entry for dmā in the discussion of αἵµα (unit 1.3.1). Here,

then, we may distinguish the Syriac as a full borrowing as opposed to a

transcription, given that the lexicographers define it according to the conventions

used in defining other Syriac humoural terms as opposed to those used in defining

analogous Greek words.

3.11

φλεγµονή

1566:10Df** **!IE** **2#**!CAAJ̄بلغا ـل ـ ـ ܙAA(ܘܐمـ BVAA(̄NDf** ** اـلا_**2#**&!** ـلحورم اـ ـيحذيـلارّ اـعدثـ )̄ܘAABCAA(1AA(ܘܐدم.ـلن

 +65̈6% +,5̈C=3ّ܀ورم حار

Plêgmonê in a manuscript, phlegm (al-balgham). And according to Zakariya

plgêmonay, hot swellings that occur on account of blood. And according to bar

Serošway, hot swellings (ʿūbbyānē ḥamimē), a hot swelling (waram ḥār).

The Syriac version of the Aphorisms adopts varying approaches to translating the 

forms of the Greek noun φλεγµονή and the participle of the related verb 

φλεγµαίνω that occur six times in the Aphorisms. Three of these instances are 

translated with the native Syriac equivalent ʿūbbyānā ‘swelling’, while for the 

other three the borrowed Greek word is used. Ḥunayn's Arabic version 

consistently employs a form of the equivalent waram ‘swelling’ to translate each 

instance. A slight variation occurs in aphorism v. 23, where the adjective al-ḥāra 

‘hot’ is added to modify the plural al-awrām. This is almost certainly due to the 

context of that aphorism, which discusses the potential medicinal uses of the 
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quality of coldness. This rendering is closer to the definitions for φλεγµονή found

in bar Bahlul's entry at 1566:10.

Two translations of φλεγµονή from the early Arabic translation are also

extant. In aphorism iii. 24, the same equivalent preferred by Ḥunayn, waram, is

given. However, in another place aphorism al-Biṭrīq adopted a different approach,

translating aphorism vii. 17 ἐπὶ φλεγµονῇ τοῦ ἥπατος, λύγχ with man kharaja fī

kabidih khurāj thumma tabaʿah fuwāq fa-dhālika sharr ‘for the one upon whose

liver an abscess comes out, then hiccups follow, that is a bad sign’. This contrasts

with Ḥunayn's rendering of the text with wa-ʿan waram al-kabid fuwāq ‘on

account of swelling of the liver, hiccups’.

An entry for the Syriac equivalent ʿubbyānā reads as follows:

1410:25Z**2>L** ܕ**3̈** 5NE** ا)̄ܘAABCAA(1AA(ܐ]ܬ0** لهورم ـل ـ اة.ـ
156Z**23>L** ** **Z**23>Lورم.5** ** ܕ** 59** ا5**)̣ ـلحنورم ـ **Z**23>Lك.ـ ** **5

*Z*2QSܕ اـضَـعورم]ܬ0* ـلحلَل ـ *Z*2>Lق.ـ *̈3*5>I9* * *̈I*ܕ̇ܗܘ 5=*oKa* ܕ*2ܼZ*ܹYܬ* c["*ܸK*ckس.ـحدواـلاZ*2>L* ܕ̇ܗܘ*3̈* 5=*oܹ&*ܬܪ oZ*0<ܼ

*Xaܘ *q9* ܹQD* ܕ* ܗ̇ܘ 5f*[=*̀ـلحجا ـ *Z*23>Lاب.ـ * ܕ* 5&*PS*c[L*0ܹܬܬ ܕ̇ܗܘ!ABCA(1A(ܐ] ܗ̇ܘ ̄ܗ CA$,[A)̄ܘ A+ا ـلتاألورام ـتكيـ ونـ

pالورم. J̄C +,5C=3 في موضع اللحية. ܿ0ܼ9 ܿHܼ ܀ وَارم

ʿUbbyānā d-gagartā according to bar Serošway, swelling of the uvula. ʿUbbyānā,

a swelling (waram). ʿUbbyānā d-ḥekkā, a swelling of the palate. ʿUbbyānā d-

ʿuqbartā (‘swelling of a muscle’), swelling of the muscles of the pharynx.

ʿUbbyānē ḥāmimē d-hāweyn lput ʿeqārā d-ṭeprē (‘hot swellings that occur at the

root of the fingernails’), whitlow (al-dawāḥis) ʿUbbyānē d-hāweyn men tarʿitā w-

laʿal ḥelbā haw d-pris (swellings that occur on account of the mind and unto the

156. Duval: ق ــــــس اــــــ هوط ل ــــــل ــــــ اةــــــ . I have followed the easier sense of the minority of Duval's

manuscripts.
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diaphragm that is spread out),157 the diaphragm (al-ḥĳāb). ʿUbbyānā d-metqrā bar

tetā (‘the swelling that is called the son of the fig’) according to bar Serošway,

this is that which is on the chin, swellings that occur in the place of the beard.

ʿUbbyānā in a manuscript, swellings. Maʿbay, it swelled (wārim).

Although bar Bahlul's Greek entry accurately conveys the sense of the term in 

question, the two main translations of the Aphorisms do not usually specify its 

sense to this same extent. That entry may therefore have been used more to 

explain the meaning of the Greek term. The Syriac entry, however, appears more 

to be focused upon the identification of day-to-day ailments.

In this case, Ḥunayn's translations clearly relied in important respects upon

prior Arabic and Syriac translations. However, neither the early Arabic

translation nor the Syriac version of the Aphorisms followed an entirely regular

approach to translating φλεγµονή. Ḥunayn's Arabic version stands out in its

adoption of a single, regular, native equivalent.

3.12

χολέρα

876:5 cܪ!a2h ܘܬܼ(0>!هيضة تخمة M%<: 4Hܕ !j(* 4 :15829 ̄ܨH܀ ܕ

Kolêrā, cholera (hayḍa), dyspepsia. In a manuscript, diarrhoea from below and

vomiting from above.

157. Although the sense of each of the words is clear, the meaning of this sentence is

uncertain.

158. Duval: !<0)ܵܬ.
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Kolêra according to bar Serošway, intense disturbance of the stomach, dyspepsia.

Again, kolara.159

A form of χολέρα occurs once in the Aphorisms, in aphorism iii. 30. The Syriac

version gives a form of the borrowed Greek word, while Ḥunayn's Arabic version

gives al-hayḍa ‘cholera’. The agreement between the entry at 876:5 in bar

Bahlul's Lexicon and Ḥunayn's translation of the Aphorisms contrasts with the

absence of the translator's equivalent al-hayḍa from bar Serošway's definition in

the entry at 877:3. The presence of al-hayḍa in the entry at 876:5 indicates a

relative degree of stability for this approach to translating the term, while the

Syriac definition explains in greater detail the symptoms of the disease. This is

further extended by the use of this Arabic word to translate χόλερα in

Theomnestus of Nicopolis' Horse-medicine.160 

Conclusion

Having provided these examples, several of the questions I posed in the 

introduction to this chapter may be answered. First, we may consider the extent to

which the 27 Greek words discussed above were integrated into the Syriac 

159. Duval also notes a definition for this Greek word at 544:15. I discuss the entry in

which it occurs in the discussion of δυσεντερία in unit (2.3.4).

160. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen (supplement),

II 691.
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language. To restate the question, how profound was the trend toward adoption of

Greek vocabulary in Syriac medicine? In other words, did the Syriac 

glossographers treat these Greek words as fully native, or were etymologically-

Syriac equivalents resorted to in order to explain them?

The entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon and the translation of the Aphorisms

give evidence of active Syriac equivalents for some of these words and not for

others. Ḥunayn's Arabic translations of the eight words presented in section one

display a high degree of instability. Four of these cannot be shown to possess a

clear Syriac equivalent in the sources considered here, namely αἱµορροΐδες,

εἰλεός, κίνδυνος, and µελαγχολία. Conversely, the other four, ἐπίπλοος, κιρσός,

λήθαργος, and φρενῖτις, do correspond at least roughly to native Syriac

equivalents.

Ḥunayn's translations of the nine words presented in section two evince a

lower degree of instability than those in section one. However, they follow

largely the same pattern in terms of the presence of active etymologically-Syriac

equivalents in the translations and lexicons. Four of them, ἀθληταί, ἐπιληψία,

φθίσις, and φρενός, show no evidence of simple, active Syriac equivalents. The

other five, ἀποπληξία, ἄρωµα, ἐπιληψία, καῦσος, and τέτανος do show evidence

for active Syriac equivalents. Although in certain cases the lexicographical entries

for these Syriac equivalents were important as loci for the establishment of

Arabic terminology, evidence for the existence of these equivalents does not

predict any particular level of order in Ḥunayn's Arabic translations.

Despite this negative conclusion, it may be fruitful to compare these

examples with those presented in Chapter One. In the more or less arbitrary

selection of the treatment of 29 Greek words in the translations of the Aphorisms

presented there, significant explicative translations were only found in Ḥunayn's
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Arabic translation for a single instance, that of αὐτόµατον (unit 1.1.3). In the

present chapter, however, seven of the 28 terms presented were given explicative

treatment by Ḥunayn in his Arabic version of the Aphorisms.161

A closer look at these examples should aid in explaining the source of the

less orderly translations. In translating κιρσός (1.5), for example, Ḥunayn relied

upon an Arabic word borrowed from the underlying Syriac equivalent dalāytā. It

is possible to surmise that this word was somewhat unfamiliar to Ḥunayn's

audience on the basis of his extant relevant lexicography. His approach to

translating the word likewise appears to reflect this unfamiliarity. Rather than

presenting the word simply without explanation, he provided an explicating

translation to introduce the term to his readers. In later instances of the word in

the text of the Aphorisms, however, he gradually reduces the amount of

explication before finally allowing his preferred equivalent to stand by itself. A

similar pattern is also observable in the case of εἰλεός (1.2).

In the example of µελαγχολία (1.7), it is more plausible that the absence of

an established native Syriac equivalent for the Greek term had implications for

Ḥunayn's Arabic translations. The evidence from the earlier Syriac translation of

the Aphorisms attributed to Sergius indicates that the borrowed Greek word was

not immediately adopted in Syriac medicine. The later Syriac translators,

161. Although other words discussed in Chapter One were translated in a variety of

ways in the Arabic Aphorisms, like ἀγαθός (1.2.1) and ἀνάγκη (1.2.7), for

example, I would argue that this variety is more stylistic than reflective of a need

to interpret the sense of an unfamiliar term. For the same reason I have exluded

κίνδυνος (2.1.4) from the tally of explicated terms treated in this chapter. The

seven mentioned all are themselves considered in section one.
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however, seem to have abandoned any attempt to render the complex sense of the

Greek word, preferring to adopt it instead. Although Ḥunayn's preferred

equivalent al-sawdāʾ eventually came to be a part of the Arabic lexicon with

more-or-less an identical sense to that of the Greek word, the variety of

approaches adopted for translating µελαγχολία in the Aphorisms reduce

considerably the simple agreement between the source-text and the translation.

For terms presented in the second section, Ḥunayn's activity appears more

to be that of an expert drawing upon the resources of his native tongue than that

of the wordsmith innovating or borrowing lexical items. This is apparently the

case in the discussion of ἐπιληψία in unit (2.4), for example. The terms so

established may sometimes have resonance with native Syriac equivalents, as for

example in the translations of ἀποπληξία (2.2).

The bewildering swirl of terms surrounding τέτανος (2.6) gives strong

evidence for the value of these sources for understanding the background of the

Greek-to-Arabic translations. The regularity of Ḥunayn's translations of these

terms combined with the evidence for the progressive development of Arabic

translation techniques they provide shows clearly Ḥunayn's preference for simple

and accurate translations of central technical terms of the medical art. Yet in

considering the glossographical background for words like ἀθληταί (2.1), the rich

background of potential Arabic equivalents available to Ḥunayn is emphasized as

well.

The most important characteristic of the terms in the third section of this

chapter is the degree of continuity between al-Biṭrīq's and Ḥunayn's Arabic

translations they display. The Arabic translations for words like ἀκροχορδόνες

(3.2), ἀσκαρίδες (3.3), δυσεντερία (3.4), and φλέγµα (3.10) were all established

well before the beginning of Ḥunayn's career. This fact may be contrasted with
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several words, concentrated in section two, for which glosses attributed to Paul of

Aegina agree better with al-Biṭrīq's translation than they do with Ḥunayn's.

Ἀποπληξία (2.2), κίνδυνος (1.4), φρενός (2.8), and in particular τέτανος (2.6) all

fit this description. The relevant lexicographical entries for the latter word

provide strong evidence that the traditional ascription of the Arabic translation of

Paul's Pragmateia is incorrect.

Furthermore, some important examples of more expansive discussions of

medical and philosophical material appear in these examples. When compared

with the material presented in Chapter One, descriptions in both Syriac and

Arabic of concepts of medical theory appear more commonly in these examples.

This is due to the fact that many more of these terms represent technical terms of

art than do the words presented in chapter one. Although not written by Ḥunayn

himself, bar Serošway's entry for ἀήρ (3.1) further extends the motif of tension

between religious and philosophical authorities first noticed in the entry for

ḥešokā  in unit (1.3.14).

Although the evidence is mixed, important relationships between Syriac

and Arabic in Ḥunayn's translation technique are displayed in several of these

examples. In some cases it appears that Ḥunayn's Syriac usage may have differed

from that found in the extant Syriac Aphorisms.The technical nature of several of

the words considered allows for deeper insight into the specific contributions of

Ḥunayn to Arabic medical translation. The evidence in these first two chapters

thus provides firm ground for comparing the translations of the Aphorisms and

their lexicographical background at a larger scale.
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PART TWO

COMPARING THE SYRIAC AND ARABIC TRANSLATIONS OF THE

HIPPOCRATIC APHORISMS

CHAPTER THREE

The early Syriac version of the Aphorisms attributed to Sergius of Reš ʿAynā

and ʿAbbāsid-era Syriac and Arabic medical translation: A comparative

study

In the previous chapters, I treated the lexicographical relationships among the

several translations of the Hippocratic Aphorisms on a word-by-word basis. In

this chapter, I move to considering the translations at the sentence level of

organization. Many of the trends observable in the previous chapter will also

present themselves here, while other developments not noticeable at the level of

individual words will also make their first appearances.

In particular, while the distinction between Ḥunayn's Arabic translation and

the Syriac version in terms of adherence to the literal sense of the source-text has

already been made clear in a general way, the key characteristics of the

relationship between the early Arabic version and the other versions are not so

easily discoverable at the lexical level. Furthermore, the very scanty remains of

the early Syriac version require more concentrated attention in order to be made

comprehensible in any general sense. For these reasons, I have chosen to consider

several texts of the Aphorisms on the basis of their being represented in these
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earlier versions.

Although I shall not consider systematically all of the terminology present

in these aphorisms, in several cases terminological variation makes consideration

of the Greek entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon useful. In these contexts I shall

provide analyses of the relationship between these and the translations of the

Aphorisms, following the same general approach as that adopted in the previous

chapter. Furthermore, in several contexts there will arise opportunities to consider

entries for Syriac terms that translate Greek words not represented in Duval's

index to bar Bahlul's Lexicon. In this way our understanding of the usefulness of

the Lexicon for studies of these translations will be further extended.

As discussed in the introduction to the thesis, Grigory Kessel has extracted

the text of seven aphorisms from the Syriac Commentary on the Epidemics. Of

these seven aphorisms, four are also found translated in the fragments of the early

Arabic version, as contained in the Arabic Palladius and/or al-Yaʿqūbī's History.

Since these four allow for the fullest consideration of the Syro-Arabic translation

tradition of the Aphorisms, I will consider these in Section One. I will then

proceed to treat of the three that have no corresponding text in the History or in

the Phoenix MS in Section Two.

For each aphorism, the texts will be presented in chronological order

according to the current scholarly understanding of their periodization, except

where otherwise noted. First I shall provide the Greek text of the aphorism for

reference. The early Syriac fragment will be presented next, followed by the early

Arabic fragments. Then I will give the texts from the Syriac Aphorisms, followed

by those from Ḥunayn's Arabic translation.
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Section One

The following four aphorisms are represented in all both of the extant Syriac

translations and the major Arabic translations of the Aphorisms.

Aphorism ii. 1

Ἐν ᾧ νοσήµατι ὕπνος πόνον ποιεῖ, θανάσιµον· ἢν δὲ ὕπνος ὠφελῇ, οὐ θανάσιµον.

Syriac Commentary on the Epidemics (hereafter E)

ܐ(F+ ܕ*,>! C_V+ 03$' ܕH=ܬ! ܗܝ. ܐS$(4 *,>! ܬܘܬܪ ; ܐj(̇" ܕH=ܬ!.

When there is pain with sleep, it is deadly, but if sleep benefits it does not bring

death.

Al-Biṭrīq's Version of Palladius' Commentary on the Aphorisms (hereafter P)

فى أيّ مرض كان إن جاءَه النوم بوجع فذلك يموت وإن نفع النوم فليس بميّت

In whatever disease it is, if sleep brings pain, that kills, but if sleep benefits it is

not deadly.

Syriac Aphorisms (hereafter S) 

V=ܪܗc ܕC_V !<,* "̇C '$03+ ܕH=ܬ! ܗܘ. ܐ5S"H 4)$S+ *,>! := ܕH=ܬ! ܗܘ.

Diseases in which sleep causes pain are deadly, but if sleep benefits it is not

deadly.
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Ḥunayn's Arabic Aphorisms (hereafter A)

إذا كان النوم في مرض من األمراض يحدث وجعاً فذلك من عالمات الموت، وإذا كان النوم ينفع فليس ذلك من 

عالمات الموت.

When, in one of the diseases, sleep brings pain, that is (one of) the signs of death,

but when sleep benefits, that is not (one of) the signs of death.

The Greek text of the aphorism consists of two conditional sentences resolved by

predication. The adjective θανάσιµον has the same form in both instances. When

comparing the four translations, one may note immediately that the two later

versions preserve this symmetry while the two earlier versions do not. The

predicate in the Syriac Aphorisms in both sentences is d-mawta-w ‘(it) is deadly’,

and in Ḥunayn's version both sentences conclude with dhālika min ʿalāmāt al-

mawt ‘that is (one of) the signs of death’. This contrasts with the varying

grammatical approaches of the earlier two aphorisms. The fragment from the

Syriac Epidemics uses d-mawta-y ‘(it) is deadly’ in the first sentence but itēh d-

mawta ‘it brings death’ in the second. The early Arabic version gives dhālika

yumūt ‘that kills’ for the first sentence but (laysa) bi-mayyitin ‘(is not) deadly’ for

the second. The two later translations thus appear to reflect a greater concern for

rendering the style of the Greek original.

The version in the Syriac Aphorisms is the most literal translation of the

four. Only a few particles of the Greek original are left unrendered, and no new

text is added. Both of the Arabic versions add material, with Ḥunayn's version in

particular making somewhat extensive expansions to the text. The early Syriac

version in contrast does not translate the entire text, neglecting to translate the

word ᾧ νοσήµατι ‘diseases’. The only substantive difference in the relatively

simple terminology of the aphorism is found in the Syriac translations of the verb
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ὠφελῇ ‘it benefits’. The early Syriac version translates this word with tawtar,

while the later translates it with mahnyā, both of which carry the same general

sense as the Greek.

Aphorism ii. 9

Τὰ σώµατα χρή, ὅκου τις βούλεται καθαίρειν, εὔροα ποιεῖν.

E.

.$09S !jܕ(H p`5̈fQ .=5V$6: nSܐ +CJSܕ +F)6+ ܐ*̈=m:

For bodies, when someone desires that they be purified, he makes them easy of

flowing.

P.

. ينبغي لمن أراد تنقية االجساد ان ينقّيها قبل ذلك أى بإذابة ما فيها من الكيموس الغليط

It is necessary for the one who desires the purification of bodies that he purify

them before that, that is, by liquefaction of whatever thick humours are in them.

S.

:TmI' ܐH>ܝ ܕܿܨC+ ܐnS ܕV$S+ ܐS=ܢ܆ ܕ:p75̈x :)ܕ(+ ̇ܙܕܩ :096$ ܐS=ܢ.

For bodies, when someone desires to purify them, he should make them easily

flowing.

H.

كلّ بدن تريد تنقيته فينبغي أن تجعل ما تريد إخراجه منه يجري فيه بسهولة.

(For) every body that you desire to purify, it is necessary for you to make that
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(thing) whose expulsion you desire easily flowing in it.

In comparing these four texts, one notices immediately the substantial concord

between the two Syriac versions and Ḥunayn's Arabic version against the early

Arabic translation. All of the former three follow the source-text by beginning the

aphorism with a phrase referring to the body, while the latter departs from the text

by placing the word al-ajsād in the middle of the sentence instead. This

appearance is even more noticeable in the treatments of the word εὔροα. The

Syriac versions and Ḥunayn's version all translate εὔροα with various phrases

signifying ‘easily flowing’. The early Arabic version departs significantly from

the Greek original, however. It translates εὔροα ποιεῖν with the causative form of

the same verb already used to translate καθαίρειν, naqiya ‘to purify’. Then

follows the explication ay bi-idhāba mā fīhā min al-kaymūs al-ghalīẓ ‘that is, by

liquefaction of whatever thick humours are in them’. The introduction of the term

idhāba heightens the level of lexical sophistication of the aphorism, but in general

the translation's departures from the original tend to obscure the sense of the text.

This lack of precision in translation was likely what made the explication appear

necessary in the first place.

In some ways, Ḥunayn's version differs from the other three translations.

Whereas the two Syriac versions and the early Arabic translation render the third-

person verb βούλεται with third-person forms, it appears that Ḥunayn translated it

with a second-person form. Although this judgment rests entirely upon small dots

in the manuscripts that are often subject to variation, according to Mimura's

apparatus the manuscripts are very consistent in making these verbs second

person. Ḥunayn's translation is also somewhat more expansive in its treatment of

the terminology in comparison with the Syriac versions, adding explicative
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phrases like mā turīdu ikhrājahū minhu ‘that (substance) whose expulsion you

desire’. This does not affect the clarity of his translation, however.

Each of the four translations gives a distinct equivalent for the Greek word

σώµατα. This word is strongly represented in bar Bahlul's Lexicon, and the entries

for the Syriac terms provide very interesting background into the translation

techniques used in producing these texts. I shall thus compare the translations of

this word in the context of their lexicographical background, following a similar

method to that adopted in the previous two chapters:

σῶµα/σώµατα/σωµάτιον

܀ االجسام االشخاص االقانيمܕ1)̄ܓ ^=*6̈+ ܕ(4 ܘTQܨܘQ+ ܘ],=Ḧ+ :=ܬ (=5̈S+ %$ ܐS=ܢܐ(2̈&57  218:4

Asomaṭā according to Sergius, bodies (gušmē), persons, and substances according

to one of the Greeks. Bodies (al-ajsām), persons, substances.

1311:16 5&2)'(mQ ܀ ̄ܗ

Somā, this is the body (pagrā).

1311:26)*2̈7&* ܘܐ* 5)*2&* ̈7*55f^A A Ä6A;ܘ +5f^A A Ä6A.+)*2#*̈7*ܘܐ ـلمتجسا5*7̈*2#*(5 ـ ـ ـ وـمّـ ـغيون اـ ـلمتجسر ـ ـ ـ ـميّـ AB(ܘܐن.ـ

 {5^(157&2) b܀ ^=*6+ ܘ; ^=*6+(2&57 ܘ

Somaṭā and asomaṭā, embodied (things) (gšimē) and unembodied (things).

Sonaṭā and asonaṭā, the embodied (al-mutajassimūn) and the unembodied.

According to Sergius somaṭā and asomaṭā, body (gušmā) and not-body.

Given that the body is the proper focus of the medical art, forms of the word
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σῶµα are found numerous times throughout the Hippocratic Aphorisms. Ḥunayn's

Arabic version, the Syriac translation, and the early Arabic translation are all

strongly consistent in their renderings of it. Save for one instance, and a few cases

where he omitted it as superfluous to the sense of the text, Ḥunayn rendered the

word with a form of al-badan. The only major exception occurs in his translation

of vii. 40, where he translated τι τοῦ σώµατος with ʿuḍwin min al-aʿḍā ‘one of the

parts’. For their part, the extant lemmas of the early Arabic translation

consistently translate forms of σῶµα with forms of al-jasad. The Syriac translator

employed pagrā in every translated instance of the term save one: for the first of

the three occurrences of the word in aphorism ii. 15, the broadly synonymous

word gušmā is given instead.

Three examples from the fragments of the Hippocratic lemmas in the Syriac

Commentary on the Epidemics also exist. In aphorisms ii. 9 and iv. 13 the early

Syriac version translates σῶµα with gušmā ‘body’, as discussed above. If these

may be taken to indicate the translator's habitual translation of σῶµα, a clear

contrast may thus be observed between the two Syriac versions. In aphorism ii. 6,

the translator of this version renders the phrase ὁκόσοι πονέοντές τι τοῦ σώµατος

with aylēn d-makebbin b-medem ‘those who feel pain in something’. It may be

that a word has dropped out of the text.

The number of instances where Ḥunayn's Arabic omits the term σῶµα as

superfluous to the sense of the aphorism is significantly greater than the number

of instances where the Syriac version does so. This phenomenon occurs by my

count five times in Ḥunayn's Arabic but only once in the Syriac version.162 All of

162. This occurs in Ḥunayn's translations of aphorisms vi. 56, vii. 28, vii. 60, vii. 61,

and vii. 74. The Syriac omits any translation of σῶµα in aphorism ii. 7.
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the occurrences in the Arabic version are near the end of the work. Also in a few

places, despite choosing to translate an instance of σῶµα, Ḥunayn modifies its

position in the aphorism.163 This type of transposition generally does not occur in

the Syriac version. Ullmann notices two translations of this word in Galen's On

Simple Drugs Book Six. Although he indicates that one of the early Arabic

examples is corrupt, the other translates with al-abdān, and so is close to

Ḥunayn's translations of it in the Aphorisms.164

Although the entries for σῶµα extant in bar Bahlul's Lexicon contain

several elements of interest, none of them relate directly to Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation. The strong representation of Sergius' lexicographical material bears

closer attention, however. In the entry found at 218:4, Sergius is cited for a three-

word definition of the Greek term. This definition is then repeated in Arabic at the

end of the entry. Since Sergius lived nearly a century before the Arab conquest of

the Syriac-speaking lands, it is safe to assume that he was not the author of this

Arabic definition. Thus we may note that bar Bahlul's Lexicon gives evidence that

Sergius' lexicographical work was translated into Arabic. Further research may

demonstrate whether or not this translation was systematic. In the entry attributed

to Sergius, the equivalent for σῶµα used in the early Syriac translation of the

Aphorisms, gušmā, is found. In the unattributed entry at 1311:16, the equivalent

used in the later Syriac translation is found instead.

The entries at 1311:16 and 1311:26 contain material likely attributable to

Ḥunayn. One may imagine the former entry being drawn from a translator's

working glossary. The latter entry allows Ḥunayn's (presumed) lexicography to

163. This occurs in Ḥunayn's translations of aphorisms ii. 51 and v. 69.

164. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 664-665.
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be compared to Sergius' work. In that entry, a definition likely attributable to

Ḥunayn glosses the plural noun σώµατα and its negative ἀσώµατα with the plural

of the adjective gšimā ‘embodied’ and its negation. These are then rendered with

an Arabic reflexive plural participle al-mutajassimūn ‘those who are embodied’

and its negation. The following definition attributed to Sergius adopts a somewhat

less sophisticated approach, translating the Greek nouns with the literally

equivalent Syriac noun gušmā ‘body’ and its negation. Thus here, in contrast to

the preceding discussion, Ḥunayn's improvements to existing Syriac scholarship

is noticeable.

An entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the first equivalent given for σῶµα in

the Syriac Aphorisms, gušmā, reads as follows:

476:6E**2ܼIO** **5>JE** ** **̣I**5ܐ)AABCAA(1AA; ܐj̄ܘ HAA`65)̄ܘ AA AA AA; fHAA=ܬ! AAܼܿ09AA AA
ܿ
AATf^AA:$ܼܬ AAܘ +0HAA AA$[AA

ܿ
<ܼF x:AA AA AȦ, 5AA AAܕ +CAAܐܘܪ<)AA+

)HA<QAܕ ܼܿ*A.+ـجس ـجسممـ ـ ـجسيّـناـ .ـنداـ *E*2IOيّ ـجس5* ـجسمـ *VA()A+&*PJEܙد.ـ *rـيتجس ـ ـ ـيتجسّمـ ـ ـ *I>JEّد.ـ * * ـجسذو5* د.ـ

܀جسم نفسانيّ ܗ̇ܘ H+ ܕ̇]ܹ,+ ܬ:>! fIS,+ ܐj̄ܘ ܬܘH=9: !<I1`+ ܘܐܘܪV+ ܘQ>(+. 5IO2Eܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ 

Gušmā, the body (gšimā) according to bar Serošway, it has no fixity, it is not

subjected to the senses, and it displays the nature that is in the theory of

separation, body (jism), embodied, coporeal (jasadānī). Gušmā, body, corpus

(jasad). (According to) Zakariya metgaššam, to be embodied, to be incarnate.

Gšimā, one having a body. According to bar Serošway gušmā, that which has

three aspects (napšānā), (namely) extension in depth, length, and breadth.

Animate body (jismun nafsānīyun).

Another longer entry that is left unattributed reads like this:

477:3E*2IO* ܗ̇ܘ5* ܕHAܐj̄ܘ +[A ̇,Aܬ + ܹ:A!<[A ̈5A ܵ6A+ ܹ3A=`HA Aܘܐܘܪ +VAܘ +QA<)A.+VA25^A Aܕ (Â=6*A Aܗ ܗܘ +5:A Aܬ 4:A!<
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5[A Ä6Ajܐ +:Aܘ ."VAܕܗ 25:A A45[A Ä6Ajܐ +:A"Â=6*A A.̄ܘjܐ +HA
ܿ
A8%>ܼܬ ܼܿ5^A A(Â=6*A Aܗ ܐܦ +,VA A:+5VA Ȧ,A+`HA Aܼܿ5A8 ܼܿHA4

5%A Aܘ G̈`HA Aܼܿ,70A A Aܕ +Âܘܐܘ c=̈51A A+5dHA A Aܕ .!i5I3A A ẠIAj_[A ̇65A A+3A2Â=6*A A+CAM)Aܕ
ܵ
ܐ A*)ܘܬ! ܵ,Aܘ .!MܵHA<7QA A�[A$HAj_

:Aܪ<)A4QAs=,*A A.+:A$ISA AܹfAܘ +:A;$ISA A;ܕ .n ܹISA Aܐ n ܹ)AB56*A A Aܘܐܪ +3Aܘ +SAܘ 5HA=ܪ' Aܕ .+̈ISA Aܕ n ܹ)A4HA<7QA Aܗܘ ܐܦ �:A<:A!<

QAs=,*A A.+X:A A!M̈HAs<,f^A A Aܘ .!MX:A A!M̈ISA Ä,fA Aܘ .!MfI,:A A A Ä,A!MX7CA A A.ܕ=%A!M̈HAs<,^A Aܐ .!M)AB5%A Aܘ =ܬ! ̈QAT%A.!<

%A!M̈fISA A Ä,Aܐ .!M)AB7%A Aܘܐ cܘe ܵI1A A=̈Âܘܵܙ +Ix:A A Aܘ .!< ̈-A")Aܐ 457)A A Aܕ 4HATf^A A4VA$[A( ̇CA+:A")Aܐ 4)A.'$ ̣VA$*A=5SA Aܕ +HAܕܘܟ 4

 45,[̈ !MܼCܘ-"(4 ܐ(457 ܕܙܘ3+ ܕܬܪ .'T`33+ ܘܐ(7ܵ,+ ܘs0+ ܘܙd3 B)ܐ .!M,fÏS .4)": M: ܀الجسد:$ܘܟ

Gušmā is that which possesses three aspects: depth, length, and breadth. Every

body has these three aspects, and every thing that has these three aspects is a

body. Gušmā is defined in this way: A nature consisting of powers, and a

receptacle of colours and limited essences that doubly abide upon the body in an

abundance of species. These are divided primarily into two types: That which is

animate and that which is not animate. Those which are not animate are things

like the heavens, the earth, fire, and water. Those which are animate are divided

into three further types: Perceiving living things, vegetative living things, and the

simply vegetative. Perceiving living things are things like animals and birds.

Vegetative living (things) are things like shellfish, sponges, and oysters, and all

things that sense when the hand is near to them, but do not move from place to

place. The vegetative are things like grass, seeds, trees, and roots, and everything

that possesses the impulse of growth. The body (al-jasad).

This is an entry for pagrā, the main equivalent for σῶµα in the Syriac Aphorisms:

1487:23Nf* *c[ـجس ـجسدـ *Nfم.ـ *c[ܐ)ABCA(1Āܘ(1A$)Aܕܗ̈ܕ HA+5%A)ܘܬ! Aܕ +̈HA<6%A Aܐ +)ABF%A Ạ6Aܕ !<HA
ܿ
<ܼ,[A Aܵ,A"̇ـلجسا ـ دـ

اـقوأ ـلبول وـ اـباءـجدن ـليه أـ ـسقّا ـبيفـ اـ ـلمقت ـ اـ ـلمعدّس ـ ـبعلروفـ ـ ـعبينـبيّـ ـ اـ ـلفجد ـ وـ ـعنر اـهديـ ـلفغو ـ *Nfر.ـ *c[7>4&* * * دنـب5*

ـمشي ـ *Nfّط.ـ *c[ܐ)ABCA(1Aܬܘܒ ܘA($1A)̄ܘ dF>HA)ܘܬ! A A Aܕܗܕ +HA=ܬ! ̈5VA Ä5,A A.+VA25^A Aܕ (mQA Aܗܘ '(1A$)Aܘ '(F>HA A A{CAܕ"HA+ ̈

ܘHAܐj̄ܘ.
ܿ
I1A>ܼܬ A+:Aܕ ܗ̇ܝ "5VA Ä5,A A.+>HA Aܗ̈ܕ jܕܐ 2HA+1A$)Aܕ 'T:A=mQA Aܐ '(SAܐ ̈ܗܕA(=ܢ. BHAܕܐܕܪ +>,)A A A+ـلجسا ـ *Nf.دـ *c[̄ܗ
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)A=SÄ5A+XCA A$6*A A+[A( ̇)A4mI:A A Aܘ '(0[A Aܘ .'(mQA A'T1A=HA_ ̈bA+HA<[A()Aܘܐ .4VAܕ ce0`CA A Aܗ .'TVA4f50%A A A A4 ̈fISA A A!< ̈mICA A A.'(

)A]ܘ ̇)Aܬܘܒ 4fI,:A A A A+dQA A=VAܘ .ṗ`:A Aܐܘ dQA)ܘܬ!VAM[A()A=ܪ' A=VAܘ̇ܐ ܕHA()A=ܤ 4>HA Aܕ 2[ATܹ ܼܿ)A4fISA A A!< ̈HA4HAܐܬ M[AT)A4ܪܘܬ!.

 !<75̈x7H !<%ܘs Z7% !<f̈IS MVܐܘ +V̈=dQ܀الجسد

Pagrā, corpus, body. Pagrā according to bar Serošway, the definite arrangement

of the living members according to the wisdom of its Creator, the body (al-jasad)

and I say the body (al-badan). The bishop of the Holy House known as ʿAlī ibn

ʿUbayd suggested to me that it is ‘al-fajr’ but for me it is ‘al-faghr’. Pagrā

msayyṭā, flammable body. Pagrā according to bar Serošway, the arrangement and

order of the natural members, for every body that is has arrangement and order in

its members. But there are ordered members which are not bodies, such as the

members of a statue. The body (al-jasad). Pagrā, the Greeks call the body and the

tomb by this single name. Pagrē are named somāṭā, and as though in tombs, thus

are souls confined in the body. Again, the soul is called psukê, meaning cold, as

coldness is psukus. They say that because souls are called by their best element,

souls (psukê), meaning souls (napšātā), are so-called because of the rational

spirits. The body (al-jasad).

These entries contain several important elements which deserve scrutiny. First

among them is the presence of Ḥunayn's preferred translation of σῶµα in the

Aphorisms, al-badan, in the entry for pagrā beginning at 1487:23. Although the

definition in which it occurs is ascribed by bar Bahlul to bar Serošway, external

evidence may be adduced to argue that it ought rather to be attributed to Ḥunayn.

Consider the following entry from bar ʿAli's Lexicon:
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.c[Nf .بدن جسد.+,ܵ,ܵ[
ܿ
<ܼH6>ܗ ܕF% B)6+ ܐ%

ܿ
<ܼH5̈+ ܕ% +H165 1$()ܘܬ! ܕܗ̈ܕ

Pagrā, body (badan), body (jasad). The arrangement of the living members within

limits according to the wisdom of the Creator.

The Syriac definition found here is almost identical to the first Syriac definition in

bar Bahlul's entry at 1487:23. As discussed in the Introduction, according to his

own testimony bar ʿAli relied in important respects on Ḥunayn's lexicon in the

production of his own work, and there is no indication that he was familiar with

bar Serošway's glossary. Thus it seems either that bar Serošway reproduced

Ḥunayn's definition in his own lexicography or that the text of bar Bahlul's

Lexicon is mistaken in its attribution of this definition.

It is somewhat surprising that the Arabic equivalent for σῶµα which

Ḥunayn so systematically preferred in his translation of the Aphorisms should be

so little represented in both the Greek and Syriac entries of bar Bahlul's Lexicon.

This effect is heightened by the discussion of the two possible Arabic equivalents

‘al-fajr’ and ‘al-faghr’ mentioned near the beginning of 1487:23. These two

words are both potential Arabisations of the Syriac word pagrā. The bishop's

suggestion al-fajr, however, neglects the spirantisation of the medial gāmal,

while the lexicographer's suggestion al-faghr apparently reflects the preference

that the spirantisation be retained.

This indicates that these translators were unsatisfied with the usual Arabic

equivalents for pagrā and were seeking alternatives. The reason for this is

arguably that the Syriac words clearly express two different senses of the concept

‘body’, as may be seen in comparing the two entries translated above. Gušmā and

165. Gottheil, Syriac-Arabic Glosses, II 241:10.
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related terms refer to objects having material extension broadly considered, while

pagrā refers strictly to the bodies of living things. This entry thus allows us to

observe some of the process by which medical Arabic was formed in relation to

notions embedded in the Syriac lexicon. Less attention is devoted to the Arabic

equivalent of gušmā, since both jasad and jism may convey the broader meaning

of ‘body’. Jism is etymologically related to gušmā and accords with it in meaning

very closely, and it is furthermore absent from the entry on pagrā.

Aphorism iv. 13

Πρὸς τοὺς ἑλλεβόρους τοῖσι µὴ ῥηιδίως ἄνω καθαιροµένοισι, πρὸ τῆς πόσιος

προϋγραίνειν τὰ σώµατα πλείονι τροφῇ καὶ ἀναπαύσει.

E.

.+6*=m: =0b(6:ܘ =H$`6: 45 ܙܕܩVܕ<H j_`5fQ =:457 ܕ)0)ܘܢ ܐ:_C

In [giving] hellebore (b-elebārun) [to] those who are not purged easily, it is

necessary beforehand to make the body moist.

P.

.عند شرب األدوية والخرْبَق ينبغي أن يرطَّب أجساد الذين ال تخفّ التنقية عليهم من فوق قبل الدواء بكثرة الطعام

In [giving] purging drink and hellebore (al-kharbaq), it is necessary to make

moist bodies for whom purging from above is not [borne] lightly, before the

purging, with much food.
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S.

A$5`*A(ܨ A Aܕ +%Aܪ=,FCA A A+:A"SAܕ A=`5fQA:=ܢ A A Aj_HA5>ܕVA A4HA4 ̣9:A Aܕ 2`SA Aܙܕܩ A*`5$ܡA]$ܘܡ A A"CA$SA(bAkmI:A A AT)Aܘܢ"

.+X5,Cܬ! ܘT)j !ܬT05dC

In [giving] the hellebore drink (šeqyā d-ḥurbaknā) to those who would not easily

be purged from above from before, it is necessary before the drink that one make

their bodies moist with much food and rest.

Ḥ.

اـم ـحتن إـ أنـلاج ـيسقي ـ اـ ـلخى وـبرـ اـكق ـستفان ـ الـفنـمـهغراـ ـتيؤاـيوق ـبسههـ ـ ـفينبغةـلوـ ـ ـ ـ أنـ ـقبنـمهـندـببـطرـيي إـ ـسقل إـئاـ ّاهـيه

بغذاء أكثر وبالراحة.

One who needs to be given hellebore (al-kharbaq) to drink, but whose purging

from above does not come easily, must have his body made moist, before his

being given it to drink, with more food and rest.

Of these four translations, the version taken from the Syriac Epidemics stands out

as abbreviated when compared with the other three versions. This could indicate

that it was an ad hoc translation, or that it was for some other reason not intended

to stand as a translation of the entire text. It omits any reference to ‘from above’

(ἄνω) or to food (τροφῇ) Whatever the reason for it, its abbreviation makes

comparison of it with the other texts of limited utility.

The Syriac version and Ḥunayn's translation both follow the word-order of

the Greek original more closely than does the early Arabic translation. This is

most evident in the early Arabic version's placement of the phrase ‘to liquify

bodies’ before the phrase ‘purging from above’. In the corresponding text of the

original aphorism and of the two later translations, these phrases occur in the

opposite order. In considering the translation of the first phrase, there is an
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example of the Syriac version's greater literalness when compared with Ḥunayn's

translation. The Syriac's word order follows the source-text's as closely as

possible, with almost every word translated literally. Although Ḥunayn's

translation does not make any great departure from the source-text, the changes

he introduced, such as introducting the aphorism with man iḥtāj ilā ‘one who

requires’ instead of with a simple preposition, indicate less concern to follow the

text literally.

The only terminological element of any interest is the translations of τοὺς

ἑλλεβόρους. In the early Syriac version, the borrowed Greek word is employed,

while in the later Syriac translation the native equivalent ḥurbaknā is used. For

their parts, both of the Arabic translations employ the same word al-kharbaq. The

Syriac translations thus show at least a superficial process of development, while

the Arabic approach to translating this word appears to have been stable from the

earliest period of Greek-to-Arabic medical translation. 

Aphorism vi. 31

Ὀδύνας ὀφθαλµῶν ἀκρητοποσίη ἢ λουτρὸν ἢ πυρίη ἢ φλεβοτοµίη ἢ φαρµακείη

λύει.

E.

ܕ:F_ܒ 5̈3,+ %6)' %5+ ܐܘ XdḦ=ܬ! ܐܘ *̈=%,+ ܐܘ *�0 ܕH+ ܐܘ fH>(+ ܕ61+ *)(+.

For pain of the eyes, pure wine, washings, fomentations, blood-letting, or a drink

of medicine cures.

P.
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.شرب الخمر صرفاً والكماد الحارّ وقطع العروق وشرب الدواء يحلّ وجع العينين

A draught of pure wine, hot fomentations, cutting the veins, and draughts of

medicine resolve pain of the eyes.

S.

.'(* +61 p`* ܐܿܘ .'$)ܘܪ �dQ ܐܿܘ *=%,+. ܐܿܘ .+,C ܕ5̈3,+ *`5+ ܕ%6)' %5+ *)'. ܐܿܘ +C_F:

For pain of the eyes, a draught of pure wine cures; a bath, a fomentation,

venesection, or a draught of medicine cures.

Ḥ.

أوجاع العينين يحلّها شرب الشراب الصرف أو الحمام أو التكميد أو فصد العرق أو شرب الدواء.

Pains of the eyes are resolved by draughts of pure wine, baths, fomentations,

venesection, or draughts of medicine.

Several points of contrast may be noted when comparing these translations. Both

of the Syriac versions render the Greek text more literally than do either of the

Arabic translations. This is especially true of the earlier Syriac translation, given

that the later version does depart slightly from the source-text in that it repeats the

verb šrā ‘cures’, while the Greek original gives the verb λυεί only once. Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation for its part follows the source-text's word order slightly more

closely than does the early Arabic version, in that the former text begins with

‘pains of the eyes’, as does the Greek original, while the latter places the

corresponding phrase at the end of the aphorism. Ḥunayn however wrote the verb

immediately following the introductory phrase. In this he appears to have

preferred to conform to classical Arabic usage by introducing the main clause
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with the verb. The text of the early Arabic version from Houtsma's edition also

neglects to translate λουτρόν.

Compared to the aphorisms treated above, this text contains a greater

variety of vocabulary. Although the Greek words are rather thinly represented in

bar Bahlul's Lexicon, a brief comparison of the variations observable in the Syriac

terminology with their corresponding entries in the Lexicon should prove of

interest.

First, we may observe that the Greek word λουτρόν is translated differently

in the two Syriac versions. The early translation gives masḥutā ‘washing’. An

entry for this word in bar Bahlul's Lexicon reads as follows:

2ܼU4ܬ0 1115:3 ܀أقول الغُسل ܼ&ܿ

Masḥutā, I say washing.

For its part, the Syriac Aphorisms translates this word with banā ‘bath’. Although

this Syriac word does not appear to have its own entry in the Lexicon, it is

possible to discover it elsewhere. For example, consider these entries:

394:22 o>#+L c̈_ ܿCܼ ܀الحمّام ̄ܗ

Balanin, this is baths (banā), baths (al-ḥammām).

399:203DL* * ܪA(ܐ5* BCA4)A=SAj_CAG5SA Aܗ̣ܘ 4VAܗ̣ܘ ـحم$ AB)A=5x7CA(ܘܐّام.ـ A A A+ ̈CAܘܐ .cG%AcTCA ܼܿ7A
ܿ
ܼ,A.{ ܼܿL* ܼܿ3*5 ܸ9* ܼܿ3Q* *c[ ـحمܵ .ـمّاـ يّ

_#
ܿ
+ܼ ܿLܼ ܀الحمّام

Balanā according to our teacher, the Greek balānin (βαλανεῖον) is the same as a

bath (ḥammām). According to translations (yubālē), a bath (balanā). (According

to) others a bath (balanas). Banē ḥabnārā, a bath attendant (ḥammāmī). Balani,
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baths.

2̈ܬ0 403:1 ܿ3ܼL{
ܵ̈, ܿCܼ  .0ܵ,ܵ)'  الحمّامات ܿ%ܼ +ܸ̈, ܿCّܼ܀حمّامي

Bnawātā, baths (banās), baths. Banē ḥabnārā, a bath attendant (ḥammāmī).

The profusion of Syriac terms derived from the Greek βαλανεῖον makes it

somewhat difficult to situate the specific word banā within the lexicographical

tradition. However, the presence of Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of λουτρόν, al-

ḥammām, in close proximity to banā, the translation of that word given in the

Syriac Aphorisms, may be contrasted with the lack of correspondence between

the equivalent given in the older Syriac translation and Ḥunayn's Arabic version.

This suggests a closer relationship between Ḥunayn's Arabic translation and the

later Syriac version.

Another significant difference between the two Syriac versions is found in

the translations of the Greek word φλεβοτοµίη. The fragment from the Epidemics

gives šbāq dmā ‘blood-letting’, while the text of the Syriac Aphorisms gives psāq

waridā ‘venesection’. The latter translation is more literal and more technical.

Τhe Lexicon does not appear to contain any specific reference to the practice of

venesection in connection with the Syriac words used in either translations.

However, a third phrase with the same meaning is referred to in the entry

beginning at 2089:16 for for ‘trāʿā’, where this definition is found:

2089:18 ... ce=܀فصد العرق فصد العروق ܬܪܥ ܘܪ

... traʿ waridā, opening of a vein, opening of veins.

This definition conforms to Ḥunayn's usage in his Arabic translation of the
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Aphorisms, where he gives faṣd al-ʿurūq ‘venesection, opening of veins’ for

φλεβοτοµίη. It contrasts, however, with the early Arabic translator's somewhat

less technical equivalent of this Greek word qaṭʿ al-ʿurūq ‘cutting of the veins’.

This evidence tentatively suggests that Ḥunayn preferred a different usage in his

Syriac version of the Aphorisms from either of those employed in the extant

translations.

Section Two

For the following three aphorisms, the early Arabic translation is not extant.

Aphorism ii. 6

Ὁκόσοι, πονέοντές τι τοῦ σώµατος, τὰ πολλὰ τῶν πόνων µὴ αἰσθάνονται,

τούτοισιν ἡ γνώµη νοσεῖ.

E.

.")(V 3"ܘܢ$H 45:45: ܕܗf^(H ; +C_Vܕ !_^=dC6$ܡ ܘC 45C_FH457 ܕ)ܕܐ

Those who suffer pain in some part, but do not sense most of the pain: the mind

of these people is diseased.

S.

.!")(V ܗܘܢM3܇ ܬܪ+C̈_FC 45f^(H ; !_^=dCܕ B)ܗܘܢ܆ ܐ(mQ 4H ܡ$H ܒ :"ܘܢ_V̇ $V457 ܕ)ܐ

When part of some (peoples') body pains them, (but) mostly they do not sense the
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pains, their judgment is diseased.

Ḥ.

من يوجعه شيء من بدنه وال يحسّ بوجعه في أكثر حاالته فعقله مختلط.

One to whom a part of his body causes pain, but he does not sense its pain in the

majority of its circumstances, (this means that) his mind is confused.

The Syriac versions of aphorism ii. 6 differ from one another in several respects.

In some ways, the later Syriac version is closer to the Greek original than is the

earlier one. For example, in it the first word ὁκόσοι is translated with kad, but in

the early translation that Greek word has no equivalent. The translations of the

clause τὰ πολλὰ τῶν πόνων µὴ αἰσθάνονται also differ in that the early translator

interpreted the genitive plural τῶν πόνων to refer back to τὰ πολλὰ in the sense of

‘most of the pains’, while the later translator read it as a genitive construct

agreeing with the verb αἰσθάνονται, in the sense of ‘not having perception of the

pains’. Ḥunayn's Arabic translation agrees with the later Syriac translation in its

interpretation of this element of the Greek text.

The most interesting differences amongst the three translations lie in their

varying renditions of the noun ἡ γνώµη. Here I consider the lexicographical

background to these translations:

γνώµη

504:3 _&23E!M35,+ ܪ53,+ ܬܪC܀ همة ̄ܗ ܨ

Gnomê, this is will, mind (reʿyānā), intellect (tarʿitā), will.
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Forms of γνώµη occur twice in the Aphorisms. For both of these instances the

Syriac version gives the equivalent tarʿitā ‘intellect’. Ḥunayn's Arabic gives a

different word in each case: in aphorism ii. 6, al-ʿaql ‘reason’ is employed, while

in v. 16, al-dhihin ‘mind’ is found. The early Syriac version of ii. 6 exists, and

there a different word, maddʿā ‘mind’, is used. Although the early Arabic version

for v. 16 is also extant, it appears that the translation of γνώµη dropped out of the

text Houtsma used in making his edition.

Considered by itself, the definition attributable to Ḥunayn in bar Bahlul's

Lexicon links the translation from the Syriac Aphorisms with the translator's

lexicographical work. If we look to the definitions of the Syriac words, a more

complex picture emerges, however. The entry for maddʿā reads like this:

1014:18&*e ܼܿZ*5 ـفهنـهذܵ ـعقمـ 59HA)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐل.ـ A Aܼ,Aܕ̣-"ܘܢ +%A=*Ä0A+,[A Āܘjܘܐ .+ ܹCAMfHA A()A"07CA A Aܘ .+`HA Aܼܿ,70A A A+

$ܘA(ܕ ܼܿ3A<SA!579=ܬHA A A A+166ܕ:Aܐܘ 1A=ܬ ̈5Aܐ ܕA(_ܤ. B:Aܬ=QAܪ=ܼ*A ܵ,A")Aܕ 4HA4%Aܘܕ 757HA=ܬ!3A<SA$ܘA(̈$ܕ'. A A Aܘ !<HAe9)A Aܵ,Aܕ !M%A=*A ̈0A+

ـلفها ـ $HA܀مـ ܼܿ3Āܘjܐ +HA<,0f%A A A Aܘ ܕ3A<SA$ܘA(=ܬ! 73A=ܬ! Aܕ !<fISA A Ajܕܐ +)A"̇73A Aܕ !<HAܘ Gܹ ܹ̈HA ܼܿXA ̈0fA Asܘܬ !<3Aܘ .!MfHA A<HAܐܦ "

cܘ ܕ3Aܼܗܿ 2,[A A+ܹ757HA A A A!ܬ=XHA Aܪܬ( ܼܿHAܙܘ 43Aܕ +[Aܕ G7HA Aܕܵܪܗ !<̣bA; +HAܐ<HA(SA;ܘ j_HA<QA ܼܿ,`dA A Aj_fCA A=5SA A; +57HA A AG

5ܕܐܬܪ SAAA AAA.!ܬ=:AAA ܼܿX 6AAA AAA( ܵF CAAA AAA2HAAAܕ +)AAA$ ̇3AAAܘ +VAAA2HAAAܕ +HAAA5>ܪ 3AAA AAA.+CAAA5$̣ܘ HAAA AAA;ܕ +d HAAA AAAܼܿF 5AAA AAA.!ܬ=%AAA=̣*AAA ܵ0AAAܕ + ܵ)AAĀܘjܐ 4%AAAܪ̇ܗ= ܼܿ

0fXHAܕ A A A.!<16753,ܘܪA A A+`5dQA A A A+0HA Aܼܿ,XA Aܵ,Aܪ
ܿ
ܕܼܬ +3A.!M757HA A A Aܗ 5VA=ܬ! Aj�)Aܐ [jܐ] ."̇57)A A Aܕ 4:A"6:A A$3Aܕ +fISA A A+fHA Aܼܿ6A")A.4

ܕ jܐ)Aܐ 457)A A Aܕ 4X:A Aܼܿ5Aܐ G%Ac(FHA Aܵ,Aܵ5Aܘ +5VA Aܵ,Aܵ5Aܕ +fISA A A+FHA Aܼܿ,A ܹ5A4757HA A A Āܘjܕܐ 73A=ܬ!. Aܗ !< ̣5VA A2F:A Aܸܪܬ 2 ̣HAܕ +7HA Aܐ .!< ̣%AcT

A47%A(ܕ Aܵ5IA Aܕ "̇757HA A A A!7=̣ܬHA Aܐ !< ̣HA( ̇)A.4%A ܼܿ5Aܕ GfISA A Āܘjܕܐ +SAJ0)A Aܐ .j_6VA Aܕܐܦ +)A=,%A Aܐܘ 4>d57mSA A A A A A.+VA$CA ̇9Aܕ +fSA Aܕܥ= ܼܿ

3A2HAܘ<HA ܵ5Aܕ 5X)A=ܬܗ A A$)Aܕ +3Aܐ 8CA+7HA A!<̣ ̣*A ܼܿ6Aܬ ܗܘ!Aj=SA%"ܗ ܘ; .j_757HA A A Aܗ ܘܐܦ A:5=ܬ!. Aܕ 4)Aܕ 40:A A(:A"5:A A4

166. Duval: +579H.

167. Duval: %AAAAAܪ̇ܗ= ܼܿ5 7 *AAAAA AAAAA AAAAAܕ +0 f X HAAAAA AAAAA AAAAA AAAAA!< . Two of Duval's manuscripts give the reading I have

preferred for clarity.
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*A ̇567A A A.4>HA Aܕ 27576:A A A A A!ܬ=,HA Aܘܢ",HA Aܕ !< ܵ75QA A A=1A=QA!ܬ=%A ̇50fA A Aܘ .4,HA Aܐܘܪ A^,"ܘܢ Aܢ=X7CA A Aܕ 75QA=ܕ A A=1A=QA!ܬ=VA$

HA
ܿ
<ܼ56%A A A4x:A Aܗ "̇VA ̣,A+[A=̣bA'(

ܵ
:Aܐ̣ܘ 8HA ܵ5,A Aܕ +HA ܼܿx76A A Aܕ GHA51=ܬܬA A8CA<%Aܬܪ !j=)A!ܬJـلعقا ـ اـ ـلمعل ـ e*&ة.ـفرـ ܼܿZ*5̄ܘjܐ ܬܘܒ

+07C ܬܗ=S$09 ܿ6ܼC +fISܕ G5̈ ܿ%ܼ 4H $%܀($3>! ܗ̇ܝ ܕ

Maddʿā, mind, understanding, reason (ʿaql). (According to) bar Serošway, it is the

fount which possesses all thoughts. It has its dwelling-place in the heart, and it is

that which receives exalted knowledge regarding the essences, according to their

differences from one another, and rational knowledge, and the action of thoughts.

Understanding (al-fahm). Maddʿā is thinking, and knowledge of the affair of the

soul, which is the affair of speech, thought, and judgment (tarʿitā). It is

distinguished from intelligence (hawnā) in that it possesses the power of speech,

free from the action of the voicing of the words of the current, unuttered,

undivided in change, unlocalized (lit. ‘a word of a place’). (It extends) into the

future, in all who know and all that is understood, as though without limit.

Thought (ḥušābā) is the likeness of that which is thought, and the discriminating,

judging sense of the intellect. Thus is reason (malilutā). These distinguish the

mind in the soul, for they produce reason by (means of) another natural power

and the nature of the soul. Thus (the mind) is the cause of every utterance of a

word. Others say that, instead of reason, the word is the willing power of the soul.

So it is that John the Evangelist, when he desired to make clear the eternity of the

only one who is with the Father, named him the word made manifest, and that is

not (the same as) speech. And there are those beyond these who assent (as well).

For some of them consider a portion of philosophy regarding speech, and of these

the Organon alone of (the texts of) philosophy, when it states this argument, to

wit, ‘skillful words uttered with a correct manifestation’.168 Reason, gnosis.

168. I have been unable to trace this reference.
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Maddʿā again, it is mind (iddaʿtā), one of the powers of the soul in its activity in

the heart.

This entry refers to both religious and philosophical texts to give specific

definition to the faculty of the mind amongst the rich psychological terminology

of Syriac. For our purposes, two aspects stand out. First, the Arabic terms given

in the initial definition attributable to Ḥunayn include both of the Arabic

equivalents for γνώµη to be found in the translator's version of the Aphorisms.

Second, bar Serošway's detailed account of the term clearly makes the concept

tarʿitā a subsidiary product of the action of the mind. The implications of this

may be seen more clearly when the entry for tarʿitā itself is considered:

اوـيرو>Z*0ܬܪ2090:6 رأي ـنية ةـ ةـيوـط̄ܨّ ܙA(ܐّ BVA(̄ـلفكا ـ *3Lر.ـ ܬܪ* _̈Z*0<اـها ܬܘܒCA(1Aرأي.ـلل Z*<!57*Aܬܪ)̄ܘ A A+

A=0*A%ܕ A+ ̈5dVA A Aj_mCA A=0:A Aܘ +3A ̇0A$CA=,%A Aܕ +573A A Aܪ ܘܐܦ 53A,"ܘܢ. A A+5^A A(HAܬܪ 43A!MfHA A
ܿ
<ܼHA"ـلفكا ـ واـ ـلفهر ـ واـ ـلنيم ـ ةـ ّ

ܘ*Zܬܪرأي.ـلوا ܼܗܿ ـفه)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ>0*3ܵ*#>0 ـعقلمـ ـ ـفكيّـ ـعقليرةـ ـ ـ ܕCAّة.ـ ܗ̇ܝ J̄X57fCA A A A Aܘܐ .+7^A Aܬܪ ܕ3A=ܙ !MF1A A= ̈:Ac<ـمنوأ عـ

܀ذوي االباب الرأي والفهم

Tarʿitā, deliberation, opinion, or intention. In a manuscript innermost conviction.

According to Zakariya thought. Bnay tarʿitā, people of opinion (ahl al-raʾy).

(According to) bar Serošway, again, tarʿitā, the end of thoughts secretly within

the heart upon which (one) makes examination. For tarʿitā is distinct from

reʿyānā (‘mind’), thought, understanding, intention, or opinion. Tarʿitā

hawnānāyta, rational understanding, rational thought. In a manuscript, that

which is in an apostle. Intellect restrains folly, it restrains those who possess

understanding. Opinion, understanding.
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Drawing on this material, it is clear that to say that someone's maddʿā is

disordered, as does the early Syriac translation of aphorism ii. 6, is quite different

from saying that someone's tarʿitā is disordered, as does the later Syriac version

of that aphorism. The latter translation both is the more specific of the two and is

represented in the short entry for γνώµη attributable to Ḥunayn provided at the

beginning of this discussion. This constitutes a link between the translator's

lexicography and the Syriac Aphorisms. On the other hand, the presence of

Ḥunayn's Arabic equivalents for γνώµη taken from his translation of the

Aphorisms in the entry for maddʿā and the concurrent absence of those

equivalents from the entry for tarʿitā rather suggest a link between Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation techniques and the former Syriac term rather than the latter.

The source of this discrepancy could perhaps be located in the differing

conceptual scope of these Syriac and Arabic psychological terms. Bar Bahlul's

Lexicon does not provide an exact Arabic equivalent for tarʿitā. In other words,

the term's precise connotation of ‘the faculty of mind that deals with the final

products of thought, such as opinion or intention’ is not represented in the

lexicographical work presented here. When rendering tarʿitā into Arabic without

an exact equivalent, either the first element of this concept, i. e. ‘faculty of mind’,

could be retained, or the second, i. e. ‘intention or opinion’. In the context of

aphorism ii. 6, it is clear that the element ‘faculty of mind’ is closer to the general

sense of the text. For this reason, the Arabic terminology given in the entry for

maddʿā better renders the Greek than that given for tarʿitā.

The difference between the two translations' approaches to translating

γνώµη in aphorism ii. 6 may also be due to the translators' responses to Galen's

commentary on the aphorism. Ḥunayn rendered the end of Galen's commentary

by writing ‘(I)n this place there is no difference between my saying mind (ʿaql),
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understanding (fahm), intelligence (dhihin), or thought (fikr)’.169 Thus it may be

that Ḥunayn preferred to employ the most general of the possible terms. Again,

this approach renders Ḥunayn's translation closer to the earlier Syriac version

than to the later.

 

Aphorism iii. 19

Νοσήµατα δὲ πάντα µὲν ἐν πάσῃσι τῇσιν ὥρῃσι γίνεται, µᾶλλον δ᾽ ἔνια κατ᾽

ἐνίας αὐτέων καὶ γίνεται καὶ παροξύνεται.

E.

.4)(H(H<H45 ܘ%<H<H ܘܢ",H $%$XC ܘܢ",H $%$% 4)ܕ jܐ()j .4)̇ܗܘ +,C̈ܘܢ ܙ"oC ܘܢ"- cܗs=Vܕ-" ܕ

All diseases occur at all times. Some of these (diseases) in some of those (times)

extend and exacerbate more.

S.

VAAܕ cܗs=)AA4-AAܘܢ"HAA4 ̇oCAA AAܙ CAA,"ܘܢ AÄ5AAܕ "̇,*AA AAܗܘ !<)AA.4,HAA AAܕ ܕAA4CAA("ܘܢ s=,6CAAܗVAAc)ܡ AA AAܕܙ CAA,"ܘܢ AAj + ̈)AȦܗܘ ()AAܐ̇ܘ 4

.4)(H(H<H

All diseases occur at all times of the year. However, some diseases occur or

exacerbate more often at some of these times.

Ḥ.

169. Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, II 
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واألمراض كلّها تحدث في أوقات السنة كلّها إالّ أنّ بعضها في بعض األوقات أحرى بأن تحدث وتهيج.

All diseases occur at all times of the year, but at some of these times it is more to

be expected that they occur or exacerbate.

The Greek text of this aphorism is very concise. The early Syriac version strongly

reflects this concision, while the later Syriac version and Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation both add significant material to the text in order to clarify it for their

readers. This is particularly the case in the translations of the phrase δ᾽ ἔνια κατ᾽

ἐνίας αὐτέων. In the Greek, both the substantives from the initial sentence,

νοσήµατα and ὥρῃσι, are subsumed under the pronouns in that phrase. The early

Syriac translator preferred to translate the text literally without any explicitation,

while the two later translations repeat one or both of the equivalent words.

Ḥunayn in his Arabic translation chose to interpret the adverb µᾶλλον without

reference to quantity, instead giving the word aḥrā ‘more appropriate’ in its

place. In this the Arabic version contrasts slightly with both of the Syriac

translations. 

The verb παροξύνεται provides an opportunity to consider the very

interesting Syriac and Arabic terminology for this medical phenomenon both in

the Aphorisms and in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. I shall treat here the scholarly

background to the translations of this and related terms.

παροξυσµός

Although forms of this word occur several times in the Aphorisms, none of the

entries in Duval's Greek index to bar Bahlul's Lexicon refer to any of them

directly. Forms of two quite distinct Syriac terms translate παροξυσµός and the
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related verb παροξύνω in the Aphorisms. The more common of the two, ʿdāyā, is

employed for eight of the nine occurrences of these words. In aphorism iii. 19,

however, the verb metmarmrin serves to translate the verb παροξύνεται instead.

Of these eight examples, iii. 19 is the only extant example from the early Syriac

translation. There, the same word metmarmrin is used in place of παροξύνεται as

well.

For his part Ḥunayn employed a variety of words as equivalents for

παροξυσµός in his Arabic translation, including dawr ‘periodic exacerbation’,

nawb ‘paroxysm’, and the verb hāja ‘to exacerbate’. In one of the three instances

of these words in aphorism i. 11, he apparently interpreted παροξυσµός to be

synonymous with ἀκµή, and gave the translation waqt muntahā al-maraḍ ‘the

time of the height of the disease’.170

Several aphorisms containing these words survive from the early Arabic

translation. These examples also display a variety of approaches to the translation

of παροξυσµός. Generally in these translations the term ihtiyāj serves to render

the Greek word. In cases where the phrase κατὰ περιόδους accompanies it,

however, the translator interpreted the word to signify a particular type of fever,

and so rendered it with phrases like al-ḥummā allatī taʿrid ḥīna baʿda ḥīna

‘fevers that recur periodically’. In a single example in aphorism ii. 13, the phrase

ḥidda al-maraḍ ‘sharpening of the disease’ translates the Greek word.

Several of these examples invite closer scrutiny, but before proceeding to

that, I would like to examine the entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the Syriac

equivalents for παροξυσµός, as they will help greatly to clarify this relative

variety of terminology. An entry for the word murmārā reads like this:

170. See unit (1.2.4) above.
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]c*&2̣ܪ*&1042:1 ـهتياܵ ـ اـ ـلحماج ـ إـ ـسخّى AB%A=5SA(ܐاط.ـ A4ـحتا P*&داد.ـ ܸ&*[ ܼܿ&*[ ـيحتܼܿ ـ .ـ ܘHAs=ܼHAدّ '(ܹ ܵ3Aܵ$̈)A+ܹfHA Aܼܿ5I7XA A A A.43A$̈)A+

HA4 ̇5^A A(HA(SAj_HAܐ<̣HA()A4CA_ ܸ*A!
ܵ
< ܵ3A ܵ0A

ܿ
ܕQA=*A.+HAs=ܼHA$ܼܬ '(ܵ)Aܕ 4CA_ ܸ*A

ܿ
ܼܐ !
ܵ
< ܵ5HA Ạ,Aj !<)Ajـيقو)ܐ ـقلالوّلـلالـ دـ

171
ـلحما ـ ّىـ

اـبوـنو ـلحمة ـ ودَورـ وـهّى ـللثا ـ اـناـ ـهتيي ـ اـ ـلحماج ـ ܕܵܪABCA(1A(ܐ]c*&2ܪ*&ّى.ـ ܗ̇ܘ ܐÂ)̄ܘ e ܸ,5HA A Aj_ـلغا اـ ـصعمـئداـلمّ اـبوـ ـلعلة ـ لـ

܀الغيظ

Murmārā, paroxysm of fevers (ihtiyāj al-ḥummā), exacerbation (iskhāṭ).

According to Ḥunayn exacerbation (iḥtidad). Metmarmar, to exacerbate

(yaḥtaddu). Murmārē and ʿdāyē differ, for ʿdāyā is properly used for periodic

fevers, while murmārē is (used) mostly for continuous fevers. The first is called

qild al-ḥummā, nawba al-ḥummā, or dawr, while the second is called ihtiyāj al-

ḥummā. Murmārā according to bar Serošway, this is (said) of lasting anger,

lasting sorrow, the strengthening of illnesses, wrath.

The following entries define words related to ʿdāyā:

1406:3  5=eܵZ J̄C .1)̄ܘ %̣=ܕܪ' عبوق حُمّى غِب (C B)܀الدورܘܐ

ʿDāyā in a manuscript, the paroxysms of a tertian fever (ʿubūq ḥummā ghibb).

And according to bar Serošway, a paroxysm (ḥudara), paroxysms (al-dawr).

1406:5Z*ܝ ܿeܼ ܵGDZ* * 03Āܗ2̄* AܝT ܼܿ73A Aوأـقرـطهـبرّـم=ܗܝ زـبرـعه Z*eم.ـعه ܵ=*5DZ* ـيتسل)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐ2ܗܝ* ـ ـ ـعليّطـ ـ وـ ـيغلبه ـ ـ ه.ـ

Z*eܹ ܵ=*oDZ* *_>4#* * *d̈2ـتط ـقنرـ اآلـ Z*eات.ـفي ܵ=*oJ9* *5 ـتسل̈ ـ االوـ ܐHA=ܪHAܘ+3A$ܵ)Aاع.ـجّط '()ABCA(1A172)̄ܘfHA Aܼܿ5I7XA A A A.43A$̈)A+HA4 ̇

5^A A(HAܐ<HA()A4CA_ ܹ*A!< ܵ3Aܵ0Ȧܬ$QA= ܼܿ*A.+HAܪ=HAܕ '()A4CA_*Aܐ !< ܵ,5HA A Aj !<)A.jـيق)ܐ ـقلالوّلـلالـ اـ ـلحمد ـ وـ اـبوـنّى ـلحمة ـ آـ رـخّى

171. Duval: ل ـــــــــــــــق ةـــــــــــــــ ّ . The word qild fits the sense and is supported by the analogous entry

for ʿdāyā at 1406:5.

172. Duval's manuscripts F and S read 4Cܪ B)ܐ ‘according to our teacher’ instead.
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ا ـلحمدور ـ ـعبّىـ اـ ـلحموق ـ وـ ـللثّى ـ اـناـ ـهتيي ـ اـ ـلحماج ـ ܕZ*ë=*bّى.ـ 5O*2=*oܹܐ)ABCA(1Aـغيأدوار)̄ܘ ـمسترـ ـ ܘ*=Z*eة.ـيوـ
ܿ
ܘܼܬ 5L*5ـلما دّـ

܀ الحمّى التي ال تنوب أدوار غير مستوية3$(+ ܹܕܐܵ*>!والجزر. 

ʿĀday ʿalaw, this is ‘passing it by’, he supposed he Arabicized it as ‘he passed it

by on his way’. ʿĀdāyā ʿalaw according to bar Serošway, it overcame him and

conquered him. ʿĀdên ʿalay nesyunē, evils befell me. ʿĀdên ḥašē, pains

overpowered. ʿDāyā and murmārā differ, according to bar Serošway, for ʿdāyā is

used for periodic fevers, while murmārā (is used) mostly for continuous fevers.

The first is called qild al-ḥummā, nawba al-ḥummā, also dawr al-ḥummā and

ʿubūq al-ḥummā, while the second is called ihtiyāj al-ḥummā. ʿDāyē d-lā šāwên

according to bar Serošway, uneven paroxysms (adwār ghayr mustawiya). ʿDāyā

wa-tawbā, flow and ebb. ʿDāyā d-ešātā (‘paroxysm of a fever’), fevers which do

not exacerbate (tanūb), uneven paroxysms.

Of central importance are the parallel definitions of ʿdāyā and murmārā which

figure in the entries at 1042:1 and 1406:5. Besides the fact that bar Bahlul did not

attribute the definition at 1042:1 to a specific lexicographer, the strong parallels

between the terminology of the translations of παροξυσµός in the Aphorisms and

that of these definitions should allow for their authorship to be attributed strongly

to Ḥunayn. Although most of the manuscripts used by Duval attribute the version

in the entry at 1406:5 to Bar Serošway, according to the editor's apparatus two of

his manuscripts read ayk rabban ‘according to our teacher (Ḥunayn)’. On the

basis of the evidence presented below, I believe the alternate reading attributing

the definition to Ḥunayn is likely the more accurate of the two. Such a reading is

substantiated, furthermore, by an entry in bar ʿAli's Lexicon. There, the following

entry is found:
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]c.*&2ܪ*& ܵVAܘ ܬ̄ܪ. ̄ܡ. ܙ̄ܩ. $3A$ܵ)A+XfHA A ÄI7A A43A$̈)A+173ܑ̄ܗHA4 ̇5^A A(HA(SAj̣_HAܐ<HA()A4CA_ܹ*A!< ܵ3A ܵ0Aܬ$QA= ܵ*A:+HAܪ=ܼHAܕ '( ܵ)A4

CA_*Aܐ !<5HA Ạ,Aj !<̇)A.j̣ـيقو)ܐ ـقلالوّلـلالـ اـ ـلحد وـمُـ اـبوـنى ـلحة اـمُـ ودور ـلحى وـمُـ ـيقى اـ ـلثال اـناـ ـهتيي ـ اـ ـلحماج ـ إـ ـسخى اطـ

احتداد.
174

Murmārē, with long-a for the mim and ʿdāyē differ, for ʿdāyē is properly used for

periodic fevers, while murmārē is (used) mostly for continuous fevers. The first is

called qild al-ḥummā, nawba al-ḥummā, or dawr al-ḥummā, while the second is

called ihtiyāj al-ḥummā. Exacerbation, sharpening (iḥtidād).

If we look closely at the examples from the Aphorisms, we see that the distinction

introduced in the Syriac terminology between the paroxysm of recurrent fevers,

ʿdāyā and that of the continuous fever, murmārā, is faithfully carried over into

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation as well. In the vast majority of the instances where

ʿdāyā or a related verb occur in the Syriac Aphorisms, Ḥunayn employed one of

the words mentioned in the definition of that word in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. The

only exception is found in aphorism i. 11, where waqt muntahā al-maraḍ ‘the

time of the height of the disease’ is found instead, as mentioned above. However,

as expected from his definition, in the one case where a verb related to murmārā

is found, Ḥunayn translated it with the verb hāja, which is related to ihtiyāj, the

word associated with murmārā in the entries from the lexicons.

Several points of interest may be noted in relation to these examples. Most

importantly, the Syriac terminology had evidently developed a higher degree of

terminological specificity relative to the Greek. Whereas the text of the

Aphorisms refers to the exacerbations of periodic fevers and continuous fevers

173. Hoffmann: c$̈3.

174. Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen, 218:5585.
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with the same term, παροξυσµός, the Syriac text introduces terms that

immediately distinguish between the two. The glossographers' sense of the

superior precision of the Syriac terms perhaps allowed for the Greek term to be

neglected entirely insofar as their work is reflected in the entries of bar Bahlul's

Lexicon. Furthermore, the correspondence between the terminology present in the

translations of the Aphorisms and the definitions of ʿdāyā and murmārā strongly

indicate Syriac influence upon Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the Aphorisms. On

the basis of this evidence, the distinction between the Syriac terms used as

equivalents for παροξυσµός in the Syriac Aphorisms constitutes an important

example of terminological innovation in Syriac medicine. As shown by

comparing his entries for these terms in bar Bahlul's Lexicon and his translation

of the Aphorisms, Ḥunayn's Arabic translations faithfully maintained this

terminological distinction.

Although the evidence for translations of παροξυσµός from the early Arabic

translation is partial, lacking in particular the crucial aphorism iii. 19, comparing

these texts with the evidence taken from the other translations provides some

opportunity for considering their relationships with one another and with the

lexicographical tradition. Perhaps the most interesting element of these

comparisons is the correspondence between Ḥunayn's simple definition of

murmārā in the entry at 1042:1, iḥtidad, and the early Arabic version's rendering

of παροξυσµός in aphorism ii. 13, ḥidda al-maraḍ. This may suggest that this

definition of Ḥunayn's represents a continuation of an earlier stage of translation

technique. In general, the early translator's approach to translating these terms

was more haphazard than Ḥunayn's. Furthermore, he used the term reserved by

Ḥunayn for the paroxysms of periodic diseases, ihtiyāj, in several aphorisms

where the context refers the term to the paroxysms of acute diseases, and where
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the Syriac translation gives ʿdāyā and not murmārā. This suggests that Ḥunayn

could have been responsible for the transferral of this distinction, and at the least

that it was not established in Arabic at the time of al-Biṭrīq's translation.

Furthermore, the link between the Syriac terminology and Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation on the one hand contrasts with the dissimilarity between the Syriac

terminology and al-Biṭrīq's Arabic translation on the other. This is a strong

indication that Ḥunayn employed developments in Syriac medical terminology in

order to make his Arabic translations more precise.

Aphorism iii. 20

Τοῦ µὲν γὰρ ἦρος, τὰ µελαγχολικὰ καὶ τὰ µανικὰ καὶ τὰ ἐπιληπτικὰ καὶ αἵµατος

ῥύσιες καὶ κυνάγχαι καὶ κορύζαι καὶ βράγχοι καὶ βῆχες καὶ λέπραι καὶ λειχῆνες

καὶ ἀλφοὶ καὶ εξανθήσιες ἑλκώδεις πλεῖσται καὶ φύµατα καὶ ἀρθριτικά.

E.

ܗܘCAܕ s=,CAܗA4VAc(>ܕܐ! Ap̈HAܐܘ 6VA)ܬ! Aܘܕ +5,*A A A!5ܘܕܐ175̈=ܬdI75QA A A A A Aܘܕܬܪ +3Aܕ ܘܕHA=ܬ +,%A A=5[A A+0x-A A Ä,Aܘ +[Aܘ +ATCA^=ܪܪ'

.!jT* ܒ_Vܘ +mḦܘ !M,,%=̈* !< ̈̀ IHܘ +FF%̈ܘ !j̈ܙe%ܘ

Those (things) that occur in spring are the diseases of the sons of black bile,

madnesses, epilepsy, flow of blood, canine angina, catarrh, leprosies, ringworms,

itches, ulcerous eruptions, and pains of the joints. 

S.

175. Kessel: !ܬ=̈X*.
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CA!ܐܕܐ<HA4 ̇5^A A(HA_5SA Aܘ .+HA"F,:A A A=5:A Aܘܗ .+5d5I6575QA A A A A A A A Aܘܐ .+QA=5dF7QA A A A Aܘ .+HAܕܕ !jܕ(HAܘ .+,%A A=̈[Aܘ .+[Aܘ +.s=%As=*Aܪ'.

.!jT* ܒ_Vܘ .!< ̈̀ IH5_(4. ܘm1 kbܘ%6̈<+ *=%,,5̈+ ܕ .!M["Cܘ .!jܙe%ܘ .!MI7[ܘ .G9*ܘ

In spring there is mania, melancholy, epilepsy, apoplexy, flowing of blood,

angina, catarrhs, quinsy, cough, scurf, ringworm, tetter, the greatest amount of

ulcerous pustules, abscesses, and pains of the joints.

Ḥ.

ـيعدـق اـفرضـ ـبيرـلي اـ اـسوـلع ـلسواس واـ ـلجنوداوي ـ واـ ـلصون واـ ـنبعرع ـ اـ واـلاث ـبحذـلدم واـ واـكزـلة ـلبحام ـ واـحوـ ـلسعة ـ واـ ـلعلال ـ ّةـ

التي يتقشّر منها الجلد والقوابي والبهق والبثور الكثيرة التي تتقرّح والخراجات وأوجاع المفاصل.

There may occur in spring melancholic delusion, madness, epilepsy, flowing of

blood, angina, catarrh, hoarseness, cough, the disease due to which the skin flakes

off, tetter, herpetic eruptions, great amounts of pustules that ulcerate, abscesses,

and pains of the joints.

This aphorism consists entirely of a list of diseases which predominate in the

springtime. The Syriac translations differ substantially from one another, both in

the lists of diseases and, in the cases where lists overlap, in their respective

terminologies. This is of particular interest in that the later Syriac version displays

a much greater tendency to employ forms of the Greek words contained in the

source-text as loan-words than does the earlier version.176 I have already

considered several of the Greek disease-names present in this aphorism in the first

chapter of the work. These include µελαγχολικά (2.1.7), ἐπιληπτικά (2.2.4),

ἀποπληξία (2.2.2),177 ἀλφοί (1.3.3), and ἀρθριτικά (1.3.9). In the following pages,

176. This exemplifies well the broader trend discussed extensively in Chapter Two.

177. Although this word does not occur in the modern editions of this aphorism, it
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I shall provide lexicographical studies for those terms in this aphorism that I have

not yet considered. I shall then return to consider the implications of these

comparisons for our understanding of the relationship between the three

translations presented above.

µανία

989:15 5>ܵ#$  ܘܐ(Q B̄= ܘC) 1)̄ܘ *,5=ܬ! Q`)ܘܬ!܀جنون ܼ&ܿ

Mānyā, madness (junūn), and according to Paul and bar Serošway, madness

(šanyutā), rabidity.

Forms of µανία, the related adjective µανικός, and the related verb µαίνοµαι

occur several times in the Aphorisms. Despite their close relationship, the Syriac

version of the Aphorisms approaches these words quite differently. For the two

instances of the adjective employed as a substantive in aphorisms iii. 20 and iii.

22, the borrowed Greek word maniya ‘madness’ is employed. For the occurrences

of the noun and the verb from book five on, however, forms of the native nouns

šnāyā ‘frenzy’, šānyutā ‘madness’, and the verb šnā ‘to go mad’ are used instead.

In aphorism iii. 20, the early Syriac version gives šānyutā ‘madness’, contrasting

with the later version's employment of the borrowed Greek word. For its part,

Ḥunayn's Arabic version consistently translates all of these words with a form of

al-junūn ‘madness’ adding a form of the verb uṣīb ‘to be stricken’ to render the

verbs. Although most of Ullmann's examples also employ al-junūn, he notes one

translation of a form of adjective µανικός from Dioscorides' Materia Medica that

does occur in the later Syriac version of it.
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gives a transliteration of the word.178

The Greek lexicography in bar Bahlul's Lexicon matches well with both the

Syriac and Arabic equivalents. An entry for the Syriac equivalent šnāyā adds

more detail:

1993:1O* ܵ>3* ـمجن5* ـ ـمعتونـ ـ ـمصوهـ X57fCAاب.ـ A A A A+,*A A= ̣:Aوـق"ܘܢ A*وا.ـسوـسد ܵ5,A A!ـلجنا=ܬ ـ ـخب̄)VAܙون.ـ )̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐل.ـ

ـلهيما ـ ـ A*,زوال.CAJ̄ܘان.ـ Aܵ5Aܐ +)ABCA(1Aـجن)̄ܘ ܐونـ 5CAܘܬܘܒ Acܘ ܼܗܿ اـهذ$ܘܬ ـلعقاب ـ ـيكو..ل.ـ ـغيونـ اـصرـ ـلعقورة ـ اوـ ـليـاخالء. اًـ

܀عن صورة العقالء

Šānyā, a madman, an insane person, one stricken. In the Gospel, šnaw lahon,

they were deluded. Šānyutā, madness. (According to) Zakariya, confusion. And

according to bar Serošway, madly in love. In a manuscript, departure. Šnāyā

according to bar Serošway, madness and again annihilation of the reason,

departure of reason... Šani, he fed him, he nourished him, he fed him, he was

lacking the form of the rational, absent from the form of the rational.

κυνάγχη

1740:18S*23#* *$(#* اـجو_* ـلحلع ـ واـ ـبحذـلق S*2#*$h*_3A=,5CA)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐة.ـ A Aܕ +9CA A=0[A A!ܬT^Aܕ !j=m^A A!ورم)ܬ

܀العضل الداخل في الحنجرة

Qunnānkê, pain of the throat, angina (al-dhibḥa). According to bar Serošway

qunākê, a swelling in the innermost muscles of the throat, swelling of the inner

muscle in the throat.

Forms of κυνάγχη occur six times in the Aphorisms. Both of the main translations

178. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 406.
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are entirely consistent in their renderings of the term, the Syriac giving ḥānoqā

‘angina’, and Ḥunayn's Arabic giving al-dhibḥa with the same meaning. One

aphorism from the early Arabic version containing κυνάγχη is extant, and there

too al-dhibḥa is its translation. A single aphorism from the early Syriac version

containing the word is also extant. The translation found there, ḥānoqā kālbānā

‘canine angina’, differs slightly from the later version's equivalent in that it gives

reference to the etymological sense of the Greek word alongside the standard

Syriac name for the disease.

The single entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for κυνάγχη contains two

definitions of the term. The first, attributable to Ḥunayn, gives two Arabic

equivalents for the Greek word, including al-dhibḥa, the translator's preferred

equivalent in the Aphorisms. The second definition, attributed to bar Serošway,

provides a brief symptomatological account of the disease first in Syriac and then

almost identically in Arabic.

The definition in bar Bahlul's Lexicon for the Syriac equivalent of κυνάγχη

runs as follows:

763:14 5Sܵ2̇39ܵ .5 ̄ܨ خنقS2395 ܕÖ5 أنواع الخوانيق. ܐܕSܵ2̇39ܵ ܀الذبحة

Ḥanoqā, strangulation (khanq). In a manuscript edša d-ḥanoqā, types of

strangulation. Ḥanoqā, angina (al-dhibḥa).

It is clear from this evidence that this disease was clearly defined in both Syriac

and Arabic. The presence of nearly univocal terminologies in both the Syriac and

Arabic traditions, and the strong representation of these in the both the Greek and

Syriac entries in the Lexicon, makes it certain on the basis of this material that

these terms were well-established long before Ḥunayn's career.
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κόρυζα

܀الزكامܘܗܘܼ(= ܪܗܘH+ ܗ̇ܘ ܕT5X,: <XܹṠ' الزكام  ܘܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ برد! 2S J̄Cܪܘܙ 1752:2

Qoruzā, in a manuscript a cold (bard), and according to bar Serošway catarrh (al-

zukām), which is a flux that goes down to the nostrils, catarrh (al-zukām).

1754:7 0B=2ܪS 1)̄ܘ (C B)܀خبطة من البرد ܐ

Qorizā according to bar Serošway a catarrh (khabṭa) due to cold.

Forms of the Greek word κόρυζα occur five times in the Aphorisms. The Syriac

version in each case translates with a form of the word qurārā ‘cold, catarrh’. In

four of these five instances, Ḥunayn's Arabic translation gives forms of the word

al-zukām ‘colds’, but in aphorism ii. 40, the nearly synonymous word al-nazla is

found instead. Ullmann notes several other instances of this Greek word from

various Arabic translations, all of which give forms of al-zukām as well.179 The

early Syriac version of iii. 20 is extant. As in the version of that aphorism found

in the Syriac Aphorisms, it gives a form of qurārā. 

The entries for the Greek word in Bar Bahlul's Lexicon corroborate only

one of these three translations, that is, the more common Arabic equivalent al-

zukām. Two other Arabic synonyms, bard and khabṭa, are also introduced there.

Bar Serošway's definition at the end of the entry at 1752:2 gives a Syriac

definition of the Arabic al-zukām in an interesting variation on the Syriac/Arabic

bilingualism that characterizes these entries, which usually proceed in the

179. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen,  363.
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opposite order of languages.

Turning to bar Bahlul's entry for the Syriac equivalent for κόρυζα in the

Aphorisms, qurārā, we find the following text:

1757:13S*cܐ2ܪܪ)Aܙ BVAܙ (̄SA.'( ܵCAJ̄ـلتبا ـ وـيرـ ـيقد ـعلالـ اـ ـلنى ܗA*)ܘA%ة.ـلزـ +VAܕܘ ܗCAc=ܬ ܐ; .+ ̈3A89*A Aܘ G ܵ%Aܘ(*Aܕ A]=ܬ! ܼܿ5,A A+

وأـلزـنܕܪܐܬ! ـيضة ـخبطاًـ ـ ـلنا̄ܨة.ـ اـ ـلتزالت ـيكيـ ـمنهونـ ـ اـ اـمامـكزـلا ـلبن واـ ـلحرد .ـ ܕܘABCA(1A(ܘܐرّ ܕCA)̄ܘ + ̈SA ̇XA<)A4HAܪ 4f)A Aܕܗܘ +

!e)܀ الزكام]=ܪ

Qurārā according to Zakariya, catarrh (nzārā). In a manuscript, chilling (al-

tabrīd), which is said of catarrh (al-nazla). Hoarseness, that is catarrhs (dawbē).

But this occurs with cough and hoarseness supervening in the lungs. Catarrh (al-

nazla), also catarrh (khabṭa). (In) a manuscript catarrhs (al-nazlāt) on account of

which occur colds (al-zukām) due to (both) cold and heat. According to bar

Serošway fluxes which come down from the head, which is qorizā, colds (al-

zukām).

By virtue of the prominence of forms of the word al-nazla in this entry, we

find here a fuller representation of the vocabulary of the Arabic Aphorisms. Not

only is al-nazla represented, but the author of this entry, presumably Ḥunayn

because of the citation of ‘a manuscript’, has also placed that term in a causal

relationship with al-zukām. This emphasizes the exceptional character of

Ḥunayn's translation of κόρυζα with al-nazla in ii. 40. Whether his text differed

from the Syriac translator's or he simply preferred another interpretation, this

discrepancy is yet another example of variation between the two translations.

A further problem arises, however, in that the material attributable to

Ḥunayn in this entry tends to make al-nazla rather than al-zukām the Arabic

equivalent of the Syriac qurārā, while the reverse is the case in the translations of

the Aphorisms. This point is brought out further if we consider the translations of
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the Greek word κατάρροος ‘catarrh’ in the Aphorisms. In all four instances of that

term, al-nazl or al-nazla is the equivalent given by Ḥunayn, while dawbā is the

standard equivalent in the Syriac version. Here is an entry for dawbā in bar

Bahlul's Lexicon:

ܘ536:19 L*5ܼܕܿ اـكزـلاܵ ـلسيام ـ واإلـ اـمالن ـلحيذاء ـ ܕHAض.ـ HAܿ$ܼ)Akܸ6:A$ܡ Aـيبذـيولـقأ$ܡ اـبذوـلا)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐه.ـ ـلنان ة.ـلزـ

5Lܵܘ ܀النزف ܼܕܿ

Dawbā, a cold (zukām), flow (of bodily fluid) and excretion,180 menstruation.

Something which melts something else, I say ‘yudhībuhū (it melted it)’.

According to bar Serošway, liquefaction (al-dhawabān), catarrh (al-nazla).

Dawbā, flows of blood (al-nazf).

The material attributable to Ḥunayn in this entry makes al-zukām equivalent to

dawbā, while the definition attributed to bar Serošway makes al-nazla its

equivalent. That Ḥunayn held al-zukām equivalent to dawbā is further indicated

by the following entry from bar ʿAli's Lexicon:

L*5ܵܕܘ dIVAܕܵ A Aܘܕܙܪ +3Aܕܪܗܘ ܘܐܦ +HAܕ +SA ̇XA<̣HAܪ 4 ̣f)A A+ـيقو اـلالـ ـلنألول اـ ـلحيزف ـ وـ ـللثض ـ االـناـ وـمي ـللثذى ـ اـلاـ اـكزـلث ـلسيام ـ النـ

الذوبان.
181

Dāwbā [is said] of menstrual blood, semen, or of fluxes that come down from the

head. Al-nazf (flows of blood) (and) al-ḥayḍ (menstrual blood) are used for the

180. I take al-imdhāʾ to be the verbal noun of the fourth form of the root *mdhy as

found in Freytag's dictionary. Otherwise it is not represented in the dictionaries I

have consulted.

181. Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen, 109:3054.
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first, al-imdhā (excretion) is used for the second, and al-zukām (catarrhs), al-

saylān (flows), and al-dhawabān (liquefaction) are used for the third.

To recapitulate, in the Syriac translation κόρυζα is translated with qurārā, while

κατάρροος is translated with dawbā. In Ḥunayn's Arabic Aphorisms and in other

translations, κόρυζα is almost always translated with forms of al-zukām, while

κατάρροος is generally translated with forms of al-nazla.182 Yet in several

examples of Ḥunayn's lexicographical writing, these Syriac and Arabic

equivalents are reversed: al-nazla is associated with qurārā, while al-zukām is

associated with dawbā. Based on the lexicons, it would seem reasonable to expect

that Ḥunayn's Syriac translation would have used these two Syriac words in a

corresponding way to these two Arabic words, yet the opposite is the case in the

extant Syriac Aphorisms.

The close relationship between these terms makes firm argumentation

solely on the basis of these variations difficult. With that said, the lexicographical

evidence combined with the regularity of the translations indicates a rupture

between Ḥunayn's Syriac to Arabic lexicographical activity as preserved by bar

Bahlul and the equivalents for κόρυζα and κατάρροος in the Syriac Aphorisms.

This contributes further to the impression that Ḥunayn was not the author of the

latter work.

βράγχοι

182. This equivalence also obtains in several translations of κατάρρους noted by

Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, p. 333.
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The following word in the aphorism, βράγχοι, is not represented in Duval's Greek

index to bar Bahlul's Lexicon. Furthermore, the early Syriac translation of it in the

aphorism under consideration either was omitted by the translator or has dropped

out of the text. The sense of βράγχοι is very close to that of κόρυζα, and the

entries for the Syriac equivalents of it in bar Bahlul's Lexicon contain material

relevant to the discussion of the latter term given above.

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the Aphorisms translates βράγχοι regularly

with forms of the word al-baḥūḥa ‘hoarseness’, while the Syriac version gives as

its equivalent forms ḥurāšā with the same meaning. If we consider the entries for

the Syriac equivalent ḥurāšā in the lexicons, some notes of interest may be made:

734:19**j2O**5أـفرـع هـنتُ بّ ـن أُـحاتـ اذا أوـكارّ اـلل ـبحذـلد زـ ـعمة AA]<ܘوا.ـ AAT)AA+[AA( ̇)AA4:AA"%AAܪ=*AA+ـلمنحا ـ ـ واـ ـقبرـلر نـمةـ

܀ذبحة 29ܪ5Oنزلة زكام.  29ܪ5Oالشاة. وقال لي سنان ابن ثابت أنّه الذبحة بعينها. 

Ḥurāšā, I know it to be a hot plant. If it is eaten it produces angina, they suppose.

The people of Qatar say for ḥurāšā, the neck and collarbone of the ram. Sinān ibn

Thābit told me that it is specifically angina. Ḥurāšā, catarrh (nazla), a cold

(zukām). Ḥurāšā, angina.

Another entry for the term is found in bar ʿAli's Lexicon:

.5Oܪ'.البحوحة في الصوت النزلة يكون منها الزكام ويكون من حرارة وما كان من برودة يسمّى 2ܼ9ܵܪs=[ 183

Ḥurāšā. Hoarseness (al-baḥūḥa) in the voice, catarrhs (al-nazla) due to which

occur colds (al-zukām). They are produced on account of heat, and those which

are produced from cold are called qurārā.

183. Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen, 140:3762.
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This entry clarifies somewhat the material presented in the discussion of κόρυζα

above. Two Syriac words for ‘catarrh’ ḥurāšā and qurārā exist with opposing

senses; namely, the first is defined as ‘hot catarrh’, and the second as ‘cold

catarrh’. Two Arabic terms corresponding to these exist in the lexicons as well.

According to this entry, the Arabic equivalent of ḥurāšā ‘hot catarrh’ is baḥūḥa.

Although bar ʿAli's entry does not give an Arabic equivalent for qurārā ‘cold

catarrh’, in the entry at 1757:13 the word al-tabrīd is given as its equivalent in a

definition credited to ‘a manuscript’, which is thus strongly attributable to

Ḥunayn. This latter Arabic word refers etymologically to the particular

antithermic aetiology of the illness, as does the Syriac. Although it is impossible

to argue so with certainty, al-tabrīd would appear to be good candidate for a

calque promoted by scholars who hoped to transfer Syriac etymological meaning

into Arabic.

Although according to the lexicons this Syriac distinction was carried over

into Arabic, it appears that Ḥunayn in his Arabic translation of the Aphorisms

preferred tο use more general terminology. Unlike qurārā, the Syriac equivalent

for κόρυζα in the Aphorisms, neither word of the pair al-nazla/al-zukām refers to

the heat or coldness of the congestion. Although the lexicographers attempted to

maintain this element of the Syriac terminological apparatus, it does not appear to

have found significant employment in the translations.

βήχιον

The Greek word βήξ has fully synonymous and etymologically-interrelated

equivalents in Arabic and Syriac, al-suʿāl and šʿālā, both meaning ‘cough’. Forms
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of these words are used to translate all instances of forms of βήξ in all of the

versions of the Aphorisms under consideration where an equivalent is extant.

Notably, this word, like the preceding word βράγχοι, is not present in the early

Syriac translation of aphorism iii. 20, either because of the translator's deliberate

omission or because a word has dropped out of the text.

A single entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon reflects the univocity of these translations:

1997:14  +XܵOJ̄C܀ سعال

Šʿala in a manuscript, cold (suʿāl).

λέπρα

945:27 c[f!a ܀برص اسود

Lêpra, black leprosy (baraṣ aswad).

A form of this word occurs a single time in the Aphorisms, in aphorism iii. 20.

The Syriac translation gives the term qalāpitā as its equivalent, while the

fragment of the early Syriac version gives a different word, garbā. Ḥunayn in his

Arabic version used a five-word explicating translation, al-ʿilla allatī

yataqashsharu minhā al-jild ‘the disease due to which the skin becomes scaled’.

This same translation is also used in Ḥunayn's translations of occurrences of

λέπρα in Galen's comment on this aphorism.184

184. Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, III 60-61. Λέπρα occurs twice in the context of

Galen's repeating the disease-lists given in the lemma.
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Ullmann notes numerous examples of translations of this Greek word and

the related adjective λεπρός.185 A variety of Arabic equivalents may be found in

these examples. The material recorded in the Syriac lexicons is also of

significance for the variations observed in the translations, so here I will record

Ullmann's examples serially.

In the occurrences of λέπρα in Book Six of Galen's On Simple Drugs,

Ullmann cites three equivalents each from the versions of al-Biṭrīq and Ḥunayn.

In all three of these cases the former translates λέπρα with baraṣ ‘leprosy’ while

the latter gives al-ʿilla allatī yataqashsharu maʿhā al-jild ‘the disease due to

which the skin becomes scaled’. Although the overlap between Ḥunayn's

translations and his translation of λέπρα in the Aphorisms is striking, Ullmann's

next examples depart from this pattern. In the Arabic translation of the

Hippocratic work On Nutriment, a form of λέπρα is translated with al-baraṣ

‘leprosy’, the same translation preferred by al-Biṭrīq in the example cited above.

In each of two citations from Dioscorides' Medical Material, the word λέπρας is

translated with the phrase al-jarab al-mutaqarriḥ ‘ulcerous mange’. Again

according to Ullmann, the Arabic translation of Artemidorus' The Interpretation

of Dreams makes equivalent to the series of three disease-names ψώραν ἢ λέπραν

ἢ ελέφαντα the two words al-jarab aw al-baraṣ ‘mange or leprosy’. Finally, an

example from Book 10 of Galen's On Simple Drugs translates a form of λέπρα

with the hendiadys al-jarab wal-waḍaḥ ‘mange and tetter’.186

185.  Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 387-388.

186. See Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 50 for a

discussion of variations, including this one, between the translations of Books Six

and 10 of On Simple Drugs.
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Ullmann also records several translation equivalents for words related to

λέπρα. For a participle of the verb λεπριάω, λεπριώντων, the translation of

Dioscorides' Materia Medica gives jarab ‘mange’.187 In another example from the

same work, a form of the word λεπρικός is again translated with jarab ‘mange’.188

Several translations of the Greek adjective λεπρός also occur in the

Wörterbuch.189 In one example from Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six, the

simple word λέπρας occurs, followed later in the text by the phrase λεπρούς

ὄνυχας. The early Arabic translation of the work attributed to al-Biṭrīq gives for

λέπρας baraṣ ‘leprosy’ and for λεπρούς ὄνυχας ‘al-baraṣ min al-aẓfār ‘leprosy of

the fingernails’. Ḥunayn's later Arabic version translates λέπρας in a fashion

similar to his other translations cited above, giving al-ʿilla allatī yataqashshar

maʿhā al-jild’, ‘the disease with which the skin becomes scaled’. For λεπρούς

ὄνυχας he used al-aẓfār allatī tabyaḍḍ ‘fingernails which have whitened’.

In Arabic translations of the Gospels, one from Matthew and one from

Mark, words derived from baraṣ ‘leprosy’ are used to translate forms of λεπρός.

In three citations from the Arabic translation of Dioscorides' Medical Materials,

four translations of forms of the Greek word are found, each of them employing a

different equivalent. Three of these translate the phrase λεπρούς ὄνυχας. Of these

three, the first Arabic equivalent cited by Ullmann is al-taqashshur al-ʿārid fī al-

aẓfār ‘scaling occuring in the fingernails’, the second is al-tashaqquq al-aẓfār

wa-taqashshuruha ‘the splitting and scaling of the fingernails’, and the third is al-

āthār al-bayḍ al-ʿārid lil-aẓfār ‘white marks occurring on the fingernails’. In one

187. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 388.

188. ibid.

189. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 389.
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of these citations, the simple word λέπρας is also found, and is translated into

Arabic with al-jarab al-mutaqarriḥ ‘ulcerous mange’.190

Turning to the lexicographical background in Ḥunayn's school, the single

brief entry for λέπρα identified by Duval in bar Bahlul's Lexicon defines the

disease as baraṣ aswad ‘black leprosy’. This corresponds to a few of the

translations, notably al-Biṭrīq's early translation of Galen's On Simple Drugs

Book Six, the translations of the Gospels, and that of Artemidorus' The

Interpretation of Dreams. When we consider the entries for the two Syriac terms

qalāpitā and garba used in the translations, however, much more significant

information regarding the scholarly background lying behind the Arabic

translations comes to light. First, this is an entry for qalāpitā:

1795:4S* ̈D* ܵK*5ـقش *Sور.ـ ܼܿD*
ܵK*0<ܼـلحا اـ ـلقزاز *DSي.ـبواـ *ܵK*ܕ 0P)* ܼܿK>* اـقأ5* اـبوـتّهـنول ـلفال والذ.ـ

191S* ܼܿD*
ܵK*0<ܼܐ)ABCA(

1Aܕ ܗ̇ܝ >ܪSA)̄ܘ ̇CA"̇CA ܹdAܕܐ ܘSA)ܗ n%Aܟ_ ̇1A ̇mA;ܘ pHA ܼܿ6Aܘ $HA<[A ܼܿ7AZ
ܿ
ܼHA ܹFfA A+HA4F%A AܵFA+ـلقا اـبواـ ـلتي ـتحيـ وـ ـتنقشكّ ـ ـ ܬܘܒر.ـ

S* ܼܿD*
ܵK*0<ܼܕ[A ̇I7A Aܘ +SA'ܪ< ـلقا̇ اـبوـ ـلتاء ـتنقشيـ ـ ـ وـ ـتنتثر ـ ـ ـتقشيCAJ̄ر.ـ ـ ـ اـ ـلبر اـ ـلقدن اـبواـ ـنتثي ـ اـ ـللحار ـ وـ ـيكم وـ دوى. ـحنيهـباءـجون ـ نـ

اـف ـلبهي ـ اـ ـينقشذيـلق ـ ـ اـ ـلمر. اـ ـلجروزي اـ ـليرب اـباـ ـلقس اـبوـ ـلمتقشاء ـ ـ ـ )'QA=̄[Aܘّرة.ـ ̇Ya* *ܼܿD*
ܵK*0<ܼـلبا SAܹX6A_ܘܪCA.!jرص.ـ Aܹ5AB

MܼI7ܵ!. ܬܘܒ  ܼܿ̀ Cܘ !"H<ܹC +)(H0<ܼKDܵ ܿSܼ!0"],=ܬH 4H kdṠܘ �H܀ ܹ%=ܪܬ! *ܼ=%,+ ܕ̇ܨ

Qlāpē, scales (qushūr). Qalāpitā, itch (al-ḥazāz), tetter (al-qawābī). Qlāptā d-

saypa, I say it is the slag of iron (tawbāl al-fūlādh). Qalāpitā according to bar

Serošway, that in which a person's skin flakes (nater bah besreh), and he

scratches much but it is not sufficient, and the skin scales off (metqalap) from the

scratching, tetter which itches and scales off (tanqashir). Again qalāpitā which

scales and flakes, tetter which scales and flakes (tantathiru). In a manuscript the

190. Ibid.

191. Duval: الفوالد.
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scaling of the body, tetter, the scaling of the flesh, which is a disease. Ḥunayn

introduced it for tetter which is scaled. (According to) al-Marwazī dry mange (al-

jarab al-yābis), flaking tetter. Paul read for qalāpitā leprosy (baraṣ). In the Torah,

‘the Lord strikes with torpor and with qalāpitā’.192 Again, white, ulcerous

qalāpitā which appears due to tetter.

A short definition of this Syriac word containing relevant material also occurs in

bar ʿAli's Lexicon:

.0<KDܵ ܿSܼ .الجراب اليابس أو القوباء المتقشّرة والحزاز والعلّة التي يتقشّر فيها الجلد. إنتثار اللحم. دواء
193

Qalāpitā, dry mange or flaking tetter, itch, the disease in which the skin flakes off

(al-ʿilla allatī yataqashshar fīhā al-jild), scaling of the flesh. A disease.

An entry for garbā, the equivalent given for λέπρα in the fragments of the early

Syriac version of the Aphorisms, reads as follows:

512:15E*[L*5 E*[L*5َرَص.ـب̣ وـباألܸ)ܒÂܕرص.ـبE*kL*5رص.ـبأ̇ اـضرص ـلبح ܗܘA%)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐدن.ـ حـضوـلا=ܪ'

ـلبا ܘܐAcTVA�HA%ܐَرَص.ـ F)A>ܝ Aܕ +7HA A!< ̣3A2,[A Aܡ=CA(fSA A+^A( ܼܿCA ܵ,Ajܐ +)A"̇[A ܼܿfĀܗ ̄ܒ + ܵ^A(CAܘ .+ ̄ ̇VA$73A Aܕ A=,%A*=ܗܝ A+

̄ܗVAܪ ̄ܒ BÂ(CĀܘjܘܐ .+ ̣HA4HAܕ MdCAܘܬ! A'(%A ܼܿ5Aܘ +)A$9)A A+HAܕ ܗ̇ܝ 4VA$HAܕ< ܸCAJ ܸCA ܼܿX6A Aܼܿ>Aܗܘ +dCA A; .'( ̣SA ̇IA�,HA Aܕ "HA.+

ܕܐA(ܐ BQAGHA4HA!MܼSA ̇IAjܘܐ .�,HA Aܕ "1A ܵXA+ ܹmCA A=6*A Aܘ ܕ;. jܘܐ +mQA Aܐ '(,)A Aܕ +5XHA A A2ܼ1A ܼܿXA+ ܹCA"HA!ܕܘ� 4:A.!ܘ�$

ܪ ܿiܼH ܘ�ܗ$C ;ܐ +Xܹ1ܵ ; ܢ
ܵ
<x75 ܀ܘC_(,+ ܕܼ%ܿ

Garbā, leprosy (baraṣ). Garbā, a leper. Garbē, leprosy. Da-greb, lepers, spotting

of the body (waḍaḥ al-badan). According to bar Serošway it is white, spotting,

192. Deuteronomy 28:22.

193. Gottheil ed., Syriac-Arabic Glosses, II 349:1
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leprosy. (According to) others, whenever the word refers to the leprous individual

it is pronounced without aspiration ‘garbā’, and when it refers to the ulcers, it is

pronounced with aspiration ‘garbā’. It occurs due to the deadness of the living

flesh, and it is known to be so, since where the flesh is pricked or dug out, no

blood flows out from it, just as it does not flow out from the dead. Some (kinds)

of it spread in the body, and some do not. When the body is weak it is spread

from place to place, but when it is strong it does not spread, but remains in its

place.

Before proceeding to a discussion of the relevance of these two entries for

the Greek to Arabic translation movement, it should be noted that each of them

appears to refer to a different skin disease. The interesting symptomatogical

descriptions in Syriac differ clearly from one another. In particular, the disease

qalāpitā is said to be accompanied by an intense sensory experience in the skin,

namely itching, while in the disease garbā the skin is said to have died.

Each one of these three entries contains important information concerning

the variety of Arabic equivalents given for Greek words related to λέπρα in the

literature surveyed above. Most prominently, Ḥunayn's translation activity is

directly referred to in terms which link the entry for qalāpitā to the translations of

λέπρα most strongly attributed to the translator in the scholarly literature. It

appears from this material that the multi-word explicative translations in the

Aphorisms and the later version of Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six were

developed in response to the sense of the Syriac word qalāpitā. It should also be

considered very likely that qalāpitā served as Ḥunayn's equivalent for λέπρα in

his Syriac translations. This example also serves well as an example of bar ʿAli's

direct reliance upon Ḥunayn's glossary.

The Syriac word qalāpitā has a similar etymological sense-development to
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that of λέπρα, both words expressing the sense of ‘scaling, flaking’. Ḥunayn's

several Arabic definitions in the lexicons attempt to introduce a word related to an

Arabic word for this general concept, al-qishr ‘scales’, to serve as an equivalent

for qalāpitā. This etymology is not shared by any of the other equivalents

discussed above. Also notable in this connection is the absence from the entry on

qalāpitā of the otherwise commonly-used Arabic equivalent baraṣ save in a

single brief reference to Paul of Aegina. Baraṣ, however, figures prominently in

bar Bahlul's entry for garbā, the equivalent for λέπρα in the early Syriac version.

These distinctions are borne out by the accounts of skin diseases given in

Thābit ibn Qurra's Book of Treasures on the Science of Medicine. Thābit divides

his chapter on leprosy in that work into two parts. In the first part, Fī al-judhām

wal-bahaq al-abyaḍ wal-aswad ‘On leprosy and white and black tetter’, he first

describes the general aetiology of the various melancholic afflictions of the skin.

He then goes on to cite Galen to the effect that at a late stage of the skin disease

called al-judhām, the outer skin flakes off (taqashshara al-jild al-ẓāhir).194 In a

second section, Fī al-baraṣ ‘On leprosy’, Thabit gives a different aetiology which

relies not on melancholy, but on phlegmatic blood.195

These sources indicate that a Syriac terminological distinction without an

immediately obvious Arabic counterpart faced Ḥunayn. Less careful translators

had rendered the Greek λέπρα with the term baraṣ. It is even the case that the

single unattributed entry for that Greek disease-name in bar Bahlul's Lexicon

194. Thābit (d. 901) was an important figure in the development of Arabic philosophy

and science. G. Sohby ed., Kitāb al-Dhākhira fī ʿIlm al-Ṭibb Taʾlīf Thābit ibn

Qurra, (Cairo: Government Press, 1928), ١٣٩-١٣٨.

195. Ibid., ١٤٠.
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defines the word as such. Yet in both his lexicographical work and in his

translations, the least that may be said is that the etymological sense of the Syriac

word qalāpitā urged upon Ḥunayn the introduction of new Arabic terminology

centred around the word al-qishr ‘scales’. Furthermore, the symptoms associated

with baraṣ were not the same as those associated with qalāpitā, but rather were

more closely associated with a different Syriac disease-name, garbā. It is also

possible that Thābit ibn Qurra's distinction between al-baraṣ and al-judhām

corresponds to the distinction between these Syriac words. If that is the case, it

would mean that Ḥunayn's terminological innovation did not entirely hold, even

for the generations of medical authors immediately succeeding him. Yet at the

same time, Ḥunayn's explicating translations appear to have given Galenic

authority to a description of the symptoms of the disease that would not

necessarily have been present in the original Greek of whichever work Thābit

consulted.

The various Arabic translations cited above may be divided into four

categories. First are those works which translate λέπρα with al-baraṣ. These are

either very early translations, such as those attributed to al-Biṭrīq, or non-medical

works, such as the Gospels and Artemidoros' work on dream-interpretation.

Second are those translations which use the multi-word explicating translation al-

ʿilla allatī yataqashsharu maʿhā al-jild or a slight variation thereof. These

examples are drawn from the works most strongly attributed to Ḥunayn, such as

the Aphorisms and the later version of Book Six of Galen's On Simple Drugs, and

to reiterate are strongly supported by Ḥunayn's entries for qalāpitā in the Syriac

lexicons.

A third category includes translations which reflect somewhat Ḥunayn's

lexicography by including a word related to al-qishr without using the identical
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explicating phrase. This category comprises some of the translations taken from

Dioscorides' Materia Medica. These are particularly interesting in that they may

give some insight into Ḥunayn's approach to modifying previous translations.196 A

fourth category includes medical works which translate neither with al-baraṣ nor

with a word related to al-qishr. Included here are other translations from

Dioscorides and the single example from Book 10 of Galen's On Simple Drugs.

In most of these texts, the term al-jarab ‘mange’ is used. This word also figures

in a definition of qalāpitā attributed by bar Bahlul to al-Marwazī. In the example

from Book 10 of Galen's On Simple Drugs, the term al-waḍaḥ is employed

alongside al-jarab.

What should be made of the single example of relevant Greek lexicography

that appears in bar Bahlul's Lexicon? This definition, although unattributed,

defines λέπρα with al-baraṣ, which as we have seen represents an older stratum

of translation when compared with Ḥunayn's work. A potentially important clue

may be found in bar Bahlul's entry for qalāpitā, where the authority of Paul is

cited for the equivalence of that Syriac word and the Arabic al-baraṣ. As seen

earlier, in Chapter One, material that closely tacks with Pauline definitions may

be found without attribution in bar Bahlul's Lexicon.197 We may thus presume that

Ḥunayn did not write the entry for λέπρα presented here. Given that at present

Paul is the only other author besides Ḥunayn for whom there is evidence that bar

Bahlul included his definitions without attribution, and given that al-baraṣ clearly

196. The original Arabic translation of Dioscorides' Materia Medica is attributed to

Iṣṭifān ibn Bāsil, and Ḥunayn is said to have rectified it. See Ullmann,

Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 55.

197. See the discussion of ἀποστήµατα in unit (1.3.7) above.
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represents a stage of the translation movement prior to Ḥunayn, the translator of

Paul's Pragmateia is the most likely author of the short entry for the Greek word

λέπρα.

To sum up this rather long discussion, it may be remarked that parallel

developments regarding the translation of λέπρα occurred in the Syriac and

Arabic medical traditions. In both the early Syriac and early Arabic translations,

terms taken by the later lexicographers to be equivalent both to that Greek word

and to one another were used, namely garbā and al-baraṣ. At some point in the

centuries intervening between Sergius and Ḥunayn, the Syriac term qalāpitā, a

word with a similar etymological sense as λέπρα, came to be preferred as the

translation equivalent for that Greek word.

Ḥunayn, wishing perhaps to retain the nuances of the Syriac terminology

and at any rate unsatisfied with al-baraṣ, attempted to introduce Arabic

terminology that likewise agreed with the etymological sense of λέπρα. Although

his terminology was not universally adopted, in the generations after Ḥunayn the

distinction between these two types of leprosy persisted in various guises. Thus

we see the Syriac and Arabic translation traditions undergoing parallel

developments. That is to say, a distinction originating in the Syriac tradition was

transferred into the Arabic translations in successive stages, with Ḥunayn's work

playing a prominent but not ultimately decisive part in the process.

λειχήν/λειχηνικόν

965:243>(>a* * * * *a<)<̄ܨي.ـبواـق2ܤ* * * *o%Aܕ !jܙeܵ ܼܿVA_QA+اـح ـلصخزازة ـ ـصحرـ ـجبـهحّـ وـيرـ ـنيُـحل اـهيـفنـ ـلنذه ـسخُـ *a<)<ة.ـ * * *o

eܵܙa !j<)3!ܤ ܐ(B ܪ4C. حزازة الخيل ܀ءالقوبا ܼ%ܿ
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Likinios, tetters. In a manuscript ḥazāzitā d-kepā, lichen of stones.198 Jibrīl and

Ḥunayn rectified it in this manuscript. Likên, tetter of horses according to our

teacher. Liknês, tetter, tetter.

܀القوابيء دوا 2Y>3(>aܢ 966:3

Likniqon, the disease ‘tetters’.

The Greek word λειχῆνες occurs once in the Aphorisms, in aphorism iii. 20. Both

the Syriac translations give ḥazāzitā ‘ringworm, tetter���’ as its equivalent, while

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation gives al-qawābī ‘tetters’. Alongside this example,

Ullmann notes others, including a text from Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six.

There, al-Biṭrīq employed al-ḥazāz to translate the Greek term, while Ḥunayn

again translated it with a form of al-qūbāʾ.199

The entries for λειχήν and λειχηνικόν in bar Bahlul's Lexicon corroborate

Ḥunayn's usage alongside definitions for other senses of these Greek words.200

The  entry for the Syriac equivalent does likewise:

737:19*0 ܼ̂ Bܵܙ ܕ̇ܗܘA*)ܘABCA(1A(ܐܼܿ ܗ̇ܝ A+X5>fCA(=ܝ A A A A!ܬ=CAܕ !j( ܼܿfHA ẠFA+ـلقا اـبوـ ـلسعفاء ـ ـ Bܹܵܙ0*9ة.ـ ـلقا̈ اBܵܵܙ0*9ي.ـبواـ ـلقذو اءـبوـ

ـلحكوا ـ واـ ـلجّة ـحكزازـحBܙ*B9ܙ0*9رب.ـ اـجّةـ ذو ـلقرب واـبوـ ـلحكاء ـ آـ اـخّة. ـلصغير ـ ـ االـ ـلير ܙA(ܘܐة.ـ BVA()A+ܿܙ*9ܼܕBܵا ـلقذو AB(ܘܐاء.ـبوـ

CAA(1AAفا)̄ܘ ــلسع ــ ــ eܵܙAA.!jܼ%ةــ ܐBܵܙ**9ܼܿ ,̄ܗ )AA AAܕܙ +3AAs=)AAܐ̈ܕ 4SAAܕܐ jܘܐ )HAA=ܗܝ. ̇)AAܐ 4, )AA AAܕ +VAA( ܼܿ)AA+#AAܘܐ ܐM%AAܗ. cTHAA( ̇)AAܐ 4, )AA AAjܕܐ +

198. Although al-ḥazāza does not carry this sense in the dictionaries of Wehr and

Freytag, the sense here is clear.

199. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 385.

200. Although several other entries for λειχήν and related words are noted in Duval's

index, they refer to other senses of the term, so I shall not treat them here.
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 "Ff6C0^ܙB9 ܀الصغير األذن

Ḥazāzitā according to bar Serošway, that which occurs on the surface of the outer

skin, tetter (al-qubā), ulcers (al-saʿfa). Ḥzāzē, tetters. Ḥzāzā, one suffering from

tetter, itch, or mange. Ḥzāzā, ḥzāz, ringworm (ḥazāz), mange, one suffering from

tetter, itch. Also, the small, the fat tail of a sheep (al-ilya). According to Zakariya

da-ḥzāz, one suffering from tetter. According to bar Serošway al-saʿfa, tetter

(ḥazāzitā). Ḥzāz, this is the place of the smalls of the ears. And there are those

who say the place where the fat tail of the sheep is small, and others say that

which is on its exterior. Ḥazāzitā, the small of the ear.

It is of some interest, perhaps, that al-Biṭrīq used an Arabic word related

etymologically to the Syriac equivalent, while Ḥunayn preferred a word from an

entirely different root. This is the case despite the representation of al-ḥazāz in

definitions of ḥazāzitā attributable to Ḥunayn in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. At least

superficially, then, the Arabic translations of λειχῆνες represent a development

away from terminological similarity with the Syriac.

ἐξανθήµατα

628:18 57I=P#$4h201ܗ =̄Q B)܀البثر ܑ̄ܗ %6̈<+ ܐ

Hêksāntimaṭā, this is pustules (ḥemṭē), according to Paul, pustules (al-bathr).

201. Duval: dܗ VAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAj_> 6 )AAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAA+ . Simply reading a nun in place of the yod gives an exact

transcription.
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Forms of this Greek word occur twice in the Aphorisms. Both Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation and the Syriac version translate in the same way each time, the former

with al-buthūr ‘pustules’ and the latter with ḥemṭē. These translations thus accord

exactly with the entry in bar Bahlul given above. The early Syriac translation of

aphorism iii. 20 gives a different word here, mapqātā ‘eruptions of the skin’. This

word figures prominently in the Syriac translations of ἀπόστηµα.202 The entry in

bar Bahlul for the Syriac equivalent ḥemṭē provides some additional information

of interest:

758:59* ܸI* ̈7*5 اـتدـجوܹ ـلحصه ـ ܙA(ܘܐف.ـ BVA(̄I9* ܐCA<HAܕ̇ܗܹܘ!5*7̈* .'T ̣)ABQA=̄ـلبثا ـ *I9)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐر.ـ ـلحصا5*7̈* ـ فـ

܀ *=̈%,+ ܕ; 7fܸC=وايضاً قروح لم تنضج

Ḥemṭē, I found it to be ‘impetigo’. According to bar Serošway, ḥemṭē occurring

on the eyelashes. According to Paul pustules (al-bathr). According to bar

Serošway ḥemṭē, impetigo, and also ulcers that are not concocted, ulcers that are

not ripe.

Two points of interest stand out regarding this entry. First is the repetition of Paul

of Aegina's definition from the Greek entry above, which serves to emphasize

again that material attributed to Paul occurs regularly in entries possessed of

Syriac head-words. In this case, the Pauline Arabic definitions of the Greek word

and its Syriac equivalent are identical with one another.

φύµατα

202. See unit (1.3.8).
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1513:9 5"$&2f + ̈̀ IS =̄Q B)܀خراجات ܐ

Pumāṭā according to Paul abscesses (napqē), abscesses (khurājāt).

Forms related to this Greek word occur several times in the Aphorisms. Both the

translations of it in the Syriac Aphorisms and those in Ḥunayn's Arabic version of

the work vary in their approaches to rendering it. The more common equivalent

of the word in the Syriac version is napqā ‘abscess’, but the closely synonomous

world mapaqtā also may be found to represent it. Ḥunayn usually gave in its

place khurāj ‘abscess’, but sometimes preferred bathr ‘pustule’ instead. In the

extant examples of translations of this word in the early Arabic version of the

Aphorisms, forms of khurāj are also employed. The early Syriac version of

aphorism iii. 20 gives for φύµατα a word with the consonantal skeleton mgʾ,

identified by Kessel as an hapax legomenon.203

Ullmann notes a variety of Arabic equivalents for φῦµα.Texts cited there

from Ḥunayn's translations of Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six likewise render

φύµατα with forms of khurāj. The equivalents given in the early Arabic version

of that work attributed to al-Biṭrīq differ from those in the early Arabic version of

the Aphorisms, however, in that they render φῦµα with forms of waram

‘swelling’ instead of khurāj. An example from the Hippocratic work On

Nutriment translates φῦµα with bathr, while another from the Hippocratic On the

Nature of Man gives for φύµατα khurāj. Ullmann finally cites two translations

from Dioscorides' Materia Medica. One of these translates φύµατα with al-

khurājāt, while the other translates that same form with the hendiadys al-awrām

203. Kessel, ‘“Sergius ar-Raʾsī’, 3.
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al-khurājīya ‘protuberant swellings’.204

The definition attributed to Paul of Aegina in bar Bahlul's Lexicon notes the

main equivalents for φύµατα in Ḥunayn's translations and the Syriac Aphorisms.

Somewhat unusually, however, I could find no entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon

Syriac that refers specifically to the sense of the main Syriac equivalent for

φύµατα, napqā. However, a few short entries in bar ʿAli's Lexicon do refer to it:

.'TIb ܕ:=ܬ +`Ï ܿSܼ .البثر بقرب االظفار
205

Napqē da-lwat taprē, pustules (al-bathr) near the fingernails.

 .+`Ï ܿSܼ.خراجات
206

Napqē, abscesses (khurājāt).

Although Ḥunayn or his students recognized the equivalence between this Syriac

word and two of the three Arabic terms mentioned as translations of φῦµα in the

sources mentioned above, when compared with the lexicographical activity for

other Syriac words treated so far in this work, his extant treatment of napqē is

very scant. The discrepancy is especially striking when the lexicographical

material for the secondary equivalent for φῦµα, mapaqta, is considered.207 This

may indicate that Ḥunayn did not use this word often in his Syriac translations.

204. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechische-arabischen Übersetzungen, 747-748.

205. Gottheil, Syriac-Arabic Glosses, I 81:10.

206. Gottheil, Syriac-Arabic Glosses, I 81:13.

207. These entries are given in the discussion of ἀποστήµατα in unit (1.3.7).
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Conclusion

In Chapter Two, the absence of well-established Syriac technical equivalents for 

particular Greek words was shown to pose special challenges for Ḥunayn's 

Arabic translation technique. Building on this evidence, several examples 

presented in this chapter show the importance of Syriac lexicography as a 

scholarly locus for the Ḥunayn's production of Arabic terminology. Often, 

extensive theoretical discussions in Syriac or broad-ranging excursions into the 

Arabic lexicon accompany Syriac words used as equivalents for Greek words in 

the Aphorisms. These Greek words, however, may be slightly represented in or 

absent from the lexicons. This is shown in the discussions of words like σῶµα, 

γνώµη, λέπρα, and παροξυσµός above.

Parallel developments in Syriac and Arabic translation techniques may be

observed when comparing the translations themselves. While it is still quite literal

when compared with Ḥunayn's Arabic translation, the later Syriac version

appears to be slightly more reader-oriented than does Sergius' version. Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation of the Aphorisms rather represents a movement towards both

greater accuracy and greater ease of comprehension when compared with al-

Biṭrīq's version.

At the same time, the development of these two languages' translation

techniques displays some clear differences. In Chapter Two, I demonstrated the

strong distinction between the Arabic and Syriac receptivity for Greek loan-

words. In the present chapter, especially in the discussion of aphorism iii. 20,

evidence of the progressive Graecization of Syriac vocabulary is observable in

the higher number of Greek loanwords in the later Syriac version of the

Aphorisms as compared with the earlier Syriac version. The later Syriac version
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and Ḥunayn's Arabic translation both display a higher degree of sophistication

when compared to the earlier examples of their respective traditions.

Furthermore, given the background evidence available, both from Ḥunayn's

Risāla and the material from the lexicons presented here, it is clear that Ḥunayn

did not develop his Arabic translation technique in isolation from prior

developments in the Syriac tradition.

The evidence presented thus far for Ḥunayn's Arabic version points to a

combination of accuracy regarding the sense of the source-text combined with

clear terminological influence from the Syriac scholarly background. The most

obvious way to account for this is to posit that Ḥunayn produced his Arabic

translation of the Aphorisms as an extension of his Syriac translation of the work.

The material presented in this chapter thus specifies and heavily emphasizes the

Syriac component of Ḥunayn's Arabic translations.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The ʿAbbāsid-era Syriac and Arabic translations of the Aphorisms and their

Scholarly Background

In the previous chapter I compared the extant fragments of the early Syriac 

version of the Aphorisms with the translations of the corresponding texts in the 

broader Syriac and Arabic traditions. In this chapter, following a similar 

approach, I compare translations taken from the partially surviving early Arabic 

version of the Aphorisms attributed to al-Biṭrīq with the later Arabic version of 

Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq and the ʿAbbāsid-era Syriac rendition of the work. Although 

the early Arabic version is of inherent interest in many respects, my primary 

intention in undertaking this comparison is to compare and contrast the 

techniques used in the Syriac translation with those adopted by Ḥunayn in his 

Arabic version in the light of the texts of al-Biṭrīq's translation. In doing so, the 

value of the Syriac Aphorisms for the study of the Greek-to-Arabic translation 

movement will be kept in focus. Because a much larger body of text is available 

from the early Arabic translation than from the early Syriac version treated in the 

previous chapter, it has been necessary to make a selection. I have chosen the 

texts presented below with the aim of discussing questions I perceive to be of 

interest for the study of these translations and their lexicographical background. 

As discussed earlier, in the introduction to his edition of the Syriac

Aphorisms, Henri Pognon contrasted the styles of the Arabic and Syriac

translations contained in the Paris manuscript by describing the Syriac translation
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as more literal than Ḥunayn's Arabic version.208 While including the early Syriac

version in this type of comparison is difficult because of the paucity and brevity

of the surviving fragments, the translations of the lengthiest lemmas of the

Aphorisms survive from the early Arabic version, therefore allowing for extensive

analysis. I have chosen a handful of aphorisms which I have found to be

reasonably representative of the variations in style observable in the translations.

Alongside a comparison of the varying styles and levels of sophistication of

these translations, several themes and motifs prominent in earlier chapters of this

work will be further extended in this one. Although I shall not be able to provide

an exhaustive treatment of the lexicographical background for Ḥunayn's versions

of these texts, I shall provide comparative studies for several terms of interest. In

particular, key advances in translation technique, influential borrowings from

Syriac, and terms possessing extensive theoretical treatment in bar Bahlul's

Lexicon will be given special attention.

Aphorism i. 1

(1) Ὁ βίος βραχύς, ἡ δὲ τέχνη µακρή, ὁ δὲ καιρὸς ὀξύς, ἡ δὲ πεῖρα σφαλερή, ἡ δὲ

κρίσις χαλεπή.(2) Δεῖ δὲ οὐ µόνον ἑωυτὸν παρέχειν τὰ δέοντα ποιέοντα, ἀλλὰ καὶ

τὸν νοσέοντα καὶ τοὺς παρεόντας καὶ τὰ ἔξωθεν.

P.

ـلعما)1( ـ ـقصيرـ ـ واـ ـلصنر ـ ـيلوـطةـعاـ واـ واـيدـحانـمزـلة ـلتجد ـ ـخطةـبرـ واـ ـلقضأ ـ ـعسياءـ ـ ـينبغ)2(ر.ـ ـ ـ ـللطبييـ ـ ـ ـ أالّـ ـيقتصب ـ ـ ـعلرـ ىـ

فعل ما ينبغي له أن يفعل دون أن يستعين بالمريض على نفسه وبمن يحضره وبالذين من خارج.

208. Pognon ed., Une version syriaque, iv.
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(1) Life is short, art is long, time is sharp, experience is mistaken, and judgment

is difficult. (2) It is necessary for the physician that he not confine himself to

doing what is necessary that he do without seeking to aid the patient himself,

those who serve him, and those who are outside.

S.

)1(5%AA AA+ ̈VAAT)AAܘܐܘ .4,HAA AAܐܪ F)AA=ܬ! AA.+3AAc$%AA()AA.Z,5dSAA AA AA AAܙܗ ; +)AA.(CAA=%AAc(d3AA AA� ܕ)2(݂ ܐAA:4܇AA(̇ܙܕܩ =SAA<X7CAA AA AAܬܬܠ =ܕ

.(0: 4H݂45 ܕS450 :"܇ ܘ̈ܗ)([ܢ ܕ=S܇ ܘ̇ܗ")(V457 ܕ̈ܘ:45. ܐ; ܘܗ̇ܘ ܕ)096$ ܐ: BfIS

(1) Life is short, and the art is long. The moment is sharp. Experience is not sure.

The crisis is difficult, (2) therefore, it is necessary not only for you that you give

yourself to doing what should be done, but also he who is ill, those nearby him,

and those outside.

Ḥ.

ـلعما)1( ـ ـقصيرـ ـ واـ ـلصنر ـ ـيلوـطةـعاـ واـ ـضيتـقوـلة واـ ـلتجّق ـ ـخطةـبرـ واـ ـلقضر ـ ـعساءـ ـينبغدـقو)2(رـ ـ ـ الـليـ أن ـتقتصك ـ ـ ـعلرـ ىـ

توخّي فعل ما ينبغي دون أن يكون ما يفعله المريض ومن يحضره كذلك واألشياء التي من خارج.

(1) Life is short, the art is long, the moment is narrow, experience is dangerous,

and judgment is difficult.(2) It may be necessary for you not to content yourself

with putting your mind to doing what is necessary without that (also) being what

the patient does, or those who serve him likewise, or the things that are outside.

As by far the most famous of the Hippocratic Aphorisms, this text has received a

correspondingly larger amount of scholarly attention. Most important for the

purposes of this discussion is Franz Rosenthal's ‘Life is Short, the Art is Long’.209

209. Franz Rosenthal, ‘Life is short, the art is long: Arabic commentaries on the first
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Before proceeding to his overview of the Arabic commentaries, Rosenthal made

some brief comparisons of the terminology of the three translations presented

above. Most of his attention was given to the difference between the translations

of the Greek phrase ὁ δὲ καιρὸς ὀξύς, for which Ḥunayn's Arabic version

represents a significant advance in accuracy over al-Biṭrīq's. Rosenthal

characterized this as an advance due to the fact that the Arabic ḥadīd ‘sharp’ does

not carry the same idiomatic sense of urgency as the Greek ὀξύς does.210 This

account may be supplemented by remarking that the Syriac ḥarrip does carry this

idiomatic sense, so the Syriac translation does not suffer from the same

awkwardness despite its employing a broadly analogous technique.

The relative obscurity of the second half of the aphorism allows for the

description of the varying approaches to handling difficult material observable in

these translations. Of the three, Ḥunayn's translation is by far the most complex,

and adds the most material. The early Arabic version adds some interpretative

elements, but does not explicate to the extent that Ḥunayn's translation does. At

the same time, there are some interesting overlaps between the two versions. In

translating the verb παρέχειν, for example, both Arabic translators employed the

same form of the verb iqtaṣara ‘to confine oneself, to content oneself’, although

the contextualized senses of the word are slightly different between the two

versions. In contrast, the Syriac version, which of the three follows the source-

text most closely in general, preferred to render a much more basic and obvious

sense of the Greek verb, translating it tetel napšāk (l-maʿbed) ‘give yourself (to

doing)’.

Hippocratic aphorism’, Bulletin of the History of Medicine 40 (3) (1966).

210. Ibid., 227-228.
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Although several of the lexical variations are interesting, the approaches to

translating the Greek word κρίσις are of particular importance for the purposes of

this thesis. This importance derives from the fact that the Syriac translation of the

word buḥrānā was borrowed into Arabic with the sense of ‘medical crisis’ in

certain contexts, but was not used to translate other, more general senses of

κρίσις. Here I shall consider the translations of this word along with their

scholarly background.

κρίσις/κρίνω

܀يحكم ])(,=ܢ ܵܕܐܢ 1844:1

Qrinon, to judge, to judge.

܀الحكم ])(5d} ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ ܕ(,+ 1844:9

Qrisis according to Bar Serošway, judgment, judgment.

As one of the more important motifs of the Aphorisms, discussion of the

prognostic construct of the crisis in fevers occurs in several places in the work.

Forms of the noun κρίσις, the verb κρίνω, and various related words occur

numerous times in the work. In all cases, the Syriac version translates these words

with a form derived from the root *bḥr, either the noun buḥrānā ‘crisis’ or the

verb bḥar. Reference to the Syriac summary of Book III of Galen's On Critical

Days attributed to Sergius of Res Ayna shows that these equivalents were well

established long before Ḥunayn's lifetime.211

211. Eduard Sachau ed., Inedita Syrica, (Wien: Verlag der buchhandlung des
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Ḥunayn's Arabic translation is less regular. Although the most common

equivalent is the noun al-buḥrān ‘crisis’, either singly or, when translating verbs,

with accompanying verbs such as atā ‘to come’, there are several exceptions. A

handful of examples from the early Arabic translation of the Aphorisms also exist.

The translations in that version tend to be based on forms related to the word al-

faraj ‘relief’. These are often extended by the words qaḍāʾ or yaqḍī ‘conclude/

judge’. For example, in aphorism ii. 23, the verb κρίνεται is translated by the

phrase yaqḍī ʿalayhā bil-faraj ‘conclude with relief’.

Several of Ḥunayn's exceptions to these techniques deserve further scrutiny.

Perhaps most interesting of these are the translations of the noun κρῖνον in

aphorism v. 22. The relevant Greek sentence admits of multiple interpretations,

and here Ḥunayn and the translator of the Syriac version have each chosen a

different one. The Greek sentence and the two translations run like this:

τούτοισι τὸ θερµὸν φίλιον καὶ κρῖνον, τὸ δὲ ψυχρὸν πολέµιον καὶ κτεῖνον.

For these, heat is a friend and a crisis, but cold is an enemy and a harm.

S.

.c$C̈=H57+ ܘC̈=`1 4)ܕ 'T)([ 's=XCܘܢ ܘ")j65+ ܐ%s 4Ḣ +65̈6% 45:":

For these, heat is a friend, but cold crises are deadly opponents.

Ḥ.

فالحارّ ألصحاب هذه العلل نافع شاف والبارد لهم ضارّ قاتل.

For those suffering from these illnesses, heat is a benefit and a cure, but cold is

for them a deadly harm.

Waisenhauses in Halle, 1870), �[-$F[ , passim.
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The two translations clearly reflect different readings of the Greek text. Ḥunayn's

translation of κρῖνον with shāf ‘cure’ reflects a reading close to that of the modern

editions, with κρῖνον referring back to θερµόν. On the other hand, the Syriac text

reads κρῖνον as a substantive introducing a new clause, and translates it with

bāḥurē ‘crises’. Furthermore, the Syriac translation renders the words φίλιον and

πολέµιον literally, while in Ḥunayn's version they are given a medical

interpretation. This example strongly contributes to the argument against

Ḥunayn's authorship of the Syriac translation.

Another interesting exception to Ḥunayn's translation of κρίσις with al-

buḥrān occurs in the aphorism under consideration here, aphorim i. 1. There both

Ḥunayn and the early Arabic translator translate κρίσις with al-qaḍā ‘judgement’,

while the Syriac translator's choice buḥrānā is consistent with his other

translations of the term. In aphorism iv. 59 as well, Ḥunayn's translation of the

verb κρίνεται with takūn tanqaḍī ‘conclude’ hearkens back to the preference of

the older translator and contrasts with the Syriac translator's continued

consistency expressed by his translation metbaḥrā ‘come to a crisis’.

A further exception occurs in aphorism i. 19. At the end of that text the

phrase πρὸ τῶν κρισίων ‘before the crisis’ is found. Although there is nothing in

the text of the aphorism itself to suggest that anything other than the usual

medical crisis is intended, Ḥunayn in this place gives min qabl awqāt al-infiṣāl

‘before the time of separation’, while the early Arabic translator gives qabla an

taʾkhudhahum al-ḥummā ‘before the fever seizes them’. The Syriac translator

again follows his normal technique, translating the phrase with qdām buḥrānē

‘before the crises’.

Although it has long been clear that the Arabic word al-buḥrān was
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borrowed from the Syriac buḥrānā,212 the examples above show that the

borrowing was quite limited in its grammatical scope. At least for Ḥunayn, al-

buḥrān could only be used as a noun with the limited sense of ‘medical crisis’.

For the broader sense of the Greek term κρίσις, as found for example in the first

aphorism, the Syriac borrowing could not be expected to be understood as an

equivalent.

Furthermore, although al-buḥrān could be employed in translations of the

verb κρίνω, the term itself was never allowed to exert verbal force. Rather,

auxilary verbs had to be used to support the sense. One might speculate that the

inelegance of such constructions led Ḥunayn to prefer the Arabic verbal

equivalent tanqaḍī in aphorism iv. 59, where the Greek source-text is very

concise. These phenomena stand in contrast to the Syriac examples, where bḥar/

buḥrānā was used to represent all the complex senses of this Greek word.

Ullmann's examples for κρίσις taken from the Arabic translation of the

Hippocratic Epidemics likewise contain both of the main Arabic equivalents. In

the first of these, al-buḥrān is given, while in the second, waqt al-inqiḍāʾ occurs

instead.213

Even in this well-known and broadly accepted example of Syriac influence,

close attention to the details of these translations displays a much more nuanced

phenomenon wherein the Syriac borrowing is forced to compete with other, better

established Arabic usages. The combined circumstances of terminological

instability in the Arabic and terminological stability in Syriac clearly did make

212. Glen Cooper, Galen, de Diebus Decretoriis, from Greek into Arabic (Surrey:

Ashgate, 2011), 18.

213. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 369.
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the borrowing attractive, but this was by no means a mechanical transfer from the

Syriac lexicon into the Arabic. On the other hand, by resorting to the Syriac term,

the Arabic translations introduced further complexity into their lexical apparatus.

The effect of this was to eliminate the one-to-one correspondence between bḥar

and κρίνω evidenced in the Syriac Aphorisms, and thus to reduce the degree of

similarity between the source-text and the translation.

The two brief entries for κρίνον and κρίσις in Bar Bahlul's Lexicon

presented at the beginning of this discussion refer only to the element of

‘judgment’ in the sense of these words, and not at all to their medical senses.

Some relevant information is found in the definitions for the Syriac terms,

however. The following entry is one example:

365:8L*29*d[ـمتحا ـ وأـ ـتبحولـقان ـ رـ ـتفتيّ ـ ـ *ULش.ـ ـستشفا2ܪܘܬ0* ـ ـ اـ ـختباف ـ اـ ـمتحار ـ *UL<ان.ـ * *c[ـممتح ـ ـ ـمختنـ ـ ـمصفارـ ـ اـ ّ

܀االمتحانات cT%=C البحران. ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ d[92L  ناظر ممتحن مفتّش منتقد حزّار.2ULܪc منتجب منتخب.

Buḥrānā, trial, and I say deep study (tabaḥḥur), inquiry. Bḥurutā, discernment,

examination, trial. Bḥirā, examined, chosen, ordered, selected, elected. Bḥurā,

observer, examiner, inquirer, assessor. Buḥrānā according to bar Serošway,

crisis (al-buḥrān). Buḥrānē, inquiries.

According to modern standards of lexicography, the relationship between the

words in the Arabic lexicon derived from the root *bḥr and those words in the

Syriac lexicon derived from the same is very obscure at the least. The Arabic

words tend to display a relationship with the noun baḥr ‘sea’, while the senses of

the Syriac words proceed from the verb bḥar ‘to try (metal by fire)’. Developing

from each of these two senses, however, both languages came to signify a certain

similar concept, which we may call ‘mastery of learning’, with words derived
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from this root. The sense of the Arabic tabaḥḥur is that of learning as deep as the

sea, while the Syriac verb may carry the meaning of expertise in a field of

knowledge, such as is gained by intense effort and trial. The lexicographer's

awareness of this overlap in meaning between the two languages is indicated in

the entry at 365:8. Reference to this happenstance etymology could have served

to suggest or to justify the borrowing of the Syriac word buḥrānā into Arabic.

Although Ḥunayn's use of the Arabic al-buḥrān to translate κρίσις is not

reflected in the Syriac entries in bar Bahlul's Lexicon attributable to the translator,

a definition from bar ʿAli's Lexicon does contain it:

d[92L .البحران والمحنة القضا تفتيش.
214

Buḥrānā, crisis (al-buḥrān), inquiry, judgment (al-qaḍā), discrimination.

Aphorism i. 3

(1) Ἐν τοῖσι γυµναστικοῖσιν αἱ ἐπ᾽ ἄκρον εὐεξίαι σφαλεραί, ἢν ἐν τῷ ἐσχάτῳ

ἔωσιν· (2) οὐ γὰρ δύνανται µένειν ἐν τῷ αὐτῷ οὐδὲ ἀτρεµεῖν· (3) Ἐπεὶ δὲ οὐκ

ἀτρεµέουσιν, οὐκέτι δύνανται ἐπὶ τὸ βέλτιον ἐπιδιδόναι· λείπεται οὖν ἐπὶ τὸ

χεῖρον. (4) Τούτων οὖν εἵνεκεν τὴν εὐεξίην λύειν συµφέρει µἠ βραδέως, ἵνα

πάλιν αῤχὴν ἀναθρέµψιος λαµβάνῃ τὸ σῶµα. (5) Μηδὲ τὰς συµπτώσιας ἐς τὸ

ἔσχατον ἄγειν, σφαλερὸν γάρ, ἀλλ᾽ ὁκοίη ἂν ἡ φύσις ᾗ τοῦ µέλλοντος ὑποµένειν,

ἐς τοῦτο ἄγειν. (6) Ὡσαύτως δὲ καὶ αἱ κενώσιες αἱ ἐς τὸ ἔσχατον ἄγουσαι

σφαλεραί· καὶ πάλιν αἱ ἀναλήψιες αἱ ἐν τῷ ἐσχάτῳ ἐοῦσαι σφαλεραί.

214. Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen, 81:2284.
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P.

ـعن)1( ـتكشيدـ ـ ـ اـ ـلصحف ـ اـ ـلقصّة ـ أـ ـخطوى إنـ اـفتـناـكأ ـلمنتهي ـ ـ ـ الـهّـنأل)2(ىـ ـتستطيا ـ ـ ـ أنـ ـتثبع ـ ـعلتـ ـلهاـحىـ والـ ـتقيا ـ مـ

ـعل ـغيىـ اـ ـنتقر ـ الـكوإذا)3(ال،ـ ـلهدّـبان االـماـ ـنتقن ـ وـ ـليال ـتقسـ ـعلدرـ أنـ ـتنتقى ـ ـ إـ ـخيىـلل ـممرـ ـعلييـهّاـ ـ ـفقهـ ـبقدـ أنـ ي

ـتنتق ـ ـ إـ .ـشاـمىـلل أـم)4(رّ ذـجن أـهكـلل ـمثو أنـ ـتطلل ـ اـ ـلصحق ـ ةـ إـبّ ـبطال ـكيماءـ ـ ـيبتاـ ـ اـ ـلجسدئ ـ ـلتاـبدـ ـبيرـ ذيـمةـ ـقبن ل.ـ

ـيفوأالّ)5( اـفرطـ ـلتنقي ـ ـ ذـفّصـ ـخطكـلإنّ وـ ـلكأ ـعلنـ ـتحتماـمدرـقىـ ـ ـ ـطبيعلـ ـ ـ اـ ـيفعذيـلة ـ ذـ وـق)6(ه.ـبكـلل أـلذـكال: ـيضك اًـ

الفرغ إذا بلغ المنتهى خطأ والملء إذا بلغ المنتهى خطأ.

(1) In stripping, extreme health is mistaken, if it be to the utmost, (2) because it is

not possible that it can be established in its state, and does not remain without

change. (3) If there is no escape for it from change, and it cannot change to better

than that which it currently is, it only remains that it can change to that which is

worse. (4) Because of this it is preferable that you disengage health without delay,

to the point that the body begins with training as before. (5) Let it not be lax in

diminution, for that is a mistake, but rather (let it be done) to the extent that the

nature to which it is done can bear. (6) He said: And likewise, again, purging

when it reaches the limit is a mistake, and repletion that reaches the limit is a

mistake.

S.

)1(6:A Asܕ<,*A A+6>IHA A A Aܪ f)A=ܬ! Aܙܗ ; !M)Aܐ .'(SAܕ FdCA"ܘ A Aܐ +%A()Ajܐ +)A.5;)2("ܘܢ^A A(HAJ ܼ)Aܕ 4xSAܪܘܢiCA"̇VA$CA"̇

ܕ fSAAܘ; AAܼ7AA.3(=ܢ(>HAA AAܕ 2)AA;ܕ 4*AA ̇57AA AA; 45FHAA AA AA2HAAJ)AA4xf6:AA AA AAܘ<>*AA AA+:AAܕ ܗ̇ܝ M*AA(F)AAܪ'.HAA=ܬ AA+HAA$)AAܕ 4:AAܗ̇ܝ =ܬ

5CAܕ AܼfA+SA.4(_ܬܘܢ(X`QA A A+HA$)A4>HA Aܗ 25:A A4܆f6:A A A( ܼ)A"̇6>I6:A A A A A.!ܬ=:A=fHA A=%Aܐ .jܐ(,F)A A Aܕܬܘܒ +SAܼdAkmQA A'(

*Aܪ=)Aܕ +HA51,>ܬܪA A Aܕ HA,=ܬ! A$)A.ܐ)5()ܫQAܬܘܒ Gd:A A=`QA Aܘܢ"SAM)Aܗܝ=Fd:A A Aܐ +%A()Aܙܗ ; .+)Aܗܝ A^5)ܬ! A;ܐ ܗܕ'. ܐܦ (

6VA Aܕ +3A<)A$,5VA A Aܕ ܕ̇ܗܘ "dHA A<QAܕ � ܿ
ܼ05dSA A A A(3A$HA+:A'ܕ"SA.!M)6(ܗ ܕVAܗܘ ܘܐܦA(=ܬ :41A=QA ̈À̇ܗ +SAܕ Fd:A=ܢ A Aܐ +%A()A+

MH(4 ; ܙܗ()(4. ܘܬܘܒ ܐܦ 51s<H,=ܬ! ܕH,$ܪ(n ܗ45S ܕFdC+ ܐ%)(+ ; ܙܗ(Tܢ.

(1) For those who exercise, complete fattening which is in the furthest extreme is

unsafe, (2) for it is not possible that they persist in it, nor that they be still. (3)
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Then, because they cannot be still, and it is no longer possible to advance to that

which is better, it remains therefore that they pass to that which is worse. (4) It is

advantageous, therefore, because of this, not slowly to relax the fattening, until

the body begins again to receive nourishment, (5) but also not to bring their

evacuation to the furthest extreme, for this is unsafe. Instead, to the extent that the

body's nature is prepared to endure evacuation, one should bring it as far as that.

(6) Likewise, then, both evacuations brought to the furthest extreme are unsafe,

and, again, renewed nourishment that is in the furthest extreme is unsafe. 

Ḥ.

ـخص)1( اـ ـلبب اـ ـلمفدن ـ ألـ ـصحرط اـ ـخطةـضاـيرـلاب إذاـ ـبلغدـقواـنـاكر ـ ـمنواـ اـ ـلغه اـياـ ـلقصة ـ اّـلوذ)2(وى.ـ الـنك ـيمكه ـ أنـ ن

ـيثبت ـ ـ ـعلواـ ـلهـاحىـ ـتلمـ والـ ـيستقك ـ ـ ـلمو)3(رّوا.ـ الـنـاكّاـ ـيستقوا ـ ـ وـ ـليرّون ـيمكسـ ـ أنـ إـين ـفبقاً،ـحالـصزدادوا ـ أنـ ـيميلي ـ ـ إـ ىـلوا

أردأ.ـح ـفل)4(ال ـينبغكـلذـ ـ ـ أنـ ـينقي ـ ـخصصـ اـ ـلبب ـخيأـتالـبدنـ ـكيمرـ ـ ـيعاـ اـ ـلبود ـفيبتدنـ ـ ـ ـقبيـفدئـ اـ ـلغول ـيبلوال)5(ذاء.ـ ـ غـ

اـم ـستفن ـ اـغراـ ـلغه اـياـ ـلقصة ـ ذـفوىـ ـخطكـلإنّ ـلكرـ ـبمقنـ ـ اـ ـحتمدار ـ ـطبيعالـ ـ ـ اـ ـلبة اـ ـيقصذيـلدن ـ إـ اـلد ـستفى ـ كـلذـكو)6(ه.ـغراـ

أيضاً كلّ استفراغ يبلغ فيه الغاية القصوى فهو خطر. وكلّ تغذية أيضاً هي عند الغاية القصوى فهي خطر.

(1) Excessive abundance of body for the people of exercise is dangerous, when

they have reached the furthest limit of it. (2) This is because it is not possible that

they be stable in that state of theirs, nor that they be established. (3) Because they

cannot be established, and it is not possible that they increase in health, it remains

for them to tend to a worse state. (4) Because of this it is necessary to decrease

abundance of body without delay, to the extent that the body reduces and begins

to accept nourishment. (5) But one should not reach the furthest limit in purging

it, for that is dangerous, but (purge) only to the extent that the nature of the body

that you intend to purge can bear. (6) And likewise, again, all purging that

reaches the furthest limit is dangerous, and again, all nourishment that goes to the

furthest limit is dangerous.
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This aphorism presents a relatively straightforward example of the different

translators' approaches to rendering the lengthier prose sections of the Aphorisms.

Although they display several notable variations in technique, Ḥunayn's

translation and the Syriac version accurately communicate the meaning of the

source-text. The early Arabic version, however, appears to suffer from a

fundamental miconstrual of the Hippocratic author's intended subject of

discussion. Despite this, all three display a high degree of consistency.

The two Arabic renditions overlap in some places. For example, in sentence

(3), both Arabic translations render the verb λείπεται with the same word, baqiya

‘it remains’. Ḥunayn's version tends to be much more fluid and concise, and to

utilize a much greater variety of grammatical strategies to translate the text. In

that same sentence, Ḥunayn used an inner accusative (an) yazdādū iṣlāḥā ‘(that)

they increase in betterment’ to translate ἐπὶ τὸ βέλτιον ἐπιδιδόναι, whereas al-

Biṭrīq used a simpler verbal construction (an) tantaqil ilā khayr ‘(that) they

change for the better’ in place of it. Ḥunayn's version both translates ἐπιδιδόναι

more literally and uses more elegant Arabic. To the final clause of this sentence,

which in the Greek is a simple nominative construction, moreover, Ḥunayn added

the verb yamīlū ‘they tend to’, while al-Biṭrīq simply repeated the verb tantaqil

‘they change’. Although both made additions, Ḥunayn introduced stylistic

variation, while al-Biṭrīq's approach employs stylistic repetition.

In considering the Syriac version, elements of the text tend to confirm

Pognon's initial judgment that the translation proceeds in a more literalistic way

than does Ḥunayn's version. One example of this is found in the translations of

the verb ἄγειν in sentence (5). The Syriac version renders both of these in a very

literal way with word naytē ‘to bring’, but neither Arabic version provides a
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literal translation of the first occurrence, nor any translation at all of the second.

Several terminological notes of interest may be made as well. Most

importantly, the early Arabic version's translation of the Greek ἐν τοῖσι

γυµναστικοῖσιν with ʿinda takshīf ‘in stripping’ is very obscure. Although this

aphorism is only attested in the single Phoenix manuscript of Palladius'

Commentary on the Aphorisms, some sense can be made of this reading in that

the Greek word derives from the word γυµνός ‘nude’. If this explanation holds or

may be supplemented with other evidence, the word takshīf carrying this sense

would be a significant new addition to the Arabic lexicon. Whatever the case, this

is at best a very vague and unclear rendition of the sense of the aphorism.

Ḥunayn's Arabic and the Syriac translation both render the word γυµναστικοῖσιν

in a way closer to the mainstream interpretation of the aphorism as reflected in

Galen's commentary on the text.215

The three translations of εὐεξίαι may also be fruitfully compared. The

interpretation underlying the equivalent in the Syriac translation mpaṭmutā

‘fattening’ largely accords with Ḥunayn's rendering khiṣb al-badan ‘abundance of

the body’. Both of these, however, are both less literal and more accurate than the

early Arabic version's al-ṣiḥḥa ‘health’, which is simplistic to the point of

misconstrual.

The word with the broadest theoretical relevance by far in this aphorism is

ἡ φύσις ‘nature’, which occurs in sentence (5). Here I provide below a study of

that term as it occurs in the Aphorisms and the Syriac lexicons:

215. Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, I 21-22.
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φύσις

 ܙV)(+ ܪܘ%,5=ܬ! ̄ܨ ]=H>! ܕC)fS+܀األسّ الجوهرQ=51} ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ ܐܘ51+  1518:9

Pusis according to bar Serošway, essence, essence, substance (al-jawhar).

(According to) Zakariya, spirituality. In a manuscript, the stature of mankind.

܀الجوهريّ 5,5V +5dܵ5d5Q+ الجوهر. ܘܬܘܒ  الطبيعة 5d5Q}الجوهر.5V J̄C {5d5Q,+ ܘܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ  1555:13

Pisis in a manuscript, nature (kyānā), and according to bar Serošway, substance

(al-jawhar). Pisis, nature (al-ṭabīʿa), and again, substance. Pisisāyā, naturalness,

substantiality.

܀ أسّ الشيء جوهره5ܼdQ} ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ ܐܘ51+ ܕH$ܡ 1588:15

Psis according to bar Serošway, the essence of something, the essence of

something, its substance (jawharuh).

Forms of the word φύσις occur several times in the Aphorisms. Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation, the early Arabic version, and the Syriac translation all use regular

equivalents to translate them. The Syriac version employs kyānā ‘nature’, while

the two Arabic translations both use forms related to al-ṭabīʿa ‘nature,

character’.216 Ullmann notes examples from other Arabic translations as well. All

of these also use forms related to al-ṭabīʿa as well, except for two examples

216. Although al-ṭabīʿa is usually translated into English with ‘nature’, and is broadly

synonymous with that English word, I have sometimes preferred to use

‘character’ to emphasize the differing etymological senses of the various terms

treated here.
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Galen's On Simple Drugs Book Six for which Ḥunayn uses al-jawhar ‘essence’

instead.217 For one of these examples, the early Arabic version exists as well, and

gives a form of al-ṭabīʿa. Thus Ḥunayn in this case moved away from what

appears to have been a wide consensus preferring al-ṭabīʿa as the equivalent for

φύσις.

The etymological patterns of sense-derivation for these words display some

interesting features. The Greek verb φύω, from which φύσις derives, has several

senses, including prominently ‘to give birth to’, ‘to grow’, and ‘to become’. The

Syriac kyānā is related to the verb kān ‘to be’, and so shares with the Greek term

a similar sense-development. The Arabic al-ṭabīʿa, however, derives from the

verb ṭabaʿa ‘to stamp, to impress’. Its sense development is thus closer to that of

the English ‘character’, which derives ultimately from the Greek χαρακτήρ

‘impress, stamp’.

This etymological distinction has figured interestingly in at least one

modern debate around language reform in the modern Muslim world. The

following passage was written in Turkey during the 20th century in response to

the official introduction into Turkish of the neologism doğa ‘nature’, derived

from doğmak ‘to be born’, as a replacement for tabiat, the borrowed Turkish form

of al-ṭabīʿa:

The Western languages have ‘nature’, which comes from a Latin word

meaning birth. According to our belief, however, what is called ‘nature’

is not born but created, which means that this [word doğa] is wrong,

conceptually and semantically. We cannot say doğa, for tabiat was not

217. Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 750.
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spontaneously born; it was divinely created.218

From the material considered here it seems that al-ṭabīʿa was the established

translation of φύσις from a very early date. However, Ḥunayn was perfectly

capable of introducing new lexical approaches in his Arabic translations at least

partly in response to etymological congruencies between Greek and Syriac

vocabulary, as I have already shown in the discussion of the translations of λέπρα

(3.2., iii. 20), for example. Furthermore, as I shall show below, entries for the

Syriac equivalent kyānā demonstrate that the translators were well aware of

Arabic equivalents which share a similar sense-development to the Greek and

Syriac words under discussion. Not only, then, has the peculiar Arabic approach

to the concept of ‘nature’ resisted change in modern times, the word al-ṭabīʿa and

its etymological derivation also seems to have proved resilient in the face of two

of its most prominent intellectual forebears as well. The only exception to this is

the Arabic word al-jawhar, which appears roughly to have a similar sense-

development to φύσις and kyānā.219 This usage is the only substantial evidence

that Ḥunayn preferred an Arabic usage closer to the Greek and Syriac terms in

question.

Entries for the Syriac equivalent kyānā in bar Bahlul's Lexicon provide

important context for these translations. They also contain interesting material

showing the prominence of Aristotelian logic in the Syriac scholarly background

218. Geoffrey Lewis, The Turkish Language Reform: A Catastrophic Success (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1999), 115.

219. This word derives from the Pahlavi gōhr, which means ‘essence’ but may also

mean ‘bloodline’. It is related to the Sanskrit gōtrá ‘clan’.
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to the Syriac and Arabic translations of Ḥunayn and his successors:

888:185VA Aܵ,Aܕ ܗ̇ܘ + ܵ[Aܡ_ ̇x:A Āܘjܘܐ Mܵ`HAܗ Aܼܿ,70A A Aܕ +HAـلطبيعا$ܡ ـ ـ ـ اـ ـلجة 5VAر.ـهوـ Aܵ,A+ ـلطبيعاܵ ـ ـ ـ ـلجاةـ اـهوـ ـلطبر ـ 5VAع.ـ Aܵ,Aj_

ـلطبيعاـب ـ ـ ـ ة.ـ
2205VA Aܵ,Aܵ5A+ـلطبيعا ـ ـ ـ اـ ـلجيّ .ـهوـ 5VAريّ Aܵ,A!Mܵ

ـلطبيعيا ـ ـ ـ ـ ܙA(ܘܐّة.ـ BVA()Aܐ +VA ̇5A4ـهي وـ وـطّأ وـكرّز ـخلوّن FHAق.ـ Aܢ= ـيقܼܿ ّخـبوـيوّمـ

܀يعظ

Kyānā, that which exists of itself, and is the receptacle of a thing, nature (al-

ṭabīʿa), essence (al-jawhar). Kyānā, nature, essence, character. Kyānāʾit, by

nature. Kyānāyā, characteristic, essential. Kyānāytā, characteristicness. And

according to Zakariya akin, to form, to style, to bring into being (kawwan), or to

create. Mkawwen, to correct, to reprimand, to admonish.

At the end of this entry, a definition of the apʿel verb akin attributed to the 

lexicographer Zakariya gives several Arabic equivalents. Among these we find 

the verb kawwana ‘to bring to into being’, the presence of which demonstrates 

some awareness of the etymological relationship between these Syriac and Arabic

words. Despite this, again, Ḥunayn preferred to rely upon the previously-

established equivalence between the Greek φύσις and the Arabic al-ṭabīʿa rather 

than to seek a more semantically exact term by resorting to the resources of 

Syriac.

Another related entry runs as follows:

220. Duval: (sic) ـلطبيعا ـ ـ ـ ةـ . For several places in the Aphorisms which the Syriac translates

with the adverbial form kyānāʾit, Ḥunayn's Arabic translation reads bil-ṭabīʿa,

thus making this the best supposition for the otherwise strange collocation in this

entry.
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889:3>h* *ܵ3*5 *&Pܼܘ*&ܵ ;CAܕ5*<ܵ dHA$ܘܟ A<)Aܐ̇ܘ B73A Aܕ !<VAܐ̇ܘ .21A ̇IAܐܘ ܐ̇ܘ .� ̇51A Aܤ_̈F:A A2bA=CA ̈5A4ـلطبيعا ـ ـ ـ اـ ـلجة رـهوـ

وـلاالز اـهيّ ـللو وـعّهـ .ـجزّ 5VAلّ Aܵ,Ajܼܐ !Mܼ)Aܗ̇ܘ "̇HAܕ +HA4VA.̄ܘjܐ $HA63$ܡA Aܐ ܐj̄ܘ. ")AB7HA Aܼ75A A!0=ܬ:A A(fSA Aܘ .+%A ܼܿ656A A A!ܬ=

,:AA AA'ـلطبيعيا=ܪ ـ ـ ـ ـ ة.ـ ّ5VAA AAܵ,AAܗܘ ܐj̄ܘ + ܵHAAܕ +[AAܡ_ ̇x:AA AĀܘjܘܐ Mܵ`HAAܗ. AAܼܿ,70AA AA AAܕ +HAA.ܡ$[AAܡ_ ̇x:AA AAܗṀ^AA ̇5AA(HAA
ܿ
AA.8>HAA%>ܼܬ AA2

ܕ;HA4^A$̈*A)ܫSA<QAܕ +[A ̇565A A A4x:A Aܕ ܘܗ̇ܝ Ṁ`HAܗܘܢ. Aܼܿ,70A A Aܕ +HA.ܡ$>HA Aܕ 2CA"[A ̇565A A A45%A Aܘ G ̈^A$̈*Aܘ +HA ܼܿ09A A$SA.!ܬ=̈

HAܬ<%Aܕ 8)Aܗ ܐܦ 4,VA A.+HAܕ _ܡA]$ܡ ̇,HA Aܘ "x73A A A=̄,[A A=HAܕ ܘܗ̇ܝ .j_,[A A=HA.j_>HA A;ܕ 25VA Ȧ,A;ܕ +,[A A=HA;ܐ .+VA25VA Ȧ,A+

.jܕܐ, [AAA AAA=HAAAܗj̇ܕ +[AAA ̇,AAAܕ ܬܘܒ .+)AAAܐܦ 4> HAAA AAAܕ 2, 6 5 ` HAAA AAA AAA AAA AAA.̄ܘjܐ +HAAA<QAAA ̇7AAAܪ; �9 CAAA AAA+QAAAs=, *AAA AAA.+6 :AAA AAA<)AAA$, 3AAA AAA+

A:6ܘ Aܪ<,f^A A Aܘ .+m:A A=ܵ ܼܿSA
ܵ5Aܘ .+5X5:A A A A$)A.+HA<)A$,3A Aܐ +)ABHAGVAܘ + ̈fISA A A.!< ̈HAܪ<,f^A A Aܕ +)Aܐ 4)AB-Aܘܢ"Â=6*A A+ ̈HA<%Ae ̈,)A A.+

^A=5SA Aܐ +)AB5VA Ȧ,Aܐ +,)A Aܕ ܐܢ ܕܗ̣ܘ. +5,CA A Äf,A Aܕ ܘܐܢ +%A$HAܐܕ 4*Aܐ + ̈%Aܕ cܗ .cTCA3>ܪA!MX7CA A Aܕ=HAcܹ5>ܪfQA A Aܼ>Aܘܐܘ .j_51A A+

A4fHA(ܕܬsܬ Aܼܿ6A")A4:A"5F%A A Ä6A.+5X)A A A$)Aܐ +)AB%A$5VA Ȧ,A+HA4-A5"ܘܢVA Ä,Aܐ̇ܘ .+%A$,[A A=HA+HA4-Aܐܕ ܐA*"ܘܢ .+ ̈)ABQA=:Aܤ=

QA<ܘ Aܕܐܘ cܗ 51A)ܘܤ. A+HA(0VA Aܘ !<[A$HA!M[A( ̇)A4:A"65F%A A A A.+ ̈5`SA A ÄIAܕ 4)Aܘ 4F:A A2,5VA A Aܐ +,)A Aܕ ܕܗ̣ܘ +7)A Aܵ5A!ܬ=*Aܗ̇ܝ .
̄
! .<

6CA"̣ܘ!SAܕ; A;ܐ ܕVA2CA$ܡ. ܘܗ̇ܝ ̄ܒ. ."SAܠ<̣HA46*A Aܘ "HAܬ 4%A=̣HA"F:A A2HAܕ +HAܐ<HA( ̣x73A A Aܕ ܘܗ̇ܝ ̄ܓ .=̄SA!ܘ"

fHA Acܗ =ܕܥ ܼܿHAܡ$)A$)A ̣9Aܕ ܗ̇ܝ ̄ܕ. .j_:AM:Aܕ "`:A A=CAܕ ܘܗ̇ܝ ̄ܗ .G:AMCA"CAJ)Ajܘ ܕA()ܘܬ! ܗ̇ܝ ̄ܘ ܗ̣ܘVA$%A)ܘܬ!. ܗܘ $

VAܘ ܐj̄ܘ. ܗ̣ܘ $SA!̣ܘ"`HA Aܼܿ,70A A Aܕ̇ܗ +5SA Aܕ 4`:A A=CAܘܐܘ .G51A Aܕ +Âܘܪܘ .!=ܵ ܼܿHAܕ +[Aܡ_ ̇,HA Aܘ "x73A A A=̄,[A A=HAܘܐܘ .j_51A A+[A ̇65A A
ܿ
<ܼ

x:A Aܕ ṀfHȦܗ. A$ ܼܿ3A+CȦܗṀHA<VA ܼܿ,5A Aܵ,Aܕ ـطبيع$ܡHA=ܬ! ـ ـ *h<ة.ـ *̇3*5`HA Aܼܿ65A Aܕ ܵ=Â=ܬ! ܼܿ5SA A!ܬ=[A( ܼܿ0)A Aܕ !<HA<SA ܼܿ0dA A+CA3>ܪAܘ !M6CA Ȧ,A!<

,5̇,=ܬ! MS_5m1! ܘ6X̣IC+ ܕܬܘI1>!܀ ܿHܼ<H 4)"63 G0 ܼܿ̀ H ;ܕ j$5X) !6̈5=ܬ`H 4H +H=%5_ܘܬ ܬSܕܗ

Kyānā mtumāyā (‘eternal nature’), which, in one place, is the Infinite, or the

Cause of all, or the Sufficient, or the essences of all good (things), nature (al-

ṭabīʿa), the eternal essence, who is God, the Noble and Majestic (wa-huwa Allāh

ʿazz wa-jall). Kyānitā is that which, wherever something is, it accompanies it,

such as reason for men, and heat for fire. Characteristicness. Kyānā is whatever

exists of itself, and is the receptacle of a thing. It is defined as self-existent

because it is distinguished from the accidents which do not exist of themselves,

and from that which is of the receptacle of the thing. Because powers, accidents,

and actions exist of it, the thing which exists substantially due to it and on

account of it is distinct from that which exists substantially (of itself). There is no

nature that is not a substance, and each nature that is possesses substance of itself.
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Again, because it is an existent, it is separated into four types: The intelligible, the

sensible, the general, and the particular. The intelligible is, for example, the

angels or the souls. The sensible is, for example, the visible bodies. The universal

is, for example, a nature, whatever it is, whether of men or of one of the other

species, which occurs to the judgment exercised alone and simply. The wise

named these conceptions ‘essence’ (usiyā). The particular is, for example, one

nature out of all of the natures, or one substance out of all of the species, like Paul

or Peter. The wise said of this that it is the vehicle and principle part of the

essence. Accompanying and belonging to each nature, whatever it is, are six

attributes. 1. That it is not in the thing, but all (of the thing) is in it. 2. That it

gives from its name and from its definition all of what is said of (the thing). 3.

That it indicates this thing expressly. 4. That it does not have that which the

contrary has. 5. That there is not in it lack or excess. 6. That when it is one, at the

same time it is. The receptacle of these is that which the contrary has, the

common essence, the stature which exists due to it and on account of it, and the

essence existing of itself, which is an indication of itself for the engenderedness

of the thing. Nature. Kyānā, a state of generality that is near to (the state of) being

understood in the mind. And in the reckoning of the sense221 of the definition, an

individual state that does not accept along with (the others) plural enumeration,

nor, analogously, increase.

221. The sense of this is somewhat obscure. The word haniyutā (translated here

‘sense’) literally means ‘pleasure, sweetness’, which makes little sense in this

context. For this reason I have translated according to the evident meaning of the

passage.
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This entry displays clearly the importance of Aristotelian logic for the

terminology of Syriac philosophy. Several elements of the unattributed,

encyclopaedic definition strongly resemble discussions found in Aristotle's

Categories, for example.222 Thus, the Peripatetic account of the concept of

‘nature’ colours unavoidably the scholarly background to the Syriac translations

of φύσις in the Hippocratic Aphorisms. In this way, the historical diversity of

Greek philosophy appears to collapse into a single Syriac idiom dominated by

Attic and Hellenistic understandings of key theoretical concepts.

Finally, it may be remarked that the absence of an analogous Arabic text

penned by Ḥunayn or one of his successors, coupled with the strongly

independent cast of the Arabic equivalent for φύσις al-ṭabīʿa, indicates a certain

degree of rupture even at the heart of the translation movement. Of course,

Ḥunayn could not have foreseen the extent to which Arabic would come to

dominate philosophical discourse at the expense of languages like Syriac over the

following centuries. As this process continued, however, the important elements

of the endeavour of Greek-to-Arabic translation that were written in Syriac came

to be relatively inaccessible to many scholars who sought to use the translations

as independent works. Lacking knowledge of Greek, many scholars must have

remained generally unaware of the tension between the etymological senses of

222. Several Syriac translations of and commentaries on the Categories were

performed at various stages between the 6th and 9th centuries. The study of this

tradition has received important scholarly attention, notably in Daniel King, The

Earliest Syriac Translation of Aristotle's Categories (Leiden: Brill, 2010).

According to King, Ḥunayn later composed a translation of this work, which is

lost.
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φύσις and al-ṭabīʿa and the implicit challenge represented thereby, for example.

Yet even a passing acquaintance with the Syriac versions of Greek philosophical

works could have afforded such scholars an opportunity to consider the

significance of this terminological variation. At least in some senses, then, the

transition from the bi-lingual Syriac-Arabic scholarly culture of Ḥunayn to the

monolingual Arabic one of later centuries entailed a significant loss of intellectual

and cultural wealth and value.

Aphorism i. 4

(1) Αἱ λεπταὶ καὶ ἀκριβέες δίαιται, καὶ ἐν τοῖσι µακροῖσιν αἰεὶ πάθεσι, καὶ ἐν

τοῖσιν ὀξέσιν, οὗ µὴ ἐπιδέχεται, σφαλεραί. (2) καὶ πάλιν αἱ ἐς τὸ ἔσχατον

λεπτότητος ἀφιγµέναι δίαιται χαλεπαί, (3) καὶ γὰρ καὶ αἱ πληρώσιες αἱ ἐς τὸ

ἔσχατον ἀφιγµέναι χαλεπαί. 

P.

ـطعماأل)1( ـ اـ ـللطيفة ـ ـ ـ ـلطةـ دـفاـ ـقيقة ـ ـليسداًـجةـ ـ ـتحتمتـ ـ ـ الـ االـفل اـمي ـلمراض ـمنزـ والـ اـفة ـلحي ـطعمواال)2(ادّةـ ـ اـ ـلتة اـ ـيضي اًـ

 مثل انّ الملء)3 (على حدّ اللطافة رديئة
223

 الذي على الحدّ االقصى رديء يعني الممزوج.

Thin feedings of a thinness seriously thin and established are not borne, neither in

chronic illnesses, nor in acute. Again, feedings upon the limit of thinness are

223. The ms. here reads al-māʾ ‘water’. Biesterfeldt corrects to al-milʾ ‘repletion’,

which is clearly preferable. However, it appears a later scribe added to the end of

the aphorism the phrase yaʿnī al-mamzūj ‘he means mixed’ in response to the

copyist's mistake, which then came to be integrated into the manuscript tradition.
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harmful, just as fillings which are upon the furthest limit are harmful, meaning

mixed.

S.

CA'T5>[Aܕܘ)1( A Ä,Aܘ +%A܇!j̈<fXCA A Asܐ + ̈F)A A+CA_,5HA A Aܘ XCA=܆ ATI)A Aܐ +F)A A;ܕ +570`HA A A A A4:Aܕܘ)2("ܘܢ܆CAܕ 'T5>HA A A=3A$HA+

.45`d3 !ܐ%)(̇+ ܕ]<5,=ܬ +Fd:

Regimens thin and established, in illnesses of extreme length, and in acute where

they are not appropriate; regimens that go unto the furthest limit of thinness harm.

Ḥ.

ـلتا)1( ـبيـدـ اـ ـلبر اـفغـلاـ ـللطي ـ ـعسةـفاـ ـجمييـفومـمذـمرـ ـ األـ اـمع ـلمراض ـمنزـ الـ ـمحة ـلتوا)2(ةـلاـ ـبيدـ اـ ـيبلذيـلر ـ ـفيغـ اـ ـلغه ةـياـ

القصوى من اللطافة في األمراض الحادّة إذا لم يحتمله القوة عسر مذموم.

Regimens extreme in thinness are a blameworthy harm in all chronic diseases

without exception. Regimens that go to the furthest extreme of thinness in acute

diseases, if they do not maintain the patient in strength, are a blameworthy harm.

The Greek text of this aphorism consists of three complete nominal sentences, the

latter two compounded into a single sentence. The first sentence describes

‘restricted and rigid’ regimens of feeding as ‘treacherous’ in certain cases.

Specifically, in chronic diseases (µακροῖσιν... πάθεσι) such regimens are called

‘always’ (αἰεί) treacherous, while in acute (ὀξέσιν) diseases they are called

treacherous ‘where they are not called for’ (οὗ µὴ ἐπιδέχεται). The latter two

sentences together make an analogy between regimens that ‘reach’ (ἀφιγµέναι)

the states of being ‘extremely thin’ (ἔσχατον λεπτότητος) and ‘extremely full’

(πληρώσιες αἱ ἐς τὸ ἔσχατον).

Both Ḥunayn's Arabic translation and the Syriac version of this aphorism
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reflect a significantly different Greek text than that given by modern editors. Most

importantly, the third sentence referring to ‘repletion’ (πληρώσιες) is omitted

entirely. Notably, a sentence carrying much the same meaning occurs at the end

of aphorism i. 3, discussed above. In Ḥunayn's translation, furthermore, the

differentiation between the appropriateness of thin regimens for different kinds of

diseases is made with two contrasting sentences, rather than a single sentence as

in the Greek edition. The translation of the word ‘extreme’ (ἔσχατον) with the

phrase ‘the furthest extreme’ (al-ghāya al-quṣwā) colours the qualified

impermissibility of thin regimens in acute diseases, while in the modern Greek

edition the word takes its sense from its opposition to ‘extremely full’ regimens.

The Syriac translation may be read either as employing an extended casus

pendens, both clauses being predicated by the final word ‘are grievous’ (‘asqīn),

or alternatively as having suffered the loss of the predicate of the first sentence

through scribal error. Importantly, the text follows the same general outline as

Ḥunayn's Arabic translation in its omission of the third sentence. Unlike in

Ḥunayn's translation, however, the distinction between the appropriateness of thin

regimens for chronic and for acute diseases is carried out entirely in the first

sentence. In the notes to his French translation of the Syriac translation, Pognon

speculates that the Greek manuscript tradition used by the translator likely did not

include some parts of the text, in particular καὶ πάλιν and καὶ γὰρ αἱ πληρώσιες.224

The fact that both of the later translations appear to refer to the same variant

of the Greek text would appear at first glance to give evidence that the two works

were produced by the same author. However, the subtle but clear differences

between the two versions vitiates this line of argumentation to a certain extent.

Given that Galen does not discuss the omitted sentence in his commentary on this

224.   Pognon ed., Une version syriaque des Aphorismes, ii. 4, note 1.
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aphorism,225 it is possible that both Ḥunayn and the author of the Syriac

translation each chose to translate in a way reflecting Galen's understanding of the

text rather than to provide a more complete text along the lines of those preferred

by modern editors.

Regarding the terminology of this aphorism, I shall now consider the

scholarly background for the translations of the Greek word δίαιται with the

translations of that word in the works under consideration here:

δίαιται (-ης)

559:16  '(Cܵ5} ̄ܗ ܕܼܘb")܀التدبيرܕ

Diêṭis, this is regimen (dubbārā), regimen (al-tadbīr).

Forms of this Greek word and the related verb διαιτάω occur several times in the 

Aphorisms. The instances of these words are mostly concentrated in Book One of 

the work. The Syriac version translates all of these with a form of the word 

dubbārā ‘regimen’ or the related verb dabbar ‘to manage’. Both of the Arabic 

versions are less regular in their approahces. Ḥunayn translated these instances in 

two distinct ways. In all but two of these cases, he employed forms of the word al-

tadbīr ‘regimen’ and the related verb dabbar ‘to manage’. In some cases, 

however, he used an alternative word, al-ghidhāʾ ‘feeding, nourishment’, for 

example in aphorism i. 9. In the early Arabic version attributed to al-Biṭrīq, these 

Greek words are usually translated with forms of al-aṭʿima ‘feeding’, al-ṭaʿām 

‘food’, and the related verb aṭʿama ‘to give food’. In aphorism i. 16, however, the 

word al-tadābīr ‘regimens’ is employed instead.

225. Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, i. 25-28. 
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There is a strong resemblance and clear etymological relationship between

the Syriac equivalent dubbārā and Hunyan's usual preference al-tadbīr.

However, the presence of this Arabic word's plural al-tadābīr in the early Arabic

version of the Aphorisms demonstrates that it was used to translate δίαιται at an

earlier stage of the translation movement. Nonetheless, it is possible that the very

well-established Syriac usage evidenced both in the Aphorisms and in bar

Bahlul's Lexicon influenced Ḥunayn's Arabic translations by making al-tadbīr

seem a more natural choice. A brief entry for the Syriac equivalent further

extends this pattern of agreement:

537:4 53>)24& c[Lتدبيرات العليل الناقة أقول تدبير ترفّق.ܕܘ  ckLتدبيرات سير وأقول مذاهب وزاد المروزي  ܕܘ

 مدبّر سائس.&d[Le إعمال.
226
]ܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ   ܿLܼܕ c[Lܵ69+ ܕܘ: !"# (Cܗ̇ܝ ܕܕ B)܀دبّر ܗܘ ܐ

Dubbārā msawsyānā (caretaking regimen), regimens (tadbīrāt) for the ill, 

convalescence. I say, caretaker's regimen (tadbīr taraffuq). Dubbārē, regimens, 

modes of conduct, and I say methods (madhāhib). Al-Marwazī adds practices. 

Mdabbrānā, director, leader (sāʾis). According to bar Serošway dābar, dubbārā, 

that according to which God directs the people, to direct.

Aphorism i. 12

(1) Τοὺς δὲ παροξυµοὺς καὶ τὰς καταστάσιας δηλοῦσιν αἱ νοῦσοι καὶ αἱ ὧραι τοῦ

ἔτεος καὶ αἱ τῶν περιόδων πρὸς ἀλλήλας ἀνταποδόσιες, (2) ἤν τε καθ᾽ ἡµέρην, ἤν

τε παρ᾽ ἡµέρην, ἤν τε καὶ διὰ πλείονος χρόνου γίνωνται· (3) Ἀτὰρ καὶ τοῖσιν

ἐπιφαινοµένοισιν. οἶον ἐν πλευριτικοῖσι πτύελον ἢν αὐτίκα ἐπιφαίνηται

226. Duval: سايس.
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ἀρχοµένου µὲν βραχύνει, ἢν δ᾽ ὕστερον ἐπιφαίνηται, µηκύνει. (4) Καὶ οὖρα καὶ

ὑποχωρήµατα καὶ ἱδρῶτες, καὶ δύσκριτα καὶ εὔκριτα καὶ βραχέα καὶ µακρὰ τὰ

νοσήµατα, ἐπιφαινόµενα, δηλοῖ.

ـعلّةـلاألد)1( اـ ـهتيى ـ األـ وإـماج ـشكراض ـلهاـ األـ أـما ـنفسهراض ـ ـ وـ اـعاـسا ـلسنات ـ وـ االـتة ـهتيداول ـ ـبعضاجـ ـ ـبعضهـ ـ إن)2(اًـ

ـيكانـك أوـيلّـكيـفونـ ـيكانـكوم ـبعاًـموـيونـ وإنـيدـ أـفانـكوم ـكثي ذـ ـيككـلر أـق)3(ون.ـ ـبقال اـ ـليدـلراط: ـعللـ الـحىـ

ـيظهاـمراضـماأل ـ ـلفنـمرـ اـ ـلجسظ ـ ـفيهدـ ـ ـمثاـ اـبنـملـ ذات ـلجنه ـ إنـ ـظهب ـنفهـبرـ اـملـجاـعثـ أوّل ـلمن ـقصرضـ ه،ـضرـمرـ

ـظهوإن ذـ ـمتكـلر ـلبوا)4(ه.ـضرـمالـطّراًـخأـ واـ ـلبول واـ ـلعراز وإذاـ ـظهرق ـعلرـ اـ اـجوـلى ـيجذيـله ـعليريـ ـ اـ ـلقضه ـ ـلفاـباءـ رجـ

أو على خالف ذلك دلّ على قصر األمراض وطولها.

(1) The indications of the excitations of diseases and their shapes are the diseases

themselves, the times of the year, and the alternations of the excitations relative to

one another, (2) if they are occurring every day, or occurring day after day, or if

they are occurring [at intervals] greater than that. (3) Hippocrates said: The

indication of the state of diseases is what appears of the emissions of the body on

account of them. For example, in one suffering from pleurisy, if spittle appears

quickly from the beginning of the disease, his disease is short, but if that appears

in a delayed fashion, his disease is long. (4) And urine, faeces, and sweat, when

they appear in such a way as to bring about the crisis or in an opposed way,

indicate the brevity of the disease or its length.

)1(3A23A$̈)Aܕ +)Aܘ 43A2bA=VA ̈dA+fHA A53=ܕA Aܗ ܘܙVA=ܢ4SA܆ .cܗs=,CA Aܕ +,*A Aܘܬܘ .!<1A ̈IAܕ !<%A.'s2(=ܕ(ܐܢVA2)Aܘܐܢ =ܡ:

%A$)Aܘ ܘܐܢA%=ܡ :; $%A'$:Ae,CA Ajܕ +)Aܐܪ ()Aܗܘ B)A.4)3(ܐ ܘܐܦ A(57ܐ; A Aܕ 4CAܪ<VA4HA<%Ae ̈)Aܐ 4VAܕ ceCA$[Aܐ ܕHA"ܘSA)ܬ!. 4 ̇CA(

9*AA AAܗ<SAA ̇`AAZHAA<%AAܪܘ !e[AA+HAA4 ݂*AAܪ=)AA܆+VAA()AAܐ ܗܝ. +SAA$)AA4X:AA AA!ܬ(HAA<%AA!e5mSAA AA AA.ܗܝ fQAAܘܬ)4()ܬ! AAjܘ ܬܘܒ >!CAA=ܪܬ!

.4)TV 45 ܐܘF)ܘܐܢ ܐܪ cܗs=V 4)(XC<H j_`5fQ ܐܘ j_`d3 ܕ43 ܕܐܢ=̈fH 4)ë%<H 4Ï`S $V !<3ܘܕܘ

(1) The diseases are indications of paroxysms and orders, as are the times of the

year and the intervals of the cycles, (2) if they occur each day, or occur one day
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and one day not, or are some time of greater length. (3) But so also is that which is

seen afterwards, for example in pleurisy. For if simultaneously accompanying it

spittle is seen from the beginning, it is short, but if it is seen at length it is long. (4)

And urine also, and faeces, and sweat, when they are seen to accord, they indicate

whether the diseases come to crisis with difficulty or with ease, and if they are

long or short.

هـنإ)1( ـعلدلّـيّ اـئواـنىـ ـلمب وـ ـنظرض وـماـ ـتبترـمه ـ األـ أـمه ـنفسهراض ـ ـ وأوـ اـقا ـلسنات ـ وـ األدوارـيزـتة ـبعضهّد ـ ـ ـعلاـ ـبعىـ ضـ

ـئباـن أوـيلّـكيـفتـنـاك)2(ةـ وـموـيوم أوـموـياً ال أـفاً ـكثي ذـمرـ اـمكـلن واألـمزـلن ـشيان اـ ـلتاء ـتظهيـ ـ ـبعرـ ـمثو)3(د.ـ ذـ كـلال

ـيظهاـم ـ أـفرـ ـصحي اـ ذات ـلجناب ـ إنـنإـفبـ ه ـظهّ اـ ـلنفر ـ ـفيهثـ ـ ـمناًـيدـبمـ اـ أوّل ـلمذ اـكرضـ ـلمان ـقصيرضـ ـ وإنـ رـخأـتراً، ّ

ـظه اـكورهـ ـلمان ـلبوا)4(الً،ـيوـطرضـ واـ ـلبول واـ ـلعراز إذاـ ـظهرق ـبعرتـ ـفقدـ ـعلاـنّـلدـتدـ ـبحودةـجىـ اـ ـلمران ورداءـ هـترض

وطول المرض وقصره.

(1) The diseases themselves indicate the paroxysms of the disease and its order

and its degree, as do the times of the year and the increase of the periodic

exacerbations alternating relative to one another, (2) whether they are each day, or

are one day and one day not, or are greater than that in time, as do the things

which appear afterwards. (3) An example of that is what appears in sufferers from

pleurisy, for if spittle appears in them immediately from the beginning of the

disease, the disease is short, but if its appearance is delayed, the disease is long.

(4) And urine, faeces, and sweat, when they appear afterwards, may indicate the

good or bad quality of the crisis of the disease, and the lengthiness of the disease

or its brevity.

Several points of interest may be observed in comparing these translations. In

translating ἀτάρ in sentence (3), each of the three versions takes a different

approach. Due to the division of the commentary in which it occurs, the early
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Arabic translation resumes with ‘Hippocrates said’ followed by a restatement of

the subject of the aphorism, thus adding an entire clause to the text. The Syriac

interprets ἀτάρ in a relatively strong sense, reading the word as an indication of

contrast with the first part of the aphorism, and thus translates it elā wa-ap ‘but,

however’. Ḥunayn in his Arabic version interpreted this Greek word in its weaker

sense, and so passed over it without giving a translation. This is another example

both of the more literal approach of the Syriac version compared with Ḥunayn's

translation and in general of the fact that the two translations often approach the

Greek text in distinct ways.

Similarly, later in the third sentence, the Syriac again adopts a much more

literal technique in translating the two verbs βραχύνει ‘it is abbreviated’ and

µηκύνει ‘it is prolonged’ when compared with both of the Arabic versions. In the

source-text, the subject of these verbs is not stated explicitly. In the Syriac

version, the phrases karyā-y ‘it is short’ and nagirtā-y ‘it is long’ are likewise

employed without the subject being made explicit. In both of the Arabic

translations, however, the subject maraḍ ‘disease’ is introduced to specify the

sense. Ḥunayn's uses of the inner accusative, for example in the phrase kāna al-

maraḍu qaṣīran ‘the disease is short’, add a certain Arabic stylistic flair that is

lacking in al-Biṭrīq's translations here, for example in the latter's corresponding

phrase qaṣura maraḍuh ‘his disease is short’.

The translations of δύσκριτα and εὔκριτα in sentence (4) are also notable

beyond the phenomena I described above in the discussion of κρίσις in the

context of aphorism i. 1. Al-Biṭrīq's version adopts a significantly different

interpretation of the text in translating these words than do Ḥunayn's translation

and the Syriac version. The Greek text proceeds by listing first three types of

bodily excretions: οὖρα ‘urine’, ὑποχωρήµατα ‘faeces’, and ἱδρῶτες ‘sweat’.
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Following these, four qualities of diseases are listed: δύσκριτα ‘having an ill

crisis’, εὔκριτα ‘having a good crisis’, βραχέα ‘shortness’, and µακρά ‘length’,

which modify τὰ νοσήµατα. All seven of these words are simply coordinated by

the repeated coǌunction καὶ. Following these are the plural participle

ἐπιφαινόµενα ‘appearing’, and the plural verb δηλοῖ ‘they show’.

Due to their having the neuter gender, there is no obvious reason to place

δύσκριτα and εὔκριτα with either the words preceding or the words following

them. That is to say, these two words could equally well be among the things that

show, or the things being shown. Al-Biṭrīq evidently considered them to be

among the things that show, along with the bodily excretions preceding them in

the text. Ḥunayn's translation and the Syriac version, however, both interpret

these to be among the things shown by the excretions. In doing so they follow the

same interpretation as that adopted by Galen in his commentary on the

aphorism.227 In this case the earlier and later Arabic translations of the Aphorisms

are distinguished by the fact that Ḥunayn translated according to Galen's

interpretations.228

Whoever was the author of the Syriac version, in this case that text and

Ḥunayn's translation are largely in accord regarding their following the authority

of Galen. However, even here a certain difference between the two is noticeable.

Ḥunayn's Arabic translates δύσκριτα and εὔκριτα more literally than does the

Syriac version. The former translation renders these two with jawda buḥrān (al-

227. Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, I 40.

228. For several more examples of Ḥunayn's translation's and the Syriac version's use

of Galen in their renditions of the Aphorisms, see Overwien, ‘Paradigmatic

Translator’, 165-177.
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maraḍ) wa-ridāʾatih ‘goodness of the crisis (of the disease) and its badness’,

while the latter gives ‘(en) ʿasqāʾit wa-pšiqāʾit mtbḥarin (kurhānē) ‘(if) the

diseases come to crisis with difficulty or with ease’.

Having already discussed the lexicographical background for several of the

terms found in this aphorism, including παροξυσµός (3.2., iii. 19) and κρίσις

(above, i. 1), the word in this aphorism with the most varying and interesting

approaches across the three versions is καταστάσιας. I shall consider here its

scholarly background:

κατάστασις

1691:23S*$74"* * *$>)* VAM6X:Aܐܘ`* A A!ܬ=dQA AܵdA+bA ܸdFA Aܘ +bA=VA ܵdA+ـعتا آـقدادـ اـخوام. ـلمر ـتبرـ اـ ـلمة A=7%A*̄ܨّفـقوـ AܵIA+

 *5,+ ܐ̇ܘ ܕܘCܵ)'܀S$"74$(<`.ܵܕܐܐܪ. ܘܬܘܒ 

Qaṭasṭasis, this is fitness, permission, rank, and arrangement (ṭukkāsā), reliance,

support. Elsewhere, degree, position. In a manuscript, alteration of the air

(šuḥlāpā dā-ʾar). Again, qāṭasṭāsis, peace or order (dubbārā).

1760:8 `>)$i$7S 47<` ܐ̇ܘS܀'(Cܵ̄ܨ *,5+ ܐ̇ܘ ܕܘ +d ܵṾ=b ̄ܕ(Qܕ 
̄
iC 

Qaṭasṭasis or qṭsis in the Book of Paradise, arrangement (ṭukkāsā). In a

manuscript, peace or order.

1761:7 `>)$i27S܀+dVܵ=b ̄ܓ(1 B)ܐ 

Qṭusṭasis according to Sergius, arrangement (ṭukkāsā).

1765:16747S* * * *$>)* *47S<ܘ`* * * ܕA(ܐ`*
̄
� BQĀܕ(:A ܵ6XA A!ܬ=CĀܨ !

̇
j
ܵ
M ܼܿ*A ܼܿ5,A Aܕܘ ܐ̇ܘ +CA.'( ܵ747S* * * *$>)* bA=ܼVĀܗ`* ܵdA+
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ܕܐ̈%+܀

Qaṭasṭasis and qṭsis according to the Book of Paradise, fitness, familiarity. In a

manuscript, peace or order. Qṭsṭāsis, this is a fraternal order.

Forms of κατάστασις and related words occur several times in the Aphorisms. The

Syriac version of the work takes a largely uniform approach to translating these

instances by employing forms of the noun ṭukkāsā ‘arrangement’ for κατάστασις

and the related verb ṭakkes ‘to arrange’ for the verb καθίστηµι. Ḥunayn in his

Arabic version regularly adopted two different approaches for translating two

different senses which these Greek words carry in the Aphorisms. For the sense of

‘order of a fever’, Ḥunayn basically employed the word al-niẓām ‘order’. For

example, in the aphorism under consideration here, i. 12, this term forms part of

the hendiadys niẓāmih wa-martabatih ‘(the disease's) order and degree’. This

translation may be contrasted with the early Arabic version's rendition ishkālihā

‘(the diseases') shapes’. In another aphorism, iii. 8, Ḥunayn translated two

instances of the word ἀκατάστατος ‘irregular’ with ghayr muntaẓim ‘without

internal order’ and ‘ghayr lāzima l-niẓāmihā ‘without adhering to its order’.

Κατάστασις also occurs with the sense of ‘condition of the atmosphere’ in other

places in the work; for these, Ḥunayn employed phrases like ḥālāt al-hawāʾ ‘states

of the air’, as for example in aphorism iii. 15.

The relationship between the standard Syriac equivalent ṭukkāsā and the

entries for κατάστασις in bar Bahlul's Lexicon are of some interest, in that the

former word is a slightly modified loan-word itself based on the Greek word τάξις

‘arrangement’. The entries identified by Duval as relevant to κατάστασις for the

most part define senses of the Syriac loan-word qaṭasṭasis, rather than senses of

the Greek word itself. An important exception to this occurs in the entry at
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1691:23. There, bar Bahlul refers to ‘a manuscript’ for the definition šuḥlāpā d-

āʾar ‘alteration of the air’. Considering that Ḥunayn showed a sensitivity to the

difference between the medical and meteorological senses of κατάστασις in his

Arabic translation of the Aphorisms while the extant Syriac translation does not, it

is interesting to see a reference to this sense of the Greek word in a Syriac

definition attributable to Ḥunayn.

The Greek entries identified by Duval are not strongly representative of

Ḥunayn's Arabic equivalents for κατάστασις as given in the translator's version of

the Aphorisms. The closest match occurs in entry 1691:23, where the second

element of the hendiadys niẓāmih wa-martabatih is found. The translator's

approach is better reflected in parts of bar Bahlul's entries for the Syriac

equivalent ṭukkāsā:

793:17 54ܵhܵ2ܼ" +)(Vܙ B)التقرير التدبير. ܐ u(
ܿ
܀ترتيب "54ܵhܵ2ܼ ̄ܨ هيّأ قرّر. ܼ"

Ṭukkāsā according to Zakariya, establishment, regimen (al-tadbīr). Ṭakkes, to

form, to establish. In a manuscript ṭukkāsā, arrangement.

807:1"* ܹ(* ̣4*5 ܨܵ ܕܗ̇ܘQA!<QĀܗ !j_HAܕ +51A Aܕܐ .8 ܼ)AB5SA AܼfAܕ "dF>HA A A Aܵ,A+229ܐ ܨA(ܵܪܕ'. BCA!ܬ= ̈-A")A4,5VA A Aܘ .!M̈*A=7HA Ap ܵ

A],ܬ Aܕܐ F)A,5̣=ܬ! A A Aܕܐܘ 51A=ܬ̇ܗ A+ـلتا ـتيرـ واـ ـتبرـلب *")ة.ـ ܗ̇ܘ5*4̣* ܕHAܐj̄ܘ +HA ̇dA<3ATSAܕ ܐSAj_3A2HAܼ=ܬHA=ܬܗ A()A40HA%$ܡ Aܩ$ ܼܿ

A=7HA*ܘܐj̄ܘ Aܙܕ p ܵ[Aܕܐ F)A,5=ܬ! A A Aܕܐܘ 51A=ܬ! A+ـلتا ـتيرـ واـ ـتبرُـلب *")4ة.ـ * *&4ܕܕܘ5* *PY=* ـتيرـت2ܢ* األـ ܘور.ـمب X57fCĀܨ A A A A.+ܘ(#* *g ܹ

*&7ܘ *
ܿ
ܼ(*u ܿ

ـعفيفܼ ـ ـ ذوـ *")رؤة.ـماً درـتراـم5*4̈* رـجب *")4ّوم.ـسات * ـمن5* رـلزـ درـسة ـنظةـجم *")ام.ـ *̣4*5>L* *ܼJ*5ـمن وء.ـسةـلزـ

534(7& +)(Vܐܪܙ0 مرتّب معبّا. ܙ `("P&  2. أقولṾܐ<H܀")4̈<574 ܬܐ-5̣=ܗܝ. ܬ"̣)4<2ܗܝ+dFb p̈,C ̄ܗ 

Ṭeksā, a fitting aim that is established, which, according to the intention of the one

who orders, proceeds for all things naturally, to the completion of the fashioning

229. Duval: +,d̈F>H.
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of the quality of the essence, arrangement, degree. Ṭeksā is something whose

action indicates figuratively something else, and is the rightful completion of the

quality of the essence, arrangement, degree. Ṭeksā d-dumesṭiqun, the

arrangement of affairs. In a manuscript and in the Gospel, wa-nkep wa-mṭakkas

(‘chaste and orderly’), one chaste and having virtue.230 Ṭeksē, grades, degrees,

limits. Ṭeksā, position, limit, degree, order (niẓām). Ṭeksā bišā, an evil position.

Mṭakksānā (according to) Zakariya, one who arranges, one who prepares.

Mtṭakkas rāzā (‘the sacrament was received’) I say, it was eaten. Tṭakkesiw, you

ate it. Ṭaksistā, this is the people of an order.

In these examples, the presence of Ḥunayn's preferred Arabic equivalent for

κατάστασις al-niẓām in the entry at 807:1 makes the Syriac lexicography much

more strongly representative of the Arabic Aphorisms than the Greek

lexicography. Again, the important evidence for Ḥunayn's Syriac activity in the

entry for κατάστασις at 1691:23 is also the only information relevant to the

atmospheric sense of this Greek term in the entries presented here. This again

tends to indicate the importance of both Greek and Syriac in Ḥunayn's

lexicographical work.

Aphorism i. 13

(1) Γέροντες εὐφορώτατα νηστείην φέρουσι, δεύτερα οἱ καθεστηκότες, ἥκιστα

µειρακία, (2) πάντων δὲ µάλιστα παιδία, τούτων δὲ ἢν τύχῃ αὐτὰ ἑωυτῶν

προθυµότερα ἐόντα.

230. I Timothy 3:2.
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P.

ـلشيا)1( ـ ـيحتملوخـ ـ ـ ـ اـ ـلصون وـ ـيخوم ـعليهفّـ ـ ـ وـ ـبعنـمم ـعلمـهدـ اـ اـيذـلى ـنتهن ـ ـشبىـ ـبهاـ األـمأـفمـ ـحتماـفداثـحّا ـ ـلهاـ ـيسيهـلمـ ـ رـ

 والصبيان أقلّ احتماالً لذلك وال سيّما األكياس منهم لكثرة الحرارة فيهم.)2(

(1) The elderly bear fasting, as it is light upon them, and after them upon those at

the limit of youth, and then juveniles, whose bearing of it is slight. (2) Children

are the least in bearing that, and especially the most appetitive (al-akyās) of them,

due to the great heat in them.

S.

)1(01A A+ ̈bAܕ k5:A AjG05dHA A A A()Aܨܘ 4HA.+7QA Äm5A Ap5,*A A Aܬܪ +̈,)A A.j_Â'ܘ̈ܕ$bAkCAJ)A.j59)2()ܐOA A Aj +̈)A(HA4-Aܘܢ"

JC kb()ܐj. ܘ4H ܗ:45 ܐ(457 ܕ^$*+ ܕj() ܪܐ^4H 45 *)V+ ܕH=[ p̈,C>ܗܘܢ.

(1) The elderly very easily bear fasting. The middle aged are second. Youths are

less well-able. (2) Children are the least of all, and of these, those who by chance

are of greater appetite than others of the same age.

Ḥ.

ـلمشا)1( ـ أـئاـ ـحمخ اـ ـلنل ـللصاسـ ـ وـ ـبعنـموم اـهدـ ـلكهم ـ واـ ـلشبول ـ أـ اـقان ـحتملّ ـ اـقوأ)2(هـلاالًـ ـلنلّ اـ ـحتماس ـ ـللصاالًـ ـ ومـ

الصبيان وما كان من الصبيان أقوى شهوة فهو أقل احتماالً له.

(1) The elderly are the best of people to bear fasting, and after them the mature.

Youths are less able to bear it. (2) The least able to bear fasting are children, and

those children who are strongest of appetite are the least able to bear it.

The translations of this aphorism present a contrast between the Syriac translation

on the one hand and the Arabic translations on the other. The Greek text is quite

abbreviated. In the first sentence, the verbal phrase νηστείην φέρουσι ‘they bear
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fasting’ is modified by the comparative εὐφορώτατα ‘best able to bear’, which

describes γέροντες ‘the elderly’. The following phrases then compare the ability

of people of different ages with this capacity of the elderly without restating any

of the elements of the verb phrase. Instead, the adverbs δεύτερα ‘second’, ἥκιστα

‘least’, and πάντων δὲ µάλιστα ‘least of all’ refer the successive subjects back to

the statement in the first clause.

The Syriac translation follows this approach closely. The main content of

the aphorism is expressed in the phrase ṭāb dalilāʾit msaybrin ṣawmā ‘very easily

bear fasting’, which modifies sābē ‘the elderly’. As in the Greek, none of these

elements are restated in the remainder of the text; rather, adverbs used as

comparatives refer the subjects back to the first statement.

Both of the Arabic translations differ substantially from the Syriac version

in their approaches to rendering this aphorism. In each of these texts, a form of

the verb iḥtamala ‘to bear’ renders the Greek φέρουσι. Forms of this verb are

then restated several times in the text that follows. In the early Arabic version, the

verb is restated twice, and in Ḥunayn's version it is restated three times. Al-Biṭrīq

restated the noun al-ṣawm ‘fasting’ by means of pronouns like dhālika, and

Ḥunayn's version departs evenfurther from the Greek original by also repeating

al-ṣawm itself in the second sentence.

Another example of the Syriac translator's greater concern for rendering

literally each word of the Greek original may also be seen in these authors'

approaches to translating the Greek τύχῃ ‘by chance’ in the second sentence of

this aphorism. In fact, neither of the Arabic authors gave an equivalent for this

word at all. The Syriac version, however, again translates it literally with d-gedšā

‘by chance’. Although the Arabic translators were not mistaken in regarding τύχῃ

as a relatively insubstantial element of the Greek text, the presence of its
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equivalent in the Syriac version distinguishes the latter translation from the

former two. Furthermore, a long, unattributed entry for the Syriac equivalent

gedšā in bar Bahlul's Lexicon helps further to emphasize the overtones of

Aristotelian logic in the terminology of the Syriac Aphorisms:

453:19E*e ܹO*5 ـلعاCAJ̄رضـعܵ E*eارض.ـ ܼܿO* VA(SAj_E*ܿeܼO*ܸ3*_̈0`SAܕ_*3ܼܿ A Aܬܘܒ܀ j_E*eO*5ܗ̇ܘ ܕܐj̄ܘHAܐj̄ܘ +6CA A.ܡ$

VA$:Aܐ =)AB,HA A!<ܵHAܡ$,HA A;ܘ ܐj̄ܘ. "HAJ ܼܿ)Aܕ +SA!ܘ"̣[A=ܼ)Aܵ6A"7CA Ạ9Aܗ̇ܘ $HĀܘjܕܐ +CA."HA
ܿ
>ܼܬ ܸ%A8 ܼܿ5^A Āܘjܕܐ (6CA A.ܡ$

>HA Aܕ 2VA2Â$*A.jܕܐ +6CA Āܗ ܐj̄ܘ 5FCA,$ܡ A A A+`HA Aܼܿ,70A A Aܐ ܘܗ̇ܝ .")Aܕ B:A=,HA Aܗ<ܵ,HA Aܐ̇ܘ ܐj̄ܘ. ">HA Aܕ 2%A!ܪܼܘܬ=ܵ ܹ

jܕܐ)AA"̇^AA$*AA+:AA=,HAA AA!<HAA4^AA=6*AA AA+,70`HAA AA AA AA AAjܐ "̇)AA;ܕ ܘܗ̇ܝ ."̇HAAJ ܼܿ)AAܕ +SAA!ܘ"[AA=6)AA AA"97CAA AA AAܗ̇ܘ $HAĀܘjܕܐ +CAA."

>HA Aܕ 2%A; ܵ=ܪܼܘܬ! ܹHAJ)Aܕܬ +[A=HAp97CA A A$^A=6*A A+`HA Aܼܿ,70A A Aܐ ."̇SA$)A4SA_HAܐ ( ̣SAܕܐ̣ܦ n^A=6*A Aܘ +,[A A=HAܐ +,)A Aܕܗ̣ܘ +CA'ܬܪ_

[A.ܡ_ ̇VA$:A=,HA A!<,HA A;ܘ ܐj̄ܘ. "HAJ)Aܕ +SA!ܘ"[A=6)A A"97CA A A.̈ܘܗܝ$SAܕ ܕA=CA:$ܥ 5VA,"̇ܝ A A+[Aܡ_ ̇^A=6*A A+CA;ܐ _ܬܪ.

CAܕ Â=6*A"̇ܝ A.+CAܕ A=,5VA:"̇ܝ A Āܘjܐ +Â=6*A A;ܐ .+%A$HAܐ̈ܕ 4*Aܕ +6VA Aܵ5A.!ܬ=HA
ܿ
>ܼܬ ܸ%Aܕ 8 ܼܿ)Aܐܦ 4Â$*Aܗ +VAܗ̇ܘ .4HA!ܕܗ̇ܘ +

)HAAܘ ܼܿ%AA�tAA(HAA40%AA AA!ܕܗ̇ܘ G ܵCAAܗ̇ܘ "HAAܘ ܕܗ̇ܘ! +HAA( ܼܿ%AAܐ .�QAA45^AA AAjܼܐ (^AA$*AA;ܕ + ̈HAA( ܼܿ5`%AA AA AAܐ .4)AAܐܘ BVAA ܵ6AAܕ +3AAs=CAA=ܬ!

ܐ;VA=*Ä5Aܘܕ .+CA3>ܪA!MHA5>ܪ`%A A Aܗ ܐܦ 45:A A.4HAJ)Aܗܝ +5^A Aܕ (SA(ܸSAܹ5Aܐ SAnXCA=ܗܝ A=*A ܵ0A+9:A Aܪ=CA+%Aܘ =ܪ' ܹX:A Aܼܿ07A Aܐܼܘ +VA ܵ6A.+

VA,ܗ Aܕ ܗ̇ܝ ܘܐܦ +tA(HA4%A ܼܿ0A.G231ܐQA45^A Ajܼܐ (Â$̈*Aܕ +XHA Aܼܿ570A A A46:A Aܕ $Â$ܡ ̇5*A A4CA;ܐ ."̇:A=,5F:A A A A+XHA Aܼܿ570A A A;ܐ .4

6:A Aܵܙ=ܼÂܐ̇ܘ +65fm:A A A A Aܐ̇ܘ f:A=ܬ! A= ܼܿ)Aܐ̇ܘ X:A=ܬ!. A'$HAܐ 457)A A Aܕ 4`SA ÄIA45F:A A Ȧ,A.+5VA Ȧ,A+5^A A(XCA A$HAܙ 45SA A; 4HAJ ܼܿ)Aܕ +SA<%A ܼܿ0A.2

HA
ܿ
>ܼܬ ܸ%Aܕ 8 ܼܿ)A4Â$*Aܗ ܐܦ +,VA A;ܕ ܗ̇ܘ .+,[A A+ ܹ[A=)A ̇6Aܘ ܗ. ̣j̇ܕ +:AܘܗܝM`HA Aܼܿ,70A A Aܕ +HA.ܡ$HA

ܿ
>ܼܬ ܸ%A8 ܼܿ5^A A;ܕ ([Aܡ_ ̇x:A AܗṀ

HA`ܘ; Aܼܿ0A2 ܹ6:A Aܕ HA4,5VA)ܫSA<QA$ܡ A Aܕ +[Aܡ_ ̇x:A Aܘ Ṁ`HAܗ Aܼܿ0A26:A Aܕ 51A>ܬHA$ܡ A8 ܼ:Aܕ "`:A A=CAjGCA<%A=HAܐ .+VAce

ܕA:ܹ)ܫHA<QAܕ "`:A A=CAjGCA3>ܪA.!MHAܬ<%A85^A A(Â$*Aܗ ܐܦ +,VA Aܗ̇ܘ .+HA;ܕ +d,^A A Aܕ
ܵ
ܐ ܘ; ܐj̄ܘ +*A;ܘ + ܵQAܪ=,*A A+

ܕ ܘܐj̄ܘAAܵ7AA(ܘ; .!M[AA=)AA ̇6AA"oCAA AAeCAA46CAA AAܐ ܘAA()AA%$ܡ .4HAA<7QAA AAܕ �)AA4f:AA AA!<QAAs=,*AA AA.+6:AA AA<)AA$3AÄ,AAܘ +6:AA AA<^AAT,*AA AA.+

m:A A=ܵ ܼܿSA
ܵ5Aܘ + ̈ ܹX5:A A Ä5A$)Aܘ .+:Aܿ$ܼfHA Aܼܿ,Aܘ + ܹ:A;$fHA Aܼܿ,A.+ ܹHA<)A$3A ܵ,Aܐ +)ABF%A Ạ6Aܘ !<o1A Aܘ bA=ܬ! ̇0Aܘ f5CA=ܬ! A Aܘܙܕ A(`=ܬ! Aܘ A%<=ܬ! A!Ṃ

ܐA")A-ܘ 457)A A Aܕ 4fI,CA A A Āܘjܐ +[A=6)A Aܕ +7)A A")A.4HAs<,f^A A Aܐ +)ABVAܕ 2f6X:A A A As +f^A A+fHA A<03A A.$Â̇ܐ ̈cܹ= ܼܿHAܘ cܐ ([A
ܵ
G

sܘ)A ̣XAܘ +bA
ܿ
ܼ69A Aܘܙ +5SA A+ ̈-Aܕ f^A"ܘܢ A.!< ̣^A=ܵ ܼܿSA

ܵ5Aܐ + ̈ ܹ)ABx-A A"̇%Aܘ x-A=ܪܘܬ! Aܐܘ "̇6VA A.!5=ܬX)A A A$̈)Aܐ +)AB%Aܕ CA<m:A=ܪܘܬ! Aܐ̇ܘ .+

231. Duval: +07 ܿ%ܼ.
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6VAܐܘ Aܕ $CA=ܬ! ܼܿ)Aܕ .!
ܵ
fHẠ=ܬ Aܼܿ,Aܐ + ܹ)Aܸܐ B*Aܕܗ̇ܘ !

ܵ
< ܵ)Aܘ +HA( ܼܿ`%A Aܐ̇ܘ +*A=SApܵÂܕ cܵ= ܼܿHAܕ 4%A ̣7Aܐܘ ܐ̇ܘ !<6VA Aܕ HA46*A=ܬ! ẠfA;ܕ .+fHA Aܼܿ,Aܐ + ܹ)AB

 ",H +5, ܿfܼH ;6+ ܕ*=mC +90 ܿ[ܼ<Hܕ !<H=* 4 ܐ̇ܘ)"H<fH +5̈,5V 5ܵ+. ܗ:45 ܕܐ̣ܦ*ܵ=̣Vܘܕ + ܵC̣6=ܬ! ܕ3ܼ=ܪV܀العَرَضܐܘ

Gedšā, accident. In a manuscript, accidental. Again, gadšan is masculine, and

gdašen is feminine. Gedšā is that which is in a thing, but the form of that thing

does not derive from it, and it is not possible that it subsist without the thing in

which it is. It is thus restricted to being in some thing, for each accident that is, is

in a thing which is receptive of it by nature, and whose form does not derive from

it. It is thus, because whiteness, which is an accident, is not a part of the body

containing it, and because it is not possible that it subsist without that in which it

is. For it is not possible that whiteness subsist without a body to contain it. If

someone says that a body or a substance, wherever it is, subsists in a place, when

it is not part of (the place), and it is not possible that it subsist without (the place),

he knows that that body does not subsist in that place by nature, but by virtue of

that in the body which is not essential, and which is rather one of the types of

quantity. Accident is thus defined in this way: That which may be thus separated

without destruction of that in which it is, that which is and is separable. For

though there are accidents that are not separable, like the blackness of ravens or of

Cushites, they are (in fact) separable in the mind, as it is possible for people to

imagine a white raven or black milk.232 Thus this is without destruction. For if

there were accidents (whose removal) would destroy the thing in which they

occurred, but did not destroy the essence, but (only) the mixture or the

embodiment or the surface, or one of the things that accompanies the essence, it is

not possible that essence be destroyed in one of these ways. Accident is thus

232. The white raven is a common example in Aristotelian logic, for example in the

Prior Analytics, 27ᵇ5.
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defined in this way: That which does not possess substance of itself, and is not the

receptacle of the thing. For it is established that it does not exist of itself, nor does

it receive the thing that is separate from the essence, which does exist of itself and

does receive the thing of which it is stated to be receptive by definition, as it is so

distinguished to be receptive by the judgment. Accident is thus defined in this

way: That which is not a kind, nor a type, nor a form, nor a property, and which

has its subsistence at all times in another thing. It is then separated into six types:

The intelligibles and the sensibles, the generalities and the particulars, and the

mutables and the immutables. The intelligibles (are things) like wisdom and

ignorance, good and evil, righteousness and sinfulness, and all those things which

properly have their existence in the soul. The sensibles (are things) like all that

stimulates the five senses, I say the colours, sound, smells, taste and all the

varieties of touch. The generalities (are things) like all whiteness and all

blackness. The particulars (are things) like the white which is in snow, or the

black which is in ink. The mutables (are things) like a fever which is and is

separable, or a change of colour due to fear, or the darkening of the Sun. The

immutables (are things) like the blackness of a raven or of a Cushite, which are

designated by nature, or a scar which is fixed upon the body, which does not

change on account of it. Accidents (al-ʿaraḍ).

As King indicates in his glossary, gedšā was the Syriac equivalent for the Greek

logical term συµβεβηκός ‘accident’ from an early stage.233 While it clearly relies

upon an Aristotelian conceptual framework and has Peripatetic overtones, the

details of the entry do not readily appear to match exactly those found in any

233. King, Earliest Syriac Translation, 306.
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specific work of Aristotle. Furthermore, the presence of phrases like ‘I say’

(āmar-nā) indicate that this is an independent composition. Although due to its

being unattributed to any author it is possible to attribute its authorship to Ḥunayn,

comparison of the style and language to other of his Syriac works would be

desirable for making a firm judgment on the question. 

Aphorism iii. 1

(1) Αἱ µεταβολαὶ τῶν ὡρέων µάλιστα τίκτουσι νοσήµατα (2) καὶ ἐν τῇσιν ὥρῃσιν 

αἱ µεγάλαι µεταλλαγαὶ ἢ ψύξιος ἢ θάλψιος (3) καὶ τὰ ἄλλα κατὰ λόγον οὕτως.

S.234

)1( .cܗs=V 4)$:=H jܐ()j kb !<,*ܕ +̈,C5̈"ܘܢ ܕܙI7%=* )2( !<Csܬ! ܪܘ=,Ïx7%<fH !<,*ܕ +̈,CeC ܘܢ"Cܘ 

 ܘܗ45̈S ܕ*)j_6XQ +V.)3(ܕ])()ܘܬ! ܐ̇ܘ ܕ*5X,=ܬ! 

(1) The alterations of the times of the year very often beget diseases, (2) and great 

variations of cold or heat in the times of the year, (3) and those of the others 

analogously.

Ḥ.

 وفي الوقت الواحد منها التغيّر الشديد في )2( إنّ انقالب أوقات السنة ممّا يعمل في توليد األمراض خاصّة، )1(

 وكذلك في سائر الحاالت على هذا القياس.)3(البرد أو في الحرّ، 

234. Due to a lacuna in Houtsma's text of al-Biṭrīq's translation of this aphorism, I

have placed the early Arabic translation last.
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(1) The alternation of the times of the year is one of the things that especially 

affects the generation of diseases, (2) and in one of these times severe changes in 

cold or heat, (3) and likewise for the remaining conditions in an analogous way.

P.

 وغير ذلك ممّا يجرى مجراه أى انقالب ساعات )3(  عن عظم البرد والحرّ)2( انقالب الساعات [.........] )1(

.الزمان من اجزاء السنة

(1) The alteration of the hours... (2) from the magnitude of cold, or hot, (3) or 

others of those that follow the same course (yajrī majrāhu), that is, the alteration 

of the hours of the time of the parts of the year. 

The manuscript of the Arabic Palladius ends with aphorism ii. 19. For aphorisms 

that follow, then, our only source for al-Biṭrīq's translation is the History of al-

Yaʿqūbī, as described in the Introduction. The text of the lemmas as found in 

Houtsma's edition has suffered some attrition, and they tend to be less reliable 

than those found in the Arabic Palladius. Despite this, it is still possible to draw 

interesting conclusions from them regarding the variety of approaches adopted in 

rendering the Aphorisms into Arabic.

When comparing the three versions of aphorism iii. 1 presented above, a

picture that should be by now somewhat familiar emerges. Even considering the

important lacuna in Houtsma's edition of the History, it is clear that al-Biṭrīq's

translation of the aphorism suffers from a lack of clarity. The explanation of the

sense of the aphorism found at the end of the translation, ‘that is, the alteration of

the hours of the time of the parts of the year’, whether added by the translator, al-

Yaʿqūbī, or some intermediary scribe, reflects nothing in the original Greek. It

appears, however, that its addition was seen as a helpful supplement to the text of
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the translation itself.

Although the Syriac translation faithfully renders the Greek aphorism, it

also reflects the source-text's quite concise character. This technique may be

compared with the more expansive approach adopted by Ḥunayn in his Arabic

version. For example, in the first clause of the aphorism, both the Greek and the

Syriac version rather straightforwardly state the subject under discussion. First,

each gives the subject ‘the changes of the seasons’ (Αἱ µεταβολαὶ τῶν ὡρέων,

šuḥlapayhon d-zabnē d-šattā), then the verb ‘beget’ (τίκτουσι, mwalldin)

modified by the adverb ‘often’ (µάλιστα, ṭāb ittirāʾit), and then the object

‘diseases’ (νοσήµατα, kurhānē). The word order of the Syriac version thus

follows the source-text exactly with barely anything added or removed.

This is not the case in Ḥunayn's Arabic translation, however. There, the

single verb τίκτουσι is rendered with a more complex phrase mimmā yaʿmal fī

tawlīd (al-amrāḍ) ‘is one of the things that affect the generation (of diseases)’.

Furthermore, rather than adopting a similarly straightforward approach to

translating µάλιστα to that of the Syriac version, Ḥunayn rendered this word with

the adverb khāṣṣatan ‘especially’ This type of distinction between the two

versions is also evident in the translations of τὰ ἄλλα in the final clause. The

Syriac version rendered this phrase literally with hānēn d-šarkā ‘the others’,

while Ḥunayn explicated, using fī sāʾir al-ḥālāt ‘for the remaining conditions’.

Beyond this, the phrase κατὰ λόγον in clause three of the aphorism affords

the opportunity to consider the translations of the word λόγος in the context of

these translations of the Aphorisms and their scholarly background.

λόγος/λόγια/λογισµός
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947:9  '(ܵH_ܹH 4 قول كالم.:=^=ܤdX ܀الغاية :=^=ܤ ̄ܗ :6ܼܿ

Logos, speech, saying, speech. Logos, this is ‘with difficulty’, extremity.

 

947:21  
̈
GH ܀الكالم:=^5=ܤ

Logios, words, speech.

948:10:A=Âܘ A=5^A:=ܤ Aܐ +)AB)A=5SA A+7HA A!<HA<QA ܼܿfAܐ �)AB1Aܪ=)Aܵ5A.+HA<0dSA A Aܕ +)Aܘ 4:A=5^A A+5CA A=5SA A+CAe5SA A+̈1A ̈5mA A.!_

FdHA A AG5^A A(:A<%A=HA+79:A A Aܕ !<HAܘ A:76$ܡ. A A!<ISA A=[Aܕ !<HA4QA=HAܘ +7576:A A A A Aܕ fISA=ܬ! A Aܘ .+:A",6)A A Aܕ A"5CA(=ܬ! A4,CA Ap̈

 !_5̈m1 +,53s5+ ܕ*=,F:[ܘ] .ܡ$H 4H nS; +m7Q<Ḧܕ'. ܘ:6,>! ܕ$X: +fS܀الكالمܐ

Logos and logia in Greek are defined as is melltā ‘word’ in Syriac, for both it and

logia in Greek are understood in many ways. It signifies the definition of the

cause of a thing, the word uttered from the mouth, and the reasoning of the soul,

as well as the trust men give to one another, the portion that divides a person from

a thing, [and] the gathering of many minds, speech (al-kalām).

947:8 !<7H +5^=: ܀الكالم المنطق

Logya, word, speech, logic (al-manṭiq).

܀ قلب فكر %=*0+فكرة قياس المنطق:=^6d5=ܤ  947:11

Logismos, reason (qiyās), logic (al-manṭiq), thought, thought, heart, thinking.

The Greek text of the Aphorisms contains approximately eight uses of forms of

the word λόγος in various phrases and compounds, as well as one use of the

related word λογισµός. The Syriac translation of the work uses three main

approaches to rendering these nine instances, each of which has distinct treatment

in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. I shall structure this discussion around these three
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translations and the relevant lexicographical material .

In aphorism ii. 27, the word λόγος occurs in the phrase τοῖσι µὴ κατὰ λόγον

κουφίζουσιν ‘those lightenings (of the disease) that are not usual (lit. not

according to reason)’. The Syriac translation renders µὴ κατὰ λόγον with law b-

wālitā ‘not suitable’, while Ḥunayn's Arabic translation gives bi-khilāf al-qiyās

‘against reason’. In this case, the two translations differ significantly in their

interpretation of the Greek source-text, with Ḥunayn's translation being somewhat

more literal than the Syriac version. Two successive entries in bar Bahlul's

Lexicon relevant to wālitā read like this:

 H>ܬk5ܼ% ܵܙܸܕܩ܀ينبغي يجب ܵܘܹ; 665:17

Wālē, to be appropriate (yanbaghī), to be necessary (yajib), it is incumbent, it is

necessary (zādeq).

ـجبواA!Mܼ:̇ܘ665:18 5x:Aܵܘة.ـ A Aܐ jܼ_ ܵ)AB%A=5SA A4ـكم أـضوـميـفهـباءـجاـ وـجع ـعنوـهود االـ ـنفعدي ـ ̇ܘبـجواـلاـبالـ A!M:̄ܨ

̇ܙܕ]+܀

Wālitā, necessary (awjaba). Wālyāʾit according to Ḥunayn as he introduced in a

certain place, better (ajwad), and for me it is ‘being done of necessity’. In a

manuscript wālitā, right (zedqā).

What is especially important to note about these entries is the absence of

Ḥunayn's translation in aphorism ii. 27 al-qiyās. This word is also absent in the

lexicography for the second approach to translating λόγος in the Syriac

Aphorisms. This approach involves zedqā ‘necessity’, a word that also figures in

both of the above entries for wālitā.

Later in the same aphorism discussed above, ii. 27, for example, the
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compound word παραλόγως ‘beyond reason’ is employed in the Greek source-

text. In place of this word, the Syriac version gives the phrase lbar men zedqā

‘unduly’, while Ḥunayn again followed much the same approach as above,

writing ʿalā ghayr al-qiyās ‘in (a way) other than reason’. Yet in other instances

where the Syriac uses some form of zedqā, Ḥunayn adopted a different approach

which aligns better with the Syriac lexicography given so far. For example, in

aphorism ii. 28, the phrase µᾶλλον τοῦ κατὰ λόγον ‘greater than that which is

regular (lit. according to reason)’ is translated in the Syriac yattir men zedqā

‘more than is right’, and similarly Ḥunayn's Arabic gives akthar mimma

yanbaghī ‘more than what is appropriate’. In aphorism v. 64, the Syriac again

translates the phrase παρὰ λόγον with lbar men zedqā ‘unduly’, while in this

place Ḥunayn uses the phrase ʿalā ghayr mā tuwajjibuhu al-ʿilla ‘without the

disease necessitating it’.

We have already seen the equivalence between wālitā and zedqā in bar

Bahlul's entries for the former word. In these entries there also occur words

related to two of the Arabic equivalents, yanbaghī ‘to be appropriate’ and yajib

‘to be necessary’, that Ḥunayn used to translate λόγος in the Arabic Aphorisms.

An entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon relevant to the Syriac zedqā also contains

definitions related to Ḥunayn's approach to translating λόγος:

Yܙܕ676:5 =** با5** ــل اــ صارّ ــل اــيدّــ بق ــل اــ صرّ ــل Yܙܕدق.ــ =** يدّــص2ܬ0** ق ــي ــ ةــ Yܙܕرورة.ــبّ =** ܨHAĀܗ2ܬ0** ,Mܪܘܬ 5CAA AA AA+5 7HAA AA AAܕܪ̇ܗܛ G ܼ

CAܕe`)A Aܕ̇ܘ ܕAMCA_Â:ܼ=ܬ!. c=`:A A=57CA A A.+HAܐ<HAܗ '( ̣5VA Aܙܕ 2`)A Aܘ ܐ̇ܘ3A2#Aܼ=ܬ! .!">5fQA A A Aܐ̇ܘ j_>HA A; 2HAܕe3Ae,3A A!ܬ=

ـلباMܪܘܬ!HAܕ ܸܕرارة.ـ ـجعلتاي)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܐهـتررـباPܹܗ*Sܼܙܿ ـ ـ .ـبهـ ܸܕرّاً ̣*Sܼܙܿ
ܵ
P#*_ـيتنّـكز ـ ܸܕي.ـ *Sܼܙܿ ܼܿ3>* ـينّـكز_* ܩي.ـ ܼܕܿ ـتبܸܐܙܼܕܿ !*Sܙܕرّر.ـ

CAAܕ
̄
iQAAܐ ܸܕܩ$ܘܟ.AA"CAA(=ܘܕAAB*AA()̄ܕ ܸܙܕܼܙܿ ܐAA]̄ܗ +)AAܕ ܗ̄ܝ BVAAܕ ܗܘ! ܕܩ ܼܙܿ ܗ̣ܘ $f SAA AA( ̣)AAب.ـجاَو=ܗܝ S**5ܸܙܕَ واـحܵ قّ دَـصبـجَ ة.ـقَ

S*0ܸܙ̈ܕ ̣
ܵ
P ܵ

ـيجܵܙܸܕܩات.ـقدـص S*oܸܙܕب.ـ ـحقܼܿ واـنّـ ـجبنا ـ ܘA(̄ܗ̇ܙܕܩا.ـ !_ ̇3Aܐ ܕA(̇"ܢ ܗܘ! ܕ̇ܙܕܩ ܗ̇ܝ BSA<HA� Gܹ ܼܿCA+ـيج وـ ـينبغب ـ ـ ي.ـ

ܸܕ ܙܕHAĀܗS**2ܼܙܿ 4[AAܘ +VAA_ ܹSAA!وـبَـجاَو=ܬ وا دَـعُ دَـصرّـبS**5ܸܙܕب.ـجواS**5̇ܙܕوا.ـلَ ܕة.ـقَ S**oܼܙܿ S**oܸܙܕا.ـنرّرـبܼܿ ـنصيبنܼܿ ـ ـ ـ ـسهمناـ ـ ـ S**5ܙ̈ܕا.ـ
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܀اقارب

Zadiqā, righteous, truthful, righteousness, truthfulness. Zadiqutā, truthfulness,

righteousness. Zadiqutā, this is the excellence of rational will that pursues

righteousness, which is fit to struggle against the enemy. Zadiqutā is thus said of

God, either simply or because He is unmoved in excellence, righteousness.

Zaddeqteh, you behaved righteously in it. According to bar Serošway, that is, you

did it in a righteous way. Zaddeqtān, you purified me. Zaddeqayn, purify me.

Ezdaddaq, to do righteousness. Zaddeqeh in a place in the Book of Paradise,

‘according to his promise’. Zaddeq, this is necessity (zedqā), according to that

which has been decided to be necessary, to necessitate (awjaba). Zedqā, right,

necessary, true. Zedqātā, alms. Zādeq, it is necessary (yajib). Zedqan, it is

necessary for us, it is right for us. Zādeq, this is to be seemly, to be fitting,

according to that which is necessary to be said, a decree (ketbā), to be necessary

(yajib), to be appropriate (yanbaghī). Zaddeq, this is from righteousness and

justice, they adjudicated, they acted equitably. Zādqā, necessary. Zedqā,

righteousness, truth. Zadqan, we acted righteously. Zedqan, our share, our

portion. Zedqē, close acquaintances.

Buried in this entry, we again find Ḥunayn's general equivalents for λόγος in the

Aphorisms, yanbaghī and yajib. Thus far, then, these two Syriac equivalents have

been shown to be more or less synonymous with one another. These accord both

with certain approaches of Ḥunayn's in his Arabic version of the Aphorisms and

with Arabic definitions of these words found in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. On the other

hand, nothing related to Ḥunayn's third major equivalent for λόγος, al-qiyās,

occurs in these contexts.

Forms of a third Syriac equivalent for λόγος, peḥmā ‘analogous’, occur in
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the aphorism under consideration here, iii. 1, and in aphorism iv. 71. In both of

these places we find in Ḥunayn's Arabic version a form of al-qiyās, which is

largely synonymous to this Syriac word. An entry for peḥmā in bar Bahlul's

Lexicon reads like this:

1533:7QA ܹ6XA A+ـحنيالـق ـ ـينتظنـ ـ ـ ـعلمـ ـمعىـ ـفيقّىـتَـشانٍـ ـ ـعلعـ ـنظيىـ ـ ـمثرـ وـنلـ . ـيقدّ ـعلعـ ـقيىـ ـبياسـ ـشيئينـ ـ ـ ـليعلنـ ـ ـ أـ اـمّـيم

ـفضأ ـجمليـفلـ ـ األـ وـمة وـهـاظر ـيقره. ـعلعـ اـ ـلنسبى ـ ـ وـ ـقييـهة ـبياسـ ـشيئينـ ـ ـ ـمتننـ ـ ـسبياـ ـ ـليعلنـ ـ ـ ـلحقيقاـبمـ ـ ـ ـ ـمقمـكةـ أـ ـهمدـحدار اـ

܀من اآلخر. شكل عدل كفو وآخرون نظير

Peḥmā, Ḥunayn said: It is arranged according to six meanings. It is used in place

of an equivalent, a like, (or) an equal. It is used for an analogy (qiyās) between

two things in order to know which of them is more appropriate for the sum of an

affair and its manifestness. It is used for the ratio, which is an analogy (qiyās)

between two proportioned things making known the quantity of one to the other in

reality. A shape, a balance, a match. (According to) others, an equivalent.

Although I have shown in several places above that the Syriac version of the

Aphorisms and Ḥunayn's version are very often quite different in terms of the rate

and types of variation in their respective translation techniques, the variations in

these translations of λόγος are especially striking. The three approaches in the

Syriac translation that I have described are all reflected both in Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation and in glosses attributable to Ḥunayn in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. This is

not the case, however, in the relevant Greek lexicography cited at the beginning

of this discussion. Although these entries are important and interesting,235 they

235. In particular, the entry at 948:10 is very likely a fragment from Ḥunayn's lost

glossary.
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only reflect Ḥunayn's translation choices in his Arabic version of the Aphorisms

very partially. This is, again, emphatically not the case for the Syriac

lexicography. Thus we may say that the scholarly background to Ḥunayn's Arabic

translations of λόγος in the Aphorisms give very strong evidence for the

translator's use of a Syriac source-text in his production of this version of the

Hippocratic work.

Yet, at the same time, these three interpretations of λόγος in the Aphorisms

do not overlap in the Syriac Aphorisms and in Ḥunayn's Arabic version. In all of

the cases where the Syriac version uses a form of the equivalent peḥmā, Ḥunayn

employed the analogous Arabic equivalent al-qiyās. Yet in several places in the

latter work al-qiyās is used where one of the other Syriac techniques (zedqā or b-

wālitā) is used in the Syriac version. Again, these Syriac approaches are clearly

distinct both in their meanings and in the approaches Ḥunayn used to carry them

over into Arabic, as evidenced by the material in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. As such,

while it is very likely that Ḥunayn used a Syriac exemplar at least in some

capacity in his Arabic translation of the Aphorisms, it is almost equally as

unlikely that the extant Syriac Aphorisms was in fact the Syriac exemplar

employed by Ḥunayn. To say this is perforce to say that Ḥunayn was not the

author of the extant Syriac translation of the Hippocratic Aphorisms.

To conclude this discussion, we may consider the two instances where

translations of λόγος are found in al-Biṭrīq's early Arabic translation of the

Aphorisms. In the aphorism directly under discussion here, iii. 1, al-Biṭrīq

translated κατὰ λόγον with yajrī majrāhu ‘following the same course’ in the

sense of ‘analogous’. In aphorism v. 64, he translated παρὰ λόγον ‘unusually’

with the single word jiddan ‘seriously’. Neither of these translations are

represented anywhere in the lexicographical material presented above, nor do
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they resemble any of the translations presented from the other two works. Thus,

despite what I believe to be the strong unlikelihood that Ḥunayn was the author of

the Syriac Aphorisms, the contrast between al-Biṭrīq's translation and the two

other translations under consideration is much stronger than that obtaining

between the Syriac version of the Aphorisms and Ḥunayn's Arabic version. This

may be explained at least in part because al-Biṭrīq did not have recourse to the

Syriac medical tradition in producing this work, but instead translated directly

from Greek to Arabic. The translations of λόγος thus provide clear insight into

the part played by Syriac sources in the advancement in Arabic translation

technique made by Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq.

Aphorism v. 64

(1) Γάλα διδόναι κεφαλαλγέουσι κακόν· κακὸν δὲ καὶ πυρεταίνουσι καὶ οἷσιν 

ὑποχόνδρια µετέωρα καὶ διαβορβορύζοντα, καὶ τοῖσι διψώδεσι· (2) κακὸν δὲ καὶ 

οἷσι χολώδεις αἱ ὑποχωρήσιες ἐν τοῖσιν ὀξέσι πυρετοῖσιν ἐοῦσιν καὶ οἷσιν αἵµατος

πολλοῦ διαχώρησις γέγονεν· (3) ἁρµόζει δὲ φθινώδεσι µὴ λίην πολλῷ 

πυρέσσουσιν διδόναι καὶ ἐν πυρετοῖσι µακροῖσι βληχροῖσι, µηδενὸς τῶν 

προειρηµένων σηµείων παρεόντος, παρὰ λόγον δὲ ἐκτετηκότων.

Ε.

 وايضاً لمن به اختالف من مرّة صفراء وحمّى حادّة ولمن )2( أَعْطِ اللبن لمن يشتكي رأسه ولمن به عطش )1(

 وهو موافق أن يعطى لمن به ضمر وقرح فى رئته اذا لم يكن محموما جدّا ويعطى لمن كانت )3(اختلف دماً كثيراً 

. حمّاه ليّنة فاترة مزمنة من غير أن يكون به شىءٌ من العالمات التى ذكرنا ويكون جسده ناحال جدّاً

(1) Give milk to one who complains of his head, or to one who has sneezes, (2) 

and again to one who has diarrhoea due to yellow bile and an acute fever, or to 
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one with extremely bloody diarrhoea. (3) It is appropriate that it be given to one 

with emaciation and ulceration in his lungs when he is not intensely feverish, and 

that it be given to one whose fever is gentle, weak, and chronic, without anything 

of the signs we mentioned, and whose body is seriously thin.

S.

)1( M%̣ܘܬ! ܕܬs4 ܐܬ)ܘ;(457 ܕܙܘ .!<*_C 4)$5̈%ܒ ܘ;(457 ܕܐ")̣<Sܕ(4 ܕ +f5C .+f5C +f)ܪ p̈C_F6: 07+ :6̣>ܠ% 

 n5C ܕ(4 ܘ;(457 ܕH)ܬ! Cj>ܗܘܢ ܘܐj :"ܘܢ )Xd%)2̈=1+ ܕ#5̈9"ܘܢ ܘ̇ܗܘ(C 4"ܘܢ m0̈^=C+ ܘ;(457 ܕܨܗ(4. 

 ̇%�f ܕ(4 ܕS>̣("ܒ :H +`̈,f6+ ܕ; ܐ*>! ܐ%5̈$(4 )3(ܐ*>! %)(I>!. ܘ;(457 ܕCj>! ܕܕ5m1 +H_! ܗܘܬ :"ܘܢ. 

+Cܪ kbܕ !<*_C236 4)4 ܙܕ]+ ܕH (0: .(Ḥ457 ܕܐܬ̇]$ܡ ܐܬܐ)4 ܐḤ ܡ$H 4Ḣ M: $V !<`5̈[ܬ! ܘܕT5mS !̈ܘܬ<*_Cܘ 

.'(mQ k)$H

(1) To give milk to those who suffer pain in the head is bad. It is also bad that it be

given to those who suffer from fever, and to those with swelling and rumbling in 

the places beneath the cartilage of their ribs, and to those who sneeze. (2) It is also

bad for those who have bile in their faeces while they have an acute fever, and for 

those who have very bloody faeces. (3) It is beneficial that it be given to 

consumptives who do not have a fever that is very great, and in fevers that are 

long and fine, when there is not anything of what was said previously, except what

is fit for the wasting of the body.

Ḥ.

اللبن ألصحاب الصداع رديء وهو أيضاً للمحمومين رديء ولمن كانت المواضع التي دون الشراسيف منه  )1(

 ولمن الغالب على برازه المرار ولمن هو في حمّى حادّة ولمن اختلف دماً )2(مشرفة وفيها قراقر ولمن به عطش 

236. Pognon corrects to ܐCAA_*AAܕ; !<5%AA AA$ ̈)AA4CAA_*AAܕ !<bAAܪ kCAA+ , but to me this appears unnecessary.

See Pognon ed., Une version syriaque des Aphorismes, 39 n. 2.
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 وينفع أصحاب السلّ إذا لم تكن بهم حمّى شديدة جدًّا وألصحاب الحمّى الطويلة الضعيفة إذا لم يكن )3(كثيراً، 

معها شيء ممّا تقدّمنا بوصفه وكانت أبدانهم تذوب على غير ما توجبه العلّة.

(1) Milk for the sufferers of headache is bad, and it is bad also for the feverish, 

and for the one whose area below the ribs is elevated and in which are rumblings, 

and for the one who has sneezes, (2) and for the one in whose faeces yellow bile 

predominates, and for the one with an acute fever, and for the one with very 

bloody diarrhoea. (3) But it benefits the sufferers of tuberculosis if they do not 

have a very severe fever, and the sufferers of long, weak fevers if there does not 

occur along with these anything of what we described previously, and whose 

bodies waste without the disease necessitating it.

The first matter which must be remarked upon when considering these

translations is the corrupt state of al-Biṭrīq's translation as represented in

Houtsma's edition of al-Yaʿqūbī's History. This is shown by the fact that the entire

first part of the aphorism communicates precisely the opposite meaning as that

which the Hippocratic author apparently intended; instead of milk being

described as harmful for the sufferers of these illnesses, the text eǌoins that it be

given to them! Furthermore, certain elements of the text have dropped out,

notably the mention of a disease of the diaphragm at the end of sentence (1).

Comparing the Syriac version with the Arabic version of Ḥunayn, the

stronger adherence to the literal sense of the text of the former may be observed.

For example, the two occurrences of bīš ‘bad’ in sentence (1) and the third

occurrence at the beginning of sentence (3) mirror the repetition of κακόν in the

original Greek in these places. This while Ḥunayn in his Arabic version only

stated the equivalent radīʾ a single time to stand for all three.

A difference of interpretation in sentence (2) may also be observed amongst
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the different versions. Both the early Arabic version and the Syriac translation

render the Greek phrase οἷσι χολώδεις αἱ ὑποχωρήσιες ἐν τοῖσιν ὀξέσι πυρετοῖσιν

in ways that show their authors understood the prepositional phrase ἐν τοῖσιν

ὀξέσι πυρετοῖσιν ‘in acute fevers’ to modify the clause οἷσι χολώδεις αἱ

ὑποχωρήσιες ‘for those whose faeces have bile’. The early Arabic version

translates this phrase li-man bih ikhtilāf min mirra ṣafrāʾ wa-ḥummā ḥādda ‘to

one who has diarrhoea due to yellow bile and an acute fever’, while the Syriac

translation gives here l-aylēn d-mertā itebthon w-it l-hon ešātā ḥarriptā ‘for those

who have bile in their faeces while they have an acute fever’. Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation differs, however, in that the translator appears to have interpreted this

clause to refer to two different cases rather than one. In translating this section, he

wrote li-man al-ghālib ʿalā birāzih al-mirār wa-li-man huwa fī ḥummā ḥādda ‘for

the one in whose faeces yellow bile predominates, and for the one with an acute

fever’. In his commentary on this aphorism, Galen likewise differentiates slightly

between the two.237 Thus it appears that Ḥunayn translated the Hippocratic lemma

to accord with Galen's interpretation, while the author of the Syriac translator

preferred literally to render the original Greek of the aphorism.

Finally, I would like to consider the translations and lexicographical

background of the anatomical term ὑποχόνδριον, which are of interest for the

Syriac translation in particular:

ὑποχόνδριον

ـلشا̄=ABQA(ܐ=ܢA(=;ܪQA=QAܐܘ81:18 ـسيراـ ܐCAܘفـ QA=5VA$ܘܟ Aܪ$)Aܐܘ +VAM0^A A+ ـتح̈ اـ ـلشت ـسيراـ ـتح)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐفـ تـ

237.  Mimura ed., Tafsīr Jālīnūs, V 89.
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܀المراقّ

Upupularion according to Paul, the epigastrium (al-sharāsīf), and in one place

apukidria, meaning the sides (gabbē) below the ribs, and according to bar

Serošway, below the membranes (taḥt al-marāqq).

 

233:10  4Cܪܘܢ ܪ$,V=I1܀الشراسيف األحد السُرّة وهو باليونانيّة وهو من مراقّ البطنܐ

Aspukndrun (according to) our teacher, one of the epigastria, the navel. It is in

Greek, and it is one of the membranes of the stomach.

254:6  '(* <S=Vܘܕ GXb0$' ܘܕVܘܕ +FH=tܐܬܪ' ܗܘ ܕܪܐܬ! ܘܕܐ =S1)̄ܘ ܗ (C +)5$ܪV=Q܀الصدر والبطنܐ

Apukidria (according to) bar Serošway, this is the place of the lungs, the stomach,

the liver, the spleen, and the navel, the breast and the stomach.

Forms of the word ὑποχόνδριον occur some four times in the Aphorisms. In

translating these instances, in something of an exception to the usual pattern I

have observed over the course of this work, Ḥunayn's Arabic version follows a

more regular pattern than does the text of the Syriac Aphorisms. In three of the

four cases, the Arabic version translates this word with the phrase mā dūn al-

sharāsīf ‘that which is beneath the rib cartilage’, while in aphorism v. 64 under

consideration here, this varies slightly to al-mawādiʿ allatī dūn al-sharāsīf ‘the

places that are beneath the rib cartilage’. For its part the Syriac version adopts

two very different approaches to this term. For the first two examples of

ὑποχόνδριον in the Aphorisms, which occur in aphorisms iv. 64 and iv. 73, the

Greek word is translated with a form of the word gabbē ‘sides’, which

corresponds with the entry from bar Bahlul's Lexicon at 81:18 presented above.

For the following two examples, a different translation is given, namely atrawātā
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da-tḥeyt ḥasḥusē d-elʿē ‘the places that are beneath the cartilage of the ribs’. The

sense of the latter translation is almost identical to Ḥunayn's preferred translations

of all instances of ὑποχόνδριον in his Arabic version of the Aphorisms.

An entry in bar Bahlul's Lexicon relevant to the Syriac equivalent of

ὑποχόνδριον, gabbē, reads like this:

445:10  +0ܵ 0ܸ" ̄ܗ :`=ܪC" ܐḢ) الخاصرة. :$5QE '(ܹ[̇ +,Q ܘܐ(C B) 1)̄ܘ الجانبܼ̂ܿ ܼܿ̂ ܀إلى جانبه 

Gabbā, the side, and according to bar Serošway gabbā, for the side he read the

hip (al-khāṣira). Gabbeh, he says this for (someone's) being brought near, to his

side.

This entry's irrelevance to the Arabic translations of the Aphorisms is clear.

However, further resources regarding the Greek entries may be located in other

places in the lexicons. First, an entry for ὑποχόνδριον in bar ʿAli's Lexicon reads

in the following way:

 الشراشيف.ܐܘS=V=Q$ܪ(=ܢ. ܐܸܬܪ' ܕܬ%Xd% Mܸ=1+ ܕ9̈#ܹ+.
238

Upukundrion. The place below the cartilage of the ribs (atrā da-tḥeyt ḥasḥusā d-

elʿē). The rib cartilage (al-sharāsīf).

This entry, likey attributable to Ḥunayn by virtue of bar ʿAli's stated reliance upon

the translator's glossary, reproduces almost exactly the second of the two Syriac

translations of ὑποχόνδριον in the Aphorisms. This constitutes evidence that

Ḥunayn used this equivalent in his own Syriac translations. Yet again, the

238. Hoffmann ed., Syrische-arabische Glossen, 17:368.
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discrepancy between the Syriac and Arabic versions of the Aphorisms is

remarkable, despite their convergence in the latter two instances of ὑποχόνδριον

in the work. Given the strong agreement between these latter equivalents, the

sense that the Syriac equivalent gabbē ‘sides’ is far less explicit than Ḥunayn's

technique tended to be is only heightened. Yet on the other hand, the echo of

Ḥunayn's technique in the latter two instances of the Syriac version must be

admitted to be somewhat mysterious. The fact that the pairing ὑποχόνδριον/gabbē

seems to be attributed to Paul of Aegina in bar Bahlul's entry at 81:18 also adds

another, albeit limited, example of the tendency for Ḥunayn's and Paul's

glossography in the Lexicon to be at variance with one another.

At any rate, it is quite clear that for the translations of ὑποχόνδριον the

relevant Greek lexicography is of greater importance than is the Syriac

lexicography. This argument is further extended by the presence of a definition of

this Greek word in an extended Greek-to-Arabic anatomical entry attributed to

Ḥunayn in bar Bahlul's Lexicon, which reads as follows:

1160:26HA(`[A Aܐ +)AB%A=5SA A4اـم ـلبطراقّ ـ ـيقنـ ـلياـبهـلالـ ـنياـنوـ m5QAܗةـ A A_tAـيقسوـهو)ܘܢ ـ ـثلثمـ ـ أـ ـقسة وـ أـلام ـسمه ـكثياءـ ـ رةـ

ـلياـب ـنياـنوـ ـفيقة.ـ ـ ـلمالـ اـ دون ـلشا ـسيراـ اـ اـحذيـلف ـلسذاء رّةـ 239=ܢA($ܪQA=VA=SAܐܘُ
اـمو دون ـلسا اـ رّة اـلُ ـلعى اـناـ اـمة ا ـلمّ عـضوـ

ـمنطـساالو ـفيقهـ ـ ـيقو=ܢQA=Â_tA()Aܐܘهـلالـ اـلالـ ـيضه A(<ܐاًـ Aـلعاـبو)ܘܢ ـبيرـ اـ ـلثنة ـ واـ اـمّة. ـجنبتينـعاـمّ ـ ـ ـ ـيمينهـ ـ ـ وـ ـيسه اـ ىـلاره

ـلصا ـفيقبـلُـ ـ ـلياـبهـلالـ ـنياـنوـ ـتفسيو"ܐܘܢA"SA]ةـ ـ ـ اـ ـلخره ألنّـلاـ ـتلي اـ ـلمك ـليـاخعـضواـ أـمةـ األـجن ـحشل وـ ـلعاـباء ـبيرـ اـ ـلخة انـترـصاـ

ذـمو دون وـلا اـهك ـلقسو ـ اـ ـلثم ـيقثـلاـ األوـ ـمنطـسال ـلياـبهـ ـنياـنوـ 05QAܗةـ A Aـيقو"ܐܘܢ أـلالـ ـيضه 5dQAܗاًـ A Aـيقو=ܢ ـلجنبتيالـ ـ ـ ـ ـ هـ

;Â=SAـيقو̈"ܤ ـلساـبالـ ـنياـيرـ ـللمةـ ـ االوـضوـ ـمنطـسع HAهـ ܼܿdXA Ä,Aܘܐ̈ܙ +CA+ـيقو ـلجنبتيالـ ـ ـ ـ ـ dXHAهـ A Ä,Aܘ +Â ̈dAܕ + ܸdXHA A Ä,A+ـيقو ـلعاـبالـ ـبيرـ ةـ

اـسألوـل ـلعط HA(`[A)̄ܘABCA(1A(ܘܐة.ـناـ Āܗ "%A ܹ07A A."HA(`[A A+ـغص اـ ـلبطون ـ ܕCAܘن.ـ
̄
iQĀܕ(%A'$[Aܦ=[A.ܝ(̣%A ܹ0x7A A A+ ̇HA( ܼܿ[A ܵÀ"

 "fH=ܼ% 1)̄ܘ (C Z107". ܘܐܘ%ܹ J̄C .+>ÏfCܗ̇ܝ ܕ B)܀المراقّ ثربهܐ

239. Duval: ܕ(=ܢ(S=V=Qܐܘ.
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Marqāqā according to Ḥunayn, the membranes of the stomach (marāqq al-baṭn).

It is called in Greek epigastron. It is divided into three parts, which have many

names in Greek. That which is below the rib cartilage (sharāsīf) which is opposite

the navel is called upokondrion. As for that which is below the navel up to the

pubic region, the middle part of it called upogastrion, and it is also called itron,

and in Arabic the abdomen (thunna). As for that which is from its two sides, the

left and the right, to the backbone, it is called in Greek qênêon, the meaning of

which is ‘the empty’ (al-khālī), because this part is empty on account of the

bowels. In Arabic it is the haunches. That which is below this is divided into three

sections. The middle of it is called in Greek êpibêon, and it is also called êpsion,

and its sides are called lagunês. In Syriac the middle part is called maḥsānē w-

ezbē (‘the loins and the genitals’), and its sides are called maḥsānē w-gesē d-

maḥsānē (‘the loins and the sides of the loins’). In Arabic the middle is called al-

ʿāna (‘the loins’). And according to bar Serošway marqāqeh, this is its membrane.

Marqāqā, the limbs of the stomach (ghuṣūn al-baṭn). In the Book of Paradise, he

reads a single qop. A hilt, its hilt, as it is in the Book of Judges.240 In a

manuscript, its hilt. Bar Serošway adds, its abdomen, the membranes, its adipose

membranes (tharbuh).

240. Judges 3:22.
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CONCLUSION

Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq's Syriac scholarship and the study of Greek-to-Arabic

medical translation

In surveying the material presented in this thesis, it is clear that the relationship 

obtaining amongst Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq's Greek, Syriac, and Arabic scholarly works

was a complex one. It can only be assumed that small portions of Ḥunayn's Greek

lexicographical work survive in the extant Syriac lexicons. However, certain 

examples presented above clarify the ways in which Greek and Syriac scholarship

informed Ḥunayn's Arabic translation work as represented by his version of the 

Hippocratic Aphorisms.

The entries and translations of the Greek word αὐτόµατον in Chapter One

(1.1.3) and the long Arabic entry for ὑποχόνδριον (4., v. 64) both give strong

evidence for significant Greek-to-Arabic lexicographical work on the part of

Ḥunayn that informed his Arabic translation of the Aphorisms without any

significant Syriac intermediary. Yet, the evidence for the very strong relationship

that obtained between Ḥunayn's Syriac and Arabic philological work strongly

outweighs these examples. In only a few cases has it proved difficult to discover

parallels between Ḥunayn's Arabic translation of the Aphorisms on the one hand

and entries in the Syriac lexicons on the other. This holds true even in spite of the

clear evidence presented throughout this thesis that Ḥunayn was not the author of

the extant Syriac Aphorisms. This pattern is further strengthened by the existence

in several cases of exact or nearly exact agreement between lengthy explicating

translations in the Arabic Aphorisms and the definitions in the lexicons of Syriac
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equivalents of these words.241

To repeat, this pattern of agreement between the lexicons and Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation of the Aphorisms is insufficient for the attribution of the

authorship of the Syriac translation of the Aphorisms to Ḥunayn, due to the strong

pattern of divergent interpretations between the main Arabic and Syriac

translations. Rather, the broad terminological agreement between the two

translations and the contrasting interpretative and stylistic modes they adopt

points to their having been composed by two different authors within the same

scholarly milieu. This is consistent with Ḥunayn's account in the Risāla regarding

his contemporaries' Syriac translations of Galen's Commentary on the Aphorisms.

On this basis I believe it is very likely that the extant Syriac Aphorisms was

composed by either Job of Edessa or Jibrīl ibn Bukhtīshūʿ.

This likelihood may be considered disappointing, given that it removes the

best hope for the survival of a Syriac translation composed by Ḥunayn. However

at the same time it would mean that in the extant translations of the Aphorisms we

have a very good simulacrum of the state of both the Syriac and Arabic

translation traditions prior to Ḥunayn's career. This allows for judgments about

Ḥunayn's especial contribution to ʿAbbāsid-era Greek scholarship to proceed

upon quite firm foundations.

241. Examples of this occur in the discussions of κιρσός (2.1.4) and λέπρα (3., iii. 20).

The pattern of agreement mentioned has potential for (admittedly very tentative)

reconstruction of Ḥunayn's lost Syriac translations in the event of the preparation

of digitized versions of the lexicons of bar Bahlul and bar ʿAli.
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The characteristics of the various translations

Despite its being much less given to stylistic variation and creative adaptation

than Ḥunayn's Arabic translation, the Syriac Aphorisms generally gives a

reasonably good sense of the text. This is especially true when it is compared

with al-Biṭrīq's early Arabic version, which can be quite awkward.242 Again

taking this version to represent the state of the art of Syriac medical translation

prior to Ḥunayn, it is evident that the tradition by that time had reached what may

be described as a tolerable degree of competency.

In contrast, as has been generally recognized for Ḥunayn's Arabic

translations, the standard Arabic version of the Aphorisms is quite sophisticated.

This may be observed both in its reader-oriented presentation of the sense of the

Greek original and in its stylistic quality as a work of Arabic literature. On the

basis of the evidence presented here, I hold that the high quality of Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation owes a great deal to the translator's thorough familiarity with

the methods of Syriac translation established by Sergius of Reš ʿAynā and his

successors.243

242. The latter conforms to a pattern of relative inaccuracy and lack of sophistication

noted for early Arabic medical and philosophical translation in previous studies.

See for example John M. Mattock, ‘The early translations from Greek into

Arabic: A comparative assessment’ in Symposium Graeco-Arabicum II

(Amsterdam: B. R. Grüner), 102, as well as Ullmann, Wörterbuch zu den

griechisch-arabischen Übersetzungen, 47-48.

243. A somewhat similar argument was put forward by Henri Hugonnard-Roche on

the basis of a few examples in his article ‘L'intermediaire syriaque’, 198-200,
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At the same time, however, this does not mean that Ḥunayn's Arabic

translation of the Aphorisms was in any sense a mechanical reproduction of his

lost Syriac translation of the work. As may be seen for example in the discussion

of the translations of ἄσθµα in Chapter One (1.2.10), there is evidence that

Greek-to-Arabic and Syriac-to-Arabic lexicography were both involved in the

production of Ḥunayn's translations. This points to a tri-lingual translation

process that saw Ḥunayn first translate the Greek original into Syriac, and then

use both the original and the Syriac translation in the production of his Arabic

version.

Other evidence drawn from the lexicography and the comparison of the

Syriac and Arabic versions also emphasizes the importance of Ḥunayn's

knowledge of Arabic for the quality of his translations. Even in cases of clear

Syriac influence such as the borrowing of the word buḥrān ‘crisis’ discussed in

the treatment of κρίσις (4., i. 1), the exigency of clearly communicating the sense

of the Greek original often prompted Ḥunayn to vary his approach or to rely on

precedents established earlier in the Arabic medical tradition. In many places in

the entries collected by bar Bahlul, furthermore, Ḥunayn displays a deep

knowledge of the possibilities afforded by the Arabic lexicon.

In other examples, too, we see the limits of the influence of Syriac idiom on

the Arabic translations. In the long entry for the Syriac word pagrā found in the

discussion of the translations of σῶµα (3.1., ii. 9), for example, the non-existence

of an exactly corresponding Arabic word prompted one of the lexicographers to

suggest that the Syriac word should be taken over into Arabic. However, this

borrowing does not appear to have been influential. Similarly in the discussion of

κυνάγχη (3.2, iii. 20), there is evidence for an attempt at transferring the specific

which is cited in the Introduction.
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sense of the Syriac terminology into Arabic by means of calque translation. This

adds a layer of complexity to an already extensive set of Arabic equivalents in the

study of the lexicography, but again it does not appear to have been influential in

the texts of the translations.

This evidence thus shows conclusively and in detail that the sophistication

of Ḥunayn's Arabic translation techniques owed a great deal both to his own

Syriac scholarship and that of his predecessors. Although the fact does not

diminish the importance and value of Ḥunayn's Arabic scholarship, the complex

interaction of Greek, Syriac, and Arabic in the scholarly background to his

translations contrasts markedly with the simpler Greek-to-Arabic paradigm

apparently underlying al-Biṭrīq's translation of the Aphorisms.244 Perhaps

somewhat counterintuitively, the existence of some form of a Syriac intermediary

appears to have increased rather than to have decreased the quality of Ḥunayn's

Arabic translation of the Hippocratic Aphorisms.

Evidence of direct Syriac influence upon Ḥunayn's Arabic translations

This statement regarding the character of Syriac influence on the early Arabic

translations of the Hippocratic Aphorisms may lead us to a broader consideration

of the implications of the evidence presented herein. In several cases, such as for

example the translations of παροξυσµός (3.2., iii. 19) and λέπρα (3.2., iii. 20),

there is clear evidence that variations both in the general idiom and the specific

medical terminology of Syriac came to be expressed in Ḥunayn's Arabic

244. That is, at least as far as the preface to the Arabic Palladius may be trusted, where

it is stated that the work was translated ‘from Greek into Arabic’.
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translation of the Aphorisms. If one were to read Ḥunayn's Arabic translation

alongside the Greek original without reference to the Syriac translation, these

variations would appear to be unexplainable anomalies. Furthermore, it is

reasonable to expect that Syriac idiom likewise came to be expressed in other

Arabic compositions of Ḥunayn's. This is so, since it is to be assumed that an

even stronger relationship obtained between Ḥunayn's own Syriac works and his

Arabic ones than that which I have shown to exist between the Arabic Aphorisms

and the Syriac version now extant.

Perhaps more encouragingly, we may also expect that many of Ḥunayn's

Arabic translations have a similar relationship to the Syriac lexicons of bar Bahlul

and bar ʿAli as does his Arabic Aphorisms. Some understanding of Syriac medical

and philosophical terminology is necessary for accessing this material. Yet as I

have shown throughout the present work, interesting and at times enlightening

discussions of Greek, Syriac, and Arabic terminology may be found in these

lexicons. The foregoing research thus specifies the immense value of these

lexicons as tools for the study of the Greek-to-Arabic translation movement.

Implications for Arabic translations beyond the field of medicine

Although medicine and philosophy were certainly distinct disciplines for Greek,

Syriac, and Arabic authors, at the same time the links between the two subjects

were very strong. Even at the terminological level, the two fields were profoundly

interwoven. The deep influence of Aristotelian terminology on the Syriac medical

vocabulary shown in bar Bahlul's entries for kyānā (4., i. 3), and gedšā (4., i. 13)

points to an interesting phenomenon whereby, in a sense, the long history of

Greek thought comes to be compressed into a single idiom. The Hippocratic
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author's τύχῃ and the Aristotelian συμβεβηκός vary quite significantly both in

tone and in conceptual weight, yet it is impossible to escape the impression that

the two have been conflated in the Syriac translation of τύχῃ with gedšā in

aphorism i. 13.

In this respect the study of Arabic medicine shares certain problems with

that of Arabic philosophy considered more broadly. The types of variations in

translation I have treated throughout this thesis pose similar or even greater

problems for the latter study. As Gutas writes in his introduction to the study of

Avicenna's philosophical works,

By the fourth/tenth century... an Arabic speaking intellectual had to con-

tend with three separate levels of Arabic: native and literary usage... the

usage of the Islamic disciplines, and the usage of the translations, itself

not uniform but varying according to different periods and complexes of

translations.245

The evidence presented in this thesis contributes to the process of delineating the 

types of effects produced by the interaction of Syriac with Arabic in one of these 

complexes of translation, the medical translations of Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq. In doing 

so, it shows obliquely the types of benefit that may be expected to derive from the

study of extant Syriac sources for other such complexes as well. In particular, the 

detailed study of bar Bahlul's Lexicon should provide significant insight into the 

philosophical translations of Ḥunayn and his successors in much the same way as 

I have shown it to do in regard to Ḥunayn's medical translations. Although the 

245. Dimitri Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 304.
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specific ways in which Syriac came to influence certain other bodies of Arabic 

translation beyond this one will differ according to context, the types of 

relationships I have observed herein I hope will prove to be useful models.

Syriac scholarship in the social and intellectual history of Islamicate societies

These findings are also of importance for areas of research beyond the

relationship between Syriac and Arabic translations of Greek texts. The examples

of longer entries I have provided above point to the value of bar Bahlul's Lexicon

as a window into the intellectual life of Ḥunayn and his successors. This is

especially true in entries for words like ḥešokā (1.3.14) and āʾar (2.3.1), which

display a certain tension between theological and philosophical conceptions.

These entries along with many others in the Lexicon that I have not treated in the

present work provide valuable material for the study of Syriac philosophy.

Other material cited herein from the Syriac lexicons is of importance for the

history of Greek-to-Arabic translation without particular reference to Syriac

exemplars. Most prominently, there is significant evidence against the traditional

ascription to Ḥunayn of the Arabic translation of Paul of Aegina's Pragmateia.

This evidence is found primarily in the discussion of τέτανος (2.2.6). There, an

entry from bar Bahlul's Lexicon very likely written by Ḥunayn refers to the

translator as someone other than himself, and in other entries the later compilers

bar Bahlul and bar ʿAli explicitly state that Ḥunayn did not use an Arabic

equivalent for τέτανος, al-kuzāz, that occurs frequently in the Arabic version of

the Pragmateia. Furthermore, in other places it appears that Pauline material

appears in bar Bahlul's Lexicon without attribution. This may be observed for

example in the discussion of the translations of ἀπόστηµα (1.3.8).
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Finally, I would like to say a few words about the relationships of these

findings to debates concerning the broader social and cultural history of Arabic

and Syriac intellectual life. Regarding the former, an ongoing debate concerning

the character of the impulse that drove the classical Arabic engagement with

Greek philosophy and science has tended to divide into two camps. One of these,

centred around the work of George Saliba, has tended to focus on the interactions

between Greeks and Arabs in the late Umayyad caliphate, when certain

Byzantine administrative literature came to be rendered into Arabic.246 The other,

whose position has been articulated forcefully by Dimitri Gutas, favours a later

date for the beginnings of serious engagement with Greek literature on the part of

Arabic speakers. Gutas argues that rationalism and scientific inquiry played a key

part in early ʿAbbāsid political propaganda, and that political dynamics should be

considered the fundamental impulse behind the institutionalization of the Arabic

sciences.247

Certain material in this thesis arguably supports each of these perspectives.

For example, the very existence in any form of an early Arabic translation of the

rather obscure Alexandrian physician Palladius' Commentary on the Aphorisms,

performed directly from Greek into Arabic, would seem to support at least to a

certain extent the idea of an early, western stratum of translation. Furthermore,

the clear evidence against Ḥunayn's authorship of the Arabic translation of Paul's

Pragmateia discussed above is accompanied by certain examples of

convergences between the Greek-Syriac-Arabic lexicography attributed to Paul in

246. Saliba, Islamic Science, passim.

247. Gutas, Greek Thought, 29.
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bar Bahlul's Lexicon and al-Biṭrīq's early Arabic version of the work.248 These

convergences perhaps suggest a heavier reliance on late-Hellenic Alexandrian

works in the early period of the translation movement. On the other hand, the

definite inferiority of al-Biṭrīq's translations compared with Ḥunayn's tends to

amplify somewhat the nuances of Gutas' position.

Gutas' work has also figured prominently in debates concerning the

character of the Syriac contribution to the establishment and development of

Arabic philosophy and the relative merits of these two traditions considered

separately from one another. Neatly summarized in Siam Bhayro and Sebastian

Brock's article ‘The Syriac Galen Palimpsest and the Role of Syriac in the

Transmission of Greek Medicine in the Orient’,249 this discussion has likewise

seen different voices adopt two opposing perspectives. Gutas' position, as

characterized by Bhayro and Brock, has been decisively to favour the work of the

ʿAbbāsid-era Greek-to-Arabic translation movement over that of earlier

exponents such as Sergius of Reš ʿAynā. Whatever their quality and importance,

from this perspective it is possible to view the ʿAbbāsid-era Syriac medical works

of Ḥunayn and others as mere extensions of the same processes that underlay the

Greek-to-Arabic translation movement, and thus to relegate the Syriac element to

the background of the historical account.250 In countering this view, Bhayro and

248. Notably in the discussions of τέτανος (2.2.6), again, as well as those of λέπρα (3,

iii. 20), κίνδυνος (2.1.4), ἀποπληξία (2.2.2), and φρενός (2.2.8).

249. Siam Bhayro and Sebastian Brock, ‘The Syriac Galen Palimpsest and the Role of

Syriac in the Transmission of Greek Medicine in the Orient’, Bulletin of the John

Rylands Library 89(1) 2013.

250. Ibid., 41.
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Brock point to the inchoate scholarly understanding of much of the Syriac

medical tradition while again emphasizing the independent value Ḥunayn accords

to his Syriac translations in the Risāla.251

Although the somewhat narrow focus of the material presented in this thesis

makes difficult the drawing of sweeping conclusions, it may be said that the

evidence presented herein tends to favour the latter account of Bhayro and Brock.

This may be seen first of all in the varying quality of the Syriac and Arabic

translations of the Aphorisms that directly preceded Ḥunayn's career, represented

above by the Syriac Aphorisms and al-Biṭrīq's early Arabic translation. Although

neither of these translations reaches the standard of Ḥunayn's nuanced Arabic

translation of the Aphorisms, the Syriac Aphorisms is also very much superior to

al-Biṭrīq's version. This suggests that the Syriac translation tradition, in its

development between Sergius' career and the early years of the ʿAbbāsid dynasty,

had much more to contribute to Ḥunayn's project than did the nascent Arabic

tradition of the time.

Again assuming that the extant Syriac Aphorisms is not the work of

Ḥunayn, the comparisons in Chapter Three that show development in Syriac

translation technique take on greater importance. In the discussions of words like

σῶµα (3.1., ii. 9) , γνώµη (3.2., ii. 6), and λέπρα (3.2., iii. 20) it appears that the

later Syriac version of the Aphorisms is more precise than the earlier version

found in the Syriac Epidemics. Furthermore, in the discussions of σῶµα and

λέπρα, I presented strong evidence from bar Bahlul's Lexicon that these specific

developments in Syriac translation technique had implications for the Arabic

translation techniques of Ḥunayn and his school. Even if these developments

251. Ibid., 42.
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were not as dramatic as the advances in translation technique associated with

Ḥunayn's work, they still represent important contributions on the part of the

medical translation tradition initiated by Sergius to Arabic medical translation.

Both of these lines of argumentation support Bhayro and Brock's call for

the addition of the word ‘Syriac’ to the usual phrase ‘Greek-to-Arabic translation

movement’. Furthermore, this evidence sits alongside numerous examples of less

individual import that demonstrate that Ḥunayn's Syriac lexicography was a very

important locus for the establishment of the Arabic terminology the translator

used in his rendering of works like the Hippocratic Aphorisms. Yet in this way to

consider Ḥunayn's translation techniques without reference to their broader

historical context is to enter significantly murkier waters.

Even in the absence of Ḥunayn's own Syriac translation of the Aphorisms, it

is possible with the aid of bar Bahlul's Lexicon to observe some of the ways in

which Ḥunayn's work must have differed from the extant Syriac version. In the

discussion of the scholarly background to the translations of the Greek word

κατάστασις in the Aphorisms (4., i. 12), I observed the Syriac translation to render

this word in an entirely regular fashion, whereas Ḥunayn used different Arabic

equivalents for the term according to context. In particular, the use of κατάστασις

with reference to the atmosphere prompted Ḥunayn to adopt a dramatically

different approach. In one of bar Bahlul's entries for this Greek word, a definition

of κατάστασις attributable to Ḥunayn provides in Syriac an atmospheric sense

broadly analogous to that Ḥunayn used in his Arabic translation. Given the strong

evidence that Ḥunayn used a Syriac version in preparing his Arabic translation of

the Aphorisms, it is quite likely that he employed this or a similar Syriac phrase in

his Syriac version.

It seems reasonable to suggest that Ḥunayn's greater attention to detail as
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manifested in his Arabic translations should also have figured in his Syriac

translations. This kind of phenomenon points away from the influence of the

tradition of Sergius upon Ḥunayn's translations, and tends to lend weight to the

otherwise polemical remarks in the Risāla concerning Ḥunayn's fellow translators

into Syriac. Furthermore, as I mentioned in the Introduction, there is important

evidence that Ḥunayn's trial at the court of al-Mutawakkil represents a signal

break between the Syriac court physicians and the translator.

For these reasons, I would suggest that personality was a key factor in these

historical developments alongside language and religion, and that recognition of

this may help the organization of historical research. This may be expressed in

the following way: Prior to the accession of the ʿAbbāsids, there existed a Sergian

tradition of Greek-Syriac medical translation. This tradition continued to be pre-

eminent in eastern Mesopotamia up to the time of Ḥunayn. Although Ḥunayn

originally undertook his medical translations as an extension unto Arabic of this

Syriac tradition, the historian should judge his translations as the beginning of a

distinct ‘Ḥunaynī’ tradition of translation.252 This tradition in effect, if not in

intent, used Syriac as an intermediary between Greek and Arabic.

Effectively, the two debates concerning Arabic and Syriac that I have

discussed each reflects the same fundamental parodox in the writing of history.

Any event or complex of events may be approached by considering the ways in

which that event displays continuity with the historical events that preceded it.

However, at the same time no historical phenomenon may be reduced to a

252. Although elements of this account should hold beyond the field of medicine, it

should be remembered that the situtation in a discipline like philosophy was a

good deal more complex.
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mechanical reproduction of its material causes. That is to say, every historical

event is, in some sense, new and irreducibly unique.

The Syriac medical literature practiced by Ḥunayn's contemporaries was

advanced enough to be mistaken for the work of the famous translator. Yet

Ḥunayn did not content himself with reference to these standards of Syriac

translation. Rather, he consistently strove to bring the older Greek and Syriac

intellectual traditions into contact with the newly emergent standards of Arabic

literature. It thus appears that the standards, styles, and referents of Arabic

literature considered as a whole represent an important element of the new in the

Greek-Syriac-Arabic translation movement as represented by Ḥunayn.

Despite this, it is clear that the findings I have presented strongly emphasize

the importance of what might be called the broader Aramaic culture of

translation. As is generally well-known, many of the central works of Aramaic

literature were translations, the main example of this in Syriac being of course the

numerous detailed translations of the Bible.253 Ḥunayn's extensive employment of

Syriac sources in his translation of the Hippocratic Aphorisms strongly

emphasizes the importance of this long tradition for the Arabic translations. This

highlights the kinds of organic processes that influenced Greek-to-Arabic

translation alongside the more intentional institutional efforts emphasized by

Gutas. In this reading, the political interests of the ʿAbbāsid elites provided the

impetus for sustained contact and competition between the Syriac and Arabic

intellectual traditions, each of which however had its own life apart from the

253. Brock relies extensively on this literature in his study of the Syriac Aphorisms

‘Syriac Background’, passim. For a more detailed exposition, see idem., The

Bible in the Syriac Tradition (Piscataway: Gorgias Press, 2006).
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machinations of princes.

While it is impossible to disregard the importance of religious and political

management for the translation movement, the integrity of the various intellectual

traditions that in effect served as its material cannot be ignored either. By

dividing this history into two, the identity and contributions of the Sergian

Graeco-Syriac tradition on the one hand and the Ḥunaynī Graeco/Syriac-Arabic

tradition on the other may be more easily distinguished. Given their quite

different historical, social, and political contexts and aims, it makes sense to study

these two as discrete yet related phenomena. This may be accomplished without

denigrating the intellectual value or historical importance of either one.

In sum, the figure of Ḥunayn ibn Isḥāq represents the point of confluence

between two traditions, that of ancient Aramaic and that of blossoming Arabic.

No matter the various translators' knowledge of Greek sources, and no matter the

desire of the ʿAbbāsid intellectual elites to see works of classical Greek literature

rendered both elegantly and accurately into Arabic, it was ultimately by recourse

to the praxis of translation maintained in the Syriac tradition that a satisfactory

Arabic translation of the Hippocratic Aphorisms was performed. Certainly the

extent to which this characterizes Ḥunayn's other translations and the broader

work of Greek-to-Arabic translation will admit of further specification. However,

the evidence I have presented in this thesis clearly demonstrates the great

potential of Syriac sources for enriching scholarly understanding of both the

details and the general character of these profoundly important historical subjects.
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APPENDIX

An alphabetized version of Duval's Greek index to bar Bahlul's Syriac

Lexicon

As discussed at the beginning of Chapter One of this thesis, Rubens Duval, the

editor of bar Bahlul's Syriac Lexicon, prepared an extensive index of Greek terms

that he had identified as present in the latter work. However, this index has until

now remained ordered according to the terms' column and line numbers rather

than alphabetically, making it very difficult to consult systematically.

The following represents an alphabetically-ordered list of the Greek and

Latin terms identified by Duval as present in bar Bahlul's Lexicon. Although I

provide it here with the intention of facilitating reference to the Lexicon for all

interested scholars, I hasten to add that it should not be taken to replace Duval's

index entirely. The original index includes important references that I have not

included in this list. Furthermore, in numerous cases several Greek terms occur in

the context of thematically-ordered entries, as may be seen in the entry for the

word marqāqā in the discussion of ὑποχόνδριον at the end of Chapter Four

above. This and like phenomena are emphasized by Duval's approach but

suppressed here. Thus cross-reference between this list and Duval's index will

often prove beneficial.

Finally, another slight problem in the original edition may be noted. For the

intial pages of the sections in the Lexicon for the letters ālep to pē, the line-

numbers given in Duval's index differ from those added in the Philo Press edition

due to the editor's including the lines occupied by the section titles in his count.

This approach was not adopted, however, in the Greek index for the letters
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following pē nor in any of the other indices. For this reason, the references in the

index to columns 5, 6, 349, 350, 441, 442, 525, 526, 599, 600, 663, 664, 671,

672, 708, 709, 783, 784, 833, 834, 858, 859, 931, 932, 985, 986, 1207, 1208,

1291, 1292, 1471, and 1472 will differ from the Philo edition's line numbering.

Greek Words

      Α

ἀάατος 106:23

ἄατον 106:23

ἄβατος 10:13

ἀββᾶς 18:7

ἀβέλτερος 10:15

ἀβής 15:25 

ἀβιληνή 15:4

ἀβραµίς (=ἄγνος, τὸ δένδρον τοῦ Ἀβραάµ) 20:3-4

ἀβραµίς (ἰχθύς) 20:3-4

ἀβροτόνινον 20:19

ἀβρότονον 20:21-24, 422:27, 594:8

   κεκαυµένον 20:21-24

ἀβρύνων 20:17

ἄβυσσος 14:19, 160:17

ἀγαθά 22:26

ἀγαθός 22:27, 33:17

ἀγαθὸς ἄνθρωπος 26:17

ἀγαθοῦ 24:8

ἀγαθυνεῖς 22:22

ἀγαθυνθήσεται 33:19

ἀγάθων 33:16

ἀγαλλιᾶσθε 22:11

ἀγάλλοχον 22:3, 28:25 
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ἀγαλιάσοµαι 22:9

ἀγάπη 26:20, 30:24, 156:12

ἀγαπητός 23:11, 31:1

ἀγαρικόν 22:16, 32:16, 445:3

ἀγαστός 23:1

ἀγγείδιον? 198:11

ἀγγελία 198:15

ἄγγελος 23:12, 198:12

ἀγένητος 30:16

ἀγέρωχος 22:28

ἀγή (ἡ)? 33:15

ἀγήρατον 27:15

ἀγήρατος (λίθος) 27:12, 864:14

ἄγιον ῶνεῦµα 27:10

ἄγιος 7:8, 26:19, 28:4

ἀγιώτατος 28:2

ἀγκύλη 145:24?, 276:8, 851:1

ἀγκύλιον 275:21

ἀγκύλωσις 214:3

ἀγκών 273:16

ἀγλαοφῶτις 26:4, 29:10-12,13

ἄγλωσσος 29:7

ἄγνοια 28:6, 30:6,7, cf. 201:24, 203:9

ἄγνος 27:25, 30:12, 948:18

ἀγορά 25:14

ἀγρία ἐλαία 22:20, 23:25-26, 32:20

ἀγρία κάνναβις 32:12, cf. κάνναβις

ἀγρία κνίκος 22:13, 32:24-25

ἀγρία κράµβη 22:18, 32:14?, cf. κράµβη ἀγρία

ἀγριορίγανος 32:21

ἄγριος [ἐρέβινθος] 26:12, 32:11
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ἄγριος (τόπος) 32:10, 51:7

ἄγριος σίκυς 33:7, 200:1-2, 518:5

Ἀγρίππας 33:5

ἀγρός 25:24

ἄγρωστις 28:12 

ἄγρωστις ἄλλα ἐν Παρνασσῷ 31:24

ἀγύρτης 25:15

ἀγχίλωπα cf. ἀγχίλωψ 

ἀγχίλωπας cf. ἀγχίλωψ 

ἀγχίλωψ 211:2, 6, 253:24, 606:8

ἄγχουσα 126:22-26, 202:25, 210:22

   ἑτέρα 126:22-26, 202:25, 210:22

   τρίτη 126:22-26, 202:25, 210:22

ἀγωγάς 24:12-20

ἀγωγή 24:12-20

ἀγωγός 24:12-20

ἀγών 24:25

ἀγωνιστής 25:1

ἀδαµάντικος (λίθος) 39:19-22

ἀδαµαντικὸς (λίθος) 33:28, 39:23, 297:3–4?, 7, 331:27 

ἀδάµαντος (λίθος) 565:17

ἀδάµας 34:10, 36:7, 39:14, 24, 135:20, 179:4 (-αντος), 331:27, 863:2, 1987:9

ἀδάρκης 33:25, 41:26, 43:7, 11, 99:15, 704:10, 718:22

ἀδάρκιον 718:22

ἀδελφύς 38:8

ἄδηλον 37:2

ἀδήν 34:21 (ἀδένες), 37:10, 1500:5

ἅδης 37:13

ἀδηφαγία 36:9, 53:8

ἀδίαντον 33:27, 37:4, 826:4

ἀδικία 37:15
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ἄδικος 37:17

ἄδικον 37:17

ἄδιψον? 37:12

ἀδολεσχία 35:7

Ἀδονίς 35:21

Ἀδραµυττηνός 43:2

Ἀδρίας 42:17, 610:8

ἀεὶ ὤν 125:5, 137:17, 140:14, 210:13, 211:12

ἀείζων 122:6, 7, 148:3, cf. 6:23-26, 46:1

   ἔτερον τρίτον  6:23-26, 46:1, cf. 122:6-7

   µικρόν  6:23-26, 46:1, cf. 122:6-7

ἀέρας 8:19, 9:8

ἀερία 9:4

ἀέρινον 344:6

ἀέριον 7:4, 7:12, 8:23

Ἀέτιος 6:17, 9:1

ἀέτιος 6:18

ἀέτος 107:2, 207:22

ἀετός 6:20

Ἄζωτος 100:14, 305:24 

ἀηδών 7:2, 45:21, 212:25

ἄηπτον 17:12?

ἀήρ 8:14-16, 147:6

ἀθανασία 317:8

Ἀθανάσιος 317:6, 333:24

ἀθάνατος 7:9-10, 333:25

ἀθετῶν 321:18

Ἀθῆναι 327:20-27, 333:23, 662:7

ἀθήρα 37:21, 216:10, 328:4, 592:17?, 603:20, 676:1

ἀθηρώµατα 321:24

ἀθληταί 330:22-28
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ἀθλητής 330:22-28

ἄθλιος 331:4

ἀθυµία 326:28

ἀθῶος 322:5

αἴγειρος 27:23, 51:4, 111:3, 606:15

αἰγίδιον 111:6

αἰγιαλός 26:21

αἰγίλωψ 28:11, 28:21, 29:8, 98:10?, 111:26, 198:20, 605:25, 867:8

αἰγοθήλης 731:2

αἰγόκερως 111:22, 472:18, 605:16

αἰγύπτια 31:4

Αἰγυπτία (ἄκανθα) 198:17, cf. 59:13, 271:22-23

αἰγύπτιον (ἐλένιον) 31:5

Αἴγυπτος 23:8, 30:26, 115:20

αἰδοῖον 602:12

αἰθήρ 8:14-16, 327:28, 662:5

αἰθιοπικός 233:15

Αἰλώµ 127:23

αἷµα 132:10, 135:14, 636:27 (-ατος), 

αἱµατίτης (λίθος) 185:8, 637:7, 758:11, 865:5, 1837:7 (confused with κρύσταλλος), cf. λίθος
(αἱµατίτης) 

αἱµορροΐδες 67:21, 616:7, 637:5

αἴνεσις 137:6

αἶνος 137:8

Αἰολίς 5:20

αἶρα 8:21, 147:20, 26, 655:27

αἱρεῖ 284:22

αἴρειν 149:21

αἵρεσις 299:12, 659:13

αἱρεσιώται (αἱρεσιώτης) 280:3, 283:24

αἱρετικοί 658:1 

αἴρω 149:10
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ἡ αἰτιατική? 124:19

Αἴτνη 108:19

αἰχµαλωσία 126:20, 158:16

αἰών 118:7, 599:11

Ἀκαδηµαϊκοί 272:13

Ἀκαδηµία 272:13

ἀκαδηµία 1713:8 

ἀκακαλίς 271:4

ἀκακία 272:3, 277:14, 1479:23

ἄκακος 272:1

ἀκαλύφη 271:16, 276:1

ἄκανθα 59:13, 271:11-17

   Αἰγυπτία 59:13, 271:22
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ἐπί τῇ βασικῇ ὁδῷ? 1540:7

(ἄλυσσον) δοκεῖ δὲ καὶλύσσαν κυνὸς ιᾶσθαι 169:26

ἡ µὲν αὐτῶν 132:26

τὸν οὐρανὸν τοῦ οὐρανοῦ 2025:3, 2036:15

εἰς τὸ σκότος τὸ εξώτερον 226:14

τίµα τὸν πατέρα καὶ τὴν µητέρα σήν 803:21

τὸ πρὸς τὴν γῆν νενευκός 1607:9

φύλλα ἔχει περικλυµένῳ ὅµοια 1072:20-24
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amentum 185:6?, 192:23?

ampulla 250:21, 263:10

Aprilis (menses) 261:23, 268:8

atramentum 1370:19?

axis 156:13

baculus 373:9

baptisma 1503:23

buccina 373:2, 10

buccinator 373:2

caballarius 1708:9

caeruleum 1719:14?

calidarius 1803:22

caliga 1788:7

caligarius 1788:6

Caligula 443:18

Campania 1700:9

camphora 1746:1
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cancelli 1812:13

canterinum (hordeum) 1580:16

carruca 1835:3

castrensianus 1816:11

castrensis 1816:13

casula 1741:23

Census 1009:2

census 1776:6

centenarium 1807:20

centuriones 806:14

Census 912:1, 1009:2

Chors 882:15

De cibis frumentariis 1362:25

Cibus? 889:1

circenses 1781:18

Circesium 1782:1

Claudia 1785:23

Claudius 1785:23

Cledonius 1788:19

Clemens 1790:8, 1794:2

creta 1847:4

culeadae? 1698:8

cultrum 1732:7?

curator 1752:10

custodia 1741:15

Dalmatia? 535:23

Decius 528:11

Domnina 544:2

Domninus 544:2

ductores? 547:4
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Dumachus 543:13

dux 540:24, 541:6

edictum 114:26

emancipatus 133:1

exceptores 1129:14?

exercitus 159:14, 163:19

exilium 55:15 (preferred to exsul)
exsul 55:15, 76:8

fabrica 1471:12

februarius 1491:18

furnus 1524:1, 9

galearii 486:20, 499:9

herba rubia 621:20, 656:7, 2029:7

Hispanica 234:20?

horreum 54:3, 55:5

Hospitia 67:4

Ianuarius 110:4

Ignatius 26:26, 29:3, 30:10, 111:27
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ignes 111:16

indictio 100:1, 199:10

Iorarii 1363:10
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Latinus 1788:18?

lectica  935:18, 946:5, 980:8

(in) lectica? 402:11

Legatum 941:7

Libellum 576:17, 937:6, 964:7

Longina 948:20

Longinus 948:4

nauta 1225:8, cf. ναύτης
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Novatiani 1225:13

Novatus 1225:17

Marcellus 994:1

Martius 993:21?, 1621:15

Mauricia 1040:20?

Mauricius 1040:13

melissa 1070:15

mensis Maius 1074:21

mille 1068:6, 1071:9

Mysia 1037:21

patriarcha 1473:15, 1539:1

Phrygia salutaris et Pactiana 1608:14

pontifex imperator 1516:19

pontonium 1578:13

primus 993:22?, 1621:15

Proemium 866:15

quaestionarius 1815:9

repudium 1900:8

Romulus 1888:5

Rufus 1890:19

sacristarium 114:16
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scamnum regni? 242:10

scrinium 1378:22

Sergius 1295:8

Sextilis 1303:29

signum 1336:1

Silentiarius 1341:23

stabulum 219:13

statio 222:15

strata 224:16
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tabellarius 787:2

talare 810:17

talentum 809:6
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tetracha 832:15

tetrarcha 801:6–9

Tribuni 825:7

Tribunus 825:10

trulla 794:19

Valens 665:25

Valens Palaestinus 664:10

Valentinus 663:8

Valerianus 663:10

vela 663:13, 665:21

Veneti et Albati 382:25, 403:22, cf. Βένετοι καὶ Πρασινοί

victima? 352:17
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